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by Rev, S. B. Heygate 
In 1976 the Leicestershire Probation Service established s two-
tier system for its work in the assessment and supervision of 
offenders. The first tier, the Court Intake and Assessment Team, 
prepared Social Enquiry Reports on offenders not known or not 
currently being supervised by the agency. If the court made a 
supervision order the case was transferred to the Treatment Teems, 
the second tier, who carried out the supervision. Previous research 
had only examined the work of the intake team in isolation. The aim 
of this thesis was to examine the intake team in the context of the 
treatment teams, the offenders and the expectations placed upon it 
by the agency. 
The main purpose of the thesis was to trace and evaluate the 
offender's career with the Probation Service from his original 
contact with en Intake officer for the--preparation of the report to 
the supervision he received by the Treatment Teem officer. Within 
that main aim ere several important areas. These were whether, by 
setting up e specialist report writing teem, the courts received 
reports of higher quality then hitherto end whether the intake team 
was gearing its recommendations to include or exclude particular 
types of offenders. The concept of targeting became en important 
issue within the thesis. The thesis shows how e needs/risk scale 
used et the report preparation stage could assist officers in 
targeting offenders for supervision. The examination of the use of 
labelling within reports end case records, the transfer process that 
existed end the amount of supervision offered showed up serious 
flews in the intake system. Furthermore, the thesis showed_ that the __ 
intake system created tensions for the officers working within it, 
especially the Treatment Teem ones. The conclusion of the thesis is 
that the intake system es researched should either be disbanded or 
seriously modified. 
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CHAPTER 1; INTRODUCTION 
This chapter has two objectives. Firstly, to locate the work of the 
Leicestershire Probation Service in its historical perspective, and 
to describe why I undertook this piece of work. Secondly, the 
chapter will describe the contents of the remaining chapters; the 
general findings of the research. The resesarch methodology can be 
found in the Methodological Appendix. 
In March 1976 the Court Intake and Assessment Team <CIAT> and the 
field work teams, known as Treatment Teams <TT> of the 
Leicestershire Probation Service came into being. Its first year of 
life had been researched by Hard1ker 1 • Subsequent to Hardiker's work 
some of the officers within CIAT, under the guidance of the 
Assistant Chief Probation Officer-L:-coates and its Senior Probation 
Officer R. Shaw, began to collect information about the team's 
function. As a member of that team and one who had some previous 
experience of research I was invited to assist in its evaluation. It 
soon became evident to me that any research carried out needed to 
be broadened to include the effect CIAT had on client groups and 
the TT officers. Such research needed to be encapsulated within a 
sound theoretical framework. This immediately led to uncertainty, 
confusion and a littl~ _ ten~ion_ being felt by_ some_ of_ the main grade 
officers as to my role and some of the management as to the nature 
of my research. This latter group required instant results and saw 
my work as 'in house action research'. Some colleagues were 
suspicious and saw my involvement in data gathering as colluding 
with a social control mechanism being introduced by management 
under the guise of research. In order to gain the 'political 
independence' and quality of supervision that I required I registered 
my work as post graduate research with Loughborough University. 
Within the agency the research working party maintained an interest 
and enthusiasm in my work and they assisted in some of the initial 
- 2 -
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data collection. In return it has been necessary to furnish the 
service with progress reports of my work to keep them in the 
picture and for them to make any changes in procedures if the 
results so suggested. At times this deflected me from the thesis for 
the dual roles of post graduate researcher and agency employee can 
be quite trying. It would have been better if the implications of my 
research had been more fully discussed with management before the 
die had been cast. 
The original problem that confronted the agency and hence the 
need for research was that it had committed itself to a CIAT-TT 
system for preparing Social Enquiry Reports <SERs) on offenders 
either not known by the agency or those not being currently 
supervised by it. This meant that a group of CIAT officers were 
preparing a large number of SERa each month. Some CIAT officers 
feared that they could adopt a 'sausage machine' approach to 
reports. In order to combat this problem the agency felt CIAT 
officers needed an objective assessment technique to assist in the 
preparation of SERa. The agency adopted a pragmatic viewpoint: SERa 
had to be written as adequately as possible and hence an objective 
assessment technique could assist. Martin Davies' Index of the Social 
Environment was thought to have potential use as a predictor of 
future risk of reotfending. Davies had not devised his scale to be 
used primarily _es~~a~predictor~ of reoffending so an immediate concern 
was whether it could be used safely in en intake setting. The 
agency's pragmatic approach would have reduced my research to 
trying to validate the Martin Davies Index <MDI> for the intake 
setting and to trying to develop a gravity ranking. 
However this would just have been more of the same as Hardiker2 , 
Cleeve3 , and Schagen and Heygate• had previously researched the 
intakA part of the CIAT-TT system. What had never been studied 
before, in relation to CIAT, was whether it was targeting its 
reports towards high risk, high gravity offenders or whether 
recommendations were geared towards the 'soft' end of criminality. In 
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addition and after consultation with Coates, one of the Assistant 
Chief Probation Officers, I felt that the social need of the offender 
ought to be examined in order to see whether a needs scale could be 
developed. Such a scale could inform the CIAT officer about whether 
he should be trying to bring the offender into the probation system. 
These research interests were focused solely on the intake team and 
not on the effects it had on the treatment teams or the offenders. I 
therefore wished to broaden the research still further by following 
the career of an offender ee he passed into the CIAT system via the 
court and onto the treatment teems if a supervision order was made. 
The way the offender~ were described <labelled) was studied to see 
if labelling had any effect on recommendations, sentences or the 
subsequent intervention by the TTs. 
Two other major themes were related to this systems approach to 
analysing offenders• careers. The first was the transfer process of 
the offender from the CIAT officer to the TT officer. What were the 
effects of transfer? By having two specialist teams did this lead to 
an easy, efficient and highly professional transfer of cases which 
enabled supervision to take place without any loss of momentum? 
Were offenders seen more often because they were being supervised 
by officers who no longer had the tie of frequent court 
responsibilities? Given the specialist supervision that would be 
available <differential treatment> was there a_ reduction in - -
offending? The second theme was whether the CIAT-TT system worked 
to the advantage of its officers as well as the offenders. TT 
officers never initiated new cases: all their work came via 
transfers from other teams or via CIAT. Thus they were not able to 
act overtly as gate-keepers of their own case-load. Did they 
therefore feel that they suffered from client bombardment due to 
their leek of bounda.y control? All these considerations culminated 
in the empirical question: is there any reel merit in the CIAT-TT 
system continuing in its present format? 
The above paragraphs describe the main objectives of my research 
------
L----------------------------------------------
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and the context in which it was carried out. I will close the 
chapter by outlining, very briefly, the contents of the chapters. 
Chapter 2 of this thesis examines the developing role of SERa in 
judicial proceedings. Although the Probation Service has been in 
existence for over a hundred years the use of SERa is of more 
recent origins. The chapter will examine both the nature of SERa and 
their function within judicial proceedings. The chapter has five main 
sections: what constitutes a SER; the research findings on SERa; uses 
and abuses of SERa; their role in the sentencing process; end the 
development of SERa, 
Chapter 3 describes in more detail the formation of the CIAT-TT 
system, the thinking behind it end its operational objectives. The 
second part of the chapter looks at the search for an objective 
assessment technique. The chapter closes by setting CIAT into its 
working context. 
The next chapter discusses the theoretical frameworks and 
hypotheses underpining this research. These frameworks can be 
divided into six main sections: 
a) Do 'expert teams' write 'expert reports'; and can one 
deduce client profiles for each of the major disposals from 
an analysis of SERa? 
b) Do the results on recommendations, sentencing end 
effectiveness have any_ implications for targeting? 
cl The use of the MDI end the development of e needs/risk 
scale. 
d) A study of the transfer process of the CIAT-TT system. 
In particular I looked to see whether the transfer process 
worked and the implications the transfer process had for 
subsequent supervision and reoffending. 
e) The use of ~abelling end offenders' careers. Did the way 
labels were used affect the court outcome? Later within the 
supervision process did labelling have any bearing on 
decisions for discharge of cases or how supervisees were 
- 5 -
presented to court if they reoffended? 
f) What was the effect of the CIAT-TT system on the 
officers working within it? 
The above six sections form the basis of Chapters 5 - 10 of this 
thesis. 
'7he final chapter of any thesis should confront the 
empirical findings with the original research objectives. In 
this way the researcher can indicate the extent to which 
the outputs from the research fulfil the earlier established 
aims. However, in this concluding chapter it is hoped to do 
more. Because of the policy orientated nature of the study 
it is appropriate to consider some of the policy 
implications that can be drawn from the research, together 
with suggestions for possible policy changes."'" 
--So Sinclair finished her opening chapter of her doctoral thesis 
and it sums up exactly the purpose of my final chapter; to reflect 
back to the Leicestershire Probation Service policy statements for 
its consideration. 
This thesis now continues with Chapter 2, which examines the 
developing role of SERa in judicial proceedings. It begins by looking 
at the development of SERa. 
- 6 -
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CHAPTER 2: TiiE J>EYELOPIHG ROLE OF SOCIAL ENQUIRY REPORTS 
AND 1l!EIR S!'AHDIHG IN Jt!DICIAL PROCEEDINGS 
IN'fRODUCTION 
The best way of evaluating the Court Intake and Assessment Team 
- Treatment Team <CIAT-TT> system in the Leicestershire Probation 
Service is to analyse arguably the most important area of its work; 
namely the Social Enquiry Reports <SERs> that the intake officers 
prepare, the results and the subsequent effect on the TT officers 
and the offenders they supervise. The way CIAT officers write their 
reports is of crucial importance to the offender and of great 
concern to their TT colleagues who effect any subsequent 
supervision. Courts also place emphasis on the SER and see it as a 
necessary aid to the sentencing process. Thus SERs are of great 
importance to offenders, TT officers and sentencers. Since SERs are 
so important and since they absorb such a lot of time, then this 
thesis has to examine carefully the role SERs play in the CIAT-TT 
system. Before I can d~ _this I have to f!B~ab~ish _what_ an ~R is and_ _ _ _ __ _ _ 
what its purpose is. This chapter examines SERs from five 
perspectives: 
a> The developing role of the Probation Service in 
preparing SERa. 
b) What constitutes an SER, 
c> The uses and abuses of SERa 
d) The role of SERs in sentencing. 
e) SERa and their influence in sentencing 
- 7 -
The DEVELQPINQ ROLE OF THE PROBATION SERVICE IN PREPARING SERB 
It is not necessary for the purpose of this research to go into 
much detail about the history of the Probation Service. Details of 
its development rooted in the evangelical fervour of the Police 
Court Missionaries of tha 1870s, to the formalising of the 
Probation Order by the Probation of Offenders Act 19071 to the 
modern service can be found in works by J arvis 1 • 2 1 King'", HaxbyA, 
Bochel5 and Mongerc. 
What is of more interest to this research is not how the Service 
developed but how its large commitment to preparing SERa became 
established. 
In the 1870s the Police Court Missioners would befriend an ex-
prisoner who had reoffended and was back in court. The majority of 
--
these offenders had drink problems of varying degree. The modus 
operandi of the missioners would be to attend court, see the 
offender before sentence, and then if appropriate seek to intervene 
in the court proceedings and ask the court not to send him back to 
prison but rather to discharge him to their care. This would 
hopefully lead to the offender abstaining from alcohol, be 
spiritually converted and be reintergrated back into his family and 
society. To intercede in this way the missioners must have made 
soine informal asseasment -of- the offender and that the risk of not 
sending him back to prison was offset by the offenders possible 
rehabilitation. From these humble beginnings the SER was born. 
It is not clear when the first court report was formally 
presented to the court, but it certainly was by the Police Court 
Missioners, Mathieson and Walker stated: 
"The first reports were •touting for trade', or to put it at 
a higt.Jr level, the mission of the early probation officers 
was to keep people out of prison and reclaim th~ which 
would involve pleading with the court to give them the 
opportunity of working with the offender.'17 
• 
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By the time the Probation of Offenders Act 1907 came into force 
there was en expectation that offenders could be placed on 
probation " ... having regard to the character, antecedents, age, 
health or mental condition of the person charged.- This implied 
that in some format the sentencing court was being supplied with 
information on the defendant. Gradually the Probation Officers' 
Reports <they were coined Social Enquiry Reports by the Morrison 
Committee'"> became more widely used so that in 1926 the Probation 
Rules stated: "Probation officers could make preliminary inquiries 
as directed by the court, about any offender who might be 
considered for probation."' 0 Thus by this stage SER usage had 
spread nationally, but was limited in application to see whether 
probation officers concurred with the court's view that a defendant 
might respond to a period of probation. The officers' role was, 
---
therefore, a reactive one. 
The next stage in the recognition of the role probation officers 
had in the judicial arena came from the-Report of the Developmental 
Committee on the Treatment of Young Offenders 1927. They were 
aware that the Probation Service was providing reports in many 
courts on juvenile cases. The committee felt that this practice 
ought to occur nationally, so their recommendation, subsequently 
incorporated into the 1933 Children and Young Persons Act, was 
" ... in ell except trivial cases, the court should have the fullest 
possible information ~~ the young -pe~on.''' ;- These reports, known 
as 'home surrounding' reports, were seen to be the responsibility 
of the Probation Service although the Local Authority could have 
oversight of the young defendant. Thinking about the provision of 
reports continued with the Departmental Committee on Social 
Services in Courts of Summary Jurisdiction in 1936 which said there 
sl ould be " ... social investigation in cases other than those in 
which a probation order is likely to be made."12 The Second World 
War prevented its rapid implementation, but this recommendation was 
incorporated in the 1948 Criminal Justice Act. This made provision 
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for the increasd use of SERs in the adult court as it stated that 
one of the duties of the probation officer should be 
" ... to enquire, in accordance with any directions of the 
court, into the circumstances or home surroundings of any 
person with the view to assisting the court in determining 
the most suitable method of dealing with hie case."'"' 
This act also made provision for cases to be adjourned to give 
officers reasonable time to prepare their reports. This provision 
effectively led to the decline of the •stand-down' report, prepared 
during the court sitting. There was then a lull in further thinking 
about the use of SERa until the Streatfield Report was published in 
1961. This was an important milestone. 
The Streatfield Report 
The Report of the Departmental Committee on the Business of the 
Criminal Courts <Streatfield Report> dealt 
" ... comprehensively with the question of what information 
the courts now require to enable them to select the most 
appropriate treatment for offenders, and with arrangements 
for providing them with this information ... they needed 
information not only about the offence but about the 
offender and his social background. •• • 
King in her C?~mentary on the Streatfield Report states that it 
raised a series of controversial practical issues, namely: 
"a) at what stage should enquiries be made; before trial or 
between conviction and sentence? 
b) Is it necessary or practicable to have them in all cases 
and if not, how should priorities be decided? 
c) What should be included in reports?"18 
n.a first and third questions will be examined later. This 
section will look at the categories Streatfield identified as 
requiring reports for the higher courts. In general the magistrates 
courts eventually adopted the same criteria. 
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Streatfield proposed that probation officers should prepare, as a 
matter of course, pre-trial reports on: 
a) persons aged under 31 at the date of commital; 
b) persons aged over 31 who have not previously been 
convicted, since reaching the age of 17, of an offence 
punishable with imprisonment; 
c) persons who have recently been in touch with the 
probation service <e.g., on probation or for after-care). 
The Home Office accepted these proposals. <see Circular 
138/1963). Mathieson and Walker saw these arrangements as " ... a 
real milestone in the history of the Probation Service and the 
development of its court enquiry function."''" The Home Office 
circular brought the Probation Service into the arena of 
sentencing. It wen~ further by saying " ... the categories suggested 
by the Streatfield Committee are minima, and individual courts may 
wish to add to them. •• 7 
As an overview, by the mid sixties the Probation-service was 
expected to prepare SERs on all but trivial cases in the juvenile 
court and on quite a significant proportion of those in the higher 
courts. The Morrison Committee of 1962 largely endorsed the 
Streatfield recommendations as to the provision of SERs. 
__ Post Streatfield Develo~ts 
Since Streatfield the only government committee looking at SERs 
was the Morrison Committee. This focused not so much on whom 
SERs should be prepared but more on content and recommendations of 
reports. I wUl return to it later. 
The gap in the judicial system as far as SER usage was concerned 
was the magistrates courts which lagged behind the others. They 
were encouraged to widen the net to include SERs on more offenders 
by Home Office Circulars 138/1963, 188/1968 and 190/1968. The 
latter two were couched in such a way as to try and bring the 
----------------------------------------------------------------
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masistrates' courts into line with the others without causing 
offence. To lessen the possible retort by some courts a pert of the 
latest circular was as follows: 
·~e Secretary of State recognises that it is already 
practice of many magistrates' courts to ask for SERa in a 
wide range of cases, as a result of the adoption by 
magistrates' courts of arrangements for the provision of 
reports in the light of those recommended for superior 
courts by the Streatfield Committee and H.O. Circular 
83/1963; and he would not wish the present recommendations 
to be regarded in any way restricting the range of cases in 
which such reports are received. "18 
The circular went on to state: 
·~e Secretary of State is accordingly recommending to all 
courts that they should, as of normal practice, consider a 
SER before imposing on an offender aged 17 or over a 
sentence in any of the following categories: 
a> detention in a Detention Centre, 
b) borstal training 
c> a sentence of imprisonment (including a suspended 
sentence> of two years or less where the offender has not 
received a previous sentence of imprisonment (including a 
suspended sentence> or borstal training;~~' 
d> any sentence of imprisonment on a woman. 
He also recommends that a magistrate's court should 
consider a report before committing an offender to the 
superior court for sentence. "1 • 
The circular also reminded the courts that a " ... SER should normally 
be obtained before a probation order is made, oo;zo Home Office 
Circular 59/1971 sought to bring the Probation Service up to date 
with the Secretary of State's current thinking on the provision of 
SERa. It stated: 
"As probation and after-care committees will be aware, the 
------
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provision of SERs, to the magistrates' courts has assumed 
increasing importance among probation officers' functions ... 
Courts are being sent a consolidated memorandum on the 
arrangements for furnishing information necessary to enable 
them to select the most appropriate form of treatment for 
offenders.'''" 
Since that time there have been no major changes in the advice 
to courts as to new categories on whom magistrates should receive 
reports. So the current position remains that the superior and 
juvenile courts have an expectation of receiving reports on 
virtually all cases where the defendant is pleading guilty (for a 
discussion of SERs and not guilty pleas see below>. Reports to 
these courts were to be pre-trial. As for the magistrates' courts 
they adhere to the circulars which prescribe the minimu~ provision 
of reports, now including SERa before a Community Service Order is 
made.22 However there is, in general, co-operation between the 
probation service and the courts as to provision of reports 
depending on local requirement and staffing levels in the service. 
In the 1970s the probation service prepared large number of SERs 
in addition to the minimum criteria, these reports being mostly 
pre-triaL However, with the budgetry constraints now befalling the 
Probation Service, it is having to be more selective in the reports 
it can prepare. More often reports for the magistrates are prepared 
when requested by the court on an adjournment. Figures later will 
show that both nationally and locally the Probation Service still 
has to devote a lot of resources to providing SERs. 
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WHAT CONSTITUTES A SER? 
Having established that the SER is seen by the legislature as an 
important document within the sentencing process I shell now 
identify its purpose, content end usage. 
Definit1Dns of SERa 
Jarvis defined the SER as " ... an impartial appraisal of the 
offender and his back-ground to assist the court in coming to the 
best possible decision as to sentence or treetment."2 " This 
definition hides within it e lot of controversy as to the nature of 
the SER. Mathieson and Walker stated: • ... the true nature of a SER 
is e comprehensive and objective document prepared by the 
professionally trained social worker of the court.024 Streetfield 
said 
''The primary function of e SER is to provide information 
about the offender end his beck-ground which will help the 
court in determining the most suitable method of dealing 
with him.112" 
Later in the same paragraph Streetfield wrote that SERa 
contained • ... comprehensive and reliable information which is 
relevant to the objectives in the courts' minds.112'" Monger 
commenting on it said "Streatfield coined a memorable phrase but 
what is relevant, reliable, comprehensive?027 Monger has identified 
the crux of the problem. It might be easy for the legislature to 
define a SER in clear terms but the process of preparing such 
reports cloud the issues, One immediately comes up against the 
problem of what is impartial, especially as the roots of the 
Probation Service had officers firmly on the side of the defendant. 
Jarvis takes the view that reports are impartial end objective. 
'~e <the probation officer> is an employee of the state and 
has a recognised position in the courts. His intervention in 
----
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the sentencing process is no longer based entirely on hope 
or intuition or emotional involvement. Since his purpose is 
not necessarily to get the offender on probation, but to 
help the court towards the best sentence possible, his 
report is intended es en e88ay in objectivity."2 '" 
However this view of Jarvis might be an ideal one but many 
writers do not share it. Deunton-Fear suggests that " ... to a large 
extent, the reliability of SERs turns upon the ability of probation 
officers to form reliable evaluative judgements. "2 ., Deunton-Feer 
takes the more pragmatic view that there can be e difference 
between the theoretical ideal end actual practice. The end product 
- the SER - is only as good as the author's expertise in writing 
reports. In my research I em interested in how great e divergence 
there is between theory end practice. According to Plotnikoff: "The 
--
essential function of a SER is to assist the court in determining 
the most appropriate sentence in criminal ceses.""0 
Do probation officers see their role in these terms? When looking 
et SERa it becomes en exercise in semantics to a88ess whether they 
ere objective. Objectivity depends on who is defining it. The court 
may define en objective SER es one which balances en offender's 
strengths and weaknesses; whereas the defendant might see 
objectivity ea the probation officer seeing things his way end 
acting ea en additional advocate. Similarly officers from their own 
ideological standpoints may feel that they have to adopt e specific 
role in the sentencing process. Streetfield, Methieson end Jervis 
sew the court as the client when writing reports. Of interest to me 
is whether officers in CIAT, whose major function is to prepare 
reports, shared this view end also whether their field-teem 
colleague~~ with--the respo~~ibillty-for- superviSing-ofrehaers, saw -
their role 81 y differently when one of their ceseloed reoffended. 
It would seem that 'relevant, reliable end comprehensive• as labels 
for defining SERa may be inaccurate when one looks et the contents 
of reports. The dichotomy that exists is that the court from its 
---
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legal perspective, requests probation officers to prepare SERa from 
their social work perspective, to help them perform an essentially 
legal function. Mathieson acknowledges this dichotomy and suggests 
the way to overcome the dilemma is to see SERs as 
"A social work document: it is prepared impartially by a 
probation officer, in that he approaches the esse from a 
different angle from the prosecution or the defence. The 
SER focuses on the needs of the defendant as perceived by 
the probation officer in social work terms, balancing both 
short term and long term interests of the defendant. It is 
provided to assist the court to reach its decision, in the 
knowledge that the court hss the final say.1131 
To stress the differing responsibilities Mathieson writes: 
"The SER is a social work document to assist the Court -
not to take over the court's sentencing function. 1132 
The clear separation of roles by Msthieson is helpful but it 
still makes the assumption that SERa will be impartial. In another 
article he suggests that SERs may not be totally objective or 
impartiaL He argues: 
·~ost probation officers agree that the primary function of 
a SER is to provide a picture of the defendant's social 
circumstances to the court. However Probation Officers also 
see their SER work as having other functions from time to 
time: 
to provide a specific recommendation for or against 
probation. 
to provide professional advice on sentencing 
to present explanations of criminal behaviour 
to humanise the judicial process ~ 
to provide a recommendation based on the Jefendant's 
needs 
to provide a recommendation which will reflect the 
needs of society 
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to mitigate the harshness of the law 
to provide social work help for the defendant during 
the pre-trial or pre-sentence period."33 
Mathieson's list shows how objectivity is not the sole 
consideration of probation officers as on occasions they will let 
the content of their report be swayed by their assumptions and 
value systems. I was interested in the way officers could widen 
their role in report writing as in the intake team a small group of 
officers were responsible for a large amount of the SER work. A 
few officers could thus have a disproportionate opportunity of 
reflecting their values to the courts through the reports. A 
further indication of the 'political role', that probation officers 
can take in their SERa can be found in the concluding paragraph of 
a policy paper from the Nation~l Association of Probation Officers 
<NAPO> which stated: 
·~Rs offer a unique opportunity for the probation service 
to make a reasoned case for the greater use of non-
custodial sentences, a most urgent task in the light of an 
• exploding prison population and increasingly unsympathetic 
public opinion,113"' 
The document argues that one role of reports is to individualise 
the offender. ''Putting flesh on the bones only has relevance if the 
court is prepared to consider the individual circumstances of the 
offender, as well as the nature of the offence he has committed.113" 
The article acknowledges that the beliefs, values and attitudes of 
probation officers may well be in conflict with the courts. It 
argues that officers should remain firm to their principles even if 
it does put them, on occasions, in conflict with the court. 
So, as one tries to define the SER and delve into the varying 
perceptions d it, then the more complex the definition becomes. 
There is likely to be a wide divergence between the definition of a 
SER as given by a government working party to that as given by 
individual officers or- their Association. Such problems will be 
------
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encountered later in this chapter when the role of SERa in 
sentencing will be considered as this will also have to include the 
role the authors of such reports think they have in the court. 
Content of SERB 
I have described the debate concerning the different perceptions 
that are held as to the purpose of SERa. Similarly there is equal 
debate as to what should be contained within SERs and as to 
whether probation officers do provide comprehensive reports. As a 
starting point, it is worthwhile to see what the Home Office states 
as the necessary contents of SERa. Circular 138/1963 acted upon 
Streatfield's three main proposals as to the content of SERs. These 
proposals were: 
"a> information about the social and domestic background of 
the offender which is relevant to the Court's assessment of 
his culpability; 
b) information about the offender and his surroundings 
which is relevant to the court's consideration of how his 
criminal career may be checked; and 
c) an opinion as to the likely effect on the offender's 
criminal career of probation or some specified form of 
treatment.""'"' 
The third area will be discussed at the end of this chapter. 
Circular 138/1963 interpreted the first two areas as: 
"a) the character, personality and social and domestic 
background of the accused; 
b) his record at any educational, training or residential 
establishments where he has recently been--.-..or whilst 
receiving after-care; 
c) his employment prospects and, where appropriate, his 
attitudes and habits as known to his most recent 
employer.'137 
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Home Office Circulsr 188/1968 specified two further areas for 
reports, firstly " ... the court's attention will also be drawn to sny 
informstion obtsined in the course of s socisl enquiry which 
suggests that a medical report would be helpfuL'"'" The second sres 
was to do with the contents of reports on juveniles 
" ... to obtain such informstion ss to the general conduct, 
home surroundings, school record and medical history of the 
child or young person as may ensble it to deal with the 
case in his best interests.'"'" 
Home Office Circular 59/1971 reiterated what should be included 
in reports but it gave suggestions as to format: 
"Reports should present as uniform an appearance as 
possible, with basic factual information under appropriate 
headings at the top. Varying circumstances from case to 
case will generally make printed hesdings in the body of 
the report impracticable but numbered paragraphs and 
section headings where appropriate, are desirable for easy 
reference in court.1140 
The importance of Streatfield in the whole realm of SERa was 
recognised by the Home Office Circular 17/1983, which was produced 
to review SER work in the light of the 1982 Criminal Justice Act, 
when it said that the Streatfield Report • .... contains advice on the 
contents of SERa which has stood the test of time.'141 and it saw 
no reason to substantially amend or update the advice given. It did 
add, however, that: 
''The list is not intended to be comprehensive, and other 
elements may be added at the discretion of the reporting 
officer, or st the request of the court. At the same time 
there is some advantage in concentrsting primarily on a 
limited number of subjects which are essential for the 
courts' consideration. In addition there are certain other 
restraints which are necessary if the report is to be 
effective. They may conveniently summsrised as follows: 
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a> Only information which is clearly relevant should 
be included. 
b) In those sections which seek to offer some 
explanation of the offender's attitude or behaviour, 
the language should be free of professional jargon or 
technical terms which might be unfamiliar to the 
court. The assessment should be objective and 
impartial, 
c> Any assessment of the likely effect of a particular 
sentence or order, or any conclusion about which 
sentence or order the reporting officer would 
recommend should be seen to follow logically from the 
contents of the report. 
d> The report should adequately cover the criminal 
history of the defendant. 
e) While a recommendation should be firmly based on 
the general contents of a report, it 1e helpful if 
sentencers can easily consider the two parts 
separately. A separate heading should therefore always 
be used for the recommendation. 1142 
The circular continued to give guidelines on how the information 
should be presented, "It 1e confusing to setencers, and in the end 
self-defeating for the reporting officer, if there 1e no distinction 
between fact and opinion, or verified or unverified information."""' 
The circular concluded with some general comments as to lengths of 
reports. 
Most of the commentators on SERs seem to agree that the content 
material of SERs as suggested by Streatfield and the Home Office 
is adequate for the courts' needs. King acknowledges not every 
report would cover ever point, but it would te helpful to report 
writers if they kept a list of topics they need to consider during 
their enquiries, •Accuracy and objectivity do not demand that he 
shall include in hie report to the court ell the facts he may have 
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collected in the course of his interviews."44 When filtering the 
information the officer needs to bear in mind " ... what the court 
requires is a word picture in ordinary language of the strengths 
and weaknesses in the offender's make-up, and the relevance of 
these to his offence."4 " • 4 " 
------
Of interest to me ere the words officers use in creating their 
word pictures of offenders. The Home Office warned against the use 
of jargon and technical language but it did not warn against the 
way words can 'label' a person. Sociological and psychological 
labels like 'immature', 'aggressive', 'uncooperative', 'insecure' can 
stick to an offender with quite damaging effects.47 Most probation 
officers will have had occasions when courts, on sentencing 
individuals to custody, will do so by reading out quotes from the 
SER which had adversely labelled the offender so as to give the 
- -
bench grounds to pass such a sentence. This research is concerned 
with how officers in the intake team used labels end whether such 
labels were linked to either the recommendation or sentence. Also 
of equal concern was whether labels, once attributed to an 
offender, then lived with him throughout the rest of his career 
with the probation service and whether such labels were used again 
by IT officers if he reoffended. 
By involving the offender in the preparation of the report this 
may help to prevent the perpetuation of labels which can become 
inaccurate with the passage of time. This view led Mathieson to 
propose that in report writing there are 
" ... three vital stages: 
1. Collection of information, impressions and tentative 
assessments leading to a draft report; 
2. Discuss it with defendant, check accuracy, make 
amendments; 
3. Complete report ... give it to the defendant before 
court.""'" 
His justification for this approach is because " ... there is much 
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evidence that this lack of o tangible exchange between worker ond 
client can hove a wide range of undesirable results.'1451 For 
-instance offenders who hove appeared before the crown court often 
do not see their SER for the first time until the following morning 
'on the reception board in the local prison.50 A further valuable 
insight on this issue comes from Mathieson. 
"I think that by ond large we do reports on people instead 
of w1th people. SERa not only form a major part of our 
workload but they are very influential with the courts ond 
so affect very radically the lives of defendants.••• 
Intuitively most probation officers would agree with Mathieson 
about his three stage approach to SERa. For generic officers whose 
report writing may be on average 5-6 reports per month, ond some 
of those on their case-load who have reoffended, then Mathieson's 
approach might be possible. However for CIAT officers writing in 
excess of 25 reports a month it might be physically impossible to 
do this especially if the defendant is in custody with the 
consequential reduction of access to him. This research shows that 
few CIAT officers were able to offer the degree of service that 
Mathieson suggests. 
The probation service as a whole has always been concerned about 
the way its officers tackle report writing; the matter being seen 
as one of the most important aspects of student training. Most 
services will have produced their own guidelines for their officers. 
Within Leicestershire all new officers receive on office manual of 
procedures and within that is a two page guideline for preparing 
SERs."2 <see Appendix 1 for a copy.> Similarly NAPO in representing 
probation officers' professional interests gave a page to their 
policy paper on SERa to the content of reports.53 
This discussion on SERa would not be complete withcJt reference 
to two major works on SERa prepared in the seventies, Perry in 
19745 • ond Thorpe in 197858• Reference will also be made to a more 
recent and less major work by Osbome in 1984 ••. 
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Perry's work in 1974 created a lot of unrest in the probation 
service as he demonstrated by his work that SERa were not being 
prepared to a very high standard. He analysed 200 reports for one 
crown court to see how comprehensive reports were. He identified 
24 factors which he felt a comprehensive report ought to contain. 
He interpreted his findings thus: "If a typical report is built up 
by selecting the largest percentage of every category under which 
this sample was studied, a very depressing picture emerges,ms7 He 
then described what an average report would be like based on his 
research. 
"It would contain -
NO statement about receipt of police antecedants, etc. 
NO mention of the amount of contact on which the report 
was based 
NO mention of living conditions 
NO description of the neighbourhood 
NO mention of the financial position 
NO mention of the subject's leisure interests or associates 
NO mention of his religious or moral values 
NO mention of his health record 
NO identification of special problems 
NO assessment of the suject's personality or potential 
NO mention of his life-style; self image; or interpretation 
of past, present or future 
NO interpretation of criminal record 
NO mention of police account of offence 
NO assessment of his attitude to the offence 
NO mention of the effect of previous offending 
NO assessment of the risk of further delinquencv 
ONLY a mention of the members of his present h~usehold 
SOME facts about his educational/work record 
a mention of the subject's account of the offence 
but no comment on it 
-----
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e recommendation 
the basic facts regarding parents and siblings with 
either a statement about or en assessment of 
relationships 
CERTAINLY the name and age of the subject."58 
Having satisfied himself that his research had dispelled the myth 
of SERa being comprehensive, objective documents, he continues by 
saying: 
"It would be reasonable to assume from the results of this 
study that et present it is premature to regard the SER as 
e technical or scientific tool ... A more realistic view is 
that they ere idiosvncrtJtic tmd selective.'""' 
He concludes "We have seen evidence of 'heck-work' ... ""0 Not 
surprisingly Perry's findings caused a rapid reaction by the 
various probation services. Leicestershire's Probation Service was 
soon informed that its standards were significantly better then 
Perry's sample. However the service was exhorted not to become 
complacent end that higher standards in report writing were needed. 
Bearing in mind the relatively small sample size of Perry's study 
it had quite a catalytic effect on the Probation Service and it 
might not be a total coincidence that in the year that Perry 
published his work that the Home Office Research Unit stated it 
would review the practice of report writing saying as a 
justification for the research: 
"Mathieson <1977) pointed out that since 'the Streetfield 
boom', there has been no subsequent appraisal by the Home 
Office of the preparation and use of SERs in spite of the 
considerable increase in this area of work.ua• 
In listing the aims of the research, top of the list was " ... the 
content and t .:~rmat of a sample of SERs.""2 Thorpe carried out a 
content analysis on 500 reports. Her analysis looked at 19 main 
areas of an offender's life. If one averaged out her results in the 
same manner as Perry then the average SER would comment upon 
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employment history and prospects, attitude to the offence, past and 
present attitude to work, parental family stability, relationship 
with parents and the condition of the home. However the average 
report would not comment upon the stability of marital/sexual 
relationships, delinquency of friends, past and present attitude to 
supervision, past attitude to school, leisure, influence of partner, 
intelligence, past attitude to custody, ability to form 
relationships or sibling delinquency. Although Thorpe's results were 
somewhat more encouraging for report writers; she stated that 
... it has been seen that the present research also found a 
high rate of absence of information, but it needs to be 
borne in mind that there is no way of knowing the extent to 
which information not found in a report was considered 
irr~l~ant or inappropriate."""" 
In my research I wanted to allow for the possibility of some 
SERa not covering every item in a check-list. For instance in a SER 
on a first- offender one would not expect it to discuss previous 
response to custody or supervision. Thus such a report could not 
be seen as incomplete when those areas are omitted. Accordingly, my 
research use a modified version of Thorpe's content analysis 
schedule to assess the SERa in my sample. 
Osborne64 in his study compared the contents of 50 reports 
prepared by both the probation service and social services. His 
results ere shown in Table 2.1 below.Although the probation sample 
had less omissions than the social services sample, only in five of 
the categories did they have more than half of the reports 
commenting upon them. For the purpose of my research Osborne made 
two interesting observations. Firstly: 
"What is perhaps most surprising in these reports is the 
comparative lack of information provided on a clim:t's 
financial circumstances or the material circumstances of the 
family, surely relevant factors ... given the prevalence of a 
fine as a disposition. Despite the concentration on material 
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deprivation and social pathology in the philosophy of the 
1969 Act, many of the reports seemed to prefer to 
concentrate on personal pathology ... ""5 
My research, in assessing social need of the offender, took into 
account both the financial and environmental circumstances of the 
offender, as both were felt to be important factors associated with 
reoffending. 
TAB!.!:; 2,1; !;QNTENTS QE S!lR~ 
SUBJECT s,s,o, PROBATION TOTAL 
Conclusions 60 50 100 
Faaily Structure so l5 95 
Attitude to Offtntt 3S 50 85 
Faaily Background 33 so 83 
School History 25 39 6l 
Personal Asstssaent 33 17 60 
Katerial Situation 22 IS 37 
Ftaily Relationships 2l 9 33 
Use of Leisure Ti11 11 20 31 
Current Situation 7 21 28 
Personal History 10 13 23 
Financial Situation 2 20 22 
Agency Conhch 
' 
I 5 
TOTALS 305 351 655 
Secondly: " ... in general, probation officers offered much more 
factually based reports to the court end always discussed the 
offence in them.1165 Osbome's work enabled me to be aware of 
whether reports in my sample were offering 'hard facts' or whether 
they were giving statements on offenders based on officers' 
perceptions of of!enders' individual pathology. Tutt and Giller on 
their audio-cassette on SERa stated:" ... the general findings of 
research into SERa was that they focus on criminal behaviour in 
terms of personality factors."'"' They challenge that assumption and 
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argue that for juveniles crime is mostly opportunism rather than 
individual pathology. ''The weakness of identifying personality 
---
traits is that they are not constants, but change from one 
situation to another.'""'" 
To sum up: research has shown that there 1s a large difference 
between the expected contents of reports and what they actually 
contain. This is 1n itself disquietening due to the importance the 
judicial system and the offender place on them. This concern would 
be heightened if my research showed that the intake officers' 
reports were of no higher standard than those by generic officers. 
One would expect a specialist team to produce higher quality 
reports but also as CIAT write a large percentage of the reports 
for the Leicester courts they are having e disproportionate 
influence on them 1n relation to their size. 
NWilerical Usage of Reports 
Research has shown that the quality of SERa leaves much to be 
desired. That in itself would not be too bed if the courts did not 
rely upon them so much. However since Streetfield there has been a 
large increase in the usage of SERa, which has only levelled off 
over the last few years. 
The first pert of this chapter showed how the 1933 Children and 
Young Persons' Act directed that reports should be prepared on all 
but the most trivial of cases appearing before the juvenile court. 
As this practice has largely continued, then the volume of reports 
prepared for the juvenile courts will be directly related to the 
amount of juvenile crime brought before the courts. Later the 
Streatfield Report laid the expectation that reports would be 
available to the higher courts. The 1948 Criminal Justice Act bed 
giVLl the courts power to adjourn cases for SERa thus increasing 
the potential provision of full reports. Devies and Knopf&~ showed 
that after Streatfield, the use of oral or day of hearing reports 
dropped significantly. In 1971 the proportion of full written 
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reports submitted to the juvenile and h~her courts were 97% and 
98% respectively. In the magistrates' courts <adults>, the 
proportion of written reports rose from 56% in 1960 to 84% in 
1971. The oral report has now become such a rarity, in statistical 
terms, that the Home Office no longer collects date on them. During 
the time period of 1956 to 1971 the numbers of persons found 
guilty of an indictable offence rose by 177%. Davies and Knopf sew 
this as causing a three fold pressure on the probation service. 
" ... the total number of offenders appearing in the courts 
was growing rapidly, the proportion on whom SERa had to be 
prepared increased, and the proportion of adults in 
magistrates' courts for whom full written reports were 
required got steadily b~ger.""0 
The actual numbers of reports written are shown in Table 2.2 
below. Figures, taken from Home Office statistics, are shown for a 
few selected years. 
IAB!.J;; 2,2; ~RS H!:i§-ll1Z1 
Year luvenllt Adult Higher Tohl 
1956 ",662 23,919 8,m 77,176 
1961 70,725 37.523 19,899 128, U7 
1966 71,366 70,395 30,303 172.03' 
1970 73,362 109,922 50,186 233,,59 
1971 62,697 111,338 61,012 22,,977 
The drop in juvenile figures for 1971 reflects the implementation 
of the 1969 Children and Young Persons' Act, which transferred the 
responsibility for preparing SERs on the younger juveniles to the 
Social Services Department. This trend continued so that by 1982 
the probation service only prepared 2,230 SERs on those less then 
14. The reports on the rest of the juveniles showed a gredua~ if 
fluctuating, decreaJe in numbers from 56,646 in 19741 49,500 in 
1978 end 42,020 in 1982. The drop in these figures is related in 
part to the levelling out of juvenile crime figures end in part to 
the increased use of cautioning by the pol1ce.7 1 The other 
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interesting feature of Table 2.2 is the rapid increase in the use 
of SERa by the adult magistrates' courts, post Streatfield. On 
analysing SERa over the time period 1956-1971 Davies72 found the 
proportion of all SERa shifted away from the juvenile court from 
58% in 1956 to 28% in 1971 with a corresponding increase for the 
magistrates' and higher courts of 31% to 49% and 11 ~ to 23% 
respectively. By 1982 juvenile court reports accounted for only 16S 
with the adult magistrates court being 56S, thus meaning the high 
court accounted for 28%, 
The position is, when looking at the figures for 1982, <the time 
when I finished collecting my sample>, the probation service was 
providing over 250,000 SERa nationally., The SER is used in about a 
quarter of all criminal cases coming before the courts. As 40% of 
all cases are indictable SERa are used in the vast majority of 
--
them. By implication, as summary offences are mostly dealt with by 
fines or less severe penalties, the SER is a major tool in the 
sentencing process-for more serious offences. This will be more 
fully explored later when I discuss the role of SERa in sentencing. 
Before that, however, I will briefly look at the debate concerning 
the uses and abuses of SERa. 
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TilE USES AND ABUSES OF SERS 
The last few years have seen a series of debates as to 
a> whether reports should be pre-trial or post-tria~ 
b> whether reports should be provided on people pleading 
not guilty; 
More recently some officers have sought NAPO backing for the view 
that SERa should never to recommend custody. This lest issue will 
be dealt with in greater depth in Chapter 6. I will now, therefore, 
briefly consider the first two areas, 
Pre-Trial or Pre-Sentence Reports 
Once stand-down reports were seen to-be-less helpful to the 
court in providing them with 'comprehensive and reliable' 
information, the question arose as to when was the most 
appropriate time for preparing written reports. Streetfield 
considered this issue and came down on the side of pre-trial 
reports as e matter of course. His main argument was that it 
avoided the delay in sentencing which must result from e remand 
enquiry. This practice was seen to be especially important for 
juveniles as it avoided the anxiety of further delays. Pre-trial 
reports, according to Streatfield, also led to a greeter clarity of 
sentencing as the issues of the case would be more in the mind of 
the bench. However the supporters of the post-conviction reports 
feel that pre-hearing reports infringe the liberty of defendants 
who will be asked about their involvement in the offence perhaps 
before they have discussed it with their legal advisors and 
certainly before their version has been given to the court. It was 
envisaged that the offender might plead guilty after having 
discussed matters with a probation officer whereas he might have a 
defence to the charge on a point of law, such knowledge being 
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unknown to the officer. As a result what has occured is a 
compromise where 
" ... most [probation] areas operate a policy of preparing pre-
trial reports in guilty pleas for the juvenile and crown 
courts, and post-trial reports when specifically requested 
from the magistrates' courts. There appears to be general 
satisfaction with this arrangement, which is presumably 
based, in the case of juveniles, on their vulnerability and 
the desire to prevent a pattern of crime developing, and, in 
the case of crown courts, on the likliehood that a custodial 
sentence will be passed; in both cases, there are good 
practical reasons also for trying to avoid unnecessary 
edjournments.1173 
Plotnikoff found that 
" ... the vest majority of reports for higher courts are 
written before the hearing ... and although ... there is a 
procedure set out for 'second chance' post-trial reports 
this seems to be extremely rarely used.117" 
In some areas the probation service provide pre-trial reports for 
magistrates' courts. The NAPO document dismisses this by saying 
" ... there seems no obvious logic ... a policy which produces a 
heavy report work load, without, if the Home Office Research 
Study is to be believed, apparent benefit to the 
offender.'17" 
Research by Hood and Taylor78 came to the conclusion there was 
no real benefit in preparing pre-trial reports in terms of 
preventing recidivism, and thus they questioned its usage. The 
Leicestershire Service follows the policy of preparing pre-trial 
reports on juveniles and for crown court cases with post-conviction 
reports for the magistrates' courts when so required. A more tricky 
question for the Probation Service has been that of SERa in not 
guilty pleas. 
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5ERs and Not Guilty Pleas 
When Streatfield came down on the side of pre-trial reports he 
did not discriminate between whether the offender was pleading 
guilty or not guilty. As a result the Home Office and the courts 
grew to expect SERa pre-triel. This issue only marginally concerned 
the magistrates' courts but it led to a lot of tension between 
crown court judges and probation officers. In general probation 
officers feel it is wrong as a matter of principle to prepare 
reports on people who have not been found guilty. The courts• wish 
is an understandable one; if a person has been found guilty of an 
offence, sentencing ought to occur without undue delay. The absence 
of a SER would lead to an adjournment if the judge felt it to be 
unsafe to sentence a defendant without a report. However in 
practice, as Plotnikoff found, few cases are put back for reports 
to be prepared. Why, over this issue, are probation officers 
prepared to go against judges' wishes? Plotnikoff argued 
" ... as the essential function of a SER is to assist the court 
in determining the most appropriate sentence in criminal 
cases these reports <pre-conviction) are unlikely to be as 
complete and helpful as those prepared after guilt is 
admitted or established.1177 
Trepanier puts the position even more succinctly 
''The aim of SERa is to assist the courts in their 
sentencing duties. Therefore, they are not intended to be 
used before the guilt of the accused has been 
established • ..,.,. 
Those against reports being prepared argue that it could lead to 
an abuse of information as trial judges could see the reports even 
before the jury retires and he could, albeit unwittingly, use some 
of the knowledge he has gained in his summing up. Others argue 
that the defendant might feel ha has been 'fixed up' as the 
probation officer is preparing the report even before the trial. 
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Some officers feel that more defendants ere likely to refuse 
permission for a SER end then get labelled ea uncooperative. 
However the essence of officers' objections lay in the nature of 
reports. King on SERa says the enquiry " ... amounts to a tentative 
social diagnosis [and the officer] uses his casework skills in 
arriving at it ... He is also making a tentative prognosis end 
treatment plan,W79 This exercise can only be done completely if the 
officer can discuss the offence with the defendant, to assess the 
offender's culpability and then make a realistic recommendation. The 
NAPO document on SERa advised its members not to prepare reports 
on not guilty cases because 
" ... the inability to refer to the focal point of such an 
exercise, imposes great limitations on the usefulness of the 
document ... A comprehensive report demands that the offence 
of which the client has been convicted is not in dispute.'""0 
So NAPO advised its members not to write reports in such 
circumstances unless the offender was currently on supervision to 
the officer. Trepanier researched whether the knowledge of 
conviction was en important factor in report writing. His research 
found that the most important piece of information was the offence: 
" ... the offence is an element of information which nearly all 
officers find essential to know.'""' He recommends: 
" ... no SER should be made if there is any chance that the 
final conviction will differ from the charges ... therefore it 
is recommended that pre-trisl SERa on defendants pleading 
not guilty should be abolished.-2 
Mitra concurs with Trepanier's view. 
" ... where offending is seen as a product of patholgy, 
detailed knowledge of the offender's background is 
necessary to determine an appropriately individuated 
sentence. No such recommendation can be made without a 
discussion of the offence end the offender's attitude 
towards it, for they are part end parcel of the offender's 
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underlying psycho-social abnormality, which led to the 
criminal behaviour. Where the aim of sentencing ie 
reformative or treatment orientated, consideration of these 
features are essential.-'" 
Although many officers would not agree with Mitre's theoretical 
thinking they would accept her basic premise. 
In response to the stance of NAPO the Home Office produced 
Circular 118/1977 which stressed the need for pre-trial SERa in 
not guilty pleas and put the onus onto individual officers to 
inform the judge why they would not be submitting one. This put 
unfair pressure on officers. Mitra commented: 
" ... a professional body or trade union can do little but 
provide general support to members who find themselves in 
difficulties while following a policy that brings them in 
conflict with a legal duty."'"" 
To protect individual officers from direct attack the Chief 
Probation Officer for Leicestershire introduced a county policy of 
not preparing reports on offenders not currently under supervieion 
who are pleading not guilty. He went even further by saying 
officers supervising clients who are pleading not guilty need not 
write reports 
" ... if he decides on professional grounds the preparation of 
a pre-trial report ie inappropriate ... as long as he informs 
the court senior and ie prepared to attend court to assist 
it.'"'5 
----
THE ROLE OF SERS IN SENTENCING 
How do SERa influence sentencing and how did this come about? If 
SERa have such e role whet kinds of authority does that impart 
upon probation officers? 
An Opinion or RecoJ~~Rendat:lon? 
"An opinion is a professional estimate arising out of belief 
based on observations, experience end training. A 
recommendation is advice on a course of action.''"'"' 
As stated earlier, probation officers were encouraged to suggest 
to the court whether e person would respond to probation; this 
view having been stated in 1948 Criminal Justice Act •to assist the 
court in sentencing'. The Streetfield Committee, once again changed 
current thinking by saying an officer could properly express 
" ... e frank opinion on the likely effect of probation or 
other forms of sentence ... but ... should confine himself to 
opinions founded on actual and substantial experience 
(whether his or that of his colleagues) of the effect of 
the sentence and should have regard to the results of 
general research into whet sentences achieve as they become 
available.••,. 
The report set out as an illustration the kinds of opinions 
officers could express 
"e) the offender has e stable background and is unlikely to 
commit another offence: it seems therefore that probation 
is unnecessary; 
b) probation stands e good chance of diverting the 
offender from crime; 
c) probation stands e good chance of diverting the 
offender from crime; moreover, e custodial sentence et this 
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stage would be likely to confirm him to crime; 
d) there is a chance that probation might help to divert 
---
the offender from crime, but borstal training/detention in a 
detention centre seems better suited to this purpose; 
e) it is unlikely that probation would make any significant 
contribution to diverting the offender from crime; borstal 
training/detention centre may be a more helpful alternative; 
f) it is unlikely that probation would make any significant 
contribution to diverting the offender from crime.""'" 
Jarvis commented: " ... that this is not en exhaustive list; that the 
phraseology should not be taken as a model; end it is essential 
that stereotyped phrases should be avoided,H8' 
Today's probation officers would find those suggestions 
unfamiliar end punitive as most officers see no rehabilitative 
effect of custody for youngsters end the climate of never 
recommending custody is being created by NAPO end some Social 
Services Departments. The other interesting point in that list is 
how officers are expected to recommend probation as a 'blank 
cheque' to the court without any discussion as to how the order is 
likely to operate. 
The Morrison Report was much more sceptical about probation 
officers expressing opinions <end my own end other research would 
confirm his realism>. 
" ... even the most experienced probation officer would find 
difficulty at present in making forecasts about offenders' 
suitability for methods of treatment other then probation ... 
probation officers are not now equipped by their 
experiences end research cannot yet equip them to assume e 
general function of expressing opinions to the courts about 
the likely effect of sentences... we do not see scope et 
present for more then a very gradual development towards 
the function that the Streatfield Committee enviseged.1090 
This caution was expressed in e Home Office Circular 138/1963 
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·~e Secretary of State 1s informing the courts that he 
agrees with the Committee's views that probation officers 
should be free to express opinions on the likely response 
of accused persons on probation. As regards other methods 
of treatment, he is informing the courts that while he also 
agrees, in principle, with the Streatfield Committee's 
conclusion that there can be no objection to probation 
officers expressing opinions based on actual end 
substantive experience and on the results of research about 
the effect which they would expect other forms of treatment 
to have, he agrees with the Morrison Committee's view that 
the development of such a function should only be 
gradual.""' 
Howe~er __ in a space of eight years Home Office thinking rapidly 
moved on so that the 1971 Circular stated: 
·~e Secretary of State has informed the courts that he 
-takes the view, which the Lord Chief Justice shares, that 
probation officers should be free to express opinion on the 
likely response of accused persons to probation; and that, 
subject to the wishes of the court, and if their knowledge 
and experience allows them to do so, probation officers 
should be free to give their assessments of the likely 
response of the offender to any other form of treatment.'"'" 
King thought this shift had occured "Through extended 
responsibilities for after-care, prison welfare and parole, the 
service is learning more about penal institutions, their effects end 
after-effects."'""' Up until this time the thinking was against 
officers making recommendations but to make opinions. Monger saw 
this distinction as entirely apt. 
" ••• since the officer was thus able to have in mind only 
some of the matters of interest to the court, en overall 
recommendation would clearly be inappropriate. What he 
should do, if in a position to do so, was to express en 
----
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opinion ..... • 
Moreover according to Monger: 
''By rejecting the idea of recommendations as to the court's 
decision, and accepting that of opinion regarding courses 
likely to benefit the offender, Streatfield placed the 
probation officers contribution into its proper perspective, 
Nobody should recommend to a court what it should do; but 
opinion may be expressed and taken into consideration in 
common with other matters, being given such weight as the 
court sees fit."'"" 
Yet Monger's pro-establishment and cautious view of 1974 was to 
be overtaken by the Secretary of State who later in the same year 
with the agreement of the Lord Chief Justice stated: 
" ... if an experienced probation officer feels able to make a 
specific recommendation in favour of Cor against> any 
particular form of decision being reached, he should state 
it clearly in his report ... when offering advice in a report 
on the suitability of ...... .. 
All at once the Home Office introduced two new concepts: 
probation officers should, if they feel able to do so, make clear 
recommendations, and, to advise the court. So by using Turner's 
definition probation officers had been promoted from giving 
professional estimates to the court to giving specific advice as to 
a course of action. All subsequent Home Office Circulars have 
continued with the view that probation officers should give 
recommendations. To underpin this development the Home Office 
Circular 18/1983•7 was devoted to recommendations relevant to 
sentencing. It stressed the importance of social work training and 
therefore the probation officer was the best placed person to 
understand the offender and h-s offence in the context of his home 
environment. In consequence the officer could make an informed 
recommendation to the court. The Circular continued: 
" ... it is useful for the court to be told in terms that are 
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ea specific ea possible, how probation may be expected to 
effect the offenders conduct or environment. at is not 
sufficient to say that the offender 'could benefit from 
supervision'. >'"'8 
Similarly the Circular expected clear reasoning for or against 
any possible disposaL Thus over a few years the Home Office went 
e long way in reassessing the uss of SERa. They were now seen as 
documents with an important role in helping courts determine 
sentence by giving specific advice es to disposal. Also the SER was 
to justify the use of probation by discussing with the court a 
proposed intervention in the offender's life or circumstances. The 
Home Office felt the 'blank cheque' days of recommending probation 
were over. However my research shows that even within a specialist 
court intake team, probation officers were still expecting courts, 
et times, to accept their recommendation for probation as an act of 
faith. Williamson offers a cautionary note against the Home Office's 
enthusiasm for SERa. 
"It is very unlikely that the increased confidence in 
expressing opinions <or recommendations> in reports is 
based upon an increasing awareness of research ea was 
hoped both by Morrison and Streatfield."'"' 
The final word on the value ascribed to recommendations can be 
given to Hicks. 
" ... in preparing SERa the probation service has only a 
consultative role; SERa may contain information end 
recommendations relevant to sentencing decisions, but 
responsibility for making the decision is a judicial 
responsibility."' 00 
If SERa have now been elevated to e more important role in 
sentencing it means so have the authors of ~hose reports. This 
leads me on to look at the roles which can be used to describe 
probation oficers within the sentencing process. 
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Role Definitions of Probation Officers within Sentencing 
It is evident that over the years the standing of probation 
officers in court has changed. Perry101 suggests that there have 
been three stages of evolution; starting from the individual court 
missionary who worked for a court. In stage two officers were 
grouped in teams who were accountable to magistrates and ~ stage 
three the officer is accountable to the bureaucratic organisation 
of the probation department.102 Perry argued that with the increase 
of report work, a lot of which does not lead to supervision, the 
probation officer's impact on the court as one who helps 
individuals on probation is diluted. Also as the legislature gave 
the probation service a greater role in courts, numerically 
_sp~aking, it was also shifting the work emphasis onto licence and 
parole work, community service and day care facilities for 
offenders - a further dilution of the traditional role of the 
probation officer as 'servant of the court•. Perry also feels that 
not only has the service moved away from the courts but it has to 
some extent moved away from offenders. In stage one and two of the 
evolution of the officer's role he wrote reports which saw the 
offender as his client. In stage three, however, the expectation for 
the officer to make recommendations in his reports meant that the 
court had become the client. If officers perceive this to be the 
case they might feel some role conflict and job dissatisfaction as 
the offender would no longer be their primary client. As CIAT 
officers do not carry a caseloed I was interested to see if this 
detracted from their job satisfaction. 
For many years probation officers have been warned that their 
reports should be objective and that they should not act as an 
advocate, indeed one barrister argued " ••• the task of a defending 
advocate may well be weakened if the professional judgement end 
opinion of a probation officer seems patently one-sided and 
biased."' 03 Perry felt that in the third stage of evolution the 
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probation officer had become en advisor to the court. 
" ... his advice is central to the court's sentencing decision, 
he is expected to take en overview of sentencing which is 
consonant with that of the court. His advice is sought not 
solely on probation possibilities: he is expected to offer 
expert opinion over the whole range of offences end 
offenders. In this situation he is not just bargaining for 
work for himself, the report is his work end it is expected 
to be directed specifically at the concerns of the court end 
to be entirely relevant to its decision meking."' 0 • 
So it seems from Perry's analysis that probation officers ere now 
'officers of the court' with a central role of advising the court ss 
to sentence, Herdiker106 in her work on CIAT in 1977 found that in 
80% of the cases officers felt they were acting as advisors to the 
court. If my research replicates those figures, yet officers see 
their primary ellegience to still be with the offender then one 
would expect to find a degree of role strain, and some job 
dissatisfaction. 
Another label, which is given to probation officers, is 
'professional'. However, this title causes some confusion. According 
to Limont: 
"I willingly accept that e probation officer is professional: 
however it is quite possible that some judges, magistrates 
end advocates ere less than enamoured by the professional 
approach of those officers who present their reports solely 
from the point of view of the defendant... when appearing in 
courts and presenting reports, et ell times be objective and 
not seek to impose their own particular sets of values and 
beliefs on the court. "1 oa 
It seems that one mark of being professional is to have e 
professional set of standards end beliefs which one then uses with 
one's own store of knowledge peculiar to that profession. If 
probation officers ere attributed with 'special powers' by being 
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given an advisory role in the court then it follows that they will 
seek to use their knowledge in that setting. If, for most officers, 
that store of knowledge includes the damaging effects of custody 
and that youngsters who are imprisoned have the h~hest rate of 
recidivism, then officers can hardly be blamed for not recommending 
custody or for some recommendations to be deemed as unrealistic 
because they are 'client-centred' and anti-custody. 
Haxby107 examines two other definitions about the role of 
probation officers in court; that they are 'independent' and 
'impartial'. He points out that: 
" ... the Service, if it is to put its knowledge and expertise 
at the service of the courts, should be free from any 
influence, political, financial or other, which m~ht affect 
the way an officer presents his information or opinion."' 0 " 
However Haxby puts forward the view that officers may not be 
that independant as they may feel constrained not to recommend 
probation • ... by knowing that the shortage of staff in his service 
would make it difficult to provide adequate ~upervision.••o• This 
is an important factor for officers working in the intake team. A 
part of my questionnaire to CIAT officers was whether they felt 
under any pressure from their field team colleagues not to 
recommend supervision because of TT officers work pressures. 
Similarly TT officers were asked if they did in fact put their 
intake colleagues under any pressure. 
It seems that the legislature, with almost indecent haste and not 
with the caution as advocated by both Streatfield and Morrison, 
gave the probation service a much more crucial role in the 
sentencing process by getting it to make clear and specific 
recommendations in its reports. The Home Ofice saw the reports as 
being prepared by experienced and well trained professonala wl.o 
would bring their social work expertise into the sentencing 
process. Not only are officers seen as professional but also as 
independant of outside interference and impartial in their court 
' ' 
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role. Most commentators and researchers would csst doubt about 
those perceptions. However it does seem that probation officers are 
seen as advisors to the court. 
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SERS AND TIIEIR INFLUENCE ON SENTENCING 
Bean states " ... whether we like it or not SERs have a pronounced 
effect on sentencing."110 The previous section suggested that this 
has happened because the probation officer has been put into the 
role of advisor to the court. Hicks commented " .. this emphasis 
allows for the probation officer a more pervasive role in 
sentencing procedure, and a commitment to certain approaches to 
sentencing. ••• 1 Hicks suggested that the court has now given 
officers authority to act in the court setting based on his 
knowledge of the offender and his circumstances. But at what point 
and by what mechanism does a probation officer exercise his 
authority? This section looks at SERs and the individualisation of 
offenders and the stage in the sentencing process at which this 
occurs. The chapter then concludes with a survey of empirical 
research as to the role SERs play in sentencing. 
SERs and Jndividualisatim 
Sentencing practice has changed over the last few years from a 
• ... fairly simple process: the punishment fitted the crime and the 
offender's culpability"'' 2 to the tailoring of the sentence to meet 
in part the offender's circumstances and particular needs for 
rehabilitation. This meant that the court had to individualise the 
offender by looking at his surroundings, his previous convictions 
and the risk of further offending. As Perry neatly puts it: " ... any 
assisitance that they [the courts] might receive in this delicate 
balancing act, is welcome.•• ''" Davies takes up the argument when 
assessing Thomas' work on sentencing. • ... it is now clear, the 
increase in f eparation of SERs has occured in step with the 
'growing recognition by the courts of the principle of 
individualisation of sentence•.•• 14 
Thomas' work 'Principles of Sentencing' suggests that sentencing 
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involves the sentencer with a choice 
" .. he may impose, usually in the name of a general 
deterrence, a sentence intended to reflect the offender's 
culpability, or he may seek to influence his future 
behaviour, by subjecting him to an appropriate measure of 
supervision, treatment or preventative confinement .. having 
made this primary decision between.. a tariff sentence and a 
sentence based on the needs of the offender as an 
individual .. "1 1" 
This means that the sentencer on hearing the facts of the case, 
being aware of the gravity of the offence, the previous record of 
the offender and the public sentiment towards the type of offence, 
decides whether his sole decision is to sentence the person on that 
criteria; i.e., a tariff sentence. If however the court does not feel 
totally constrained by the need for tariff sentencing then it can 
look at the needs and circumstances of the offender. It is at this 
point that Thomas argues that the SER comes into play, to help the 
sentencer determine the most appropriate form of individualised 
s~tence. In keeping with that sentiment Davies felt that: "'!be 
primary decision of whether or not an offender is to be sentenced 
on the basis of the tariff should not in theory be influenced by 
the SER. "1 1 & 
Raynor argues to the contrary in that the SER has a place in the 
'justice model' by serving two functions. " .. one in relation to the 
assessment of blameworthiness or moral culpability, and the other 
in relation to scope for individualised sentencing.'" 1 7 
As a lot of SERs are written pre-hearing then the authors will 
not know whether the court will adopt a tariff approach. 
Hardiker1 18 suggests that probation officers in preparing SERs will 
predict the "ikely stance of the court and then write their reports 
accordingly. The problem that occurs is whether officers guess 
correctly the way the court will deal with a case. Roberts and 
Roberts see this problem in the followtilg terms. 
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·~ow the probation officer handles the congruence, or lack 
of congruence, between his estimate of the likely sentencing 
decision, and the recommendation he comes to consider 
appropriate, may be very important for the potential 
influence of the report upon the actual sentence imposed, If 
his estimate is fairly accurate, and the recommendation is 
made congruent, in that they ere both individualised or both 
tariff, then it seems more likely that the recommendation 
will be followed, than if they are not congruent."'' • 
Perry sees the probation officer as 'tailoring ' his reports end 
Mott120 in her research found that in many instances the outcome 
was obvious and thus there was agreement between the sentencer 
and advisor. However in a quarter of the cases she found that the 
_be!!ch had been influenced by the SER. 
One of the main dilemmas facing the probation service in 
advising the court is whether they should make a 'risky' 
recommendation end then find themselves publically criticised by 
the court for being 'unrealistic'. Tracey opines: 
''Whilst there is a need for the probation officer to play an 
increasing part in court based activities, this must be done 
with credibility. In offering sentencing advice he must 
retain the fine balance between favouring non-custodial 
options and a sensitive awareness about possible risk to 
society."' 21 
Napier to some extent concurs with Tracey's view: 
·~robation officers ere likely to went to maximise their 
influence in court without risking discrediting themselves 
by making recommendations which ere assessed by the court 
as quite untenable.• 
She continues: 
" ... a probation officer's concern is to assess the individual, 
to try to understand his motivation end to suggest ways in 
which the court might be able to use its sentencing powers 
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to bring positive influence to bear upon him."' 22 
However Napier also saw dangers in officers worrying about 
realistic recommendations by taking account of the tariff. She 
feels that this invites officers to make their own judgement as to 
where the offence is on the tariff; to use a tariff involves 
principles which are outside the province of the probation service 
and it encroaches upon the province of sentencers. I sussest in my 
thesis that a needs/risk framework is more oppropriate for 
probation officers to consider in making recgmmendat1ons than to 
rely ypqn their perception as to where coyrts will place the 
offence on the tariff. Mathieson argues: 
" ... the social work function of probation officers will be 
weakened and even negated if probation officers allow 
themselves to become too closely identified with the 
sentencing process ... the provision of SERa should be confined 
to cases where the court is able to practice individualised 
sentencing."',.., 
The dilemma for the probation service is heightened with the 
view that the service ought to be offering supervision in the 
community for offenders who are seen to be higher up the tariff. 
The Statement of National Objectives and Priorities <SNOP> for the 
Probation Service sees one of the main duties of the service as 
" ... the provision of advice to courts""2" 1 and in working with 
courts 
" .. concentrating the provision of SERa on cases where a 
report is statutorily required, where a probation order is 
likely to be considered, and where the court may be 
prepared to divert an offender from what would otherwise 
be a custodilll sentence. "125 
The phrase 'where the court may be prepared' suggests again that 
the probation officer may have to challenge the tariff in order to 
pursue a non-custodilll sentence with the attached risk of the 
report being seen as unrealistic. 
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In general terms, therefore, most commentators see the role of 
the SER as offering the court an individualised assessment end 
recommendation on the offender, The argument is whether such 1111 
offer should only be made to the court once it has indicated it is 
prepared to receive such information, or whether the probation 
service should be more actively involved in offering courts advice 
as to en individualised sentence. The argument continues as to 
whether SERs should be used to encourage the courts to divert 
serious offenders away from custody, both in terms of the gravity 
of the offence and risk of reoffending. 
SERa 1111d Sentencing 
In 1974 ~avies said: 
• 
'7he use of reports represents one of the most important 
developments of the Twentieth Century, 1111d reflects a 
crucial change in sentencing authority. If, during the next 
decade, treatment research begins to pay dividends there 
seems to be little doubt that the role of the probation 
officer as a sentencing advisor will become even more 
significllllt th1111 it is now.'" 2 ,. 
Has this become the case and if so how have SERa influenced 
sentencing? Been asserts that " .. as the number of SERa have risen 
there has been no directly related reduction in the men received 
into prison."127 This would suggest that the SER is not enabling 
the Probation Service to have much impact on the group of 
offenders who ere most at risk of being imprisoned despite the 
push by the Home Office for the Service to 'market' probation for 
such people in its reports. To see whether reports_had an _impact 
on the sentencing process Hine et al12a carried out an assimilation 
exercise where they offered groups of magistrates differing 
amounts of information. It was shown that SERs with specific 
recommendations had the greatest influence. Their conclusion was 
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that recommendations were influential as much towards custody as 
away from it. Therefore there were inherent dangers in 
---
recommendations for although they did lead to the greater use of 
supervision, they also encouraged the use of custody. 
Reynolds looked at the social work influence on juvenile court 
disposals, She found that in her sample of 120 SERs on 50 juveniles 
" .. social workers, with their own individual difference of 
emphasis adhered closely to the intended values of the 1969 
Act; they worked for, with an on behalf of offenders and 
their families; their recommendations, particularly when 
argued with conviction, were listened to and acted upon by 
the magistrates."' :z" 
She also found that for first offenders they went either for a 
welfare or a justice recommendation with distinguishing statements 
to justify the interventionist or non-interventionist role of the 
SER. For those on supervision who reoffended, then the report would 
be couched in welfare terms to justify the continuance of 
supervision, Finally if the juvenile had a series of offences or had 
committed a serious offence the report would suggest supervision 
could be used up the tariff. 
Hardiker in her research on CIAT found that officers played a 
variety of roles in their court work. 
·~metimes they leave the case to classical justice and this 
typically occurs when they accept the inevitability of a 
custodial sentence for either a recidivist or for someone 
convicted of murder. When they advise sentencers, they 
might present a straight forward description of an 
offender's circumstances, or provide a diagnosis and a 
recommendation for a sentence that might reform him. The 
cases in which they seem to be manipulating the court 
towards a social work decision appear to be complex, but 
they usually occur when attempts are made to keep an 
offender out of prison. Even so, probation officers sew 
--------------------------------------------------------, 
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themselves as advising sentencers in 80% of the cases.•• 30 
My research largely confirms the findings of Hardiker. 
The crucial part of the SER is its recommendation or lack of one. 
Many researchers have looked at the effect of a recommendation on 
sentencing. Waters commented: ''Beware, vague recommendations are 
worse than no recommendations and that no recommendations will 
often push a defendant up the tariff,"'"'' Thorpe and Pease in their 
study found that out of 212 reports 83% had recommendations and 
of these 78% were taken up. "Out of 62 reports where the probation 
officer recommended against probation and did not mention another 
sentence, in only two cases was a sentence passed which involved 
probation."""2 Similarly other researchers showed that courts were 
most likely to follow anti-probation recommendations. If probation 
was recommended then the 'success rate' was between 70-80%. 
White'"" in his article on the effect SERa have on sentencing, 
looked at the research evidence. 
" .. any relationship between the provision of a SER and the 
imposition of probation 1s to be explained not by the fact 
that the reports make for greater use of probation, but 
that a sentencer minded to put a defendant on probation is 
more likely to ask for a report than one not so minded."'"''" 
More recent research shows that the take-up rate of 
recommendations are dropping, especially in crown courts. My 
research shows that the highest take-up rate was in the juvenile 
court and the lowest in the crown court. Perry <1974> found that 
the higher the court, the less likely were officers to make 
recommendations, but the greater the likelihood there was of the 
courts agreeing to them, Thorpe felt this was probably due to the 
officers seeing there was less choice due to the seriousness of 
the offence. 
Roberts and Roberts found 
" .. there is no evidence that increasing the provision of 
SERs affects the courts• use of custodial sentences. There 
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:Is, however, clear evidence of a link between a higher 
provision of reports end the higher use of probation end 
C.S.Os."13s 
Roberts ~136 suggested that probation areas should be 
identifying groups of people most at r:lsk of custody end then to 
target them for recommendations for probation or C.S.O. She argues 
that if the service is to keep down the unnecessary use of custody 
to a minimum then it must adequately end preferentially resource 
those groups it has targetted. However it seems that she end her 
husband have not assimilated the results of their research end that 
of others. In general terms research shows courts are only using 
probation more for those cases which would not have got custody 
anyway, thus an attack on the tariff by recommending probation as 
en anti-custody measure seems not to have been very successfuL 
However my research shows that CIAT officers were quite successful 
in obtaining supervision for high need/r:lsk cases. 
In summary, research shows that there is a high degree of 
congruence between recommendation and outcome, thus suggesting 
SERa have a significant effect on the sentencing process. This 
effect is more pronounced in the lower courts when custody is not 
seen as inevitable. The whole complex nature of recommendations 
and dispossls is summed up by Samuels, 
''The SER now frequently contains a recommendation of one 
kind or another, end that recommendation :Is frequently 
followed, Th:ls could be for any number of reasons:-
1. The sentencer feebly or incompetently abdicates h:ls 
responsibilities end just follows the recommendations; 
2. The sentencer has a good relationship with the 
probation officers and accordingly follows the 
recommendation because of the trust built up by 
experience; 
3. The sentencer, as en amateur tends to defer to the 
officer as a professional, or indeed as en impartial 
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professional; 
4. The appropriate sentence is obvious to everyone, 
---there is really no room for choice; 
5. The probation officer, knowing the court, has made 
the recommendation which he thinks is most likely to 
commend itself to the court; 
6.Sentencer and officer agree upon the relevant 
factors (independently?> and probably according to the 
relevant solution."''"7 
Within his six point plan most of the inter-relationships between 
the bench and probation officer are described. Due to the peculiar 
end specialist nature of making recommendations to the court in 
SERa Samuels prophesised that: 
''Within the Probation Service we may well see the 
development of a diagnostic branch as opposed to a casework 
branch. But the notion of separating diagnosis from 
treatment or casework is contrary to recent trends in 
casework practice. There are valuable treatment 
opportunities provided by an enquiry, especially at a time 
of crisis such as a court appearance."' 38 
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S!JMMARY 
This chapter has explored the nature and development of SERa as 
used by our courts. It showed how SERa had their roots in the oral 
stand-down reports as offered by the Police Court Misaionera 1n 
the last century. Gradually and through Acta of Parllament and 
Government Departmental Committees, the SER became a central part 
in sentencing. The lynch pin for SERa was the Streatfield Report, 
which laid down coherent and realistic aims for report writers. 
Virtually all subsequent legislation and Home Office Circulara have 
based themselves on Streatfield's views. However with the passage 
of time, the role of SERa has changed from offering background 
information to assist the court, to the report offering an opinion 
as to dispose~ to the modern view of reports giving specific 
recommendations as to any disposal open to the court. 
As SERa became a more central document in the sentencing process 
so they came under the examination of various researchers to see 
whether their contents end quality matched the high regard in 
which they ere held, In 1974 Perry shattered many myths by being 
extremely critical of the contents of SERa. Thorpe in 1978 
generally agreed with his findings. A more recent work by Osborne 
in 1984 suggested reports were still not being written to provide 
'comprehensive end reliable' information. The chapter then looked at 
the debates as to whether reports should be prepared pre-triel or 
post-conviction end how probation officers generally see it ea 
undesirable to prepare SERa on not guilty pleas. 
The last part of the chapter looked at how the sentencing role 
for the SER developed end how this created difficulties for the 
Probation Service in terms of it being independent yet offering 
professional advice to aentencers, which is seen to be helpful and 
realistic. Within this debate the work of Thomas and the 
individualisation of sentences was discussed and whether the SER 
should be the means by which the court decides upon an 
individualised sentence or whether the SER should be used only 
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after the court has decided upon a non-tariff disposaL 
The chapter concluded with a review of the research on SERs and 
sentencing, which in general suggested that the SER does play an 
important role in the sentencing process alth?ugh there is little 
evidence to show it reduces the rate of imprisonment. Certainly the 
research available suggested that the provision of SERs increased 
the use of probation orders and C.S.Os. The views of Samuels 
regarding the inter-relationship of magistrates and probation 
officers were discussed, as was his concern that probation services 
might set up specialist court diagnostic teams. 
What Samuels foretold has happened in Leicestershire Probation 
Service with the setting up of CIAT. The next chapter looks at why 
it was set up and the effect it expected to have on the courts and 
on probation work in Greater L~ic~ster. 
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C!!APTER 3: THE DEVELOPMENT OF A COURT INTAKE TEAM 
INTRODUCTION 
This chapter covers three main areas. First, it focuses on how 
the Leicestershire Probation Service developed an intake teem end 
the rationale behind it. Second, it discusses how the teem tried to 
meet the specialist demands that were associated with its work by 
looking for an object assessment questionnaire to be used et the 
enquiry stage. Third, it looks at the area and volume of work the 
team covered over the period of my research and comperes that with 
county end national statistics. 
--------------------------------
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ll!E EMERGENCE OE AN INTAKE TEAM 
On the 1st March 1976 the Court Intake and Assessment Team of 
Leicestershire Probation Service came into being. Like many new 
ventures within organisations the roots of CIAT grew from 
theoretical considerations coupled with pragmatism. The first 
strand of its roots, that of its theoretical background, came in 
part, from the thinking of Coates, one of the Assistant Chief 
Probation Officers. In his discussion paper, for a differential 
treatment sub-group looking at diagnosis and assessment, he stated: 
''The increasing reliability of the probation officer's 
performance has brought us many new tasks and 
_responsibilities until a point was reached where we had a 
stature higher than that commensurate with the skills that 
we had to offer.•• 
He· felt, and this relates back to the previous chapter, that the 
Home Office had conferred on the probation officer, in the court 
setting, the role of the professional advisor before the Service 
had time to assimilate the prerequisite skills. Coates argued that 
officers should consider more precisely the areas to which a SER 
should address itsel~ He felt that the SER should not be seen as 
an assessment document for probation officers but offering an 
assessment on the offender for the court to use in sentencing. He 
argued: 
"A basic difference between assessment for treatment is 
that in many instances the assessment for the court is to 
be viewed by others who have different aims to that of the 
author of the report. Whereas an assessment for treatment 
is either to the autho1 himself for his use or like minded 
colleegues.112 
His paper continues by suggesting that SERa should consider client 
need and risk and to this end he examined various questionnaires, 
---
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Having analysed the various assessment scales available he 
concluded: 
''The above suggestions [re need and risk] seem to me to 
indicate the need for a diagnostic teem. The reason for this 
is that many of the ideas presented cannot be adequately 
tested in a controlled way by individual officers adopting 
them in an idiosyncratic fashion. It seems that a teem 
working on a shared responsibility, shared knowledge basis 
has a much better chance to test out new methods of 
diagnosis and assessment ... A specialist teem offering a 
diagnostic service would ensure some consistency in the 
application of criterie.113 
Such a specialist teem using inventories for assessment purposes 
would, for the probation service, be a teem preparing reports for 
the courts. By 1975 Coates had argued that for the probation 
service to fulfil its objectives within the courts, it had to give 
consideration es to the content of the reports, and the type of 
assessment that was required, He felt this would be better achieved 
if officers used inventories to assist the assessment process, In 
turn this would require a specialist teem preparing the court 
reports es they would be better able to evaluate concepts of client 
need and risk of reoffending. His thoughts as to which inventories 
would be the most appropriate for a specialist team will be 
discussed later. 
The other strand, leading to the establishment of CIAT, came from 
the local service trying to see how it could provide more treatment 
opportunities for offenders. Local research in 1971 showed two 
rest~lts. 
" ... work with the client appears to be related to the amount 
of time '"'hich officers have available over and above that 
which is required to prepare their reports... and the quality 
of on-going work declined as the number of court reports 
increased.'"' 
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As will be recalled from the previous chapter, the early '70s saw 
a large growth in the use of SERa thus there was an obvious 
concern as to how far constructive work with offenders would be 
eroded by court work. The same period was also the era when 
'differential treatment' i.e., tailoring resources to client need, was 
being promulgated. 
In 1973 the Home Office Inspectorate commented upon the amount 
of time officers spent servicing the courts and their suggestion, 
which was put into practice, was that each team should have a 
court 'specialist', A specific report writing team was dismissed at 
that stage. Hardiker on reviewing the establishment of CIAT found 
that 
" ... things seemed to happen very quickly in the latter half 
of 1975 ... plans were formulated, prc:l_lllinent among those 
being the idea of a court intake team as a prerequisite to 
differential treatment."• 
A working party was set up as a result of a senior probation 
officers' meeting on 18th September 1975. The remit of the working 
party was to 
" ... study the feasibility and logistics of establishing a 
Court Intake and Diagnostic Team... and to provide a paper 
to act as a basis for discussion at the staff meeting 
planned for 31st October 1975 .... 
The working party published their paper on 29th October 1975 and 
advised on the setting up of a CIAT Amongst their recommendations 
were that each member of the team should prepare 18 - 20 reports 
a month in addition to maintaining a high profile in all the courts. 
"The group favoured a composition that reflected all levels of 
experience... did not favour a formal secondment approach to 
membership. 007 They concluded their report by saying: 
" ... no special qualifications to be a member of the Court 
Intake Team were needed except enthusiasm and committment. 
Avoidance of creating too much of a 'special' team by 
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members having roots in the group areas and no formal 
secondment status.'18 
----The group did urge that the implementation of such a team ought 
to be done with some caution as it involved far reaching changes 
which had to be accepted and assimilated by officers. The Intake 
Team came on stream on the 1st March 1976. 
When considering its function the management group of 
Leicestershire Probation Service felt that 
"If the two areas of work (court and treatment) were 
separated, court work might also benefit. Officers 
concentrating on the preparation of reports would acquire a 
special expertise. By undertaking court duties on a regular 
basis they would become more familiar with the work of the 
court, and develop a better relationship with the justices 
and their clerks ... The paramount adventage, however, would 
lie in the enhancing and refining of assessment and 
diegnostic skills. At the same time probation officers 
working in the area teams, freed from court end office 
duty, would be enabled to give priority to the treatment of 
their clients. It would be logical indeed to regard their 
teems as •treatment teams'.'" 
The inteke team was therefore established to foster relationships 
with the court, to enable officers to develop an expertise in 
report writing, to enhance diagnostic and assessment skills and to 
release area teams to offer mora specialist help to offenders via 
'differential treatment', thus having greater impact on the 
supervisees' behaviour with consequential reduction of recidivism. 
My research will show that there is a large difference between 
hopes at the start of CIAT and the actual practice as found during 
1978 to 1984 when t11y data were collected and questionnaires were 
administered. Pertinent questions that the research asked of the 
CIAT - TT system were whether its existence offered a worthwhile 
experience to both sets of officers within the system; whether the 
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relationship between them actually worked; whether the courts were 
better serviced with reports of a higher standard and whether the 
system led to a better deal for the offender. 
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THE SEARCH FOR OBJECTIVE ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES 
In 1971 Frances Simon published her review on the various 
research projects on prediction.10 Her overall view on projection 
methods was somewhat gloomy. She states: 
" ... prediction tables could be used in theory et various 
stages: delinquency prevention, sentencing, treatment, 
release from institutions end after-cere. In practice there 
ere difficulties. Labelling persons es good or bed risks may 
have undesirable effects. To help courts in sentencing, e 
prediction table would need to show the likely outcomes of 
various sentences for comparable offenders, but so fer not 
e greet deal has been done on 'all-sentence' prediction."' 1 
Having established that there was no all-sentence predictor of 
reoffending Simon argued that the 'success' or 'failure' of 
probation based only on reconviction wee not an adequate criteria 
to measure its effectiveness for ''probation which is a form of 
social casework, and that some wider measure of 'adjustment•, 
'movement' or perhaps attitudinal change, should be used ... "12 She 
concluded by: 
"The view of the present writer is that, while greater 
predictive power would be desirable, efforts put into 
refining prediction studies based on pre-treatment data may 
have reached the point of diminishing returns... it is 
unlikely that future criminal behaviour can be predicted to 
a useful extent from e knowledge of pest history."13 
It is in the light of this rather unpromising review that 
Leicestershire's search for e pre-sentence assessment tool was 
started. Coetes took the first steps. He considered how client need 
end risk of reoffending could be determined. He defined need ea: 
" ... a feeling of a leek of something or of wanting something ... 
Motivation is defined as a drive to satisfy a need."'• 
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When looking et scales or hierarchies of need Coetes came to the 
conclusion that only two were of any possible use to the report 
writer. Meslow produced a hierarchy of need which Coetes felt aided 
conceptuelisetion but did not assist in quantifying need. He 
concluded: " ... the questionnaire that is available in this country 
that would seem to quantify areas of satisfaction of needs would 
seem to be that of Heimler."' • The problem with Heimler's scale of 
social need is that one had to have been on an approved course 
before using it. The scale involved cost to the agency, it is also 
time consuming to operate and interpret, 
Coates then turned to the assessment of risk and came to the 
conclusion that the Index of the Social Environment as designed by 
Martin Davies (described later> could perhaps be used pre-sentence 
rather that post-sente_!lc~ as had been used by Davies. Coates felt 
that other scales were too complicated or would not be sufficiently 
adaptable to be used in report writing. He concluded that a useful 
first step for a diagnostic team would be 
" .. , to devise a schedule of questions based on Martin 
Davies' Social 'Index and Heimler's social functioning plus 
some other bits that may help to determine need more 
precisely."'" 
The next stage in the quest came after the intake team had been 
established and Hardiker had finished her research on its first 
year of life. The members of the team, myself included, were 
becoming somewhat uneasy, when due to the pressure of writing in 
excess of 25 reports some months, we felt not so much an 
assessment team but a report writing machine. The fear was that as 
report writing became more and more mechanical recommendations 
could become less reliable. The need was felt for an aide-memoirs 
to be used in conjunction with clinical judgement. This aide-
memoirs was to be a framework including risk, need and gravity of 
offence. A working_party was established to look at various 
assessment tools and for them to be evaluated to see if they could 
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be used :In the :Intake set t:lng. The work:lng party came to the same 
conclusion as Coates :In that Heimler and the Martin Davies Index 
<MDI> were seen as the most suitable tools. Needham, a member of 
the group, modified the MDI further and this new scale was seen to 
be of potentiaL CIAT accepted the recommendation of the working 
party that they should, as a matter of policy, use the MDI and 
Needham/Davies derivative so that they could be validated :In the 
:Intake setting. It was et this stage that this research came :Into 
existence as it was felt that the use of the MDI end 
Needham/Davies :Indices should be more rigorously examined. The next 
chapter shows how they fitted :Into the theoretical framework of 
this thesis and how a needs scale was developed. It is worthwhile 
at this stage to go :Into some detail about the MDL 
Mart:ln Davies Index 
During the 1960s the Home Office researched the use of probation 
orders. Central to this was the work of Martin Davies17 who :In 
1964 commenced a project to look at the effect the social 
environment had on probationers. He studied the response of 507 
male probationers between the ages 17-20 to their environment and 
to the supervision process. He looked et the life of the 
probationer from the perspectives of living conditions, personal 
relationships, work pattern, use of money, relationship with his 
contemporaries, use of leisure end relationships. To research this 
Davies devised a 20 page questionnaire to be filled up by the 
supervising probation officer. Alongside this Davies compered the 
failure rate of the probationer; this being whether he was 
convicted of any offence <apart from minor road traffic offences> 
during the next twelve months. From ihe various computations 
Davies developed a stress score to compare reoffending with social 
stress. In his conclusion Davies commented: 
. -
" ... we have demonstrated the complex way :In which, for 
------
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example, difficulties in the home are associated with 
unemployment or with the tendency for the probationer to 
have delinquent friends, We have suggested that because 
such problems show a statistical association with the 
likelihood of reconviction, it is impossible for the 
probation officer to ignore them in determining his 
treatment aims."' • 
His other conclusion, which was of great interest to my research, 
was the comment that " ... the social worker is best able to make a 
good relationship with those who appear to need least help."''" 
From his computations Davies was able to group the data together 
to form three major stress areas. These were based on the 
probationer's support at home, his work/school record and what he 
c~lled 'crime contamination', which was an amalgam of a _ --
probationer's previous convictions coupled with the degree of 
association with other criminals. These groupings, all of which were 
statistically significant, were called the 'Index of Social 
Environment•, commonly known as the Martin Davies Index <MDI> and 
referred to as such in the abbreviated form in this research. The 
questionnaire, which is used to make up the index, is found in 
Appendix 2. 
Davies found that there was a correlation between the number of 
negative factors, a negative factor being where the probationer 
lacked support in a grouping, end the rate of reconviction. The 
higher the number of negative factors then the higher was the rate 
of recidivism. 
In 1974 Davies20"produced a sequel to his first study of 1969 
and the MDI of 1973. In it he showed the difference in how 
probationers coped with their e~vironment and how m:Jch work 
probation officers put into cases. He used the MDI as a means of 
identifying the different groups of offenders, He found for some 
age ranges probation officers seemed to spend _more time on those 
cases which were less likely to reoffend than those who were 
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deemed to be highly at risk of reoffending. I was therefore 
interested to see whether, in an intake setting, the MOl was 
applicable but also whether officers were selecting those cases for 
supervision which would appear by the MDI to be less difficult to 
supervise, I shall discuss this issue in more detail in the next 
chapter. 
When one looks at the MDI one sees it was derived out of a 
research project on probationers. It was initially used post-
sentence on 498 males aged 17-20 already on probation. In 1967 it 
was validated on a sample of 246 male probationers of the same age 
as those in the 1964/5 study. Also in 1967 it was validated for 
537 10-16 year old male probationers. Davies urged caution on its 
usage. 
"The instrument is as yet somewhat tentative and crude. It 
is tentative because, although the results obtained in the 
original study were replicated on a second sample, it has 
not yet been possible to test the extent to which different 
officers would agree on the asessment in specific instances. 
Moreover it is still essentially a research tool and, 
although some social workers may find it of interest it is 
not intended to take the place of the detailed diagnostic 
assessment traditionally required of the probation service 
end of all practicing social workers. It ie crude because 
the three subject areas only cover a part of the 
environment, and because the dichotomisation of each of the 
three factors may be an unduly severe simplification.1021 
Despite these reservations it was felt that the simplicity of the 
MDI and its previous reliability in Davies' work justified its usage 
in the intake setting in Leicestershire where it would be used, 
with some modification, pre-sentence at the SER stage for both 
sexes, all ages and for all recommendations. It was acknowledged 
that the use of the MDI in this manner was quite a significant 
departure from its previous usage. At this stage it was decided to 
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do a two year follow up for reconviction rather than the year as 
was done by Oavies. 
Cognisance was also made of its limitations - it is only as good 
end as accurate as the information obtained by the CIAT officer. 
Oavies had commented on the Index being used at an earlier stage. 
''The information on which it is based can be provided by 
the supervising officer during the first few weeks of a new 
probation order <or before sentence if a full SER is 
prepared) the accuracy of the assessment must rest 
ultimately with the probation oficer and it is for him to 
temper the information provided by the client with his own 
observation of the environment situation. Thus the index 
depends largely on the skills of the professional social 
worker, end must in~vi_iably reflect the officers' diagnostic 
ebili ties. "22 
If one sees MDI in the above light then two_ important points 
emerge. Firstly, the MOl is-not a panacea for those who leek 
diagnostic skills, but it is an eide-memoire to be used during the 
assessment procedure. It will not cover up for sloppy or inadequate 
work. Secondly it means that SERs cannot be done solely by office 
based interviews. One cannot assess adequately, if et all, the 
interaction between the defendant and his social environment unless 
he is seen in it. Only then can an officer place any credence upon 
the defendant's view of family relationships. 
The final piece of encouragement that the Intake Team had for 
using the MOl in a more embracing manner was that a Leicestershire 
field team had used the Index for all its criminal caseload. Their 
results after twelve months are compared with Oavies' results and 
are shown in Table 3.1, the figures being in percentages. 
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TABLE 3.1 
No, Negative Reconviction Rat• Reconviction Rat1 
Indices Davln' Suplt Field Ttll S11pl1 
0 17 0 
28 18 
2 (8 2( 
3 61 65 
Although the sample size for the field team was fairly small 
there did appear to be a correlation between increase in the 
number of negative indices and reoffending within the first year. 
It therefore did not seem to be too great a leap of faith to use 
the MDI in the intake setting. 
TilE INTAKE TEAM IN coNTEXT 
---------·-----------
----When-the-rntakeTeam was being planned it was envisaged that its 
officers would cover court duty, office duty when casual callers 
were seen and also prepare SERa on offenders who were either not 
previously known by the agency or who were not currently on 
supervision to it, It was felt that each officer would have to 
prepare up to 20 reports per month. At the time of my study 
officers were expected to prepare at times in excess of 25 reports 
each month. Naylor, a senior probation officer for CIAT, produced 
figures for the cases allocated to his officers during the years 
1980-2. The average number of reports each officer had to do rose 
from 24.4 per month in 1980 to 25.2 in 1981 to 26.2 in 1982. The 
years 1980 and 1981 coLocided with the time during which the 
majority of my data was collected. The figuree show a gradually 
increasing amount of work greatly in excess of what was envisaged. 
The impact of the workload on officers' views as to their jobs is 
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considered in a later chapter, Naylor's figures'"'" show that within 
the Greater Leicester area, which acted as the intake team's 
boundary, CIAT prepared 80% of all the court reports for the 
criminal courts within that are!!. The implicl!tions of a sm11ll team 
prep11ring the majority of the 11gency•s reports in Greater Leicester 
becomes more evident in subsequent chapters. 
TABLE 3.2: SERS. CIAT AND TOTAL COUNTY PRQVISION 
YEAR TOTAL NUmR 
OF SERS 
1978 2933 
1979 m• 
1980 3119 
1981 U22 
1982 3921 
1983 3"5 
NUIIBER 
BY CIAT 
N/K 
N/K 
2192 
2265 
2285 
23U 
I OF 
TOTAL 
70 
66 
se 
u 
_______ When-considering-the-work-of CIAT on a county basis Table 3.2 
11bove shows that it is responsible for a large proportion of the 
agency's report work. 24 This table shows that for the two years 
when d11ta was being collected for this research, the six officers 
working in CIAT were preparing two thirds of_ the agency's SERs. Due 
to this the intake team would be expected to have a not 
insignificant effect on court work in Leicestershire, Whether this 
has been the case will be considered in later chapters. 
I 
-1 
I 
I 
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5\IMMARY 
This chapter has shown how the intake team came into being out 
of the dual desire to offer field teams the space to work more 
imaginatively with their caseload, and to provide for the courts a 
specialist team which would be able to offer them high quality 
SERs. However the problem of overwork, a perennial one for CIAT, 
can be seen 1n terms of insufficient staffing to meet the criteria 
of the intake teem as originally set down. In order to increase the 
quality of their work CIAT officers looked at various assessment 
quetionnaires and, for the reasons stated, opted for the use of the 
MDI. Naylor's figures on CIAT shows that it plays a significant role 
within the service 1n providing the courts with reports. 
The scene has now been set for this research project. The next 
chapter will look at the theoretical issues and frameworks used to 
underpin it. 
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INTROPUCIION 
I argued in Chapter 2 that as the SER is the life-blood of CIAI, 
then its development end role in sentencing had to be clearly 
understood before its usage in CIAT could be researched. That 
chapter showed the SER to be en important document in the 
sentencing process. Therefore a probation service that devolved a 
lot of responsibility for its criminal court work onto a small group 
of officers could be seen as taking risks if that work was not 
carefully monitored. That would be especially true if the planning 
end theorising for the establishment of the intake teem had _no~ 
been carefully thought through. I argued in Chapter 3 that CIAT was 
set up for both pragmatic and theoretical reasons. Hardiker 
researched the first year of the intake team's life concentrating on 
the report side of its work. In a more recent article Hardiker 
______ stated_ that_ most_ of_ her_ evidence related...!' ... _ to_ the- 'applicant'- phase----
of client careers, that is, to the process of becoming a client."' 
Hardiker felt by having en intake teem "Offenders remanded for SERs 
received a more 'expert' service from probation officers who gave 
more precise information ... "2 This last statement of Hardiker assumes 
that by merely having a group of officers specialising in writing 
reports their work becomes more 'expert•. However her own article 
contains some evidence from one officer which is contrary to her 
assumptions. 
"I thought that the whole idea of en intake teem was that 
we would produce some kind of planned approach to the work, 
b\. t all that has happened is that we have been 'doing our 
own thing'. 113 
It may be that having a group of officers specialising in writing 
SERs does not automatically lead to reports of higher standard. So 
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the first task of my research was to evaluate the reports written 
by CIAT end to compere them with those analysed by Thorpe and 
Perry. Having achieved this aim and having established a yard-stick 
for my sample I could then go on further. Hardiker's work stopped at 
the 'applicant phase' of an offender's career with the probation 
service. What interested me was what happened to those individuals 
who became clients of the service and thus had a 'client career'. The 
purpose of this chapter is therefore to outline the main research 
interests, to link them within a theoretical framework, end to show 
how the working hypotheses developed for the thesis were 
investigated. 
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CLmNT CAREER: APPLICANT PHASE 
Earlier I referred to Hardiker's article on the 'career' of 
offenders with the Leicestershire Probation Service. However, as she 
herself admits, her concept of 'client career' is somewhat 
incomplete. Her work stopped at the point at which the offender 
actually becomes a client of the service. The aim of my research was 
to follow the whole path of the offender's career with the service, 
beginning with his initial contact when a SER is prepared on him by 
CIAT. At the SER stage, choices ere made as to which recommendations 
should be offered to the court and whether a decision is taken to 
invite the court to make the offender a client of the probation 
s~rvice by making him the subject of e community based supervision 
order. This could be a Supervision Order for juveniles, a Probation 
Order for adults, or the crown court could make a Suspended 
Sentence-Supervision Order. In this research, unless otherwise state~ 
'supervision' can mean any or all of these forms of community based 
superviSicil\."" If-oiieor- these- three-orders·· is-made- then· the· offender 
becomes a client of the probation service and his 'career' begins. 
For the purpose of this research a 'client career' is defined as 
those series of processes and role changes that are experienced as 
the client passes through the system from CIAT to a TT and then 
during his period of supervision until his order finishes. The end of 
his career can be due to the order running to completion; it being 
discharged early for good progress; or the order being terminated 
due to the client committing a new offence. 
The 'path' an offender takes depends on his age and whether he is 
pleading guilty or not guilty. The following flow diagrams show the 
various paths an offender ~~ take in relation to the intake team. 
They show whether the offender becomes a client of the service at 
the applicant phase or not. Later, depending on the sentence, the 
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offender could take on the role of full 'client status' with the 
service if statutory supervision is ordered.• 
D!AGRAM 1: ADULTS - GUD.TY PLEA 
(a) ~ ¥ (b) t t 
' 
~ 1 t 
~ \(cl <ell' t 
' 
~ r t 
<•l' ¥ ,. t 
' 
If .,. t 
~ ADlOURNED t 
' 
FOR SER t 
~ • t 
' 
<dH t 
' 
/. t 
CO""ITTAL TO CROVN COURT••••••~~~~~~·~~~·~~~~~SER _________ 
At stage (a) the offender can be described as a 'pre-applicant' 
of the probation service. If path (b) is followed then he will not 
come the way of the service and will thus not have a career within 
it. This will occur if the magistrates feel that they have sufficient-
information on the offender to sentence without the assistance of a 
SER. Path (b) is usually followed for first offenders if the offence 
is not too serious; for petty offenders who are well known to the 
court and for trivial offences even if the offender is not a first 
offender. All the other paths bring the offender into the probation 
ljstem for the preparation of a SER. Such ofenders become clients of 
the probation service at the 'applicant phase', If path (c) is 
followed, then on receiving the SER after an adjournment the 
magistrates feel able to sentence the offender. Depending on the 
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sentence the offender might lose his client status with the 
probation service. This would occur if he did not receive a form of 
supervision. Path <d) occurs when having considered all the aspects 
of the case, including a SER, the court feels they have insufficient 
powers of sentence and commits the defendant to the crown court, 
The officer who prepared the SER for the hearing at the lower court 
could update his report for the crown court. Some offences are so 
serious that at the start of the judicial proceedings it is realised 
that the lower court will be unable to deal with them. Such cases 
are committed to the higher court without any formal evidence or 
SER being presented, in those cases path <e> is followed. 
D!AGRAM 2: ADULTS - NOT GUn.TY PL£AS <assuming eventual conviction) 
OFFENDER~+!+!~KABISTRATES COURT~~~~~~~TRIAL BY BENCH~~~~~~~~~CONYICTION~~~~SENTENCE 
~ t .l, t 
t t 
' _t__~--t---------
.-----comTTAC TO~~~:.HTRIAI. BY JURY~HHHHH~~ \1 ADJOURNED 
CROWN COURT FOR SER 
Diagram 2 shows that on the finding of guilt either court has 
the discretion to sentence without a SER. However sentencing 
practice, as laid down by the Home Office, means that in theory 
courts ought to consider a SER for certain groups of offenders if it 
has certain penalties in mind. <See Chapter 2 for details) For the 
crown court Plotnikoff found that it rarely adjourned matters for a 
full SER if there had been a trial by jury leading to conviction. In 
my experience the court was more likely to seek a report if the 
Jefendant changed his plea to guilty before the trial started. The 
implication of this is that as probation officers will not prepare 
reports on not guilty cases, it is likely that offenders found guilty 
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will have no background information on them when they are 
sentenced. 
DIAGRAM 3: JUYENILES 
' ' ' 
(b) H 
eau 
' 
'(d) Celt ' 
' ' ' 
t '(b) 
' ' 
BRIEF REPORT 
' CAUTION 'Cc) cm 
' 
' ' ' NO REPORT~~~~~~~~~~lUYENILE COURT~~~~~~SENTENCE 
Diagram 3 shows the different ways by which a juven~le_can be 
processed once he has been apprehended. Initially the police decide 
whether to prosecute or to give a formal caution path <a>. <During 
the time I collected my research sample cautioning was increasing.> 
If there is a decision to prosecute, then according to leg!~lat!on, ____ . ____ . 
_____ path_ (b). should be-followed-witnaSER being prepared pre-hearing. 
However in Leicestershire authority was devolved to the senior 
probation officer in charge of allocation of court work to weed out 
trivial offences. For such cases no reports would be prepared - path 
<c>. Since the onset of CIAT the service implemented a middle course 
wherby a probation officer would prepare a brief report on the day 
of the hearing. This would be done by seeing the juvenile and his 
parents prior to the hearing and completing a proforma. <see 
Appendix 3). The decision to follow path <d> lies with the probation 
service and is acceptable to the courts. However if on preparing the 
brief report the officer finds that matters are not straight 
forward, he would ask the ccurt to adjourn the hearing for a full 
report, path <e>. The understanding with the court is that officers 
will only recommend discharges, fines or attendance centre order in 
the brief reports. This means that a brief report will not be used 
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to make a recommendation which could bring the offender into the 
probation or custodial system. The types of offenders that would 
attract this kind of report are first offenders who have committed a 
serious enough offence to warrant a preliminary investigation. This 
will obviously exclude offences that could attract a custodial 
sentence, 
From the above flow diagrams it can be seen that several 
filtering processes take place to keep offenders out of the 
probation system: albeit at the applicant phase. At the magistrates' 
court, it is the bench who decides whether an offender is to become 
a client of the service. In the juvenile justice system two factors 
affect whether an offender is to become a client of the service; 
firstly the police through cautioning and secondly the probation 
service through __ weeding out trivial offences. It is important at this 
stage to realise that a significant percentage of offenders will 
never have a career with the probation service because of the 
relatively trivial nature of their offending. In turn this means that 
cases brought into the probation system for SERs to be prepared, 
_____ will,- de- facto,- be skewed- towards- the- more-serious- end -of ·offendiilg 
behaviour. This has important implications when considering the 
efficacy of sentencing as it would not be accurate to include in my 
sample anyone who had not been brought into the applicant phase of 
their career with the service. Thus only offenders_who had been 
- -
referred for a .f!.!.U SER have been used in this research. The 
importance of this distinction can be seen when looking at the work 
of Tutt and Giller on the Juvenile Justice S~stem in Leicestershire. 
They studied the sentencing patterns in Leicestershire's juvenile 
courts and found that 118 out of about 1100 juveniles were the 
subjects of brief reports. Out of these 14~ received conditional 
discharges, 60~ received fines m.d 21~ received attendance centre 
orders. When their results were taken as a whole (full and brief 
SERs> 18~ received discharges, 29S fines, 21~ attendance centre and 
19~ supervision. This would suggest that including brief reports in 
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my sample would have skewed the results towards fines,5 
It is difficult to compare Tutt and Giller's results with mine as 
their's were taken from all juvenile courts within the county and 
not just those covered by CIAT. A further difference is that their 
results included reports prepared by the Leicestershire Social 
Services Department. They were responsible for preparing reports on 
the younger juveniles aged between 10-13 years old. The probation 
service prepared reports on the older ones. Reference to Tutt and 
Giller's work shows how careful one must be, when describing 
results, that one is comparing like with like: In general Tutt and 
Giller's sample includes younger offenders, those who had no reports 
prepared on them at all as well as those who were subject to a 
brief report. This means that in comparison, my results, were skewed 
towards the older juvenile ~h~had committed more serious offences. 
It is therefore not surprietng that in my sample only 7% of 
juveniles received conditional discharges whereas 31% received 
supervision. 
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CLIENT CAREER: CLIENT SIAI!JS PRASE 
This section describes what happens to the offender when he 
passes from the 'applicant phase' to the 'client status' phase. For 
the purpose of this research this means the offender becomes 
subject to 11 statutory order for him to be supervised in the 
community. The following flow diagram shows the career path of 
offenders who enter into the probation system. 
DIAGRAM 4: THE CAREER LQOP 
NON-SUPERVISION 
DISPOSAL 
t 
hit 
t (b) 
OFFENDER~~~~~~~~~~~CIAT~~~~~~~~·~~•~COURT~•~~~~••••~~SUPERVISION 
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t 
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' 
t ' . 
t 
' 
t (d) 
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TEAl! 
' 
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As can be seen from the diagram if path <a> is followed then the 
offender is not brought into the system and his career with the 
probation service ends at the applicant phase. Of interest to me was 
whether those who followed path <a>, and thus receive a non-
supervision dispose!, differ in any wey to those brought into the 
system vie path (b), One of my intentions in this reseach was to try 
and develop e 'profile' for each disposal, taking into account ege 
and sex differences. This is of importance since Roberts and Roberts 
and Stetement of Netional Objectives and Priorities <SNOP>, imply the 
need for the Probation Service to develop its role in the community 
correctionel field. In perticular the SNOP document suggests the 
need for the Service to 'target out' groups of offenders, namely 
those most et risk of custody and seek to get them onto 
supervision. From my research it is _p~sible to see if some 
disposals ere 'ettrecting' people with different criminogenic fectors, 
i.e., previous convictions, gravity of offence, risk of reoffending 
<es essessed by MDI>, social need, etc. 
As steted before, the work of Herdiker stopped at the point where _ 
_____ it- was- determined· by- the·· court whether an Offender sho~ld foll~w 
peth (e) and receive a non-supervision disposal or follow path <b> 
and be subject to supervision. This research breaks new ground by 
anelysing whet heppens to the offender~ the court has pessed 
sentence. As fer es I know there has been no previous British 
reseerch of a probation intake system which looks at the subsequent 
offending behaviour of those receiving non-supervision disposals. My 
research ettempts to identify whether the inteke team is being 
selective in the cases it recommends to the court for non-
supervision. As previously steted, if Cavies is right in his 
assum,tion, and probation officers tend to prefer low risk ceses to 
super.~ise, then one would expect to find high need/risk cases in the 
non-supervision group. 
This research also endeavours to enalyse the career of offenders 
' 
who enter the system by following path (b), There are two distinct 
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stages in the subsequent career. Firstly the offender has become a 
client of the Leicestershire Probation Service with its two tier 
structure for processing clients. So far the offender has only been 
the client of an intake officer but CIAT only operates at the 
applicant phase. Therefore, secondly, the offender has to be 
transferred to a TT officer. The process of allocation and transfer, 
and whether it is done efficiently and speedily, could affect the 
subsequent course of supervision. If the introduction of the client 
to the TT officer is done rapidly after the court hearing, then the 
offender's motivation engendered by the court crisis might not have 
waned. Conversely a slow take-up rate by the new officer might 
suggest to the client that as the probation officer does not appear 
to place much importance upon the supervision process, why should 
he? 
Once the case has been transferred then the sole responsibility 
for the way the case proceeds, as far as the agency is concerned, 
lies with the TT officer. As can be seen from Diagram 4, the 
offenders' path <or career> can proceed in one of two ways. If there 
is no reoffending then path (c) is followed and the issue becomes 
whether the order is dicharged early for good progress, or whether 
it continues to normal completion. However my research showed that 
over 50~ of supervision cases reoffended. Such cases would then 
continue around the career loop to a further court appearence. The 
court is not obliged to ask for a further SER but if it does then 
the responsibility for the preparation of it would be the TT 
officer's. Once back at court the court may allow the supervision to 
continue, in which case the offender remains in the career loop with 
the exception of no further allocation. However the court may decide . 
to terminate the period of supervision as the client, by reoffending, 
is in breach of his supervision order. The court wc~ld thus pass a 
sentence which takes the client out of the probation system and the 
'client status' of the offender terminates. 
This career loop contains within it several important issues. 
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Among them are: 
a> Do labels change with supervision? At the time of 
preparing the SER the CIAT officer would almost certainly 
have used labels to describe the offender. Does supervision 
confirm those labels? Do the labels alter with time? That is 
to say, as the IT officer gets to know his client, or with 
the experience of supervision, are the negative labels 
reduced and the positive ones increased? 
b> Are the changes in labels, if they occur, linked in any 
way to the early discharge of supervision? At the time of 
discharge was the client seen to be less at risk of 
reoffending which in turn may be seen as an indication of 
the benefit of supervision? 
~>_!Tevious research has shown the strong correlation 
between the SERs recommendation and the subsequent 
disposaL Therefore, CIAT is likely to have a marked effect 
on the ITs caseload. What kind of cases were entering the 
loop at <b) in Diagram 4? Were they cases with a high risk 
of reoffending and thus meet the requirements of the SNOP 
document, or were they predominately low risk, low need 
cases? Davies, as stated previously, suggests there is some 
evidence to show that officers who write reports for their 
own caseload tend to skew their cases to those of low risk 
end low social need. Linked to this is whether IT officers 
felt they had any influence over the work they received and 
whether CIAT officers felt constrained by their TT 
colleagues. 
d) Is there any evidence to suggest that IT officers use 
any new court appearances to adjust their caseload by not 
recommending that supervision should conti1ue? A more 
subtle way of doing this would be for the new SER to 'label 
out• the offender. This means that the IT officer would 
describe the offender in such a way as to give the court a 
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very clear indication of how the officer felt without it 
being spelt out overtly. 
-----
Diagram 4 shows that there are two specific groups of offenders, 
those which follow path <a> and those that follow path (b), If the 
sample size of each group is large enough I could compare and 
contrast the different characteristics of the two groups of 
offenders and the efficacy of the different disposal&. However that 
would only provide information as to how the intake team performed 
in isolation and not in relation to any other work which the 
Leicestershire Service was carrying out at the same point in time. 
To overcome this feature, a control group of similar size of 
supervisees was established to compare the work of the CIAT-TT 
system with that of a generic based team which operated outside the 
intake setting. The officers within this control group by and large 
supervised offenders on whom they had previously written SERa. By 
having such a control group I was able to determine, to some extent, 
whether reports as written by the intake team were of higher 
standard than those researched by Perry and Thorpe, or whether in 
fact the Leicestershire Service in general prepared reports of 
higher standard. Also it allowed me to investigate, to some degree, 
whether an 'expert team' did in fact prepare 'expert reports•. 
--
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RESEARCH HYPOTHESES 
The purpose of this thesis is to look at the interaction between 
CIAT and the TTs and how that affects the career of offenders 
entering into the probation system. The system for the 
Leicestershire Probation Service is more complicated than for most 
as there is a two tier CIAT - TT structure. This structure has 
important implications for the careers of those offenders within the 
system. The main research hypotheses fall into six sets of related 
hypotheses and each will be dealt with in a separate chapter. In the 
remainder of this chapter I will briefly introduce these sets of 
hypotheses. The six related sets are: 
1. Do 'expert teams' write 'expert reports'? 
--
2. Recommendations, sentencing and effectiveness. 
3, The use of prediction methods 
4. Transfer processes 
5, Use of labelling and offenders careers 
6. CIAT - TT interactions. 
Do 'expert tellllls' write 'expert reports'? 
The first stage of the empirical research was to analyse the work 
of the intake teem to see if this specialist team showed not only a 
higher quality of work than previously determined by Thorpe and 
Perry, but also of a higher standard than their generically based 
colleagues. The intake teem in Leicestershire had two functions. 
Firstly they had to prepares SERs on defendants, but also secondly, 
they had to make social work assessments on them. It should not be 
too great a leap of faith to suggest that the officers who worked 
in CIAT ought to develop their assessment skills to a higher level 
than generic officers who do less court work. If this is the case 
then it could be further argued that better assessments should lead 
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to more authoritative reports containing recommendations which 
steered the courts to more appropriate disposals. Furthermore 
supervision should then only be used for defined and specific 
purposes. For instance SERs could be used to 'target' supervision 
onto those offenders who might otherwise receive a custodial 
sentence 
From this analysis I also wished to see if it was possible to 
portray a client profile for each disposal. If I could then the 
Service could see whether they were satisfied with the types of 
offenders receiving such disposals. 
Recoll!llendations, sentencing and effectiveness 
Research studies paint a gloomy picture of the effectiveness of 
- --
any sentence. <See N. Walker"' and D. Farrington et al."') In 
particular, the effectiveness of supervision, in terms of 
reoffending, came out relatively poorly compared with other 
dispose~ One reason for this might be that the probation service 
was not accurately identifying groups of people who would benefit 
from supervision. Certainly Perry and Thorpe's criticism of the 
content of SERs would add to the view that if reports were of a low 
standard then that would increase the likelihood of poor selection 
for supervision. So within the chapter I will be looking at the 
recommendations officers make, the take-up rates by the courts and 
the relative effectiveness of the various disposals in terms of 
recidivism within two years, 
At the same time two'inter-related hypotheses could be assessed, 
Firstly, as Davies stated, some probation officers prefer to work 
with less troublesome clients and that accordingly one would expect 
LIAT to recommend supervision for such offenders - those with a low 
risk of reoffending and low social need. If this was the case one 
would expect CIAT to target supervision towards first offenders and 
women. Writers such as Worrall8 and Dominelli9 take the view that 
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the probation service discriminate against women by either bringing 
them into the system too early or by being punitive towards them. 
Their views will be briefly discussed in relation to my findings. 
Secondly the corollary to the above argument is that if intake 
officers positively discriminate in favour of low risk cases, then 
they are likely to discriminate against high need/risk cases by not 
recommending supervision as an alternative to custody. Worse stil~ 
intake officers may actually direct such offenders away from 
supervision by either directly or indirectly recommending custody. 
Two authors, Wilcox on SERs and prison sentences10 ~ 11 and Thomas 
on SERs and detention centre sentences12 suggest that SERs do 
directly contribute to custodial sentences. Their results will act as 
a useful framework in which to compare my findings. 
The use of prediction aethods 
The last chapter described the intake team's search for an 
objective asessment technique to assist in the preparation of SERs. 
Of interest to me was whether it was possible to use the MDI in an 
intake setting. If so, could its usage be combined with a scale 
measuring client need? Of value would be if the results showed a 
link between need and reoffending as well as there being an 
association between the increased number of negative indices on the 
MDI scale and recidivism. If a matrix of risk against need could be 
devised then it would have to be understood within the continuing 
debate of a reverse tariff theory originally propounded by Davies131 
modified by Hardiker14 and criticised by Paley end Leaves••. My 
hypothesis to be tested here was that the concept of tariff was too 
imprecise to be of much assistance in report writing. A more 
valuable model than tariff is a mathematical one of a need/risk 
scale. Such a scale, it was hoped, would add to the debete on 
Justice v Welfare with my results being compared with the arguments 
of Tutt and Giller"', Harris17, Parker et al.''" and Fennell''· One of 
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my concerns was that if the research was to develop a needs/risk 
framework then it had to stand up to statistical analysis as well as 
to theoretical analysis. Wilkins in his book 'Crime end Culture' 
quotes from Pearson as follows: 
·~en you can measure whet you are speaking about and 
express it in numbers you know something about it, but when 
you cannot measure it, when you cannot express it es 
numbers, your knowledge is of a meagre and unsatisfactory 
kind."20 
Although Wilkins may be over-stating his case, I felt it to be 
important throughout this research to underpin my findings with 
figures that have statistical significance, In order to do this my 
initial sample size of CIAT reports was in excess of 1200, thus 
enabling quite large groupings to be present in my tables even 
after they had been reduced for specific types of offenders; i.e., 
juveniles on supervision, first offenders, those on C.S.O, etc. 
Transfer processes 
One of the fascinating aspects of this research was that at the 
time I carried out my field work, Leicestershire had the only 
probation service to operate a viable intake-field team system. One 
or two other services have tried to run an intake team, but none 
have done so on a comparable scale either in terms of the size of 
the operation or its durability; the intake team has now been 
running for over ten years. The problem of CIAT, from a research 
perspective, is that due to its uniqueness it has not been possible 
to compare it with any other such system within the Service, So, 
when I came to look at intake/transfer procedures I had to look at 
it in relation to 5eneral theories of intake systems and those as 
used by some social services departments. For this I referred to the 
works of, among others, Lowenstein21 and Hardiker and Curnock22 to 
assist my understanding of CIAT. 
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The whole process of transfer had within it many important 
stages. Firstly, what is the length of time it took for the case to 
---be transferred, not just in terms of paper transactions, but the 
number of days from the court hearing to when the TT officer 
actually met his new client for the first time? One of the problems 
of the system is the lack of uniformity of information being 
transferred to the field team. Some intake officers prepared initial 
assessments <IAs> and fully discussed the cases with their treatment 
teams, whilst others merely supplied the team with a copy of the 
SER. The quality of transfer of information should always be an 
important issue for any system which has a transfer process at the 
heart of it. 
The next important issue raised is that of the amount of 
~upervision offered to the supervisee. This has two strands to it. 
Firstly if there is a delay before the offender is actually seen 
then this immediately cuts down the amount of supervision that can 
be offered, this being especially important for short orders. Related 
to this will be the drop in motivation for both the supervisee and 
the supervisor. For most offenders, as soon as the court has passed 
sentence, the immediate crisis is over. With the passage of time 
their response to supervision decreases unless there is a rapid 
uptake of the order and a clear understanding between the 
supervisee and the officer as to the nature of supervision. When 
interviewing field team officers most told me that their motivation 
decreased if they did not see their new client rapidly. 
The second strand to this is if adequate information is not_ 
transferred and acted upon quickly then an inappropriate level of 
supervision may be offered. For example, within the cases that I 
researched, I found that some high need/risk cases were not being 
allocated speedily despite repres~ttation by the intake officer. 
Conversely the opposite was found that some low need/risk cases 
received quite intensive supervision. Thus this research needed to 
look at this whole area carefully. It is hoped that although this 
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part of the research will not come up with a cause and effect 
equation, it will lead to some useful statements as to the 
----
operational requirements of such a system. 
Label.Ung and offenders' careers 
At the SER stage the offender 1e labelled <'offender' itself is a 
label>. The way that a person is labelled in an SER can alter the 
court's perception of both the offender and the offence. A court 1e 
more likely to act leniently if an offender 1e described in 
compassionate, sympathetic terms. For example: " ... if it had not been 
for marital and health problems then it is unlikely this offence 
would have occured .. , his remorse is deep and genuine .. , "23, rather 
than a description of the offender which suggests that " ... she sees 
prostitution as a realistic way to make ends meet whilst she is on 
state benefits.'"'" 
Officers have, therefore, to be very careful in the way they 
describe the person on whom they are preparing a report and have to 
be equally careful how they describe the offence and its causation. 
Did the labels used by CIAT officers give "coded messages012"' to 
magistrates as to types of disposals that officers really felt the 
defendant deserved? This may be different to what he actually 
recommends. These coded messages would be undetected by the 
defendant. Thus the way CIAT officers used labels in SERs played an 
important part in the sentencing process. However, once the sentence 
had been determined the labelling processs did not finish as the 
person had then become a 'convicted offender'. But if that person 
was placed on supervision he is further labelled as being not only a 
convicted criminal but one who needed help as he could not cope 
with hie problems. 
Labels are very long lasting and thus I was interested to see if 
they changed with the passage of time. The SER as prepared by the 
intake officer would be limited to perhaps only two interviews over 
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a short time period. Thus the officer's knowledge of the defendant 
would be limited and mostly related to the circumstances of the 
offence. However once a person is being supervised the supervising 
officer collects knowledge about him at both a conscious and 
unconscious level. It is also likely that the knowledge gained would 
cover more of the life and background of the defendant than just 
his offence, Did, therefore, the labels on the offender, as used by 
the field team officer change with time and reflect his greater all 
round knowledge of him? A problem for the supervisee could occur if 
he should reoffend. At the new court hearing the client would 
already be labelled as a 'failed probationer' but the TT officer 
would have much greater potential opportunity to re-label him based 
on the knowledge gained over the supervision period. If the officer 
felt his client had done well on supervision then this could be 
reflected in the labels used to describe him in the new SER. But, 
conversely, if the officer was dissatisfied with his client's 
response that too could be reflected in the report by the use of 
negative labels, For the failed probationer the adage 'a little bit 
of knowledge is a dangerous thing' could well apply. 
As supervision continued did the labels on the offender show any 
change? Was he gradually seen in a more positive light and were his 
negative labels gradually 'detuned'? If this was so, was there any 
correlation between an application for an early discharge of the 
supervision order and the more positive description of the offender? 
The chapter on the effects of labelling will be underpined by 
reference to various authors. The standard works of Becker26, 
Merton2?1 Gibbons28 and Goffman2' • 3o will be used to set the 
scene for the chapter. The way an orf'ender is described in relation 
to the aRency is linked with the works of Farrington31 , Hardiker'"2, 
Leger'"3 • .nd Scheff3" amongst others, 
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• CIAT - TT interactions 
Earlier in this chapter I used a quote from Wilkins to underpin 
the need for statistical rigour in research. However, that must not 
detract from one important part of this work which is more difficult 
to quantify; namely, how officers feel whilst operating within this 
system. The two concepts which will help us to understand some of 
the feelings expressed by officers are those of 'boundary control' 
and 'client bombardment•. These concepts were discussed by Kirk and 
Greenley35 and show how the organisational structure of the CIAT -
TT system leads to a perception of pressure especially for TT 
officers. In general they feel they have lost control of their 
workload in that they have no overt and legitimate ways of 
controlling the input to their caseload. From these concepts it can 
- -
be seen whether officers 1n the field team adopt less formal ways 
of preventing excess pressure from client bombardment. I hope to 
show that the CIAT, due to its role as described in Chapter 3, has a 
tighter boundary control and thus should escape such pressures. The 
interaction between CIAT and their respective TTs thus becomes 
central to this discussion. 
---
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5UMMARY 
This chapter started by looking et how my own work went further 
then previous research on CIAT, in that it did not stop et the 
applicant phase. It continued by looking at the careers of offenders 
within the CIAT - TT system both at the applicant phase and the 
client status phase. Flow diagrams were used to show the different 
paths a defendant can take before he is sentenced. Diagram 4 on 
page 77 showed the complex path for offenders who enter the 'career 
loop'. By careful examination of the stages within the loop the main 
components of this thesis were identified. Six main strands were 
established and each were located within theoretical framework, 
relevant research findings and theories. 
The next chapt~ discusses my findings about the content of SERa, 
these being compared and contrasted with the results of Thorpe end 
Perry. The use of a control group taken from outside the orbit of 
CIAT will further help to asses~ whether an 'expert team' does 
provide the court with 'expert reports'. The chapter will conclude by 
comparing client profiles for different disposals, 
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CHAP'J'ER 5: QUALITY AND CONTEf{[ OF SERS 
INTRODUCTION 
This and the next five chapters will be looking at the results of 
my research. The point has been reached where the history of SERa 
has been given, the development of CIAT described and the 
theoretical framework of this thesis outlined, The task now is to 
relate practice to theory. This chapter has two main functions. 
Firstly to test the assumption that 'expert teams• do indeed produce 
'expert reports'. To do this I will use both a control group and the 
findings of Thorpe and Perry as a means of comparing the content of 
SERs. I shall also use the work~ o~Mathieson to look at the amount 
of work that went into the preparation of a report and Hardiker's 
research on the style of reports. Secondly, to discover, from an 
analysis of the data, whether it is possible to develop a 'client 
profile' for each disposal. This profile can then be compared with 
the criteria for the Service's intervention into people's lives as 
suggested by Tutt and Giller for juveniles and the SNOP document 
relating to those who are most at risk of receiving custody. 
Do 'Expert Teams' Prepare 'Expert Reports'? 
My starting point is the positive assertion of the Leicestershire 
Probation Service's Management group as to the role of CIAT, which 
is: 
'~fficers concentrating on the preparation of reports would 
acquire a special expertise ... The paramount advantage, 
howevJr, would lie in the enhancing and refining of 
assessment and diagnostic skills"' 
Management held three major expectations about CIAT. Firstly, it 
would foster better relationships with the courts, Secondly, the 
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team would acquire enhanced assessment skills <this will be 
discussed in Chapters 7 & B>.~ly, officers concentrating on 
report writing would acquire specialist skills. This last expectation 
will be considered now. 
Chapter 2, which explored the developing role of SERa in the 
sentencing process, showed how the Home Office and courts placed an 
increasing emphasis on SERa. A point was reached when officers, 
especially within management grades, began to wonder whether 
reports were being over valued: • ... a point has been reached where we 
had a higher stature than that commensurate with the skills we had 
to offer.'12 
Certainly this disquiet, as expressed by Coates above, was echoed 
in the writings of Thorpe and Perry. Perry described the SERa in his 
sample as " ... idiosyncratic and selective ... evidence of 'hack-work' .. .'13 
Similarly Thorpe found " ... a high rate of absence of information .. .''Ain 
SERa. However if the assertion of Jarvis and his colleagues is right 
and CIAT officers do acquire specialist skills in report writing then 
de facto those reports ought to be of a higher quality. 
Thorpe used a content analysis schedule covering 19 areas to 
assess the information within the SERs in her research sample. I 
decided to adapt her schedule by adding three extra items: past and 
present attitude to authority and risk of reoffending. This schedule 
was then used to evaluate the content of 594 reports from the CIAT 
sample and 189 reports from the control group. <See Appendix 4 for 
a copy of the content analysis schedule and the Methodology for how 
the sample size was collected.) The control group was only of 
supervision cases whereas the CIAT sample included all disposals. 
Inevitably not every SER would contain information on all 22 
topics of the schedule as obviously a firs• offender cannot have had 
a previous experience of supervision or custody. Thus, during my 
analysis I had to take into account that some lack of information is 
due to the sole fact that it could not possibly exist. So I collected 
data, or lack of it, for those topics that applied. At this stage I 
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was not interested in whether the topics described the offender in 
positive or negative terms; this is done in Chapter 9 on labelling. 
When looking at the 22 topics taken to assess the contents of 
SERa, six related to past events, fourteen to present circumstances 
and only two to the future. Bearing in mind Thorpe (end thus myself> 
chose the topics based on whet was actually found in SERa, then the 
SER is et best e document dealing with the 'here and now', and at 
worst is a historical review, Little of the document would be of a 
projective nature concerning the defendants' future. When one recalls 
that sentencing has to include projection about the future, 
especially about the risk of reoffending, then the SER may well be 
falling short in its assistance to the court because of its lack of 
projection. 
The SERa will now be considered by the three time bands of past, 
present and future. 
past Events 
i> Employment History. As stated above the CIAT sample size was 594 
and that for the control group was 189. Thus those numbers would be 
the maximum that one could expect to find if the topic applied to 
each of the SERa in the samples. However, and the issue of 
employment history is a point in case, it cannot apply to those still 
at school thus reducing the actual maximum number of cases that 
could be commented upon. In this case the topic applied to 472 from 
CIAT and 131 from the control group. The SERa commented upon 
employment history in 448 cases <94. 9%) and 119 (90.8%> 
respectively. Thorpe's figures were 80.5% and Perry's 97.5%, although 
he felt in half of the cases the details were patchy. It would seem, 
therefore, that probation officers in their reports cover the work 
record as a matter of priority. 
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ii> Pest Attitude to Work. This topic related to 466 cases in the 
sample end 132 in the control group. It was covered in 378 cases 
<81,1ll> and 112 <84.8ll> respectively. Thorpe found a lower reporting 
rete of 64.9ll and Perry of 27ll It would seem that Leicestershire 
officers discuss a defendant's attitude to work more often than 
those researched by either Thorpe or Perry. 
iii> Past Attitude to School. This topic applied to 575 cases in my 
CIAT sample and 188 cases in the control group. It was reported on 
in 245 <42.6") and 68 <36.2ll> respectively. Thorpe had the slightly 
lower figure of 31.1" Bearing in mind Thorpe's work and mine was on 
a general sample irrespective of age, one would expect the relevance 
of attitude to school to decrease with age. However, Osborne in his 
research on juvenile courts !o~d that social workers only commented 
upon attitude to schooling in 50ll of the cases and probation 
officers in 78ll, One would have felt, with few exceptions, attitude 
to school would be a relevant topic in a SER for a juvenile court. 
When I looked at the breakdown of my results for this topic by 
disposels I found that for those who received a suspended sentence, 
prison sentence or community service order, the attitudes to 
schooling were reported on on 16ll, 22" end 41 ll respectively. Such 
disposals could only be used for adults. However, in my sample, 
where attendance centre was used almost exclusively for juveniles, 
the reporting rate was 91ll. Supervision cases which were hybrid in 
that they included adults end juveniles had just less then 50" of 
the reports commenting upon this topic. This would confirm the view 
that as a defendant gets older, officers see attitude to school as 
increasingly irrelevant. 
iv> Pes: Attitude to Supervision. This was a relevant factor in 170 
cases in my sample and 60 cases in the control group. The SERa 
commented upon the defendants' previous responses to supervision in 
89 <52.4ll) end 32 (53.3ll> respectively. Thorpe's sample was again 
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lower at 29.8,;, When the data were broken down by disposals the cell 
sizes for all of them become too small to be of much use except for 
custody and supervision cases. For these two, SERa commented upon 
the topic in 44.1% and 51.8% respectively. These results are a cause 
for concern as a useful piece of information to promote either the 
further use of supervision or to offer supervision as an alternative 
to custody was only being used in about half the cases. 
v> Past Attitude to Authority. I added this topic to Thorpe's list as 
I wanted to see if SERa used concepts in keeping with the courts• 
role of exercising authority on behalf of society in respect of 
deviants. If the SER described the defendants in comformist terms by 
using positive descriptions as to their attitudes to authority, then 
the court might be more persuaded to see offenc':~ in a more !>Bnign 
light. Whereas, if defendants were described as holding deeply 
entrenched anti-authoritarian views then they could possibly be more 
harshly sentenced. However from my point of view the results were 
disappointing in that the topic was only commented upon on 169 
<28.5,;) for the CIAT sample and 59 <31.2%) for the control group. 
Whereas it was only discussed in supervision cases in 26.6,; of the 
cases, this figure rose to 42.2,; for the prison cohort. This may be 
an indication that in the prison sample negative attitudes towards 
authority were being commented upon. This hypothesis will be 
discussed in Chapter 9 on labelling. 
vi> Past Attitude to Custody. This topic applied to 134 cases in my 
main sample and 34 in the control group. The topic was covered in 
56 (41.8%> and 10 <29.4,;) respectively. Thorpe's sample only 
mentioned this topic in 14.8% of the cases; Perry's figures were 
33.9% but this include~ the effects of previous sentences in 
general. 
So what do these results mean? These six topics relate to past 
events in a defendant's life. The results seem to show that on the 
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whole the Leicestershire probation officers cover these topics more 
thoroughly than those found in Thorpe's study. The next step is to 
see if there is any difference in the rate of reporting of the 
topics when compared against different disposals, Table 5.1 gives 
the details. The first column of figures 'n' is the number of times 
the topic was reported and the second column ·~· is the percentage 
'n' is of the total possible for that topic. 
TABLE 5.1; ANALysiS OF 5ERS BY DISPQSMS - PAST EVENTS 
TOPIC SUPN, PRISON D,C, I S,S, C,S,O, A,C, FINES C,D, TOTALS CONT, THORPE'S 
n I n S 
E"fLO)'"ENT 
BORSTAL 
n S 
BROUP STUDY 
nlnSnSnSnl nlnSS 
HIST 20& 9& 52 96 29 100 &7 96 36 97 3 100 61 95 16 8& &&8 95 119 91 81 
VORK 
ATT, 16& 78 && 82 2& 83 &I 82 32 8& & 100 S& 87 IS 79 378 81 112 85 65 
ATT, 
SCHOOL 125 &8 12 22 12 &0 
ATT, 
SUPN &3 52 IS && 8 89 
PAST 
ATT, 
8 16 16 &I 29 91 38 '' 5 2& 2&5 &3 68 36 31 
8 &0 8 62 2 100 2 &0 3 75 89 52 32 53 52 
CUSTODY 2& &0 12 38 3 &3 10 59 S &2 • • 2 33 • • 56 &2 10 29 IS 
AUTHORITY 
ATT, 75 27 23 &3 8 27 10 20 I& 36 13 &0 17 20 9 &3 169 29 59 31 
TOTALS 635 57 158 56 8& 58 12& 53 Ill 62 51 70 178 58 &8 &7 1385 57 &00 && && 
When the totals for each disposal were added and compared then 
the differences found were not very large. The results varied from 
57-62~ apart from attendance centre which was 70~. This higher 
figure will be discussed later in relation to higher provision of 
information for juvenile report& The figure for the control group 
---
--------------------------------------------~ 
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was 54%, similsr to the 57% for my supervision sample. Thorpe's 
figure of 44% was much lower than found in my samples. The only 
other point to be raised here, but discussed more fully in the 
chapter on labelling, is that both those who received custody and 
conditional discharges had the highest scores for past attitude to 
authority. Of interest will be whether the high rate of reporting 
for prison cases was in negative terms and that for conditional 
discharges in positive terms. 
Present Events 
This applies to fourteen topics as follows: 
i> Relationship with Parents/Family. This topic applied to 583 cases 
in the CIAT sample and 173 cases in the control group. It was 
discussed in 518 (88.9%) and 137 <79.2%) of the cases respectively. 
Thorpe's sample had a rate of reporting down to 52.5'1: and Osbome's 
figure was 33.0%, surprisingly low bearing in mind his research was 
on juveniles only and this would seem to have been a very relevant 
topic for such cases. Conversely in my sample it was discussed in 
every case for those who received an attendance centre order. In the 
supervision and CSO cases it was commented upon in 93'1: and 92% 
respectively but the figures dropped to 76.9%, 71.U and 70.2'1: for 
prison, conditional discharges and suspended sentences respectively. 
It would seem, therefore, that CIAT officers saw this as a more 
important topic to discuss if they were dealing with juveniles 
and/or those they were trying to bring into the probation system. 
ii> Parental and Family Stability. This topic applied to 550 cases in 
the sample ,,nd 173 in the control group. It was commented upon in 
468 (85.1'1:> and 137 <79.2'1:> respectively. Thorpe's sample again had 
the lower figure of 62.7% whereas Osborne had the higher figure of 
over 80%. It is a topic more likely to be discussed in SERa on 
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juveniles end youths than for adults. It was reported on least for 
non-interventionist sentences; suspended sentence <57.8%>, 
conditional discharge <76.2%> end prison (72.5%>. For supervision, of 
which e third of the sample were juveniles, it was commented upon 
in 89.3% of the cases. The figure rose to 100% for the attendance 
centre cohort. 
iii) Condition of Home. This topic applied to 591 cases and 182 
cases for the two groups. In the CIAT sample it was discussed in 
273 <46.2%) and 97 <53.3%> for the non intake controL Thorpe found 
this topic was covered in 50% of the reports and Perry's figure was 
61%. This topic showed vary little variation over the different 
disposals. This I feel is the first indication of one weakness of the 
intake system. Officers, as will be shown later, felt under pressure 
to meet court deadlines and be available to attend court. This meant 
that officers tended to be office based and would be unable to 
discuss the conditions of the home from first hand experience. I 
found from the data that 46% of SERa were prepared without a home 
visit and in only 35% of the cases was there both an office 
interview and a home visit. The comparable figures for the control 
group were 27% and 47%. There was no real difference when the data 
were analysed by different disposals. For juveniles the intake team 
was more likely to see them both at home and the office, 54% but 
this figure compares poorly with the control group of 71% These 
figures confirm that CIAT officers tend to be office based and this 
must cast some doubt on the reliability of information about topics 
such as home conditions or home relationships which really demand a 
home visit. 
iv) Stability of Marriage/Cohabitation. This applied to 247 cases in 
CIAT and 69 case in the controL The topic was commented upon in 
236 <95.5%) and 64 <92.8%) of the cases respectively. There were no 
differences in the results by different dtsposals and this was an 
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area given a high profile by Leicestershire officers. Thorpe found 
that this topic was only covered in 43% of her sample. It may be 
that her low figure was due in part to the lack of differentiation 
in her data between not applicable and not recorded. 
v> Use of Leisure. Although this topic applied to 559 cases it was 
only referred to in 247 <44.2%) reports. Similarly for the control 
group this topic was only mentioned in 78 out of 180 cases (43.3%), 
Thorpe found this topic was covered in 20% of the SERs, Perry in 
30.5% and Osborne in 31%. On analysis this topic was found to be 
age related. For sentences usually reserved for adults, suspended 
sentence and conditional discharges the topic was discussed in 22% 
and 29% of the cases respectively. However SERs on borstal and 
detention centre cases covered the topic in 60% of the oases and 
for attendance centre orders the figure rose to 78%. 
vi) Influence of Partners. This topic applied to 263 cases for my 
data and 67 cases for the control It was commented upon in 195 
<74.1%) and 46 <68,7%>. Thorpe's rate was 19.1% for this topic. The 
rate was uniformly high for each disposal apart from the prison 
cohort which was down to 40% reportage. A tentative explanation for 
this at this stage would be that officers, rather than commenting 
upon a bed relationship, left it out altogether. This will be 
referred to again in Chapter 9, 
vU> Intelligence. This topic was not seen to be of greet importance 
as it was only mentioned on 249 (41.9%) and 90 <50.0%) of the cases 
within my sample. Thorpe found it was mentioned in only 23% of her 
cases. Similarly there was little variation in the use of the topic 
when compered ~ith disposal&. 
viii> Ability to Form Relationships, This topic applied to 592 SERs 
in my research sample and 184 in the control group. It was 
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commented upon :In 360 <60.8'1:) and 119 <64.7%) respectively. Perry 
_ ___,f,_,.ound it covered :In 27'1: and Thorpe :In only about 10'1:, When this 
topic was analysed by different disposals it was found that those 
who received custody had SERs covering this topic more than those 
receiving non-custodial measures. Thus for prison, borstal/detention 
centre, f:lnes and. attendance centre the results were 83.3'1:, 87.0%, 
53.5'1: and 43.8% respectively. So for juveniles this was seen as a 
less important topic to discuss :In SERs than for adults or anyone 
who was likely to receive a custodial sentence. 
ix> Present Attitude to School/Work. This section related to 558 
cases :In my sample and 184 :In the control group. They were 
commented upon :In 440 <78.9%) and 143 <77.7%> respectively. Thorpe's 
sample was lower at 63%. There was some evidence to suggest that 
this topic was more likely to be commented upon for juveniles as 
the results for attendance centre and detention centre were 96.9% 
and 86.4% respectively as compared with the average of 78.9%, 
x> Present Attitude to Supervision. This applied to a smaller sample 
of 357 and 179 :In the control group. SERa commented upon this topic 
on 123 <35.5%) and 71 <39.9%> of cases respectively. This is :In l:lne 
with Thorpe's figure of 35.1 %. Although this low figure may be of 
little concern to probation officers if they were not considering 
supervision; it is of greeter concern when it is found that out of 
275 supervision cases, most of these orders be:lng at the 
recommendation of officers, :In only 82 (29.8%) cases was the 
offender's attitude towards supervision commented upon. For those 
receiving prison sentences the figure dropped to 27.3% of the cases, 
thu~ not fully exploring supervision as an alternative to custody. I 
wouJ.d suggest that CIAT officers, :In their unique position :In the 
court process, ere not really us:lng that position to push 
supervision as an alternative to custody by describing the 
defendant's potential response to it. In the previous section on pest 
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events I showed that officers did not discuss attitudes to 
supervision very often. I will discuss this issue again in the final 
chapter as the failure to comment upon past and present attitudes 
towards supervision could have a bearing upon the final outcome. 
xi> Attitude to the Offence. Discussion with magistrates suggests 
that this is one of the most important pieces of information that 
they seek from SERs. If the report suggests that the defendant 
shows remorse, has tried to make reparation and is concerned at the 
trouble he has caused society, then this might persuade the court 
towards leniency. This topic applied to 577 and 162 cases from the 
two samples. The attitude to the offence was commented upon on 454 
<78.7%) and 119 (73.5%> of the cases. In other words officers did 
_no_t_ mention this topic in a quarter of all SERs. Thorpe found this 
topic was covered in 65.3% of cases, Perry in 63.8% and Osborne in 
85%. By disposal the highest reporting was for custody at 82.4% 
xii) Present Attitude to Authority. The reason for adding this topic 
to Thorpe's original list is the same for adding the defendant's past 
attitude to authority; namely a negative description of the 
defendant could lead to harsher sentencing by the bench responding 
to negative labels in SERa. However this topic, like the one relating 
to the past, was not extensively referred to in reports. Overall it 
was only referred to in 25.5% of my research cases and 25.9% of the 
control. It was however commented upon less for custodial sentences 
than non custodial sentences; 16.7% for borstal/detention centres, 
20.4% for prison as compered to 46.9% for attendance centre and 
47.6% for conditiollal discharges. Thes~ results will be considered 
further in Chapter 9 on labelling. 
xiii) Delinquency of Friends. I had expected this to be seen as en 
important topic as peer group influences are known to play a large 
part in offending patterns.• • •However out of a possible 587 and 
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189 cases from the two groups it was commented upon in 330 (56.2~) 
and 98 (51.9~) respectively. Thorpe found the even lower figure of 
36.8~. Not surprisingly this topic was commented upon most often for 
younger offenders in that detention centre/borstal and attendance 
centre cases had this topic mentioned in 89. 7~ and 84.4% 
respectively. It would seem that officers saw this topic as being of 
more relevance for juveniles, this being in keeping with general 
views on juvenile crime. 
xiv> Sibling Delinquency. Although this category related to 580 cases 
in the CIAT sample and 185 in the control it was only commented 
upon in 120 <20.7%) and 46 <24.9~) of cases respectively. Thorpe 
found this topic covered in less than 10~ of her sample. The only 
disposal that covered this topic to any degree was detention 
centre/borstal at 36.6% 
Table 5.2 below tabulates how thoroughly present events are 
covered in SERs. When these data were totaled I found that for all 
my data the topics were covered in 58% of the cases. The control 
group average, again for supervision cases only, was 56% which was 
similar to my supervision average of 55~. These figures compared 
favourably with Thorpe's figure of 38~ A comparison with the 
control group shows that the reporting of topics in my research 
sample is no more thorough. The intake reports tend to cover more 
frequently relationships within the family, family stability, 
influence of the partner and attitude to the offence, But the 
control group comments upon home circumstances more frequently. 
This I have argued is due to intake officers being more office 
orientated in their approach to SERa than generic officers. As intake 
officers tend to be office based they are relying upon the client's 
perceptions of the family and not on their own observations anJ this 
has obvious implications as to how much weight the court can put on 
this information. 
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TA8LE 5.2: ANALYSIS Of SERS BY DISPOSALS - PRESENT EVENTS 
TOPIC SUPN, PRISON D,C, l S,S, C,S,O, A,C, FINES C,D, TOTALS CONY, THORPE'S 
BORSTAL GROUP STUDY 
n I n S n S n I n S n I n I n I n I n S s 
FAmY 
TIES 259 93 •o n 26 90 33 70 36 92 32 100 77 92 15 71 518 89 137 79 53 
FAmY 
STAB, 231 89 3773 26 100 26 58 33 89 29 100 67 85 16 76 168 85 137 79 63 
HO~E 
STATE 131 17 2"8 1211 23 " 17U 13'0 4017 11 52 273 " 97 53 50 
"ARRIAGE 
STAB, 109 92 38 95 •t 100 18 100 - - 20 100 10 100 236 96 "93 43 
LEISURE 
USE 107 38 22 ll 1860 11 22 13 36 25 78 45 52 6 29 247 " 7813 20 
PARTNER 
INFLU, 86 79 25 l6 32 80 20 83 25 93 7 78 195 74 l6 69 19 
I,Q, lU 10 23 43 1757 17 3' 20 5' 14 " 35 '1 U3 219 '2 90 50 23 
ABILITY 
RELA, 151 u IS 83 23 77 •o 80 29 76 14 " 46 5l 12 57 360 61 119 65 10 
WORK/SCHOOL 
ATT, 191 75 
" 85 2183 41 u 31 82 31 97 78 92 15 79 uo 79 U3 78 63 
ATT, 
SUPN, 82 30 9 27 5 50 6 55 1 33 4 100 12 63 1 50 123 36 71 40 35 
OFFENCE 
ATT, 2U 79 u 85 25 83 39 78 22 60 21 66 67 78 18 90 4U 79 119 7' 65 
AUTHORITY 
ATT, 7' 26 11 20 8 27 7U 9 23 15 l7 20 24 10 48 151 26 49 26 -
FRIENDS 
DELINQ, U3 12 30 ss 26 90 29 58 20 51 27 84 45 52 10 48 330 56 98 52 37 
SIBLINB 
DELINQ, 51 19 9 17 11 37 13 26 9 23 9 29 14 17 4 20 120 21 46 25 9 
TOTALS 1946 55 403 57 221 67 358 57 278 60 234 66 591 ss 144 58 416' 58 1294 57 38 
-----
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Future Events 
This only applied to two topics, employment prospects end risk of 
reoffending, the latter being one I added to my research as this was 
not considered by Thorpe. The first topic was commented upon to a 
large extent, 85~ reporting for the research sample, 90~ for the 
control group end 82~ for Thorpe's study. Those who received 
custodial sentences had the highest rate of reporting, 96~ prison 
end 97~ D.C./Borstal where comments about employment prospects were 
used as en argument for a non-custodial sentence. 
The other topic, of risk of reoffending showed some interesting 
differences both inter end intra the research sample. It was this 
topic which had the biggest difference between the research sample 
end the control group. The intake sample commented upon risk of 
---
reoffending on 43~ of the cases as compared to 15~ in the control 
group. <Perry's figure was 19~> As risk of reoffending is an 
important factor for sentencers this low usage of the topic needs 
to be explored further. When analysed by different disposals 
officers were much more likely to comment upon the risk of 
reoffending <or lack of it) for low tariff disposals then for high 
ones. Thus SERs had this topic covered in 71% of cases that received 
conditional discharges end 55~ of those who were fined. Presumably 
officers felt, by what they deduced in their enquiries, that these 
offenders would be less likely to reoffend so they felt able to 
comment upon it as a further endorsement for a low tariff disposaL 
Conversely, reports on defendants who received custodial sentences 
mentioned this topic less often, prison 24~ and D.C./Borstal 27~. It 
may well be that officers realised there was a greater chance of 
reoffending but did not wish to comment upon it in order not to 
damn the defendant any further. This point will be corroborated 
further in the chapter on the results of the MDI and the chapter on 
labelling. 
One result which was not expected but which has been evident in 
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the date is that SERa on juveniles ere more comprehensive than for 
adults in that the relevant topics ere more likely to be covered. It 
would seem that once CIAT had decided the case was too serious for 
a brief report then the resultant report was relatively more 
comprehensive then those for adults. This finding was independent of 
the sentence. 
In summery there is little objective evidence to suggest that 
'expert teems' do write more 'expert reports' save in two important 
areas. These are the defendant's attitude to the offence end his 
risk of future offending. These two topics together show, I feel, 
that there is a different orientation between the intake teem end 
the generic control group. The results would seem to suggest that 
the intake teem is more 'court centred' then the generic teem which 
is more 'client centred'. This being the case, CIAT officers should be 
better able to argue, from within the court setting, for disposels 
that the probation service would wish to see occur. The intake teem 
seems to have understood that the court itself will see as 
important the defendant's attitude to the offence end whether there 
wee a substantial risk to the community of reoffending. If officers 
were able to discuss these points openly end professionally with the 
court in their reports then they would be more likely, I would 
suggest, to get a disposal against the tariff, They need both to 
acknowledge the risks attendant upon a non-custodial sentence end 
to suggest how intervention would reduce the risk of further 
offences being committed. 
So from using the analysis devised by Thorpe I have not been able 
to show that the management group of Leicestershire Probation 
Service were right in their assertion that a specialist report 
writing teem would inevitably lead to reports of a higher standard 
Jeing prepared. However, before going on to look et the style of 
reports end client profiles that can be deduced from them for 
different disposals, I need to compere my sample with the previously 
mentioned views of Methieson as to the amount of work that goes 
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into report writing. 
5ERs and the Number of !nterviews 
From Mathieson's approach, as described in Chapter 2, three 
interviews would seem to be adequate for the preparation of a SER 
and I will take this as my yard-stick. At least one of those 
interviews ought to be in the home setting. Thus if CIAT is an 
'expert team' it should offer a balanced report to the court based 
on home and office interviews on a minimUm of three sessions. 
The results however present a different picture. Table 5.3 below 
gives the number of interviews used to prepare reports. The figures 
for the control group and for Perry's work are given as a 
comparison. 
TABLE 5.3:MJMBER OF INTERVIEWS WITH CLIENT FOR SER 
2 3 
' 
)4 TOTAL N/K TOTAL 
Reuarch U1 188 37 9 6 378 213 591 -
Supll 371 m 101 21 21 361 
Control 13 57 10 
' 
u 105 189 
Group 161 681 121 51 561 
Perry's 
Sup le 541 341 81 21 21 
Over a third of the research sample and a half of the control 
group gave no indication within the SER as to the basis on which it 
was prepared, This is both contrary to Home Office guidelines and 
agency policy. By using Mathieson's criteria only 14S of the research 
sample and 17S of the control group entailed three or more 
interviews. <Cf Perry's figure of 12Sl. As 37S of the reports in the 
intake sample ~s compared to 16S of the control group were prepared 
after only one interview, CIAT's work showed up less favourably than 
the control group at both the top and the bottom end of the teble. 
This table further suggests that CIAT as a specialist team- is not 
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producing reports commensurate with its status. 
However this criticism needs to be tested from a further 
perspective; did CIAT officers select those cases on which they were 
going to expend most of their energies? Did they spend most of 
their tima on cases which might lead to custody or supervision. 
Table 5.4 illustrates this point. 
TABLE 5.4: NUMBER OF SER INTERVIEWS BY DISPQSAL 
DISPOSAL 
Supmhion 57 
301 
Finn 31 
2 
98 
181 
2' 
3 
28 
151 
I 
551 131 21 
D, C,/ 2 11 I 
Bcrshl TU 791 71 
Suspended 10 13 3 
Sentence 361 161 Ill 
Attendanct 8 12 
Centre •os 601 
COIIUnity 5 12 
Service 291 711 
Conditional 10 S 
Discharge 671 331 
Prison 18 16 I 
Totals 
'61 •11 101 
ut 188 37 
371 ,91 101 
' 6 
31 
2 
71 
31 
9 
21 
>• 
6 
31 
6 
21 
TOTAL 
189 
56 
ll 
28 
20 
17 
IS 
39 
378 
N/K 
89 
321 
30 
351 
16 
531 
22 
"' 12 
381 
23 
581 
6 
291 
IS 
281 
TOTAL 
278 
86 
30 
50 
32 
10 
21 
s' 
213 S9l 
361 
The table shows that officers are more likely to complete their 
enquiries in one interview for those cases which attract a low 
tariff; fines and conditional discharges. Conversely those which 
attracted prison, including a suspended sentence, and supervision, 
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had the most interviews conducted for the completion of the SER. 
Compared with the control group, 30~ of the supervision cases had 
SERs completed after one interview (control group 16~> but 21~ had 
3 or more interviews; the control group being 17~. It may be that 
the intake team officer, given a complex case or one where he is 
'pulling out ell the stops' to prevent custody can find the required 
space more easily than a generic officer, but only at the expense of 
a low tariff SER. This would suggest that CIAT officers are 
selective in how they allocated time to their reports. However 
whatever means one uses to interpret the date only 14~ of ell SERs 
reached the three-tier approach as suggested by Mathieson. It is a 
matter for the Leicestershire Service et all levels to see whether 
these results suggests that the work in the intake teem is adequate. 
If officers ere to use the MDI then I feel that at a minimum there 
has to be two interviews, one of which is a home visit. 
Style of Reports 
Hardiker in her study of the intake team wrote about "treatment 
ideologies and sentencing roles'"· She classified SERa into three 
groups; classical justice where officers sought little or no part in 
the sentencing process; advising sentencers where they used their 
influence and professional standing in the court to advise the bench 
as to the most eppropriate~entence; end social work decision where 
officers would try to influence the bench overtly to pass a 
particular sentence. These three categories can be seen within the 
structure of reports by the descriptive use of labels. At its 
crudest the social work approach would be where a hard luck story 
would be wrapped up in social work concepts as a means of 
persuading the court that the person needed help rather than 
punishment. The other extreme is the classical justice approach 
which can be characterised somewhat cruelly as the 'Pontius Pilate' 
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approach. The officer sees that custody is necessary or that he 
feels the defendant deserves custody, but due to his social work 
ethos he feels unable to say so directly end thus steps aside from 
tha sentencing process leaving his hands clean. Hardiker found that 
" ... a classical justice role was played in a significant number of 
custody end no recommendation cases.'18 More charitably Herdiker 
describes this process as 
" ... situations where the probation officer could not bring 
himself to argue against the inevitability of a custodial 
sentence because he could not identify needs to justify 
such en argument.'"" 
Hardiker found that 81~ of the reports she analysed were of the 
advising sentencer type, 9~ were classical justice end 10~ were of 
the social work type. 
I decided to analyse my reports using her definitions but with one 
additional group. Since her research there arose within the 
probation service an anti-custody lobby who argued that each report 
ought to offer to the court an alternative to custody and that 
custody ought never to be recommended. When the style of the 
reports was compared against the actual disposals <Hardiker looked 
et style against recommendation) I found that 4~ were classical 
justice, 62% were advisory, 14 ~ were social work orientated and 20~ 
were anti-custody. It would seem that the anti-custody had no 
impact upon the social work group; it halved the classical justice 
group and reduced the advisory group by nearly 20% as compared to 
Hardiker's figures. Whet appears to be happening is an over-reaction 
I 
biasing the recommendations towards anti-custody. Officers seem to 
be unsure as to whet might carry a custodial sentence and so to be 
on the safe side they made anti-custody recommendations when they 
may not have been necessary. Table J.5 shows this more clearly when 
the results are considered by different disposals. 
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IAB!.Q §,:1: SER ROLE BY DISPOSAl, 
DISPOSAL CLASSICAL ADVISORY SOCIAL ANTI· TOTALS 
mmE WDBK Cl!SIDDI 
Fines 3 (41) 77 (911) I cm ' (SI) ss 
Cond, Dis, 21 00011 21 
Alt, Centre I 1311 28 (911) I 1311 I (3Jl 31 
C,S,O, I 1311 IS 13811 I (31) 23 (581) lO 
Sus, Sent, s (1011 20 UOil 2 (lS) 23 um so 
D,C,/Bontal 3 mu 7 1271) I Clll IS 1581) 26 
Prison 13 (2SSl 13 C2SI) I (2Sl 26 U91l 53 
Supervision 177 (641) 72 1261) 26 (1011 27S 
TOTALS 26 (lS) 3S8 (621) 79 CUll 118 (201) 581 
As can be seen from the table officers wrote advisory style reports 
--
preferentially for the low tariff disposals of conditional 
discharges, fines and attendance centre orders. Virtually all social 
work style reports led to supervision being made, 72 out of 79 
cases. Even then the social work style only accounted for 26~ of the 
supervision cases. Anti-custody style reports accounted for half of 
the high tariff disposals, However, and somewhat disquietingly 25~ 
of the offenders who went to prison had classical justice type SERs 
on them. It would seem that at the time I collected my empirical 
sample the view of the anti-custody lobby had not full penetration 
and officers were still prepared to recommend custody directly or to 
do nothing to prevent the inevitability of it. Hardiker found that 
15~ of her sample which had social work type reports ended up with 
some form of custodial sentence. My sample had the lower figure of 
10~. Thus it would seem that if officers felt a person was likely to 
receive a custodial sentence they were less likely to seek social 
work arguments against custody but w~uld use an anti-custody style 
report. A chi-square test on Table 5.5 shows it to be highly 
significant with X2 = 291.231 21 d.f. sig. at 1~ level. This 
confirms the preferential styles of reports for different types of 
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disposals. 
When the data for the control group was analysed in the same 
manner it was found that 1% of the SERs fell into the classical 
justice style, 46% advisory, 42% social work and 11% anti-custody. 
This shows an increase in the social work style report as compared 
to my supervision sample. All the control group were of supervision 
cases, mostly prepared and supervised by the same officer. This may 
therefore be an indication of the different emphases of the intake 
team to a more conventional non-intake approach to probation wor~ 
It would seem that the intake team see themselves as more distant 
from the actual process of supervision as their function stops at 
the court stage whereas a generically based officer knows that if 
he recommends supervision then he is likely to supervise the 
resultir)g case. A generic officer is going to be involved in the 
whole career of the supervisee from the court referral to the 
ending of the supervision. He is likely to see his client as the 
offender whereas the intake officer is more likely to see the court 
as his client. The intake officer will therefore take a more advisory 
role in the court setting and in his reports due to his more short 
term contact with the offender. The field officer however, when 
writing the report, will be already thinking about how he will work 
with his client. This more personal approach will be reflected in his 
style of report when recommending supervision. 
To summarise this chapter so fa~ intake reports do not seem to 
be of a higher quality than those prepared by non-specialists. On 
the contrary they seem to spend less time on their reports both in 
terms of the number of contacts and the number of home visits. 
However the results have shown the different orientation of the two 
teams, the intake team seems to be more court-centred than a 
generic team, this being ~een by the contents of the reports and by 
their style which is more advisory in nature. 
---- -~-
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Client Profiles and Different D:lsposals 
Here I will look briefly et the date from three different 
perspectives to try and establish e client profile specific to each 
of the major disposals. Firstly the different disposals will be 
analysed by age, sex, previous convictions and gravity of the 
offence. Secondly I will see whether analysing the data for each 
disposal by marital status, home circumstances and home environment 
leads me any closer to establishing client profiles. Lastly I will 
use abstracts from SERa to illustrate styles of reports and 
recommendations that are made for each disposal. In the light of 
national and local interest in 'targeting' out groups of offenders 
for supervision I will see whether the groups of defendants in my 
sample are comprable to those within the SNOP document. 
a) Client Profiles by Age and Sex. 
For juveniles there was no differentiation between the age and 
the disposal and thus I have eliminated this group from my data. The 
figures in the table below give the arithmetrical mean for each 
disposal, thus giving the average age in years for a prisoner, 
supervisee etc. 
TABLE 5.6; AGE, SEX AND DISPOSAL 
DISPOSAL "EN WO"Ell 
Supervision 28,2 26,2 
Cond, Dis, 30,3 25,6 
Fines 25, 1 25,9 
c.s. o. 2(,( 28,5 
Sus. Sent, 30,5 30,0 
D,C,/Bonhl 1 B, 1 
Prison 29,1 29,0 
- I 
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On average women who received high tariff sentences were two 
years older than those receiving low tariff sentences. There was no 
such difference for men. Comparison between the sexes show that 
women on supervision are two years younger than men, this 
difference rising to five years for conditional discharges. This 
could suggest that courts are more favourably disposed to 
sentencing women more leniently than men by 'risking' younger women 
with conditional discharges. In my sample 2.9% of men and 8.4% of 
women received conditional discharges. The one result which in 
different forms will reoccur in this thesis is the comparison 
between community service orders and suspended sentences. Both 
disposals are used in Leicester as an alternative to custody yet 
there is a large difference in the average ages for them. The 
difference is statistically significant: 
X2 = 12.618 4d.f, sig 2% level. 
It will be seen later that in terms of reoffending community 
service orders are less effective than suspended sentences, As, in 
general terms, rates of offending decreases with age then the age 
at which a person receives a disposal is important in understanding 
the difference in results. A 24 year old is more likely to be 
criminally active than a 30 year old, thus one would expect 
community service orders to have a higher rate of recidivism than 
suspended sentences. 
b> Client Profiles by Previous Convictions. 
The next factor examined, to see if there were any different 
characteristics between the various disposals, was that of previous 
convictions. The figures in Table 5.7 below are in percenteges but 
also given next to the disposal is the arithmetrical mean, 2 and the 
n-1mber in the group N. 
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TABLE 5.7: PREVIOUS CONVICTIONS BY SENTENCE 
Number of Previous Conviction 
DISPOSAL i N 0 1 2 3 • IS 
Supervision 2.6 28( 3(,2 25,3 11,7 5,0 u 19,2 
Cond, Oil, 1, 3 21 81,0 u •.8 9,6 
Finn 1.2 81 57,6 18,8 7,1 3,5 1, 1 11,9 
AU, Centre 0,3 32 81,3 15,6 3,1 
c,s,o. 1 •• 39 21,3 13,5 13,5 10,8 10,8 27,1 
Sus, Sent, 3,7 19 26,5 12,2 12.2 10,2 10,2 28,7 
D,C,/Bonhl 2.2 29 27,6 20,7 20,7 13,8 3 •• 13,8 
Prison 7,3 SI 9,3 9,3 7 •• 3, 7 9,3 61,0 
Control Group 2,0 2A6 11,9 22,0 12,2 5,3 5,3 13,3 
The table illustrates the obvious in that low tariff sentences 
were mostly used for first offenders and high tariff sentences for 
those who are more criminally experienced. Supervision takes a mid 
point both in terms of its g value and the percentage who were 
first offenders. The figures for prison shows that the courts do not 
appear to use prison lightly in that g = 7.3 and 61~ had ~5 previous 
convictions. What is of importance is the data for attendance 
centres. Within sentencing practice generally attendance centre 
orders were supposed to be used by the courts just prior to the 
passing of a custodial sentence. Yet in my sample 81~ of the cohort 
were first offenders. When the supervision cases are compared with 
the control group it can be seen that the intake team were dealing 
with a slightly more criminally experienced group with 8~ less being 
first offenders and 6~ more with ~5 previous convictions. 
cl Client Profiles by Gravity of Offence. 
A continual difficulty for researchers in the penal field has been 
one of trying to find and validate a scale which would measure the 
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gravity of en offence. Such e scale could be useful in identifying 
those most at risk of custody. I adeptea-elscele used by Selnick end 
Wolfgeng. This gave me four gravity rankings. Gravity 1 was for 
minor offences of drunk and disorderly, possession of cannabis, 
prostitution etc., Gravity 2 was mostly for offences of dishonesty, 
theft, fraud, taking without owner's consent etc., Gravity 3 was for 
offences against the person, assault occasioning actual bodily harm, 
less serious sexual offences etc., and Gravity 4 was for burglary 
end serious acts of violence and sexual abuse. The results are shown 
in Table 5.8 below. 
TABLE 5.8: CLIENT PROFn.E AND GRAVITY OF OFFENCE - ADULTS 
DISPOSAL 6RAVITY I 6RAVITV 2 6RAVITY 3 GRAVITY ' TOTAL x• STAT, 516, 
Supervision 22 CIO,,SI IS. 173, OSl 15 17, Ill 30 cu,m 211 26,509 O,U level 
Cond, Dil, 2 (6,Ul 26 (78,81) 3 (9,11) 2 C6,1Sl 33 6,067 Not sig, 
Finn 13 (9,Ul 99 (71,211 17 C12,2Sl 10 (7, 211 139 26, '53 0,11 level 
C,S, 0, 7 (7,311 62 CU,6Sl 5 (5, 2Sl 22 (22,911 56 2,m Not lig, 
Sus, Sent, 3 (2,511 78 C6USl 10 (8, 31) 30 (2,,8U 121 3, '51 Not lig, 
D, C, /Bonhl - 26 w, 9Sl 10 (16,21) 26 !11,91) 62 22,206 O,U level 
Prison 2 (l,Sl) 51 (38, 1Sl 13 c9, m 68 (50, 7U IU 71' 190 O,U level 
TOTALS 0 (6, Ill m c61,5Sl 73 (9,01) 189 C23,m 806 
Control 
6roup 5 (3,Ul 109 (73,211 16 (10,711 19 C12,8Sl U9 
If sentencing was random and independent of the gravity of the 
offence then there should be no difference in the distribution of 
the data for the different gravity groups. However for Gravity 4 the 
use of a disposal is inversely related to its position on the tariff 
ranking. Thus conditional discharges ere used the least (6.1 ~ of 
conditional discharges are used for this group> end prison is used 
most in this group <50.7~ of prison sentences are given for Gravity 
4 cases). Also the percentage use of custody increases with gravity. 
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Hence 4% of Gravity 1 cases receive custody Cprison and 
D.C./Borstal>, 16% of Gravity 2 cases, 32% of Gravity 3 and 50% of 
Gravity 4. The way the data is distributed can be seen from the 
figures in the last two columns. The use of supervision and fines 
are skewed towards the lower gravity groups, this being significant 
at the 0.1% level. The figures for conditional discharges are too 
small but are likely to have followed the same pattern as for fines. 
Community service orders and suspended sentences were used in all 
gravity levels to the degree that the data was not significant 
statistically. Prison and to a slightly lesser degree D.C./Borstal are 
strongly skewed towards the most serious gravity ranking. In fact 
prison is used more than twice as often for these type of offences 
than would be expected from a normal distribution. Of any disposal 
D.C./Borstal was the most likely one to be used for offences of 
violence. 
In summary, for these three parameters, I have shown that women 
-are more likely to attract conditional discharges than men and that 
they are brought into the probation system at an earlier age. The 
data on age suggests that courts tend to impose suspended sentences 
on older offenders, this being an interesting comparison to those 
who received a community service order. Gravity ranking data showed 
that custody was being used preferentially for offences such as 
burglary. Later the implications of this for targeting will be 
discussed. I now wish to look at whether any further information 
ebout client profiles and sentencing can be gained by looking at 
their marital status, home circumstances and local environment. 
d) Client Profiles and Marital Status. 
I collected data on the clients' experience of cohabiting; single, 
married or cohabiting and separated, divorced or widowed. The 
results are shown in Table 5.9. The first thing to note is that 63% 
of the sample were single, half of these being juveniles, 27% were 
married or cohabitating and 10% were divorced, separated or widowed. 
DISPOSAL 
Supervision 
Cond, Dh, 
Flnts 
AU, Ctntre 
c.s.o. 
Sus, Sent, 
D,C,/Bonhl 
Prison 
TOTALS 
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TABLE 5.9; MARITAL STA'lVS BY DISPOSAL 
SINSLE 
H 1 
117 63 
u 67 
68 79 
32 100 
22 ss 
g 18 
30 100 
22 41 
374 63 
"ARRIED/ SEPARATED/ 
COHABITIN& DIVORCED/ TOTAL 
WIDOWED 
H S 
71 25 
3 u 
14 16 
13 33 
35 70 
27 50 
163 27 
H 
35 
4 
4 
5 
6 
_5 
59 
1 
12 
19 
5 
13 
12 
g 
10 
283 
21 
86 
32 
40 
50 
30 
54 
596 
x• • 116,634 16 d,f, slg, 0,11 level 
All those receiving attendance centre orders or D.C./Borstal were 
single. When the data for juveniles was excluded the results of a 
chi-square test were still highly significant <X2 = 71,751 12 d. f. 
significant at 0.1 ~ level), From the table two highly significant 
results can be seen; 
i> 79~ of those who are fined are single 
11> the high percentage <70~> of those who receive 
suspended sentences are married or cohabiting; the 
corresponding figure for community service is 33~. Given 
the previous information about suspended sentences then the 
accumulative picture is that such sentences are given to 
older people (as compared to C.S.O.> who are established 
within a marriage or cohabitation, People with such profiles 
are less likely to reoffend than younger, criminally more 
active single men who make up the largest group within the 
community service cohort. 
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e) Client Profiles and Home Circumstances, 
The total sample size for this group was 586 including 144 
juveniles. As virtually all the juveniles lived with their parents, 
apart from one or two who lived with grandparents or other 
relatives they have been excluded from the following discussion. Th,e 
remaining cases were analysed under four headings; no fixed address 
<NFA>, independent accommodation <lodgings, hostels, bedsit or flat>, 
with parents, and with wife/cohabitee children (family>. The results 
are shown for the different disposals in the following table. 
TABLE 5.10: HOME CIRCUMSTANCES BY DISPQSAL 
DISPOSAL NFA INDEPENDANT WITH WITH TOTAL x• SIB, 
PARENTS FAKILY LEVEL 
Supmltlon 7 cm 59 (301) 51 (261) 80 Wll 197 SI 
Cond, Dh, 6 (3811 2 0311 8 (501) 16 N/S 
Fines I C2U 8 CUll 30 CS3U 18 (321) 57 11 
c.s.o. 6 CJSU 19 U8U IS !3811 AO lOS 
Sus, Sent, 8 (1611 6 (121) 36 (7211 so 0,11 
D, C, /Bontal I cm 2 (71) 22 (791) 3 (J IS) 28 N/S 
Prison 3 (61) 19 (3511 5 (91) 27 !SOU SA 0,11 
TOTALS 12 (31) 108 (2AI) 135 (301) 187 U3U m 
x• • 9o,m 18d, f, slg, at IS levtl 
The chi-square figure is inflated to some extent by the narrow age 
range for D.C.!Borstal <17-20 years> which will mean a greater 
percentage will still be at home with parents. However even when 
having taken that into account the data is still significant at the 
1% level which suggests further explanation is required. There is 
no statitical significance for cases of conditional dischar~e or 
D.C.!Borstal. The marginal significance for CSO suggests l.lat such 
sentences are slightly biased away from those in independent living. 
Supervision on the contrary shows a bias <at 5% level) towards 
those who are living independently. Its equivalent is a negative 
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factor for MDI 1 on the MDI scale. The results for fines are 
significant at the 1~ level confirming that the bias is towards 
those still with their parents and away from those in more transient 
accommodation. It may be behind this fact is the realisation by the 
courts that there is more chance of getting the fines paid if 
individuals have a stable home background to encourage repayment. 
Both suspended sentences and prisons have very highly statistically 
significant data but for the opposite reasons. Those who were sent 
to prison had the highest percentage of the cohort either NFA or in 
independent accommodation <41%) whereas 72~ of the suspended 
sentence cohort were living with their family. This result is 
consistent with the date on people's cohabitation status. 
f) Client Profiles and Home Environment. 
I shall now look at the different home environments and see if 
that is a factor in differential sentencing. The date were divided 
into four groupings of living rough, inner city, council estate and 
privately owned but not in the inner city. As I em looking et home 
environment here it is not necessary to make any further division 
for age, thus these results include juveniles. The results are found 
in Table 5.11 below. Because the figures for living rough are so 
small they can be safely excluded when looking for statistical 
significance. The only point that can be made about this group is 
that they are either put on supervision, presumably because they can 
be helped, or they are imprisoned because they cannot. 
When this table is compared with the previous table on home 
circumstances then the data show less contrast. There were no 
discernable differences by the chi-square test for conditional 
discharge, community service orders or O.C./Borstal. Similarly there 
was only a very weak association for attendance centre and prison 
and a weak association for suspended sentences. The prison cohort 
shows a higher percentage of its cohort living rough or from the 
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inner city than the average and the large majority of attendance 
centre orders are passed on those on council estates. _ 
TABLE 5.11: HOME ENVIRONMENT BY DISPOSAl. 
DISPOSAL LIVINB 
ROUGH 
Supervision 6 (211 
Cond, Oil, 
Finn 
At\, Centre 
c.s.o. 
Sus, Sent, 
D,C,IBorstal 
Prhon 3 (61) 
TOTALS 9 (21) 
INNER 
CITY 
54 (2111 
5 (2411 
8 (101) 
1 (311 
3 (811 
5 (liS) 
' 114Sl 
13 (26SI 
93 mu 
COUNCIL PRIVATnY 
ESTATE OWN EO 
153 (5811 so (19Sl 
10 UBSI 6 (29Sl 
42 (52SI 31 (38Jl 
24 mu 7 122Sl 
28 (70Sl 9 (23Sl 
22 U9Sl 18 UOSl 
18 (62Jl 7 (2Ul 
27 (US) 7 !USl 
324 (58SI 135 (24Sl 
x• • 41, 853 14 d,f, sig, at 11 level 
Ignoring living rough cohort 
TOTAL 
263 
21 
81 
32 
40 
45 
29 
50 
561 
X2 SIB. 
LEVEL 
11 
N/S 
11 
lOS 
N/S 
ss 
HLS 
lOS 
Suspended sentences have nearly twice the average of its cohort 
living in owner-occupied group, this data being significant at the 
5% level. Supervision and fines had the most statistically 
significant data <1% level> with few fines going to the inner city 
area. This is consistent with the previous table as it is in the 
inner city area where one finds most of the independent 
accommodation. Supervision however shows a bias towards the inner 
city and away from the owner-occupier group. 
So, do the results give any indication about the factors which 
lead to a differenttation of sentencing? 
The results can uest be summarised by the following table, which 
comments upon only those facts showing a definite difference for a 
particular disposal than one would expect in a normal distribution. 
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TABLE 5.12: CLIENT PROFILES - FACTORS RELATING TO DISPOSALS 
DISPOSAL 
Supervision 
Cond, Oil, 
Finn 
AU, Centre 
C,S, 0, 
Sus, Sent, 
0, C, /Borstal 
Prilon 
A6E 
Juvenile 
Oldest 
group 
PRE-CONS 
IOit 
x • 2,6 
few 
x • I, 3 
In 
x • 1,2 
few 
x • 0,3 
1 lot 
x • 4, 4 
I lot 
x • 3,7 
In 
x • 2,2 
uny 
x • 7, 3 
6RAVITY KARITAL 
low 
low 
low 
poss 3 
prob 4 
prob 4 
STATUS CIRCS, ENYIRON, 
lndepen not owner 
·d1nt occupier 
single 
single 
aainly 
single 
nrritd/ 
cohabit 
parenh 
with 
parenh 
with 
parenh 
with 
faaily 
with 
parenh 
lndepen 
·dant 
bill owner 
occuphr 
council 
nbtt 
C01n1C il 
nbtt 
bin owner 
occupltr 
Inner 
city 
From the above table it is now possible to sketch a profile of the 
'average client' for each disposal: 
suvervision. ~e offender is likely to have two or three previous 
convictions and is now being sentenced for an offence of 
dishonesty. Age is not a material factor but women ere more 
likely to be placed on supervision than men. There is no specific 
marital group that would represent the average supervisee but 
they are more likely to be living in inc ·pendent accommodation 
end less likely to be living in owner-occupied accommodation. 
Conditional Discbarge. Such a disposal is likely to be used for 
first offenders <81~> and the offence is probably a minor act of 
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dishonesty. The data is unable to identify any other specific 
factors for this group. 
~ The same applies as for conditional discharges with the 
additional points that such offenders are likely to be single 
living with their parents in owner-occupied accommodation. 
Attendance Centres. The disconcerting fact about this group was 
that it was used so early on in an offender's career. 81~ of 
those receiving this relatively high tariff disposal were first 
offenders. They mostly lived on council estates. 
Community Service Orders. The average person receiving a 
sentence of community service is in his mid twenties and has 
four or five previous convictions and is now before the court 
for an offence which could attract a custodial sentence. The 
majority are single who live with their pa!ents on a council 
estate. 
Suspended Sentence. This sentence is used in the place of 
immediate imprisonment end was thought to be used for similar 
groups who received community service. They are similar in as 
far that both groups have committed serious offences end have 
similar numbers of previous convictions. However there the 
similarity ends. The 'average' person who receives a suspended 
sentence is likely to be five years older than those who receive 
a CSO, is likely to be married or is cohabiting and is therefore 
with his family. He is more likely to be living in owner-occupied 
accommodation. 
D.C,/Borstal. Such an offender is likely to be single and living 
with his parents. He will not be very criminally experienced but 
is being sentenced for an offence of violence or burglary. 
fci§nn, The average person for this group has a long criminal 
care~r with at least seven previous convictions. The offence for 
which he is being sentenced is more probably a serious one. He 
could well be living in independent accommodation in the inner 
city. 
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The SNOP document and Leicestershire Probation Service's 
equivalent, 'Aims, Principles and Priorities for Leicestershire', 
<APPLE), 10 highlighted groups of offenders towards whom the service 
should be targeting interventions to get them on supervision. The 
APPLE document had five priority areas to target. These, in brief, 
are a> young offenders with established criminal careers, b) 
recidivists caught in the revolving door of custody - release -
custody, c) homeless and rootless offenders, d> mentally abnormal 
offenders and e) offenders with addiction problems. I will be using 
the client profiles as a means of assessing whether these APPLE 
categories are reasonable given existing resources and training. 
This will be taken up towards the end of this chapter and in the 
final chapter on policy implications. Before I do this I wish to show 
whether these profiles, as developed from the statistics, relate in 
any way to what officers actually say about these groups in their 
SERs. 
i) Conditional Dischaq~es. Earlier I mentioned that in low tariff 
cases intake officers were more likely to comment upon the risk 
of reoffending, apparently in order to add strength to their 
argument in the SER for the bench to be lenient. They commented 
upon the unlikelihood of reoffending in two thirds of the cases 
by using such phrases as: 
"in the light of a very supportive home the risk of 
reoffending seems low.• 
"It is felt he has learnt his mistakes and he is unlikely to 
reoffend in the future." 
Some of the reports would qualify the author's optimism by 
comments such as: 
''The risk of reoffending might well be les.;ened were she to 
seek appropriate medical advice." 
" ... low risk of reoffending if he continues to find an outlet 
for his sexual needs.• 
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All the reports leading to conditional discharges were advisory in 
style. Examples of this are: 
"I see no point in any further involvement by the probation 
service and feel that a conditional discharge with a 
compensation order would be appropriate.• 
" ... the court may decide to deal leniently with her today by 
considering a conditional discharge." 
Thus the 'average' person who receives a conditional discharge can 
be characterised as one with few previous convictions who is being 
sentenced for a low gravity offence. He is seen as low risk of 
reoffending and this is stressed in the SER. Invariably officers 
adopted an advisory style to these SERs. 
<In the next two chapters I will show that this brief profile can 
be enhanced by using the MDI and by the use of lilY yocial needs 
scale. The profiles for each disposal can be enhanced in this way.> 
it) EIDM· This is the disposal most used by the courts. Softley 
found that: 
" ... 96% of persons convicted of non-indictable offences in 
197 4 were fined, while ... 56% of persons convicted by 
magistrates' courts of indictable offences were fined."' 1 
Softley's work was based on returns sent to him by magistrates' 
clerks and thus applies to all people fined in the lower courts. This 
makes comparison with my sample more difficult as reports are only 
requested in about a third of the cases <see Chapter 2> and Chapter 
4 showed how cases in Leicestershire were filtered out to avoid 
excessive report writing. However his data showed similar trends to 
mine as he found the use of fines decreased with gravity of the 
offence and the increase in the number of previous convictions.12 
When one looks at the nature of reforts written for this category 
they ere mostly advisory <91%). Again, and similar to conditional 
discharges, over half of the reports commented upon the unlikelihood 
of reoffending. It is of no value to give endless quotes from 
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reports that are essentially of the same as for conditional 
discharges. However three reports were classical justice and four 
were anti-custody. The next two extracts provide an example of each: 
''Until he is prepared to think in terms of his drinking as 
causing him problems both legal and physical the use of a 
probation order is likely to be futile." 
'7bus despite the seriousness of the offence I would 
suggest that he has demonstrated sufficient positives to 
his character to justify he does not loose his liberty on 
this occasion. • 
In summary, therefore, a person who is fined has few previous 
convictions; the more he has the less chance he has of being fined. 
The rate of being fined also decreases with the severity of the 
offen~e._jhe largest proportion of people fined are single and living 
at home with their parents. They are twice as less likely to be 
fined if they live in an inner city area than the normal 
distribution would suggest and a disproportionately high proportion 
live in owner-occupied homes. This may be an indication of how some 
classes in the community are likely to receive preferentially lower 
tariff sentences and others less so because their home 
circumstances are less favourable. People who are fined are seen as 
being less at risk of reoffending than other groups and this is 
commented upon in reports; such reports being advisory in nature. 
iii> Attendance Centres. My research showed that 81% who received 
this sentence were first offenders and only 3% had three or more 
convictions. These results can be compared with two major works 
on Attendance Centres done by Ounlop 13 and Gelsthorpe and 
Morris14• The previous convictions within their samples and mine 
can be compared as: 
----
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TABLE 5.13: ATTENDANCE CENJRES AND PREVIOUS CONVICTIONS 
RESEARCHER NU"BER OF PREVIOUS CONVICTIONS 
0 1·2 ~3 
Dunlop 551 301 1SS 
6elsthorpe I 
Korrls 281 531 191 
Heygate 811 16S 31 
My figures show good agreement with Dunlop's in so far as we did 
not find attendance centres being used for those with many previous 
convictions. It would appear from my figures that rather than using 
attendance centre orders as a last resort before detention centre 
the juvenile courts in Leicester were using it as a deterrent for 
--
first offenders, This practice was apparently acceptable to the 
intake team as there was a 71% congruence between recommendation 
and disposaL This raises tile issue, however, of whether the 
Leicestershire Probation Service should be in any way encouraging 
the use of attendance centres for first offenders. The style of 
reports was again mostly advisory <91%) with nearly half of the 
reports <44%) commenting upon the possibility of reoffending: • 
·~ere is some risk of reoffending, connected with his poor 
school attendance," 
·~ertainly what risk there is of reoffending seems to be 
related to his peer group norms and behaviour." 
So although attendance centre is used mostly for first offenders 
there does seem to be some acknowledgement that for some of this 
group there is a higher chance of reoffending than found in reports 
on those who are fined or given a conditional discharge. A final 
interesting point about this cohort is that 75% come from council 
estates. 
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iv> Community Service Orders. Although community service orders 
can be used at times other than when custody is being 
considered, the Probation Service has argued against this. The 
Leicestershire Service takes a line similar to that held by the 
National Association of Probation Officers, which in a policy 
paper said: 
·~APO has consistently maintained that the sentence of 
community service should be reserved as an alternative to 
custody ... A community service order is a demanding sentence 
which makes considerable impact on an individual's freedom, 
and it is unjust to use it as an alternative to anything 
other than custody.""' 
This being the case commun~ty service ought only to be used for 
offenders who have committed a serious offence which could 
automatically lead to a loss of freedom and/or he has so many 
previous convictions that by his progression through the tariff he 
is due for a custodial sentence. Thus one would expect the profile 
to be of high gravity with numerous previous convictions. The 
following table compares my data with two earlier pieces of 
research. 
TABLE 5.14: COMPARISON OF PATA FOR CSQ 
RESEARCHER sIns Previous 6mlly 
21 years Convlcllons 2 3 
' Pent•• 52 3"" 
NAP017 51 m• us 81 161 
Heygalt 40 
'·' 
651 ss 231 
• • rang• of prtvlous convlcllons for dlflerenl ar1a1, 
As can be seen the profile for community service cases is for 
criminally active young men. This is not too disimilar to the other 
two studies. A further study by Godson18 showed that 68~ had three 
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or more convictions. (Cf. my figure of 50?;), In general it would seem 
that the intake cohort for community service is similar to other 
findings. This confirms the profile given in Table 5.12 above that 
the cohort is of mainly single men living at home with 70?; living on 
council estates. 
The SERa on this group reflected their more serious position with 
58% of the reports adopting an anti-custody line, the rest being 
mostly advisory. As mentioned above the more serious the case then 
the less likely it was for the SER to comment upon the risk of 
reoffending. This is true for this cohort as it was mentioned in 
only a third of the cases. Typical statements in SERs were: 
"If the court wished to use an alternative measure to 
imprisonment I am informed that the Community Service 
section would accept him." 
"It is unlikely that social work intervention by the 
probation service would be of much significance ... should the 
court consider a non-custodial alternative he appears to ~ 
suitable for a C.S.O." 
v) Suspended Sentences. One of the definitive articles on the 
theory and practice of suspended sentences is by Bottoms19 but 
his work does not assist in identifying who should or should not 
be subject to a suspended sentence. Samuels article is more 
helpful here. 
"Just who is suitable for the suspended sentence? The 
general view seems to be the presence of one or more of 
the following factors is a good indication. 
No previous custodial sentence 
An offence of moderate gravity 
A mature middle-age offender with a stable 
personality, family, home, job, who has committed an 
offence impetuously, out of character and unexpectedly 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
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A thinking offender, one likely to respond to a 
deterrent threat 
A young person of education and intelligence concerned 
about his future career. 
However the offender who has failed probation, showing lack 
of capacity to respond to a chance and to help; the 
offender guilty of a serious fraud •.. showing deep-seated 
wickedness; the offender guilty of public trust; and the 
impetuous young person only living in the present; these 
seem distinctly unpromising candidates. tt2o 
My data concurs with Samuels' views. The mean age was over 30 
years with only 12% less than 21 years. 50% had three or more 
previous convictions <x = 3.7) and 25% was for gravity 4, the more 
serious offences. The~ ~ere predominately married/cohabiting <70%), 
living with their family <84%) with almost twice the average living 
in their own home <40% as compared to 24%). Thus my data confirms 
the view of Samuels that such people will- be older and more stable. 
Their risk of reoffending will therefore be less and this is 
reflected in the fact that half of the reports commented upon it 
favourably. The style of the SERa was an almost equal mix of 
advisory and anti-custody. The following quotations give an example 
of each one respectively. 
" .•. he seems able to cope with life, probation is not 
indicated. Also as this is his first conviction a suspended 
sentence could well appear to be appropriate ... • 
'7rison would be very destructive to her as an individual 
and if the court feels able to suspend a term of 
imprisonment, then the deterrent effect on her future will 
last for_ many years. • 
When o~~ compares the suspended sentence profile with that of 
community service one can see that there is quite a large 
-
difference. One factor could be that of class. Fines and suspended 
sentences were used for people who were from owner-occupied homes 
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whereas community service and attendance centre were used for 
people living in council accommodation. As I did not seek specific 
information on this issue I can take it no further. 
vi> P.C./Borstal. This group has already been profiled as having 
few previous convictions but the offence for which they were 
sentenced was likely to be of a more serious nature. <57% were 
for gravity rankings of 3 & 4 as compared to 32% of the 
average.) 28% were first offenders which was higher than 
reported in other studies which varied from 5% to 18%. In only a 
quarter of the reports did the officers mention the risk of 
reoffending. Of those, a half of them saw reoffending as a real 
possibility. 
·~is only contacts seem to have criminal records and thus 
there is a very high risk of reoffending.• 
''No family support ... employment record deteriorated ... 
influenced by undesirable acquaintainces ... the risk of 
reoffending is therefore high." 
The style of reports showed a wide spread with 12% being 
classical justice, 27% were advisory and 58% anti-custody. 
vii> Prison. The profile for those receiving prison sentences was 
clearly identified in Table 5.12 <page 121) and its subsequent 
commentary. The wealth of research literature adds to the 
profile. All that needs to be done is to comment upon intake 
officers' response to this disposal in their reports. Just less 
then a quarter of the reports mentioned the risk of reoffending. 
When they did so it seemed to be a esse of playing safe ss it 
tended to be for cases with a low MDI score and few previous 
convictions with good employment and home circumst..nces. Thus 
the concept of risk of reoffending was mostly only used in 
positive terms. 
As mentioned previously it looks as if officers found it difficult 
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to say anything bad about a client and thus tended to omit such 
material from their reports. This was most evident in the data on 
risk of reoffending. The final thing to say about this cohort is 
about the style of reports. 25~ of the reports were of the classical 
justice type. For instance: 
·~e is in breach of his suspended sentence and it appears 
that the threat of imprisonment, a chance of enhancing his 
job prospects, and a marriage with problems, was not 
sufficient to deter him. Thus, and· bearing in mind the non-
custodial sentences he has received previously, it may be he 
must pay the penalty for his gross stupidity and 
impulsiveness and be imprisoned." 
Not only is this an example of a classical justice report, it is 
~~so a 'custody inevitable' one. However, in half the reports officers 
tried to put an alternative to custody arguments in their reports. 
<It is a matter for consideration in the final chapter as to whether 
more reports ought to offer alternatives to custody.> For instance: 
·~espite the seriousness of the charges a suspended 
sentence coupled with an appropriate fine would appear. to 
be applicable as he has no time to do C.S., has no needs for 
supervision by the probation service and immediate 
imprisonment would prevent him from building up his 
business and being a worthwhile member of the community." 
viii) Supervision. This is the last category to be considered and 
is the bread and butter work of the probation service. As this 
thesis is looking at the process of supervision within an intake-
treatment team system it is not necessary to spend much time on 
it at this stage as it will be mentioned throughout this work. 
Table 5.12 and its commentary will suffice. The style .1as of 
reports predominately,advisory in nature (64~) but 26~ pushed 
" the social work intervention approach. An example of this is: 
" ... a constructive way forward would be to make a probation 
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order within whatever conditions the psychiatrist finds 
helpfuL The probation service runs courses for clients in 
improving their relationship skills and he would benefit 
from such a course." 
Finally a third of the reports mentioned the risk of reoffending. 
Within the descriptions appeared to be more frankness with the 
court 1n openly stating that there was risk. However it was usually 
couched in terms that supervision might well help to alleviate the 
problems that were putting him at risk: 
''The risk of reoffending will remain high whilst he is out 
of work and has a delinquent peer group. In addition I am 
unsure as to the effect of the controls and support he 
receives in his present environment ... thus probation could 
well help." 
An example of the candid approach is: 
''The prospect of her remaining free from conflict with the 
law is poor. A probation order involves considerable risk of 
further reoffending - if she 1s not prepared to make the 
effort entailed ... " 
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SUMMARY 
This chapter had two main aims to it. Firstly to see whether an 
'expert team' produced 'expert reports' and secondly to see from the 
data whether it was possible to devise a simple 'client profile' for 
each disposal. 
The finding for the first aim was simply that there was no 
evidence to suggest that the specialist team did produce SERa of a 
higher standard than the generic teems. In feet they prepared their 
reports on less contacts <only 13.5~ of SERs were done on three or 
more contacts> and with less home visiting than generic officers. 
This finding can be qualified from two perspectives. Firstly, intake 
officers seemed to put the most effort into the cases they were 
trying to- get supervision for against the odds or for those they 
were trying to keep out of custody. Thus they were being selective 
in how they apportioned their- time. Secondly, the intake team was 
more court orientated than generic officers in that they were more 
likely to discuss an offender's attitude to the offence and the 
possibility of reoffending; two aspects important to sentencers. 
My second aim was to see if it was possible to prepare a 'client 
profile' for each disposal. Table 5.12 above gave the more important 
findings which can be summarised thus: 
i) Women are four times more likely to attract a conditional 
discharge than men and that they are also put on 
supervision at an earlier age. 
11> Low tariff disposals were used for those with few 
convictions and who had committed relatively minor offences. 
Supervision was used for offenders further up the scale 
both in terms of seriousness of offence and previous 
criminality. 
iii> Both attendance centre and detention centre were used 
earlier in a juvenile's career than was intended by 
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legislation. 
iv> Superficially community service orders and suspended 
sentences seemed to be used for the same type of offender 
in terms of previous convictions. In practice suspended 
sentences were being used for older offenders who were 
living in a stable environment and who were seen as being 
of a relatively low risk of reoffending. 
v> Prison was characterised for those with many previous 
convictions who were committing serious offences and who 
had few stable features in their lives. 
vi> The analysis suggested that fines and suspended 
sentences tended to be given to those who were more 'middle 
class' whereas attendance centre and community service 
orders were given to those from a more 'working class' 
environment. 
vii> The final point to be made from the results in this 
chapter is that the categories highlighted in the SNOP and 
APPLE categories for intervention by the probation service 
coincided wih those who were found within the prison 
cohort. This profile painted the depressing picture of 
recidivists living in poor accommodation in the inner city 
with few social systems available to help them • They had 
been caught on the treadmill of custody, release, conviction 
of another serious offence and the imposition of further 
custody. This group of offender is notoriously difficult to 
work with and for intervention by the probation service to 
have any success. The implications of this finding in 
relation to the APPLE document will be discussed in the 
last chapter, 
I have now concluded my study on how probation offi~ers prepare 
their SERs and how it is possible to give a simplistic profile for 
defendants who receive each disposal. In the next chapter I want to 
move away from what is reported about offenders to a study of their 
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career after the reporta have been prepared. The chapter will 
-~ider three main sections each of major importance to this 
thesis. These are: 
a) A review of the MDI as used in its modified form by the 
intake team to see whether it was validated as a pre-
sentence predictor of reoffending. 
b> Of interest to the debate of SNOP and APPLE on targeting 
will be the results on reconviction and effectiveness of the 
various disposals. Previous research studies tended to show 
that probation supervision was somewhat ineffective in 
terms of preventing reoffending. However this research will 
show that when one compares like with like, using the MDI 
as a moderator, supervision fares less badly. 
c) The next chapter will commence with a link to this 
chapter by studying the association between recommendation 
and sentence. The patterns of recommendations and their 
uptake by the court will be examined by breaking the data 
down into sub-divisions of age, sex, previous convictions, 
gravity of offence and MDI. Of particular interest will be 
what happens to those cases where there is no 
recommendation or a specific recommendation for custody. 
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CHAPTER 6: RECOMMENDATIONS. RISK ASSESSME!IT AND RECONVICTION 
INTRODUCTION 
The last chapter assessed how intake officers wrote their reports 
and how it was possible to create a 'client profile' for each of the 
major disposals open to the courts. This chapter will be taking the 
career of the offenders a stage beyond the court enquiry process. It 
will be discussing three main areas which are involved in the 
sentencing process. Firstly I wish to discuss the recommendations, or 
lack of them, as made by CIAT officers. Secondly I wish to see 
whether the MDI in its modified form, and as used by CIAT, could 
give officers any further confidence in their task of making 
assesments of offenders. Finally I will be looking at the data partly 
from the courts' perspective and asking questions about the 
effectiveness of sentencing in terms of reoffending. This will be 
important when the data are compared against the targeting of cases 
for supervision as postulated by the SNOP and APPLE documents. Due 
to the complexity of this chapter I will summarise the findings 
after each of the three parts rather than leave it to the end. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS ANP SENTENCING PATTERNS 
Within this part of the chapter I wish to discuss the pattern of 
sentencing for my sample end to locate it within national end local 
trends. This will lead onto the recommendations made to the courts 
and whether any disposals are favoured by the courts and probation 
service. The data will be analysed by age, sex, MDI, previous 
convictions end gravity of the offence. By such an analysis I will 
be able to show whether the take-up rates of the recommendations by 
the courts are uniform or show any bias. Important to this 
discussion will be what happens when there is no recommendation or 
custody is recommended. Also what do courts do when the 
recommendations are not followed? 
Sentencing Patterns 
The first thing to do is to establish a base rate for sentencing 
so that my specific data can be compared against national and more 
localised data. Table 6.1 below has five columns. The first is the 
national average for disposals over the years 1978-1981 when I 
collected my data and is taken from 'Criminal Statistics in England 
and Weles 1981 '·' The second column shows the extremes of 
sentencing for each disposal in magistrates' courts. The data is 
taken from a lecture given at a conference entitled 'Do we need 
risk?'2 The third column gives the sentencing pattern for 
magistrates' courts in Leicestershire during 1979/1980 and the 
fourth column is restricted to courts in Leicester, two juveniles, 
two magistrates' but including the crown court. The last column 
gives my data for the same courts as the fourth column with the 
differ-nee being my cases are only of those referred by the courts 
for SERs and is thus not a reflection of the overall work of the 
courts as are-the other columns. All the figures are in percentages. 
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TABLE 6.1: COMPARISON OF SEN"fENCING PATTERNS 
DISPOSAL NATIONAL DIFFERENCES LEICESTERSHIRE LEICESTER RESEARCH 
AVERASE m nAx nA&ISTRATES COURTS SAnPLE 
Supervision 10 12 9, 1 8,, 28,8 
Cond, Dis, 11,5 2 31 6,0 6, 0 •• 7 
Fines ., 
" 
76 62,9 U,7 20,( 
AU, Centre 3 N/K 
"' 
2, 1 8, 0 
C,S,D, 3,8 N/K 1, 9 2,6 8,9 
Sus, Sent, 7 • 16 3, 5 u 11,. 
D,C,/Bontal 5 N/K 3, 1 3,8 6,9 
Prison 9,5 3 19 A, 0 B, 5 12, ( 
TOTALS U32 7331 1115 
Harroway's study of sentencing in three London Magistrates' courts 
showed a remarkably similar pattern to the national statisics apart 
from a lower use of probation supervision <6%> and a higher use of 
discharges <16%),3 The final slant on the spread of sentences is 
given by Roberts and Roberts4 who showed that the increased 
provision of SERs led to an increased use of probation and 
community service without any reduction in the use of custody. 
A comparison of the columns within Table 6.1 shows that 
Leicestershire uses supervision just slightly less than the national 
average but only uses discharges on half the occasions and when 
compared to column 2 comes towards the bottom of the league. 
Leicestershire also uses community service orders and suspended 
sentences less than the average; these differences being made up by 
the high use of fines. Very much on the plus side for Leicestershire 
is that it uses all forms of custody less than the average and over 
the last few years the percentages have continued to drop. Of 
interest is the discrepancy between the results of the last column 
on my data and the other columns.-This is explained in terms of the 
intake team not preparing reports on offenders who had committed 
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trivial offences ea these had been sifted out. See Chapter 4 for 
details. Minor cases in Leicestershire, which have no SER, ere 
mostly fined, hence the drop in the percentage of those in my sample 
who ere fined and the corresponding increase in the other dispossls. 
This is an indication that SERa are being associated with more 
serious offences which in turn attract higher tariff sentences. 
The next stage of the analysis is to compare the differences in 
sentencing patterns for different groupings. I will start by 
comparing the difference in sentencing patterns for males and 
females before considering age. 
i) Sentencing patterns: males and females. 
Home Office statistics for 1981 showed that for indictable 
offences 85.8% were male and 14.2% were female. Naylor's figures on 
the intake team for the same year were almost identical. My sample 
spread over a three year period, 1979-1981 had 18.2% females. The 
following table comperes the usage of disposals by sex. The figures 
ere in percentages. 
TABLE 6.2: COMPARISON BY SEX OF USAGE OF DISPQSALS 
Hooe Office S1aple Bmmb Sup!t 
DISPOSAL "ALE FEKALE "ALE FE"ALE 
Supervision 7,,3 25,7 60,1 33,9 
Cond, Dh. 7U 25,, 61,5 38,5 
Fines 85,6 1,,, 81,2 18,8 
c.s. 0, 95.2 ,,8 89,8 10,2 
Sus, Sent, 85,, tU 88,2 11.2 
D.C.IBonhl 99,1 0,9 98,7 1 '3 
Prison 95,2 u 92,6 7,, 
TOTAL 85,8 11,2 81,8 18,2 
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In both samples supervision and conditional discharges for women 
were twice the average for all the data suggesting that women were 
more likely to receive low tariff sentences. But does this indicate 
that courts are biased in favour of women by treating them more 
leniently than men? Farrington and Morris in their study 'Sex, 
Sentencing and Reconviction's tried to ascertain whether courts 
sentenced men and women differently. They alluded to American 
research which suggested that women were treated by either the 
'chivalry' model, where women were more leniently treated because of 
chivalrous or paternalistic attitudes of the court or by the 'evil 
woman' model, where women were more harshly treated because they 
had not only violated the criminal code but also that which was 
deemed appropriate and tolerable for female behaviour. However 
Farrington and Morris were unable to fit women offenders into 
--
either of the two stereotypes. They stated: 
·~omen appeared to receive more lenient sentences and to 
have a lower-likelihood of reconviction only because they 
had committed less serious offences and were less likely to 
have been convicted previously.""' 
They did find, however, that those with no previous convictions, 
women had a lower rate of reoffending than men - 13.7% after 2 
years as compared to 21.9%. To conclude they said "the belief that 
magistrates show leniency towards women in comparison with men in 
their sentencing is incorrect.,..,. 
In comparison some feminists in their critique on sentencing 
claim that courts adopt the 'evil woman' model of sentencing. Mawby 
in her study of women imprisoned concluded " ... that in crime, as in 
other areas of life, it is the woman who is discriminated against'"'. 
Smart9 argues that looking at women and their role as defendants in 
court cannot be made in .aolation to their position in society in 
generaL Heidensohn10 in her major work suggests that women commit 
offences for the same reasons as men but_when they are sentenced 
they are done so by a different set of parameters of ideology, 
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agency practices, and conventional behavioural stereotypes. Worrall 
develops the same theme and argues that ·~omen are more likely to 
be processed according to ~sessment of their personal 
circumstances, rather than the offence."' 1 
In the contrasting light of Home Office research and feminist 
critique does my research give any direction as to whether there is 
a sex bias in sentencing in Leicestershire? The following table 
shows the differing percentages of each disposal for men and women 
for recommendations and results. The figures are in percentages. 
TABLE 6.3: DISTRmUTION OF RECOMMENDATIONS AND RESU!.TS BY SEX 
RECOKMENQATIONS WI1I.Ii 
DISPOSAL hn Vonn ften Vo1en 
Supervision 31,5 55,3 21,8 52,3 
Cond, Dilc, 2,2 13,6 2,0 9,5 
Finn 15,8 13,6 16,3 20,6 
c.s.o. 23,0 6,5 13,5 5,0 
Sus, Sent, 15,8 5,5 16,6 6,5 
0, C,/Borsbl 0,, 9,6 0,5 
Prison u 0,5 18,' 5,0 
No Recoaaendatlon 6,0 5,0 
TOTALS 615 163 us 163 
The average sucess rate of obtaining the result recommended in 
the SER was 58.1% for men and 75.4% for women. The table shows 
that, without any other consideration taken into account, 
recommendations and results on women were biased towards 
supervision and conditional discharges as compared to men. Fines 
were similar but for the rem ining higher tariff disposals the 
recommendations and results for women were considerably less than 
- - - - ~ -
for men. The important point to note from this table in respect to 
targeting is that the courts are more likely to concur with the 
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recommendation in the SER for women than for men. The data for no 
recommendations will be considered later. The data shows that 
sentencing for women is clearly biased towards supervision and 
discharges but is this discriminatiion via the 'chivalrous' model by 
both intake officers and sentencers? Why are CIAT officers seeking 
to bring women into the system more frequently than men? It may be 
that women were perceived to be at more risk of reoffending than 
men, but this would be contrary to the views of Heidensohn and 
Worrall. By using the MDI I could see whether women who were 
recommended for supervision were assessed to be more at risk than 
men. The results for this are shown in Table 6.4 below. 
TABLE 6.4: RECOMMENQAIIONS FOR SUPERVISION BY MDI IN ; 
1101 0 2 3 
"en 9,8 20,4 ,3,6 48,9 
Wo1en 18,5 46,0 59,0 81,8 
For both men and women the recommendation for supervision 
increased with increased risk of reoffending. The figures do suggest 
that women are likely to be brought into the system even when they 
have the lowest risk of reoffending. For three negative indices it 
appears that probation officers almost automatically think in terms 
of supervision for women <81.82:). An analysis by gravity shows that 
women are more likely to be recommended for supervision than men 
irrespective of the seriousness of the offence. It appears that 
there is an in-built presumption among intake officers to recommend 
supervision for women offenders. When the data on previous 
convictions were analysed by sex it was again found that 
supervision BI.i discharges were being recommended preferentially for 
women, irrespective of the number of previous convictions, in the 
ratio" of 2:1.-
So no matter by which way the data is analysed the courts tend to 
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use supervision and discharges for women more than men; these 
disposals being low tariff ones. Thus it would seem that for the 
~-----majority of women they are sentenced more leniently than men, 
However for those offences that attracted prison sentences then 
there was less difference in sentencing policy until the court was 
dealing with recidivism when men were three times more likely to be 
imprisoned than women. This is because, as shown earlier, recidivist 
men tended to commit high tariff offences which mostly attracted 
custody whereas recidivist women were usually prostitutes who 
rarely attracted prison sentences during the time of my research. 
Thus it appears that I have no evidence to support the 'evil 
woman' theory as espoused by the feminist writers but on the 
contrary there is evidence to suggest that women were being brought 
into the probation system too early due to the 'chivalry' modelr•This 
applied to the lesser offences whereas for the more serious 
offences then both sexes seemed to be sentenced more equally, 
11> Sentencing patterns and age. 
This part of the analysis is to see whether sentencing patterns 
are related to the age of the defendants. The next table shows the 
distribution of offenders for the three age bands of 10-16 years, 
17-20 and ~21. My data is compared with Home Office statistics and 
data prepared by Naylor, the then senior of CIAT, for all 
Magistrates' courts within Leicestershire as well as all the courts 
within the CIAT orbit. 
TABLE 6.5: DISTRIBtiTJON OF OfFENDERS BY AGE 
A&E BAND 
10·16 
17-20 
121 
HO"E OFFICE LEICESTERSHIRE 
"A6!STRATES 
18,6 
27.7 
53,7 
23,4 
25,9 
50,7 
CIAT COURTS RESEARCH 
SMPLE 
17,7 
30,0 
52,2 
25,8 
25,9 
18,3 
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The table shows that my data is slightly skewed away from the top 
age group towards the juvenile range. This is what would be 
expected due to the role CIAT had of preparing reports on first 
offenders or those not currently known to the probation service. 
When this data is broken down into the different disposals then the 
results are as: 
TABLE 6.6: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SENTENCE AND AGE BANDS - IN~ 
HO~E OFFICE STATISTICS 1981 RESEARCH SA~PLE 1978/1981 
DISPOSAL 10-16 17-20 121 Total 10-16 17-20 121 Total 
Supervision IB,, 10,0 7,5 10,0 31,7 26,3 27,9 29,8 
Cond, Dilc, 22,1 8,8 I 0, 1 11.5 6,6 3,1 u ,,7 
Finn 29,8 ,7,7 '9,0 17,0 29,3 20 12,6 20,, 
AU, Centre U,9 3,0 27,9 8,0 
c.s.o. 10,0 u 5,0 11.8 11,9 8,9 
Sus, Se-nt, I, I 11;1 7,0 5,5 20,3 11, I 
0, C,/Borslll 8,9 11,0 5,0 u 21,7 6,9 
Prison 6,2 15,9 9,5 I, 5 22,9 12,1 
Others 5,8 2,0 I, 3 2,0 
TOTALS 86,000 128,600 218,500 163,100 287 290 538 1115 
This table enables a lot of comparisons and contrasts to be made 
between the overall pattern of sentencing and the one in my 
research sample. The main ones are: 
a) In my sample the rate of fining people decreases with age. 
This can be understood in terms of how the intake team obtains 
its work-load; and this issue was covered in the Chapter 4. 
b) Supervision remains high in my sample. In the magistrates' 
court~ they refer some of the adults for SERa with the 
expectation that the probation officer will agree with them that 
the defendant needs help and should be placed on supervieion. Due 
to the selective nature in which intake officers get their work 
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one would expect a presumption for supervision to be found 
within the figures. 
c) The low use of conditional discharges is a feature of 
sentencing practice within Leicestershire courts, a policy which 
might need to be challenged by social work agencies if they wish 
to keep defendants down tariff. 
d) As brief reports weed out the less serious offences in the 
juvenile courts in Leicestershire then the percentage of 
supervision and attendance centre orders within my sample will 
be proportionately higher than those for national statistics. 
e) Magistrates within Leicester would refer cases for SERa with 
the mind to make a community service order and would ask the 
probation service whether the person was suitable. This explains 
why there is quite a high usage of community service within my 
sample. The data also gives some credence to the view of Roberts 
and Roberts that the use of community service has no impact on 
the rate of incarceration. The rate of custody increases with age 
but not so community service. I will return to this point a 
little later. 
f) The low rate of custody for juveniles is a feature for 
Leicestershire courts; the trend having continued after I had 
completed my data gathering. 
g> Conversely, the courts use custody a lot for the 17-20 year 
old range - twice that of the national average. This may reflect 
that the court, most probably the crown court, had formed the 
view that custody was necessary but before it could pass such a 
sentence on this age range it required a SER. Within Leicester 
such a task would moat likely come to CIAT. 
h) Within the intake sample there was a high rate of usage of 
suspended sentences in the older group. This again emphasises 
the point that the intake team deals with the more serious end 
of offending. It may also be an illustration of where the court 
has come to the conclusion that some form of custody is 
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required, but, before sentencing they seek further information 
from the probation service to see if such a sentence could be 
safely suspended. The previous discussion on client profiles 
showed how those who received suspended sentences were 
consistently painted in a good light by their SERs and, in 
consequence, gave the court the encouragement to suspend the 
prison sentence. 
i) About 40% of CIAT's work-load comes from the crown court, 
which by definition, deals with the more serious cases. It can be 
of no surprise, therefore, that over a fifth of my adult sample 
received sentences of immediate imprisonment. 
Before I close this discussion on sentencing patterns I wish to 
analyse the role of community service in sentencing as shown up by 
my data and also to look at the sentencing of juveniles. 
- --
The Roberts' felt that community service was not challenging the 
use of custody but for older defendants it was dropping down the 
tariff. I broke my data down into five age groups for community 
service and the various forms of custody. The results are shown in 
Table 6.7 below. The figures are in percentages of the particular 
disposal against all the data. 
TABLE 6.7; THE USE OF CUSTODY AND COMMUNITY 5ERVICE ORQERS 
DISPOSAL AGE RANGE 
17·20 21-25 26·29 30·39 140 
111edlatt Custody 26,2 26,2 17,0 25,6 22,1 
Suspended Sentence 5,5 15, 1 25,2 22,6 18,6 
All Custody 31,7 41,3 A2,2 A8,2 A0,7 
c,s,o, 11,8 15,1 13,6 10,5 A,7 
x• • 6,712 Ad! N/S • cotpttlson between all data and CSD 
However when co11unity service is cotpared against suspended sentence then 
12 • 2l,A87 Ad! sig, 0, IS level, 
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Although there is a general upward trend in the use of all forms 
of custody with age, this is not statistically significant. An 
analysis of the data for the 17-20 year old range taking into 
account the gravity of the offence and their previous criminal 
history showed this group to be the most serverely punished by the 
courts and least served by the probation service in terms of 
recommendations for supervision. CIAT may need to explore ways of 
militating against the large use of punitive sentencing for this 
group. 
The figures also show that the use of community service has no 
effect on the use of custody. The second chi-square figure, which is 
highly statistically significant, confirms the discussion in the 
previous chapter on client profiles that suspended sentences and 
community service are geared to diff~ent population of offenders. 
My data, therefore, confirms the view of the Roberts' that community 
service seems to have little impact on custody as a whole and 
perhaps of even greater importance is that the courts tend to use 
the disposal for the younger offender. This has implications for how 
the probation service 'markets• this disposal; a point that I will 
return to in the last chapter. 
To conclude my discussion on sentencing patterns I now wish to 
look at sentencing and juveniles and to see whether they are subject 
to discrimination as were females. Table 6.8 abstracts from national 
statistics the disposals for 10-16 year olds and this is compared to 
a study by Jardine12 in Northern Ireland and my data for juveniles 
as a whole and in the further sub-divisions of 10-13 years and 14-
16 years. The figures are in percentages 
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ThBLE 6.8: SENTENCING PATTERNS FOR J!!VENll.ES 
DISPOSAL HO"E OFFICE lARD INE RESEARCH SA"PLE 
10·1& yean 10·1&yn 10·13 IH& Tohh(l0·1&) 
Supervision 18,4 IS, & 41,7 30,8 31,7 
Cond, Disc, 22, I 1&,5 1,2 6,8 &,7 
Fines 29,8 18,3 4,2 31,& 29,3 
ut, Centre 14,9 11' 2 50,0 25,9 27,9 
Custody 8,9 38,4 (,9 (,5 
Jardine's figures shows that all the non-custodial options were . 
used less than national averages and with the exception of 
conditional discharges less so than in my sample. However 38.4% of 
his sample received some form of custody or semi-custodial penalty; 
there being four options open to the juvenile courts in N. Ireland. 
In my sample custody meant detention centre as care orders did not 
figure in the intake sample. The implication from these figures seem 
to be the fewer custodial options open to the courts then the less 
custody will be used. 
From my sample the courts seem to be adopting distinct sentencing 
policies for the two age groups. It seems that for the younger age 
range the court operated a 'smack or cuddle' policy; either they use 
attendance centre orders <contrary to the use of attendance centre 
as a high tariff measure) or they place them on supervision. Within 
my sample the low use of conditional discharges by the 
Leicestershire courts stands out clearly. Custody is used for 
juveniles in Leicestershire on half the occasions as compared to the 
national figures and an eigth of that as used in N. Ireland. 
The above figures suggests that attendance centre orders seem to 
be used too early for the younger juveniles and this could be 
described as 'tariff hoisting'; a concern of Tutt and Giller as 
mentioned in Chapter 4. This therefore begs the question as to 
whether recommendations in SERs are partially responsible for tariff 
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hoisting. CThe take-up rate of recommendations will be discussed in 
the next part of this chapter.> Tutt and Giller'a concern was that, 
in particular, supervision was being used too early in the criminal 
careers of juveniles Cas it was for women>. Their suggestion is that 
authors of SERa should only recommend conditional discharges for 
first offenders and then if there is recidivism recommend fines or 
attendance centres and only recommend supervision if there is 
further recidivism and custody seems likely. Having discussed 
discrimination and women one can see the force of their argument 
but does it apply to juveniles or are their arguments too 
simplistic? 
For all my data 28.8% were placed on the varying types of 
supervision. For male juveniles 27.3% were placed on supervision, not 
too dissimilar to the figure for men of 22.1%. ~ suggests that 
the probation service does not seek to place boys on supervision 
much more frequently than for men. However a much higher rate of 
supervision was found amongst females; 52.7% for women and 60.3% 
for girls. The next table shows the disposals for men, women and 
juveniles placed on supervision when compared by different previous 
convictions. The figures are in percentages and are to the nearest 
whole number. 
TABLE 6.9; PREVIOUS CONVICTIONS AND USE OF SUPERVISION 
PREVIOUS CONVICTIONS 
Data Typt 0 1 2 
"'" 
20 30 31 
Vo11n 51 6( 67 
luveniln 27 .2 46 
The figures for juveniles placed on supervision is uniformally 
higher than for men but not nearly so high as for women. Thus so 
far this analysis clearly shows how -women are selected out for 
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supervision but it shows less clearly that the rate of supervision 
for juveniles was inappropriately high. To test Tutt and Giller's 
hypothesis against my data that juveniles are inappropriately placed 
on supervision I looked at two parameters; the risk of reoffending 
as determined by the MDI, and the numbers of first offenders placed 
on supervision. The next table shows supervision and the risk of 
reoffending for juveniles. As csn be seen from the table below, and 
this is confirmed by other studies, about 50~ of juveniles reoffend 
no matter what sentence is passed. In the last part of this chapter 
I will be discussing in more detail the relative successes of the 
different disposals. What is clear is that the intake team 
preferentially seek supervision for those with the highest risk 
groups, i.e., 72.5~ of supervision cases have 2 or 3 negatives 
indices on the MOl. 
TABLE 6.10; SUPERVISION, RISK OF REOFF£NDING AND JUYENn.ES 
m No, in Gp, S Reoff, No, on Supn, S of Gp, S Supn, Reolf, 
0 7( 'I 5 7 20 
87 
" 
20 23 '5 
2 85 '8 39 
" 
6' 
3 'I 76 27 66 63 
TOTAL 287 52 91 32 57 
Only five supervision cases had no negative indices and thus it 
could be argued that these cases perhaps ought not to be on 
supervision unless there was high social need or a high risk of 
custody. This will be discussed in the next chapter, but for now 
there appears to be little evidence from my data that supervision 
was being used indiscriminately. For first offender juveniles 27~ 
were placed on supervision. From my data on risk of reoffending was 
there any justification for such early intervention? 
- ---- --
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IA~L!;; §,11: FIRST OE[]NDEB ;[JJYENILES, SUPERVISION AND RISK QF 
REQFFENDING 
"DI Ko, in Gp, I Reo If, No, on Supn, S of 6p, S Supn, Reoff, 
0 62 3. 3 5 0 
59 '2 13 22 16 
2 52 50 20 38 50 
3 23 70 16 70 50 
TOTAL 196 '5 52 27 l8 
This table follows the pattern of the previous one and shows how 
supervision is only really sought for those with the highest risk of 
reoffending :... 69% had 2 or 3 negative indices. But in both tables 
officers mostly seek supervision for those with 3 nega:iv-=._ indices 
on the MDI and in both cases the rate of reoffending is lower than 
would have been expected. This perhaps leads to a tentative policy 
recommendation that for juveniles, if they are not at risk of 
custody or are not of high social need, then supervision should only 
be sought if the juvenile has three negative indices on the MOI. 
Otherwise the officers ought to recommend a discharge or a fine. 
This will be referred to again in the next chapter and the final one 
on policy implications. 
As a summary to this chapter so far I have shown how my research 
sample differs from the national figures in its sentencing pattern; 
the reason being the way that the intake team obtains its work. The 
data showed how both recommendations and results for females were 
biased towards bringing them into the probation system too early. 
This was seen as the court operating a 'chivalry' model of 
sentencing and not the 'evil woman' model as espoused by some 
feminist writers. I then discussed the patterns for sentencing and 
how they varied for different age groups. In particular, attention 
was given to the role of community service in sentencing and the 
need for its profile to the court to be restudied. The section 
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concluded that although there were some differences in sentencing 
patterns for juveniles they were not so different from the patterns 
for men, whereas for women there was much greater difference and 
much more likelihood of them being placed on supervision. At this 
stage of my analysis I was not able to find much evidence to concur 
with Tutt and Giller's premise that supervision was being 
recommended inappropriately. 
Throughout this chapter I have made the assumption that there was 
a high correlation between recommendation and result. I will now 
move on to see if this assumption is valid. 
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Take-up Rates 
The aim of this part on recommendations and sentencing is to look 
at my empirical evidence to see what influence SERs have on 
sentencing. To do this I studied the correlation between 
recommendations and sentences <take-up rate>. In Chapter 2 on the 
development of SERs, I mentioned the previous research which found 
that there was a high correlation between recommendation and 
sentence. Details of these results can be found in the work of 
Thorpe and Pease13, Perry•• and Ford15, 
The results for magistrates' courts gave about 70- 80~ take-up 
rate. The take-up rate for the crown court was lower at about 60%. 
When we focus upon the intake team Hard1ker18 found that the 
take-up rate was 59.2~ but with-11.1% of the cases there were no 
recommendations. Naylor' 7 found that the overall acceptance rate for 
CIA T's SERs was 60%; 51% in the_ crown court, and that only 3~ 
contained no recommendations. Tut t and Giller 1 • in their work on 
juvenile courts in Leicestershire found that the take-up rate varied 
between 54.0% - 61.3~. 
In the light of those research findings how did my results 
compare? From my sample size of 1091, in 708 cases, <64.4~), the 
court agreed with the recommendation of the CIAT officer. However 
within these data 34 cases contained a direct recommendation for 
custody and 54 cases had no recommendation. The take-up rate for 
crown court cases was 48% and about 70% for the lower courts, these 
figures being comparable to Hardiker's and Naylor's findings. As 
mentioned before the take-up rate for women was higher than for 
men; 75% as compared to 63~; the data being statistically 
significant. 
X"' = 10.573 1 d.f. sig. at 1~ level. 
When the data were analysed by different age-bands the percentage 
take-up rates vary, as shown in Table 6.12 below. 
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TABLE 6.12: TAKE UP RATES BY DIFFERENT AGE BANDS 
10·13 1H6 17-20 21-25 26·29 30·39 uo Totals 
Agru 91,7 76, 1 55,8 60,1 68,3 58,6 65,5 64,1 
Disagree 8,3 21,9 U,2 39,9 31,7 11,4 3(,5 35,6 
TOTALS 2( 257 2" 168 U3 128 87 1091 
X'. 36,236 6 d, r. sig, 0,11 level 
As cen be seen the court is more likely to egree with the 
recommendation if the defendant is e juvenile, especially if he is 
very young. Conversely the leest degree of accord is with the 17-20 
ege brecket. I mentioned above the problems that this group create 
for CIAT in terms of it being more effective in counter-acting the 
courts• punitive ettitude towards them. Later I will be looking at 
the take-up rates for different disposals end at that point I can 
return to this 17-20 age group to see if there are any clues to why 
they seem to be selected out by the courts for the most punishment. 
When the data is analysed by gravity of the offence the results 
are again statistically significant. The figures in Table 6.13 are in 
percenteges. 
TABLE 6.13 :TAKE UP RATES BY GRAVITY OF OFFENCE 
Gravity 1 Gravity 2 6nvlty 3 Gravity I Totals 
A gm 63,3 70,0 59,0 55,7 65,3 
Disagree 36,7 30,0 11,0 1(,3 31,7 
TOTALS 19 675 100 255 1079 
x• • 1s, 969 3d, f. slg, 0,11 ltvtl 
Apart from Gravity 1, which deals mostly with prostitution, the 
teke-up rate drops with the severity of the offence.This shows again 
the enormity of the task ahead of the service if it wishes to 
implement the APPLE guidelines as it is least effective in obtaining 
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its recommendations in the very groups upon which the document 
states it should be targeting its work. 
The final factor to be considered before comparing take-up rates 
with disposals is whether the take-up rate is associated with 
previous convictions. The results are shown in percentages in the 
following table. 
TABLE 6.14: TAKE UP RATES BY PREVIOUS CONVICTIONS 
0 12 Tohh 
Agree 72,3 66,5 58,1 65,0 
Disagree 27,7 33,5 
"· 9 35,0 
TOTALS m 179 C87 1095 
x• • 20,333 2 d, f, tlg, 0, IS ltvel 
The table shows that there is a steady decline in the take-up 
rate with increased previous criminality. Again this means that 
careful consideration will have to be given by the intake team if it 
is going to target its interventions on those with several 
convictions as it is least successful in achieving their 
recommendations with this group. 
At this point I can now go on to consider if the intake team is 
more successful at obtaining some types of recommendations as 
compared to others. The next table gives a break-down of the data 
by the different disposals. It is further sub-divided into males and 
females and the results of Hardiker's and Naylor's work are given as 
a comparison. Excluded from my figures are 54 cases, 44 males and 
10 females where there was no recommendation. It has to be- recalled 
that out of the 1095 cases, in 704 the court agreed with the SER's 
recommendetion and this next table refers to that figure. I will be 
considering the fate of the other 391 a little later, The figures 
are in percentages and are to the nearest whole number. 
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TABLE 6.15; TAKE UP RATE BY DISPQSALS 
Dah Supn, C,D, Fine A,C, C,S, D. s. s. Culilody Total 12/Sig, 
All 72 SI n 8~ 52 62 88 6S 170~1 (9.~1 0,11 
Fmle 88 51 82 69 55 79 IUS) 23,20 0, 11 
Milt 65 so 73 8~ 51 63 88 66 IS56) ~1.99 0,11 
Nay! or u ~5 71 61 ss 
" 
60 
Hardiker 69 58 73 N/K N/K all custody 83S 59 
As can be seen from the table my results are largely confirmed by 
Naylor's and Hardiker's. They are also highly statistically 
significant suggesting that the courts' take-up of recommendations 
are not random. From the detail of the table two main points can be 
deduced. Firstly, the court is most receptive to placing women on 
supervision when such a disposal is recommended; 88~ take-up rate. 
This suggests the court is prepared to accept an argument that a 
woman defendant needs help - more evidence of the 'chivalrous' model 
in sentencing of women. Secondly the results, in general terms, seem 
to fall into two camps; the helping and the punishing. It seems that 
the courts are happy, by and large, to follow recommendations for 
supervision, almost as if the court will allow itself to be 
influenced if the SER states the probation service is going to offer 
help. When the officer offers punishment to the court, be it 
financial through fines, the deprivation of spare time through 
attendance centre or the total loss of liberty through custody, 
there is a high rate of congruence. However, the court has a marked 
reluctance to show leniency by following the recommendation for a 
conditional discharge. Suspended sentences and community service 
orders do not quite fall into these patterns, for although they are 
high tariff sentences they can be recommended to the ;ourts by CIAT 
as an alternative to custody with the implications for leniency as 
well as a sentence in their own right. 
Table 6.15 has shown that there is some differentiation of data 
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when considered by disposals. What needs to be considered now is 
whether such differentiation is enhanced or lost when the data are 
further sub-divided by age, previous convictions and gra;ity of 
offence. Table 6.16 shows the take-up rate for different disposals 
by age-bands. The figures are in percentages 
TABLE 6.16; TAKE-UP RATES FQR DIFfERENT DISPOSALS BY AGE BANDS 
A6E·BAND SUPN, C,D, FINE A,C, C,S,O, S,S, CUSTODY TOTALS X2 SI&, LEVEL 
10·13 
U·l6 
17-20 
21·25 
26·29 
30·39 
140 
TOTALS 
100 N/A N/A lOO 91,7 2,37 
79,8 48, I 80,5 78,8 . N/A 75,0 13,94 
64,4 N/A 63,2 100 50,0 N/A N/A 56,9 16,21 
68,3 71,4 75,0 54,1 50,6 78,6 60, I 6,94 
79,1_ 66,7 76,9 54,5 83,3 83,3 68,5 9,69 
59,2 N/A 77,8 52,4 610 3 lOO 57,6 10,84 
77.8 N/A 96,9 N/A 68,5 N/A 65,5 9,01 
72S m m eu 52S 62S ass 651 
The dash indicates that that particular disposal was not available 
to that age·band and N/A aeans that there vert less than livt cases 
within that cell and thus they vert not included in the statistics, 
N/S 
11 
2S 
N/S 
lOS 
lOS 
N/S 
For the youngest age-range the recommendation for supervision was 
taken up by the magistrates every time. However that figure would 
be seen by the advocates of the juvenile justice system as 
encouraging the courts to bring youngsters into the system too 
early and rather probation officers ought to adopt a non-
interventionist approach. 
When one comperes the take-up rate for supervision, in every age 
group it is higher than the average for the group. The same applies 
to fines, attendance centres and custody. In fact this t~ble confirms 
the arguments derived from Table 6.15; namely that the courts seem 
prepared to accept recommendations from the probation service if 
either they are intending to bring them into the probation system or 
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if the recommendations are of a punitive nature. Recommendations for 
conditional discharges for the younger age range were infrequent 
and largely unsuccessful. The data for the 17-20 age range showed 
that conditional discharges and suspended sentences were not used 
by the courts very frequently. In both cases the probation officers 
recommended such disposals eleven times but the courts only agreed 
in three. 
The next table gives the results for take-up rates for different 
disposals by previous convictions. The use of a dash and 'N/A' in the 
table is the same as in the previous table. Again the figures are in 
percentages and to the nearest whole number. 
TABLE 6.17; TAKE-UP RATES fOR PREVIOUS CONVICTIONS BY DISPOSALS 
PRE·CONS SUPN, C,O, FINES A,C, C, S,O, s,s, CUSTODY TOTAL x• SI&, LEVEl 
0 82 ss 72 88 
" 
7' N/A 72 20,U 11 
1 71 '6 - 93 
" 
52 39 N/A 67 19,U 11 
2 70 72 N/A 33 so ss 18,36 11 
3 70 so 73 N/A 100 63 5,12 M/S 
' 
59 83 so so N/A 52 tU N/S 
5 u 76 63 N/A 59 2,98 N/S 
6·10 61 N/A M/A 51 77 63 60 6,53 101 
Ill 67 N/A M/A 36 56 100 57 18,99 n 
TOTALS 72 51 7' 8' 52 62 88 65 
As can be seen the take-up rate for supervision drops steadily 
from 82~ for those with no previous convictions to 54~ for those 
with 5 previous convictions. The figure then rises again for those 
who are recidivists. This indicates the courts' willingness to offer 
help to them if they are willing to cooperate with the probation 
service. The results for conditional dischargee are instructive from 
two points of view. firstly they are not recommended for those with 
more than one previous conviction and secondly even for first 
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offenders the take-up rate is only just over 50%. The use of fines 
became minimal with those of over four previous convictions but the 
take-up rate for those with less convictions remained h~h with one 
exception which could well be a statistical hiccup as the data for 
that group was not significant. The statistical s~nific~ca for 
those with 6-10 and ~11 previous convictions is due to the h~h 
take-up rate for custody involving larger numbers, 5 and 12 
respectively. There was no discernable pattern for suspended 
sentence and community service orders. 
The data analysed by gravity of offence was not statistically 
s~nificant but in general the trend, as would be expected, was that 
the take-up rates decreased for low tariff disposals for increased 
gravity. The only other point to make as an aside is that in the 
crown court 28 cases were recommended for custody with_ a_:ake-up 
rate of 96%. The take-up rate for supervision in the crown court 
was 43%. 
To summarise these arguments, the court is more likely to agree 
with the recommendations if the SER is recommending help or 
punishment. Leniency, whether by conditional discharge, community 
service or suspended sentence is less successful. 
This data on take-up rates raises four further issues;•a court 
perhaps cannot be expected to pass a social work orientated disposal 
unless that option is given to it, so are the recommendations for 
disposals consistent or do they vary according to age, sex etc.? 
Secondly, if there is no recommendation or there is a recommendation 
for custody what is the outcome? Thirdly, if the recommendation is 
not followed what is the most commonly used alternative ~CUA>, and 
lastly my discussions to date on targeting suggest that the intake 
team needs to have a common purpose. How much variance in 
recommendations is ;here within my data by different officers ~d 
what are the implications of this? 
i> What was the pattern of recommendations? The next table 
shows the recommendations in SERa for different disposals but 
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omitting those cases where there was no recommendation. The 
figures for the disposals are in percentages. 
TABLE 6.18: RECOMMENDATIONS IN SERS BY DISPOSALS 
Dab Type Supn. c.o. Finn A,C, c.s.o. s.s. Custody Total 
All 36,0 5,8 18,2 6.2 U,9 10,A 3,1 1095 
"en 31,5 2,2 15,8 23,0 15,8 u 651 
Woun 55,3 12,9 11,0 8, 0 6,7 0,6 163 
Boys 32,2 12,9 28,8 25,3 0,8 245 
6lrls 55,6* 16.7 25,0 36 
* for girls, In tvery cast when supervision was asked, it was granted, 
This table again shows, as was seen before, that officers 
--preferentially seek supervision for females. However boys are not 
recommended for supervision any more frequently than men, the 
difference is in take-up rate, 77.3% as compered to 60.3%. 
Conditional discharges, or so they seem from my data, are reserved 
for juveniles and women. Intake officers only recommended it for men 
in just over 2% of the cases. There was not much difference in the 
sexes in the use of fines, the difference was more age related. Of 
greater concern is that 32 men were recommended for custody. 
Rather than going into details and showing tables of 
recommendations for disposals when analysed by gravity of offence, 
previous convictions and age I will just give the main points. 
a) For the analysis by gravity the rate of recommendation for 
supervision, community service and suspended sentence are largely 
unaltered by change in gravity, whereas conditional discharges 
and fines are recommended less for the highest gravity offences. 
For gravity 4 offer :es, i.e., house-burglary, custody was 
recommended in 8.3% of the cases. 
b> Analysis of recommendations by age. The rate of 
recommendation for supervision is independant of age, the 
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differences varying from 30-41%. Conditional discharges averaged 
about 10% of the recommendations for juveniles and between a 
third and a half of that for adults. The use-or-fines peaked with 
the 14-16 age range and decreased with age to about 7-9~ for 
those over 21. Community service dropped rapidly with age with 
it only being recommended in 17~ for the 30-39 age range and 
6.9% in the forty plus group. As mentioned before suspended 
sentences were passed on older people, this following the pattern 
of recommendations with 21% falling in the 26-29 age range and 
24.2% in the 30-39 age group. Whereas the courts were the most 
punitive with the 17-20 age range intake officers only 
recommended custody in 1.3% of the cases, That figure was six 
times higher for the 21-25 age band. 
_£) Recommendaions and previous convictions. Again supervision 
recommendations were found to be independent of any parameter 
used for analysis as supervision was recommended independently 
of previous convictions. Conditional discharges and attendance 
centre was rarely recommended if there had been more than one 
previous conviction and fines if there had been more than three 
convictions. The use of community service order recommendations 
increased with previous convictions peaking at 30~ for four 
previous findings of guilt. This disposal was recommended widely 
for anyone with more than one previous conviction. 
Recommendations for suspended sentences peaked at five previous 
convictions, 23.5% and was widely recommended if someone had 
four or more convictions. 14.1% of cases with eleven or more 
previous convictions were recommended for custody. 
To summarise these findings the age of the defendant, the gravity 
of the offence or the number of previous convictions had little 
bearing or. en intake officer's wish to recommend supervision. The 
courts seemed to discriminate against the 17-20 age range by the 
above analysis. The data showed that for some disposals, i.e., 
conditional discharges for men, the intake team rarely recommended 
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them. So, if the intake team wishes to increase the market share of 
a particular disposal it first and foremost must recommend it. The 
court is unlikely to give a man a conditional discharge if that -
option is rarely put before it in a well argued SER, The second 
factor that effects the market share of a disposal is the take-up 
rate. To increase this officers must seek to put that recommendation 
before the court and then argue cogently why the court should do 
it. 
ii) No recommendation or an explicit or :hpplicit recommendation 
for custody. This issue has been previously researched by Waters191 
Cawson20, Thomas"' " 22 and Wilcox23 • 24, These various articles 
suggest that not only do SERs lead to 'tariff hoisting' but they 
directly lead to custodial sentences by the recommendation of 
custody or the lack~f any recommendation. In relation to that 
research what were my findings? Out of 1095 cases there were 34 
<3.1 %) cases in which probation oficers recommended custody. 
Hardiker's figures were 3.4%. It applied to one woman and two 
juveniles thus the recommendation for custody for men was in 31 out 
of 651 cases <4.9%). 27 out of these were recommendations to the 
crown court; 7.6% of all recommendations. The 21-25 year age group 
had the highest recommendation of 8.3% and similarly those with 
gravity 4 offences had the same percentage recommendation for 
custody. The rate of recommendation for custody rose with previous 
convictions from 0.6% for those with 0-2 previous to 14.1% with 
those with eleven or more convictions. Similarly the use of the MDI 
showed that the rate of recommendation for custody increased with 
increased risk of reoffending. Thus for 0 negative indices the rete 
was 0.5%, for I -ve index it was 0.9%, for 2 -ve indices 3.3% and 
_for 3 -ve indices 8.7%. To characterise this data the person most 
likely to receive a recommendation for custody would l-e a male aged 
between 21-25 years appearing before the crown court on a serious 
charge who has many previous convictions and who has been assessed 
as being- at high risk of reoffending. When one looks at the priority 
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groups within APPLE one would see that the above profile fits into 
the document all too easily; a factor to consider in the last 
chapter. The above analysis suggests that custody is recommended 
due to the weight of factors in favour of the court passing such a 
sentence. It may be, therefore, that the officer is unable or 
unwilling, perhaps for fear of loosing credibility in the eyes of the 
court, to do anything different. 
A mid position for an officer is not to make any recommendation 
at all and this will now be considered. In my data I found that 54 
cases (4.9%) had no recommendations. Naylor's figure was 3.1%. Out of 
those 54 cases 19 (35.2%) received custodial sentences and a further 
11 (20.4%) a suspended sentence. So from this a no recommendation 
does not automatically lead to custody although the rate was three 
times higher than the overall rate for custody in my data. 8.8% of 
my custody cohort were made up from cases where there was no 
recommendations and this compares to Wilcox's figure of 18.3% and 
Waters' of 28.0%. It appears that officers did not just omit a 
recommendation to avoid being associated with a custodial sentence. 
However 50% of cases with no recommendations and 2 or 3 -negative 
indices on the MDI received custody suggesting that an officer had a 
shrewed idea that custody was likely to be involved. The case with 
no recommendation who received custody could be characterised as a 
male defendant having committed a serious offence and was before 
the crown court, had many previous convictions and a high risk of 
reoffending. This is a similar profile to those where custody was 
directly recommended. It may be that officers felt unable to 
recommend custody directly but thought that they had no means of 
fighting against the inevitabe. 
111) Most Commonly Used Alternative <MCUA> If the court did not 
follow the recommendation of ·.he SER then what was the most likely 
alternative sentence? The results for juveniles, men and women are 
shown in the table below. 
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TABLE 6.19: MOST COMMONLY U5ED ALTERNATIVES TO RECOMMENDATIONS 
RECOPIMENDATION JUVENILE m VO"EN 
"CUA "CUA "CUA 
Supervision AU, Centre Custody Fine or custody 
Cond, Disc, Fine F1ne Fine 
Fine AU, Centre Custody Sus, Sent, or C,D, 
AU, Centrt Supervision 
c. s.o. Custody Fine 
Sus, Sent, Custody Fine or custody 
For juveniles it seems that the court places supervision and 
attendance centres at about the same place on the tariff and would 
make an attendance centre order if it felt the juvenile needed 
punishment and supervision if it felt help and oversight was more 
important. For women the MCUA was not automatically going to be 
higher up the tariff whereas for men it was, and, apart from 
conditional discharge, the MCUA was custody. For men, as conditional 
discharges were only recommended in 2% of the cases, the price of 
the court not following the recommendation would more likely to be 
custody than any other disposaL It means in practice that every 
recommendation has to be clearly thought through end vague 
recommendations or no recommendations could have dire consequences 
for the offender. 
iv) Variation in Officers' Recommendations Both in this chapter 
and in the previous one the important concept of targeting has been 
raised. If the agency is to have any impact on sentencing policy and 
if it wishes to target out groups for intervention as seen in the 
APPLE and SNOP documents, then it will need a coherent approach to 
rec1mmendations. The question to be raised in the last chapter is 
how far can an agency impose a policy onto its officers who work 
within a historical setting of autonomy? Briefly, under this heading, 
I wish to explore the diversity of recommendations made by CIAT 
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officers during the time I collected my data. It has to be 
acknowledged that CIAT officers cover different areas of Greater 
Leicester and thus the ones that worked for the East group wrote 
more reports on prostitutes and those with less settled 
accommodation. This means there will be a variance in the 
recommendations. But bearing that caveat in mind what was the 
variation in recommendations in SERs and how did that compare with 
other research on CIAT? The following table shows the range in 
recommendations, in percentages, with the figures in brackets being 
the mean. 
TABLE 6.20: VARIATION IN RECOMMENQATIONS BY OFFICERS 
RESEARCHER/ SA"PLE RECO", RECOn, RE COn, NO TAKE·UP 
DATE SIZE SUPN, c.s. 0, CUSTODY RECD", RATE 
Hardiker 102l 8,7-3,,9 N/K 0·26,2 N/K 
1977 (23,1) 17,51 (11,01 
Shu 500 8·3l 2-22 D-16 0·22 N/K 
1979 (20,1) (12,01 17,01 (7, 01 
Heygate 1105 18-37 O·U 0·8,6 D-13,1 50·75 
1979·1981 (26) (8) (3,11 U,91 (65,01 
Naylor 300 2ND 20·32 D-6 0·2 l6-68 
Nov, 1981 (33,31 (23,31 (1, 31 0, 01 (59,21 
Naylor 1500 N/K 
"mh 1982 (32,71 (18, 51 (2,91 U,31 
Naylor 300 17,N8,1 12,3·22,2 0,0 0,0·12,0 
Ocl, 1982 (37, 31 (18, l1 (0,01 (5, l1 (61, 01 
As can be seen from this table there are large variations in the 
recommendations. Howe ·er with the passage of time there has been an 
increase in the recommendations for supervision and community 
service with a decrease in the recommendations for custody or no 
recommendations. When looking at the last column for take-up rates 
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it can be seen that the officer variation is from 46% - 75%. Thus 
one officer was getting less than half of his recommendations 
accepted by the court whereas another one was getting three 
quarters accepted. In the days of increasing accountability it may 
be valid to say the SER cannot be considered to be an important 
document in the sentencing process if the recommendation is ignored 
in over half of the cases. One would also imagine it must be a 
fairly dispiriting experience for the officer concerned! 
It appears the message against recommending custody has got 
through to the intake team but the one suggesting all SERs should 
have clear and concise recommendations has not as yet been 
universally accepted into practice. The large variation in 
recommending disposals to bring defendants into the system 
illustrates the differing belief systems of officers. Those who are 
anti-interventionists will avoid recommending supervision, but not 
necessarily custody whereas others will write treatment style 
reports inviting the court to place defendants on supervision to 
help them. Ironically they will also recommend custody as the 
control they receive 'will help them to learn more acceptable 
behaviour' or 'will give them the structured guidance that they 
need.' 
The variation in recommendations shows the individuality of 
officers and the differing philosophies that they bring into the 
intake team. If the probation service intends to continue along the ~ 
path of targeting out groups for intervention, without increase in 
resources, then some groups of offenders will be deemed no longer 
suitable for supervision; these being less 'needy' offenders such as 
first offenders. This raises two problems. First, is there a limit on 
the control an agency can place upon the autonomy of an officer? 
This will be discusse I in the last chapter. Secondly how does one 
define 'needy'? This will be the subject in the next chapter when I 
discuss the concept of need and risk and how that led to the 
developments of- a needs/risk framework. 
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As a summary to this part of the chapter I have shown that there 
is a high take-up rate of recommendations, but less so in the crown 
-court. Differences were found in recommendations between the sexes 
but less so between adults end juveniles. The courts were least 
disposed towards less punitive sentences for the 17-20 age range, a 
point for CIAT to take into account in any future recommendation 
strategy. If the recommendation of the court was not followed then 
the likelihood was for men that they would receive a custodial 
sentence. Custody was still being recommended too freely with some 
reports having given up on the offenders. Such offenders were 
usually recidivists committing serious offences end thus appearing 
before the crown court. There were few stable features to them end 
as a consequence it appears that officers did not feel able to place 
en alternative to custody before the court. An alternative strategy 
for this group of offenders was not to make any recommendation and 
for the officer to opt out of the sentencing process. However, and 
contrary to belief, no recommendations did not automatically lead to 
custody. There were large variations in the percentage of 
recommendations made by different officers end this has implications 
for agency strategies. 
I have now completed the review on my data on recommendations 
end sentencing. In so doing I mentioned the use of the MDI on some 
occasions. The time has come when the use of the MDI in the intake 
setting needs to be analysed in greater detail end this will be done 
in the next part of this chapter. 
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THE MDI EVALUATED 
In Chapter 3 I discussed how it was felt that the MDI offered the 
intake team the best chance of having an objective assessment 
technique. The problem as stated in that chapter was that apart 
from three small scale trials the index had not been used for any 
groups apart from young males already on supervision. The first 
attempt to use the MDI was by a field team on all its case-load, 
post sentence. The second trial was carried out by Cleeve as a final 
year university project. He used the MDI on 300 CIAT cases, 
following them up for a twelve month period25• The third piece of 
work was carried out by Schagen and Heygate and acted as a pilot 
study for this thesis. In that work we followed up 400 intake cases 
over a year26, The results of these varying pieces of work are 
compared and contrasted to Davies' findings in the following table. 
IA!ll.E §.21 THE M!li Ati!l R!iSEA!l~l! STUDI!iS QN f!lQBA!!:!l.ITY QE 
!lEOFFENQING 
Nu1ber of Vigston Schagen I 
·vt Indices lml Teaa Cltm Heygate 
0 0, 17 0,00 0,20 0, 19 
1 0,28 0,18 0,28 0,33 
2 0,18 0,2, 0,36 0,(6 
3 0,61 0,65 0,,3 0, 51 
As can be seen all the results show the same pattern of the 
greater the number of negative indices the greater is the 
probability of reoffending. Davies' results showed the ,;reatest gap 
in the scale to be between one and two negative indices. This was 
one factor that I used to decide that two or more negative indices 
should be seen as high risk of reoffending. As will be seen_ in the 
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next table this also coincides with the probability score going over 
50%, i.e., 0.56. 
A major task of this thesis was to see whether the index could be 
used pre-sentence as an aide to officers preparing SERs. This middle 
part of this chapter will discuss my findings on the use of the MDI. 
From the discussion in Chapter 3 it will be recalled that the MDI 
was tested on supervisees over a twelve month period after the 
court hearing to see if reoffending had occured. However I was using 
the index as a pre-sentence tool for all ages, both sexes and all 
recommendations over a two year follow up. Also I was trying to 
establish whether some groups of offenders were more at risk than 
others. 
The first task, therefore, was to compare the rates of re-
offending for groups of offenders with an increasing nu~ber of 
negative indices on the MD!. The results are shown in Table 6.22. 
TABLE 6.22: REOFFENPING AND THE MD! 
Nuaber of Number in Prediction 
·ve lndicn Group Se on 
0 215 0,30 
317 o.•s 
2 356 0,56 
3 210 0,69 
TOTAL 1098 
x• • 12.12 3d! si g. 0,11 level 
These results with their high degree of statistical significance 
are very conclusive. There is an increasing probability of a person 
reoffending the more negative indices that he has. The very high 
chi-square figure suggests that there is v.rtually no chance that 
these findings were the result of a random process and thus it is 
possible to say with some confidence that this scale does add 
predictive power to officers when they consider the risk of 
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reoffending of their clients. It must be restated here however that 
the index is not a panacea for tired report writers but as 
suggested in Chapter 3 its usage is optimised in conjunction with 
skilled diagnostic assessment at the SER stage. This would include, 
for reasons already stated, and whenever possible, a home visit. 
This finding from my research commands the use of the MDI to the 
intake team, or anyone else writing reports, at the report writing 
stage. Given this finding how can this index be employed? From the 
data, when analysed by using the MDI, three points emerge which need 
to be examined. These are: 
a) whether recommendations show any relationship to the MDI 
b) whether there is any inter-relationship between the 
parameters of gravity, age, sex and previous convictions and 
the MDI 
c> Whether the results add anything further to the 
discussion on targeting. 
The Relationship between Recommendations and the MDI 
As discussed in Chapter 4 Davies stated that there was some 
evidence to suggest that probation officers, when writing reports, 
tended to steer their recommendations for supervision away from 
those offenders who were displaying the most problems. This 
statement led me to formulate two important and inter-related 
hypotheses. Firstly did the intake team discriminate against high 
risk of reoffendtng cases by not recommending supervision and when 
dealing with such clients did officers actually invite the court to 
consider custodial sentences. Secondly did officers specifically seek 
low risk of reoffending cases to be subject of supervision orders. 
On considering the first of •hese hypotheses one would expect 
that the rate of recommending supervision and community service 
would decrease with an increase in the number of negative indices 
on the MDI. Furthermore one would -expect to see a corresponding 
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increase in the recommendations for custody with the increase in 
negative indices. If this is the case then the second hypothesis is 
likely to be true in that officers are targeting their 
recommendations so that low risk cases are brought into the 
probation system. The following table shows the distribution of 
recommendations by increasing risk on the MDI. The top row of 
figures show in percentages the distribution of each disposal 
throughout the four risk categories. The lower figure in italics 
gives the percentage of each disposal within a risk group, i.e., its 
market share. 
TABLE 6.23: RECOMMENDATIONS AND THE MDI 
DISPOSAL NUMBER OF KDI TOTALS/ 
0 I 2 3 AVERAGE 
Suptrvhion s,e 19,3 43,9 31,0 394 
/O,G 21,3 18,2 58.1 3G,O 
Cond, Dl1, 49,2 34,9 12,7 3,2 63 
/1,1 7.0 2,2 /, 0 5,8 
Fintl li,O 33,7 19,5 5,9 205 
38,9 22,0 /1, I 5,8 18,! 
Att. Centn 16,2 39,4 38,2 5, 9 68 
5,/ 8.G 7,2 1,9 G,2 
c,s,o. 11.7 42,3 37,4 8,6 163 
8,8 22,0 17.0 G.8 IU 
SUI, Sent, 27,2 30,7 23,7 18,4 114 
/1,1 /1,2 7,5 /0,/ /0,1 
Cuttody 2,7 8,8 35,3 52,9 3' 
M 0,9 3,3 
"' 
3,/ 
No Remund 29,6 22.2 22,2 25,9 u 
7.1 3.8 3,3 6,8 u 
TOTALS 216 313 359 207 1095 
19.7 28, G 32,8 /8,9 
x• • 30U35 21 d, f, 1ig, 0,11 lml 
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As can be seen from the table the market share for supervision 
increases from 10.6% for no negative indices to 58.9% for three 
negative indices. A study of the data on supervision enables one to 
immediately refute the hypothesis that intake officers would not 
seek supervision for high risk cases but rather preferentially 
recommend low risk cases for supervision. The figures show that the 
opposite is the case with officers specifically targeting their 
recommendations for supervision for those with the highest risk 
group. They only recommended 5.8% of all supervision cases for those 
with no negative indices <a random distribution of the data would 
give 19.7%>, whereas 58.9% of the supervision recommendations were 
found in cases with the highest risk. This last figure is over three 
times what would have expected if recommendations were made 
randomly. 
When one looks at the other disposals more trends emerge. 
Conditional discharges are skewed towards the low risk group with 
about a half of the recommendations going to those cases with no 
negative indices on the MDI. Only 3.2% of the cases had three 
negative indices. A similar pattern was found for fines. Attendance 
centre orders and community service orders were aimed at those with 
medium risk whereas there was no differentiation for suspended 
sentences. The recommendations for custody followed the same path 
es supervision with custody being recommended in 34 cases, all but 
four of those being with two or three negative indices. There was 
no difference in the distribution of cases where there was no 
recommendation. 
Earlier in this chapter I discussed the take-up rates of 
recommendations and Table 6.15 showed the take-up rates for 
different disposals. It was shown that the court agreed with the 
recommendation for supervision on 721 of the cases. This leads to 
an important deduction; as officers preferentially recommend 
supervision for high risk cases end as they got the desired result 
in 72% of the cases this suggests, therefore,- that recommending 
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supervision for high risk cases is an effective way of targeting out 
groups for supervision. However this presupposes one point, that the 
courts' take-up rates are independent of the MDI. The next table 
identifies that point. 
TABLE 6.?4: TAKE-UP RATE FOR SUPERVISION RECOMMENDATIONS BY MDI 
Nuaber of No, Recom, Nos, of Reco1, S Tale·up 
·ve Indices for Supn, Amp led Rate 
0 23 16 70 
1 76 57 75 
2 173 125 72 
3 122 8' 69 
TOTALS 39, 282 72 
x• • o.970 3 d. f, N/S 
The table suggests that there is little difference in the take-up 
rates when the data is separated by the MDI. This is confirmed by 
the chi-square test. The importance of this result will be discussed 
later in relation to targeting. It has now been demonstrated that 
the recommendations are related to the risk of further reoffending 
as described by the MDI. Furthermore the MDI shows how disposals 
are recommended differentially with fines and discharges being used 
for low risk cases and supervision and custody being used for high 
risk cases. When this information is combined to that on client 
profiles as portrayed in Table 5.1? <p. 121> of the previous chapter 
then more weight can be added to those profiles. For supervision we 
can now say that it is being used for those with some previous 
criminal experience who tend to live in independent accommodation 
and as a gr<>up are highly at risk of repeating low gravity offences. 
So to some extent supervision is being geared at high risk petty 
and fairly persistent offenders. Conversely fines, and to a lesser 
extent discharges, are being given to a non-recidivist, low risk 
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group who have committed a relatively minor offence. This group also 
tend to have stable back-grounds. At the other extreme of the 
sentencing continuum custody paints an ever depressing picture 
which is further confirmed by these results on MDI. This group are 
not only recidivists who tend to commit serious offences, lack good 
home circumstances but in addition are at high risk of reoffending. 
The implications for community service orders and suspended 
sentences will be reserved for the later discussion on targeting. 
The next stage of the analysis 1s to see whether the use of the 
MDI adds anything to the discussion about the data when the 
parameters of age, sex, gravity of offence and previous convictions 
are taken into acount. 
The Inter-Relationship between MDI and other Variables 
When the data is analysed by sex the following result, expressed 
in percentages, was obtained. 
TABLE 6.25: MDI BY SEX 
No, of Negative Indices 
Sex 0 I 2 3 Total 
Fmle 13.6 25, I 39,2 22, I 199 
hie 21,1 29,, 31,, 18,2 896 
TOTALS 216 313 359 207 1095 • 
x• • 10,130 3 d, f, sig,. 2J !ll'tl 
From this table it can be seen that-females were seen to be of 
higher risk of reoffending than males as they had a higher 
proportion of cases with 2 or 3 negative indices. The reason for 
this can be but speculation but if the police also adopt a 'chivalry' 
model towards women offenders then they might caution low risk 
women, leaving the more problematical ones to be prosecuted. 
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Conversely if one accepts that social pressure is a factor in 
offending then it might take more for a woman to offend than a man. 
--A woman would thus score more on the MDI and in turn be seen from 
the index to be more at risk of reoffending. Later we will see 
whether women do reoffend more than men. 
When the data were analysed by age groups for the MDI scale the 
results were highly significant, )(2 = 40.080 18 d.f. sig. 1% level. 
The data can be explained simply by saying the 21-25 age range was 
seen to be the most at risk of reoffending with only 8.9% with no 
negative facors on the MDI and 61% with 2 or 3. The data follows a 
pattern as with 0 negative indices it drops from 26% for juveniles 
to 9% for the 21-25 and rising to 28% for the forty plus age group. 
Similarly for those with 2-3 negative indices, it increases from 40% 
for the youngest group to 60% for the 21-25 age range before 
dropping to about 50% for the oldest group. 
The results for MDI and gravity are shown in Table 6.26 below. 
The figures are in percentages. 
TABLE 6.26: MDI BY GRAVITY 
No, of Negallvt Indices 
&ravily 0 1 2 3 Toll! 
1 8,2 21.5 42,9 24,5 ., 
2 21,5 28,7 32,9 16,9 675 
3 28,0 32,0 26,0 u,o 100 
4 U,9 27,1 33,3 2&.7 255 
TOTALS 215 307 354 203 1079 
~·. 22,680 9 d, I, slg, IS lml 
The table shows that gravity 1 offences t1ve a greater than 
expected percentage of 2-3 negative indices <67.4%), This is because 
this group is made up mostly of prostitutes, a group of people who 
have many convictions due to their visibility, who are often 
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unemployed and who lack stable family and home background. The 
opposite trend was found for gravity 3 offences. They had the 
lowest proportion of 3 negative indices and the highest with 0 
negative indices. As this group was mostly made up of those who had 
committed assault occasioning actual bodily harm, then this group is 
perhaps made up by those who suffered a loss of temper rather than 
any deeper reason. 
The last variable to be considered was that of previous 
convictions and it gave the predictable result that the more 
convictions a person had then the more he was assessed of being at 
risk of reoffending. Research over the years has shown that the 
most powerful predictor of reoffending is previous convictions. By 
the same token, the more previous convictions a person has, then the 
greater is the likelihood that such a person will have less signs of 
stability in their life and hence have more negative indices on the 
MD!. Thus for those with no previous convictions 34% had 0 negative 
indices and 36% with 2-3 negative indices; for those with U 1 
convictions only 5% had 0 negative indices and 76"4had 2-3. As would 
be expected this result was very highly statistically significant 
with X2 = 166,753 21 d,f, sig. 0.1% level. 
To summarise, the use of the MD! to analyse the data enabled some 
interesting facts to be discovered. At the time of the offence women 
were seen to be more at risk of reoffending than men. The peak age 
for risk of reoffending on the MD! was 21-25. The results for 
gravity showed that those with gravity 3 offences had the lowest 
risk of reoffending with gravity 1 followed by gravity 4 showing 
the opposite trend. The data on previous convictions gave the 
predictable result that the greater the number of previous 
convictions, the greater the risk of further offending. 
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MDI and Targeting 
This last part on MDI builds upon the previous discussions on 
recommendations and take-up rates. In that discussion I stressed the 
importance of making clear recommendations and how there was a 
paradox in the SNOP and APPLE documents in that the groups it 
identifies for intervention seem to be the hardest to actually get 
on supervision. At this point I wish to explore what role the MDI 
has in the targeting of offenders for intervention by the probation 
service. Before I give specific pointers towards targeting I need to 
look at the MDI from two further perspectives, 
Firstly the same prediction scores have been used for both sexes 
and for juveniles. I showed a little earlier that women were seen as 
being of higher risk of reoffending than men when using the same 
scale but as will be seen shortly women in fact reoffended less 
often than men. It may be, therefore, that there needs to be a 
different MDI scale for women, men and juveniles. When the data was 
analysed by men, women and juveniles there was found to be some 
difference in the prediction scales as shown in Table 6.27, 
TABLE 6.27; PREDICTION scORES 
No, of ·vt All bn Voun Juvtnlln 
Indices Dah 
0 0,30 0,23 0,22 0,11 
I O,lS 0,47 0,32 o,u 
2 0,56 0,59 O,l2 0,18 
3 0,69 0,66 0,69 0,76 
Av, Rtolf, 0,50 0,58 0,12 0,52 
Tohls 1128 638 203 287 
As can be seen the three groupings, although different to some 
extent, all follow the same pattern as their parent one, 'all data•. 
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Each scale was significant on the chi-square test at the 1% level. 
In terms of targeting some points can be deduced. Over two years 
50% of the cases reoffended but for women the rate of reoffending, 
although lower overall as compared to men, showed a sharp increase 
from two to three negative indices. Bearing in mind the argument 
earlier in this chapter that women were brought into the system too 
early, perhaps women ought not to be recommended for supervision 
unless they had three negative indices on the MDI. Two caveats to 
that would be whether there was a real risk of custody or high 
social need. These concepts will be developed in my next chapter on 
the formulation of a needs/risk scale. A similar argument can be put 
forward for juveniles and thus go some way to meeting the disquiet 
of those who argue against bringing them into the system too early. 
Juveniles with three negative indices show a_ very high probability 
of reoffending (0.76), 
From the above table one could make out an argument for using 
three sets of prediction tables for men, women and juveniles. 
However, for every day· practice, that would be too complicated and 
thus I would recommend the general prediction score be used in all 
cases with perhaps advice on which groups could be targeted out 
from supervision. This will be commented upon in the next and final 
chapters. 
Secondly, a further way of using the MDI would be in conjunction 
with other variables and to see which variables significantly relate 
to the probability of reoffending. To do this the variables of sex, 
age, previous convictions, gravity of offence and MDI were regressed 
against reconviction by using step-down regressional analysis. For 
this analysis I combined the separate MDI factors so that 
MDI<total> = MDI 1 + MDI 2 + MDI 3 
If any or all of the indices did not apply when the SER was 
prepared then they would drop out of the equation. 
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When the data is taken as a whole then the probability of 
reconviction, Pr, becomes: 
Pr = 0.32 + 0.08 x MDI<total> + 0.02 x n precons 
- 0.006 x age 
where n precons = number of previous convictions. 
This equation and all in this series were subject to the F test 
and all were significant at the 1% level. To explain the above 
equation let us assume the person is a first offender who has no 
negative indices on the MDI. The equation then becomes 
Pr = 0.32 - 0.006 x age 
The equation shows that as a person becomes older so the 
prob~lity of reoffending decreases. Thus if this person was 20 
years old the equation would become 
Pr = 0.32 - 0.006 X 20 =0.20 
Thus over a two year period there is a twenty percent chance that 
a person with these characteristics would reoffend. Conversely if 
this 20 year old was unemployed <-ve MDI 2>, was drifting without 
family <-ve MDI 1 > and was just discharged from detention centre 
along with his delinquent friends <-ve MDI 3> and has ten previous 
convictions, then the probability equation becomes 
Pr = 0.32 + 0.08 X 3 + 0.02 X 10 - 0.006 X 20 = 0.64-
This person would have a 64% chance of reoffending, not too 
dissimilar to the 66% for men with 3 negative indices on the MDI as 
shown in Table 6.27 above. 
Nb. This regressional analysis shows once again that a powerful 
predictor of reoffending 1s -previous convictions. 
When the data is sub-divided for men and women the equations 
become 
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For men: Pr = 0.336 + 0.095 x MDI<totaD + 0.016 x n precons 
- 0.006 x age 
For women: Pr = 0.242 + 0.115 x MDI<total) + 0.033 x n precons 
- 0.068 x gravity 
This is the one occasion where Pr is inversely proportional to the 
gravity of the offence. It would take another survey to see if this 
pattern was replicated and thus suggesting offending patterns for 
women are inherently different to men. The gravity rank may have 
become relevant in the equation for women due to the presence of 38 
prostitutes <18.7%) within the women's data. All these would have 
gravity 1 offences and skew the data. There were only 3.9% of 
gravity I offences overall and only 0.9% for men. 
For Juveniles: Pr = 0.273 + 0.093 x MDI<totaD - 0.146 x sex 
Most of the data for MDI<total> came from MDI 3 which is criminal 
contamination, thus confirming again that peer group influences are 
very important in criminal behaviour for juveniles. This last 
equation enables one to do a separate prediction for boys and girls 
as within the coding for boys sex = 0 and for girls sex =I. The two 
specific equations then become 
for boys: Pr = 0.273 + 0.093 x MDI<total> 
For girls: Pr = 0.127 + 0.093 x MDI<total) 
These two equations reflect the lower rate of reoffending for 
girls. 
Such regression equations enable one to take into account more 
than just the MDI when one is assessing the possibility of 
reoffending. Th•, two main disadvantages of using regressional 
analysis are that an equation will only give the probability of 
someone in general of reoffending with such characteristics and not 
necessarily the individual sitting in the office. That in itself does 
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not stop regressional analysis as being of use as an aide memoire. 
The second disadvantage is that probation officers have a marked 
reluctance in using mathematical models to predict reoffending as 
they see this as being against the social work ethos end 
dehumanises the offender by making him into a number. For that 
reason alone I doubt if regressions! analysis will get any further 
than en academic curiosity although it does have a potential at 
predicting reoffending. 
Having looked et the MDI from these two perspectives I em now 
able to give specific pointers to how the MDI can be used in 
targeting. 
i) It has been demonstrated quite clearly that the MDI as used 
within this research does act as en eide-memoire to officers 
preparing SERa as it identifies groups of people most at risk of 
reoffending. 
ii> Due to these results on MDI, teams/agencies could start to 
establish some initial criteria for recommending disposels based 
on the assessed risk of reoffending. In this thesis, for reasons 
previously stated, I have taken 2 and 3 negative indices to be 
taken as high risk of reoffending. Given this cut-off point 
agencies could decide that its officers ought not to recommend 
supervision unless the offender is in this high risk category. 
The two caveats to this is if there is a real possibility of 
custody or high social need. This will be discussed in the next 
chapter. 
iii) Tables 6.23 and 6.24 showed the distribution of disposals by 
the MDI. These showed that the take-up rate of supervision was 
independent of the risk level. This ought to give reporting 
officers more confidence in recommending supervision for high 
risk cases. 
iv) The MDI also identifies the dangers of inappropriate 
recommendations. For those with 3 negative indices almost 70~ 
will reoffend within two years. Thus there is danger, to the 
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defendant, if the officer recommends a suspended sentence as the 
consequences of reoffending will almost certainly be custody with 
the implementation of the suspended sentence consecutively. I 
would suggest that the only justification for recommending a 
suspended sentence for the highest risk offenders would be in 
conjunction with a supervision order with the sole purpose of 
trying to reduce the risk of reoffending. 
v> The data shows that few people with 3 negative indices are 
recommended for community service orders. This is because the 
Leicestershire guidelines for recommending community service 
excluded those who have no stability in their lives and thus have 
3 negative indices. 
vi) The 21-25 age range, closely followed by the 26-29 age group 
were shown to be the most at risk of reoffend~:_This group, 
along with the 17-20 age range also received the highest rates 
of custody. This would suggest that these groups should be seen 
as targets for intervention. But the question then becomes 
whether the probation service has the required skills and 
resources to offer these groups if they were to come under 
special scrutiny. 
vii) The use of custody increases both with the increase in the 
number of negative indices but also with increasing number of 
previous convictions. The same progression occurs for increase in 
the gravity of the offence and MDI. 
So when one looks at targeting the factors that need to be taken 
into consideration are'the number of negative indices on the MDI, 
the number of previous convictions, the gravity of the offence and 
the age group. If added to this the offender is appearing before the 
crown court with its range of imprisonment increasing from 28~ for 
no negative indices to 56~ for three negative indices, tlen one can 
appreciate how difficult a concept targeting is to put into 
operation. The MDI tells one which group of offender is less likely 
to reoffend but it does not help the officer to actually get the 
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high risk offender on supervision, nor does it help the officer to 
supervise the person if he does. 
The other main use of the MDI, which will now .;;(HSC:ussed in the 
last part of this chapter, is to see if it helps us to see which 
disposals appear to be more effective in terms of 'preventing' 
reoffending. Its importance will become obvious when one tries to 
compare like with like. 
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THE EfFECTIVENESS OF DifFERENT DISPQSALS - WHAT WORKS? 
This last part of the chapter explores the thorny problem of 
effectiveness in sentencing. But how does one measure effectiveness? 
Is reconviction a reasonable tool or is it too simplistic? The 
problem is linked to the larger one of sentencing. As Lawrie states 
"The aims of sentencing were once clear: to punish and 
thereby deter. Growing humanitarianism, concern for 
individual rights, the development of modern psychology and 
the resulting awareness of the origins and complexities of 
human behaviour ... have increased the range of sentenc~s 
available and vastly altered the aims of sentencing. 027 
The court now has to take into account possible reform and 
rehabilitation as well as deterrence and punishment. Thus at times 
the sentencing issues in a case can at best be unclear and at worst 
contradictory. The complex nature of sentencing makes it difficult 
to determine what success is. There are so many variables of age, 
previous criminality, seriousness of the offence as well as the-
diversity of sentence to take into account. Lawrie criticises the use 
of reconviction as a means of assessing effectiveness of sentencing: 
" ... it has been questioned whether reconviction rates are of 
any use at all in measuring the reformative usefulness of 
sentences because of the many problems associated with 
them. Undetected crimes ~econviction rates may measure 
criminal incompetence rather than criminality>, incomplete 
records, police discretion as to whether some one should be 
charged or simply cautioned, all distorts to the data to 
some extent. Furthermore reconviction rates do not show the 
quality of failure; for example whether a person has 
reoffended with a less serious crime, or managed to avoid 
offending for longer than usual.' ... " 
Farrington felt that ·~econviction rates after different sentences 
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would provide only the most basic and unsophisticated clues about 
realtive effectiveness.'129 So what can researchers use to look at 
the effects of varying disposals? Brody sums it up by 
"The generally disappointing results of research into the 
relative effectiveness of different sentences is sometimes 
blamed on the insensitivity of reconviction as a criterion 
for success ... more complex methods do not discriminate any 
more tellingly than simple reconviction.'""0 
It is from that position that I have approached this problem. 
There is no one simple effective way of measuring effectiveness, 
reconviction is a crude tool, but it is simple and is the 'lingua 
franca' of the courts and the general public. So despite its short-
comings and the limitations it puts to interpreting my results, it 
still does give some answers to my work and thus within those 
limits I have used it. 
So we can now get to the heart of the problem by quoting 
Maudsley, "What procedures in short, do operate to reduce crime?'~' 
To precis his findings, he found that: 
a> fines are followed by fewer convictions than other measures, 
especially if they were heavy fines, 
b) next to fines the disposal that led to least convictions was 
discharges, unless they were first offenders over 30 years, 
c) imprisonment was followed by more reconvictions than fines or 
discharges and was relatively least effective for first offenders, 
d) probation was the least effective disposal but performed 
relatively better if it was not applied to first offenders. 
From Maudsley's analysis probation is the least effective disposal, 
especially so for first offenders. If this was found to be the case 
in my data, then that is a further reason why targeting should 
excl.de first offenders. Farrington's work in 1978 tended to confirm 
Maudsley's analysis. He showed that in general, offenders receiving 
discharges or fines were less likely to be reconvicted than those 
receiving probation or imprisonment. His example is worth quoting in 
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full when he states: 
" ... taking offendera ages 21-29 years with at least one 
previous conviction, 57% of those receiving conditional 
discharges reoffended, in comparison with 61% of those 
fined, 72% of those imprisoned end 73% on probation.'""" 
He continues: " ... in view of the non-compatibility of the offenders 
receiving these different sentences, it is difficult to know what can 
be concluded from these figures."""' This relates back to my earlier 
comments on the need to compare like with like. In order to try and 
do this I used the MDI so that people with the same risk factor 
could be compared against sentence and reconviction. 
The picture is thus emerging that a bald statement that disposal 
'a' is better than disposal 'b' in terms of preventing reoffending is 
insufficient. It is necessary to take into account age, sex, pre~io~ 
criminality and, I would suggest, a weighting for the risk of 
reoffending as assessed by using the MD! at the SER stage. From the 
literature it would seem that the MDI has not been used in this 
context. Of related interest is the work of Osborne and West who 
studied predictors of criminal careers.34 They produced an 'anti-
sociality' scale which included factors found in the MDI. In addition 
they included a weighting for self-reported delinquency. They found 
the number of previous convictions was closely related to 
reconviction. They also found that those with a high 'antisociality' 
score reoffended more than those with a lower scorej these results 
being statistically significant. This work has sufficient similarities 
to mine to suggest that the use of the MD! as a predictor is not 
invalid. They concluded: 
''The criteria which gives the best statistical predictions 
of persistent recidivism were_poor school performance [cf. 
MDI 2J ... crimil al convictions of parents and siblings [cf. MDI 
3J ... coming from a poor family with a lot of children [see 
criteria for MDI 1],.,1136 
So when it comes to looking at the effectiveness of-sentence the 
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main factors that I wished to use were age, sex,·previous 
convictions and the MDI. I showed earlier in this chapter that these 
' 
were the main factors as shown by the regressional analysis. As 
described above the gravity of'offence did not offer me much help 
in identifying factors associated with reconviction. 
The work of Phillpotts and Lancucki "Previous Convictions, Sentence 
and Reconviction• studied 5000 offenders convicted in 1971 for the 
following six years.36 This work is often used as a benchmark for 
other studies, so it is worth recording the main results. As their 
follow-up was for a six year period their figures would not be 
directly equivalent to mine, nor was their sample taken from an 
intake seting, but the trends they found are worth noting. 
1> Reconviction and Age 
TA8LE 6.28: AGE AND RECONVICTION 
ASE· "ALES FEMALES 
&ROUP Nu1b1r ~- s Number ~- t 
ID-16 788 191 63 86 27 31 
17·20 1083 602 56 96 28 29 
21·29 1358 662 19 I~ 25 19 
130 1196 151 38 262 19 19 
TOTAL 1125 2212 50 575 129 22 
From this table one can see clearly that the rate of reoffending 
decreases with age as was shown in my equation for probability of 
reoffending for all data derived from regressional analysis. 
!1) Preconvictions and Reconviction. 
This data as shown in the table below highlights the strong 
relationship between criminality and reoffending. 
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TABLE 6.29: PRECONVICTIONS AND RECONVD;TIONS 
PREVIOUS MALES FEMALES 
CONVICTIONS Nu1btr Rtcon, s Number Recon, I 
0 2060 699 29 433 66 IS 
m 420 SA 75 22 29 
2-A IOSA 734 70 60 35 58 
IS 527 460 87 7 6 (861 
TOTALS U25 2212 so 575 129 22 
McWilliams in his study of male adults being sentenced in London 
courts found a similar correlation between previous criminal history 
and the incidence of reoffending.37 Of interest to me in the 
Phillpotts and Lancucki study was thet: ~ass-tabulation between 
percentages who reoffend by age when compared to their previous 
criminal history. Their results were as: 
TABLE 6.30: MALES CONVICTED BY AGE AND PREVIOUS CONVICTION539 
Nuabtr of All Agn 10·16 17·20 21·29 130 
Pmons, 
0 29 so 34 21 18 
SA 73 57 so 37 
2-A 70 83 7A 65 63 
IS 87 97 87 ss 89 
This table illustrates that the younger a person is and the more 
convictions he has, then the greater the likelihood of reoffending. 
Thus for a criminally sophisticated juvenile there is an exceedingly 
high probability that they will offend within six years. Conversely 
first offender aged over 30 years is unlikely to reoffend. Similar 
findings were reported by Robinson who tabulated the rate of 
a. 
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reoffending for first offenders as compered to their age et the 
offence. His follow-up was over a five year period. 
TABLE 6.31: REOFfENDING FOR FIRST OFFENDERS BY AGE 
Age at Conviction 
Less than 14 yrs 
21·29 yrs 
UO yrs 
I Re of fended 
1ore than 501 
me than 301 
91 
He states 
''The clear implication is that depending on age the first 
offender has a 50-91% chance of avoiding offence, 
regardless of cou:t ~entence."'"'' 
The above four tables will be referred to again as a comparison 
to my results. However as the Phillpotts and Lancucki study is so 
quoted by other researchers, it is I feel, worth extracting their 
information on sentence end subsequent reconviction and their 
breakdown by previous conviction and age group. Table 6.32 below is 
the more simple version of their Table 3.4. and shows sentences by 
sex and percentages reconvicted. 
TABLE 6.32: REOFFENDING AND SENTENCE 
mEs FEmES 
Sentence Number Recon, I Number Recon, I 
Discharges m 209 44 131 29 22 
Fine 2311 911 39 306 49 16 
Probation 409 258 63 81 27 33 
Sus, Sent, 357 223 62 26 8 31 
Custody 693 489 71 IS 9 (50) 
Other 181 122 67 13 7 (54) 
TOTAL 4425 2212 50 575 129 22 
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From the table it can be seen that probation fares slightly better 
than custody in terms of reoffending, but as compared to other non-
custodial sentences it performed poorly. This leads to the questiOn 
as whether these figures are comparing like with like or do they 
represent different populations of offenders. Walker, Farrington and 
Tucker on their reworking of Phillpotts and Lancucki's data came to 
the view: 
" ... in the case of first offenders <adult male) with an 
overall conviction rate of only 29%, the association between 
choice of sentence end likelihood of reconviction was 
strongest. Reconviction after probation and suspended 
sentence were markedly more numerous then the calculation 
from the offence types would lead_to expect. They were 
worse than the rates for fines, which in turn were worse 
then the rates for imprisonment. "40 
The interesting development here is that the above authors have 
tried to make-allowances that certain offences are inherently more 
susceptible to reconviction than others, i.e., prostitution. This led 
them to come up with a new calculation for reconviction which they 
called the "corrected actual reconviction"41 • This when compared with 
the theoretically determined expected rate of reconviction allowed 
them to express the rate of reconviction as a ratio: 
Ratio = corrected actual reconvictions x 100 
corrected expected convictions 
Thus if the ratio is <lOO then the rate of reconviction is less 
then expected, end conversely if it is >lOO then the reconviction 
rete is greater than would be expected. Given this adjustment they 
re-represented Phillpotts and Lancucki's data. Their complete table 
can be found on page 359 of their article but a simpler version, as 
reproduced below in Table 6.33 was published in the Probation 
Journal42, This table shows the ratio of actual offending as 
compared to the expected offending. The figures in brackets ere the 
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ratios of reoffending that would have been expected without a 
correction being made. 
TABLE 6.33: CORRECTED RECONVICTION RATIOS FOR ADULT MALES 
SENTENCE PREVIOUS CONVICTIONS 
Nont one 2-l IS 
Ohchtrgll 97 (1001 115 (1091 uo (117) 98 (991 
Finn 96 (951 93 (891 92 (951 97 (981 
Probttlon 188 (195) 9A (1051 85 <891 100 (lOll 
SUI, Stnt, 12( (1371 121 (1251 110 (1131 100 (1001 
Cu1tody 69 (631 102 (1071 10( (1031 102 (101 I 
The correction made by Walker takes into account the types of 
offences and the above table shows how it affects the presentation 
of the data. The effectiveness of discharges deteriorates with 
convictions. There 1e little change for fines; and probation does 
relatively better for offenders with one to four previous 
convictions. As was earlier stated and is shown again here first 
offenders seem to do particularly poorly on probation. What is also 
evident is that for people with five or more convictions nothing is 
likely to deter them and that 87~ will reoffend within six years, 
Table 6.29 refers. Walker suggests that "for the first court 
appearance probation does not seem a good idea, end that it should 
be reserved for offenders who have reconvicted.'143 
The advantage of Walker's approach is that he has tried to adjust 
the figures so that like 1e being compared with like. In the analysis 
of my data l have used his idea but instead of adding a weighting 
for different offence types, I added a weighting for the risk as 
asses!'ed by the MDI at the SER stage. The ratio I used was: 
Ratio = Actual Offending Rate x 100 
Expected Offending Rate 
Thus a score of <lOO suggests that a disposal was more 
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successful than would have been expected. The expected offending 
rate was obtained by using the proportions of each MDI group 
relating to each disposal. Therefore if a disposal had a higher 
percentage of ita cohort with three negative indices one would 
expect it to have a higher rate of reoffending than a cohort with 
few such cases. 
Before I go on to examine my results it is worth mentioning other 
reconviction rates that have been obtained over the last few years. 
The results are tabulated in Table 6.34. One must be careful in the 
way that they are interpreted ea the follow-up period for 
reconviction varies. The figures in brackets denotes length of 
follow-up. The other figures are percentages who reoffended. 
IABL!:; 6.~4; ~MPAI!ISQH QE R!l!::QHVE;IION RATE::! EROM lllFFEBENI 
REm>ARCH EINDINGS 
Author Total C,D, Finn Prob, A,C, C,S,O, s,s, D,C, /8, Cuatody Rtf, No, -
So !thy 3U 31,8 29,0 (7,2 19,6 53,8 65,( 
" <2 ynl 
Farrington 57 61 73 72 lS 
(6 yra, 11prtcon,, 21·29yr oldl 
Field (2ynl - 36·55 l6 
Prllon Sbta - Dab D,C, Boratal 
<2 ynl 1971·6 66·76 76·85 l7 
Bththorpa l - 63 
llorrh (1 yrl l8 
H, 0, Sbb 1982 11 17·21 601 
!2 ynl " 121 lSI 
" CSO R•••••••d (I yrl (non cuatodial 311 
" 
!cuatodhl 351 so 
lloU !1yrl ~~ 30 38 SI N/K N/K 51 
Jardine!2yrl U 68 58 69 76 61 52 
Phlllpoth l SO 
" 
39 63 65 62 !cuatody 711 
lancucki 16 yral 
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From this table one can see the continuing story that as a non-
custodial measure probation is less effective than all apart from 
attendance centre orders. -MOSt studies show the ineffectiveness of 
detention centre and borstaL 
With Table 6.34 ss a backdrop I can now look at my data to see if 
any disposal is any more effective than another, having taken into 
account the weighting due to the MDI. It is worth recalling that ell 
my sample was taken from CIAT cases and all from Greater Leicester. 
Thus, and for reasons stated in Chapter 41 the data is going to be 
skewed towards slightly higher risk cases than usual due to the 
filtering of cases that takes place. The final point that needs to 
be borne in mind, and as shown in Table 6.231 is that CIAT 
preferentially sought supervision for those with the highest risk 
scores on the MDI. Thus one would expect from this perspective that 
supervision would fare worse than other non-custodial measures. Only 
custody had a higher percentage of cases with 2-3 negative indices. 
So what were the rates of reconviction for the major disposals after 
two years? This is shown in Table 6.35 below. 
TABLE 6.35: RECQNYICTION RATES AFTER 2 YEARS 
Dilpo11l N 
Supm. 316 
Con, Di1, 52 
Finn 224 
Att, Cent, 88 
c,s, 0, 98 
SUI, Sent, 125 
Dtt, Cent. 59 
Prilon 136 
TOTALS 1098 
Vlthout "01 Corrtction 
n, •• S Ratio 
173 158 54,7 109 
20 26 
82 112 
51 u 
59 49 
51 63 
~I 30 
73 68 
sso 550 
38, s 77 
36,6 73 
58,0 116 
60,2 120 
~o.8 81 
69,5 137 
53,7 107 
50,1 100 
Vlth ~I Correction 
•• Ratio 
176, I 98 
22.~ 89 
9~.9 86 
41,5 123 
(8,6 121 
61,2 83 
30,8 133 
7U 98 
550 100 
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'N' is the number in the group and n. the actual number within the 
group that offended. n.IN x 100 gives the percentage reoffended. 
The overall rate of reoffending was 50.1%. When the overall % is 
multiplied by N for each group then e. is obtained. From there the 
MOl correction ratio can be found from the formula given above. 
Without the correction - the results on the left hand side of 
Table 6.35 - my results show a similar pattern to other researchers 
<Table 6.34 refers). Supervision has a higher reconviction rate by 
far than for fines, discharges and suspended sentences. Their ratios 
were 1091 771 73 and 81 respectively. Prison has about the same 
ratio as supervision but attendance centre, community service orders 
and detention centre are worse with ratios of 116, 120 and 137. 
However, when one adds the correction given by the differing MDI 
values for different disposal~, then the results on the right side 
of Table 6.35 show a marked change. The gap between prison and 
supervision to that of fines and discharges has closed. This is 
because the correction reflects that the latter two disposals are 
biased towards low risk cases and the former disposals towards high 
risk cases. The ratio for attendance centre becomes worse which 
informs us that for this sample attendance centre was being used 
for lower risk cases than the average yet had an inherently higher 
rate of recidivism than most other disposals. The ratios for 
community service, suspended sentence and detention centre showed 
little change, showing that these disposals were not skewed with 
respect to the MOL From the above analysis supervision performs to 
a similar level to most other non-custodial sentences. 
The standard deviation for all the data was calculated and found 
to be a = t 17.9. All the disposals fell within the limits of t I 
s.d. apart from attendance centre, community service and detention 
centre. So it ,.an be assumed that from my data that these three 
disposals were the least effective in terms of reconviction. The 
data, as previously, was then sub-divided into specific groups. The 
first sub-division was into men, women and juveniles, the data being 
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shown in the following table. For each sub-group there are three 
columna of data, the first ia the percentage of that group which had 
reoffednded, the second ia the reoffending ratio without the MDI 
correction end the third ia the ratio with the correction. · 
TABLE 6.36: RECONVICTION RATES FOR MEN. WOMEN & JUVENILES 
luvenllu 
"'" 
Woun 
Dilpoaal I No "DI "DI I No "DI "DI I No "DI "DI 
Supervillon 57,1 109 95 58,9 116 IOl l6,7 110 101 
Dl1chargu l7,l 91 111 33,3 66 72 30,0 71 88 
Finn 38,1 73 86 32,8 69 86 31,0 73 87 
AU, Ctntrt 58,0 116 123 
c,s,o, 56,8 112 Ill 90,0 2U 200 
Sus, Stnt, l2,3 83 88 28,6 68 73 
Dtt, Centrt 92,3 190 162 63,0 m 121 
Prilon 5U 108 101 lo,o· 95 83 
For juveniles the above table shows the poor results for detention 
centre but that supervision was relatively effective. In fact for 
juveniles the two best disposals were fines end supervision. Later 
the data will be analysed by previous convictions to see whether we 
are now in a position to give clear suggestions to CIAT as to the 
role of their reports end the recommendations that they ought to be 
making in the juvenile court. 
The date for men is less clear cut, detention centre still had the 
worst ratio. Supervision 'performed' slightly worse then the average 
even after the MDI correction had been made. Discharges appeared to 
do the best but it must be recalled that this disposal was rarely 
used or recommended end thus the candidates for it would have to be 
seen as en unusual offender deserving of clememcy. 
The only result that needs to be commented upon for women is 
that for community service which had a 90% reciaiviam after two 
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years. Although the sample size was small it was still big enough 
for the data being significant at the 10% level on the X" test. This 
result certainly is not clear cut but it may lead to the community 
service section to review its procedures for women on community 
service. 
I now wish to consider the rates of reoffending, along with their 
corrected ratios, for the various age groups. In the following table 
I have omitted data if the cell groups were less than ten. For each 
age group there are three columns, the first giving the percentage 
of the group that reoffended (%R>, the second gives the actual ratio 
of reoffending as compared to expected reoffending (no MDI>, and the 
third column is the ratio with the MDI correction. <MDD 
TABLE 6.37: REOFFENDING RATES WHEN COMPARED WITH AGE GROUPS 
DISeDSBL B6E BBH6E 
luvtnilt 17-20 21·25 26·29 30·39 HO Total 
I no I no I no I no I no I no I no 
R HOI HDI R HOI HDI R HDI HDI R HDI HOI R m HDI R HDI HDI R HDI HDI 
Supn, 57 109 95 57 109 98 61 106 101 so 108 101 so 117 109 
" 113 90 ss 109 98 
c,o, u 91 Ill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·397789 
Finn 38 73 86 39 7' 85 so 87 93 35 75 95 21 so 61 19 52 71 37 73 86 
A,C, 58 116 123 . . . . . . • 58 116 123 
C,S,O, 
- - -
56 106 110 65 113 119 so 108 108 79 183 183" • . • 60 120 121 
s,s, . . . 56 107 129 so 87 u 
" 
88 87 37 85 93 19 52 63 " 81 83 
o,c, 92 190 162 63 120 115 . . . . . . . • 70 137 133• 
Prison • 62 118 107 57 97 98 60 129 116 38 89 83 63 176 1s6• s' 101 98 
TOTALS 52,3 52,5 57,6 46,3 12,9 3(,9 SO, I 
The first point that can be established from 1 1ble 6.37 is the 
overall rate of offending and how it changes with age. The rate for 
juveniles and young adults ia just over 52%. This rises to nearly 
58% for the 21-25 age range before dropping in the other three age 
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groups to 35% for the over fortys. The peak age for offending is 
therefore in the early tewnties and thus ought to be borne in mind 
when looking at targeting. 
The data for supervision and fines follow the same pattern as the 
overall trend. Suspended sentences were the least effective for the 
17-20 age range where 56% reoffended but the figures dropped with 
age to 19% for the oldest group. This may suggest that the older 
the defendant is then the more able he is to cope with the 
responsiblity of a suspended sentence. So if on preparing a SER the 
defendant is seen to be stable and forty plus then a suspended 
sentence, or a fine for a less serious offence, would seem to be the 
most appropriate. Supervision for this group also seemed to be 
helpful. The poor performance of custody for this group will be 
considered in 'c' below. Discharges were never used for adults with 
any frequency although when used, as seen in Table 6.361 they were 
fairly effective, They were relatively ineffective for juveniles, 
Community service seemed relatively ineffective across the whole age 
spectrum, Three results demand further comment due to their 
statistical significance. 
e) Detention centre had an overall reconviction rate of 70%. X" = 
3.291 1 d,f, significant at 10% level. Although this is not firm 
data it does show that this disposal has a higher rate of 
reconviction than would be expected. For juveniles the 
reconviction rate rises to 90%. These figures need to be used 
carefully in discussion with sentencers as to the worth of 'short 
sharp shock' sentencing. 
b) The data for community service has consistently shown a low 
•success' rate. When I compared it against suspended sentences I 
surmised that one reason was that those who received community 
service orders were younger and m,re criminally active than 
those who received suspended sentences, However, although that 
might be true overall, this data shows that nearly 80% of the 
30-39 age range reoffended, <X" = 3.842 1 d.f. sig 5% level> 
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Even more interesting is that community service is rarely used 
for the over forty group. So it appears that as a sentence it 
does less well for the older group, or is not used et all end is 
ineffective for women - see earlier discussion. From my date it 
seems that the use of community service for those not under any 
other form of supervision is relatively unproductive. The figures 
are similar to those from the Home Office State on Table 6.34. 
c) ln the last chapter I discussed the problem of the recidivist 
who was in and out of prison. He tended to fall into my oldest 
age group, had the least stable home circumstances, was 
committing the more serious offences end had the most previous 
convictions. This table confirms this pattern with 63% 
reoffending as compared to 19% for fines and suspended sentence 
and 41% for probation. This difference was sign~cant at the 10% 
level, X2 = 2.89 1 d.f. Again, although the data is not that 
significant, it helps to paint the same depressing picture about 
this group of offenders. If this group is to be targeted for 
supervision then careful consideration needs to be given to the 
type of supervision being offered and its resource implications. 
The last significant factor from the regressional analysis apart 
from age, sex and MDI was previous convictions. The results are 
summarised in Table 6.38 below. The main findings and implications 
of the table are then discussed. The table has been simplified to 
show the percentage reoffended within each group and the percentage 
of each disposal with 2-3 negative indices. Groups of less than ten 
have been excluded from the analysis. 
a) There is a remorseless increase in the rate of recidivism with 
previous convictions. Thus 37% reoffended with no previous 
convictions, 50% with 1, 55% with 2-5, 67% for 6-10 and 72% with 
H 1 previous. 
b) With the highest number of convictions the courts restricted 
their sentencing options to probation, suspended sentence and 
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custody. Probation was the least effective for this group with 
81% reoffending. 
TABLE 6.38: REOFFENDING RATES AND PREVIOUS CONVICTIONS 
PREVIOUS CONVICTIONS 
Dhponl 0 2·5 6·10 Ill 
Rtof 2·3 Rtof 2·3 Reo! 2-3 Rtol 2-3 Rtof 2-3 
Suptrvhion 12 67 53 76 60 70 72 90 81 67 
Cond, Disc. 31 31 A3 0 
Finn 27 u AO 23 A7 53 73 53 
A\1, Ctnlrt SA 12 75 25 
c.s.o. AI 36 60 60 5' 58 79 A2 
SUI, Stnt, 11 11 21 10 AS AS 61 
'' 
53 80 
Dtt, Ctnlrt 57 u 88 63 u u 
Prison 29 u 20 A7 53 67 56 u n 85 
TOTALS 37 35 so 
" 
ss 60 67 73 72 78 
c> Probation was the most effective for those with 0 or 1 
previous conviction although, apart from those with 111 previous 
it was never very ineffective. In every group supervision had the 
highest percentage of those with 2-3 negative indices on the MDI 
apart from the most recidivist group. 
d) Conditional discharges were not used, to any extent, with 
those with more than one conviction and even with these none had 
2-3 negative indices, thus they were all low risk cases. 
e) Fines became progressively less effective with increased 
previous convictions end were rarely used for the most recidivist 
group. 
f) for the purpose of this t· .esis at tendence centres only applied 
to juveniles <apart from 8 cases end thus not considered 
further>: The concern as already expressed was that it was being 
used so early on in a juvenile's career. What is of greater 
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concern is its relative ineffectiveness as a sentence. For both 0 
previous convictions end 1 previous conviction its rete of 
reoffending was 54% end 75'1; this being statistically 
significantly higher et the 5% level, X" = 5.64 end 4.14 1 d. f. 
respectively. In addition this was for a disposal with a low 
percentage of cases with 2-3 negative indices. It would seem 
therefore from my sample that attendance centre is ineffective in 
terms of preventing reoffending. 
g> For ell groups community service 'performs' less well then the 
average. It also takes little of its cohort from the high risk 
group. Community service is rarely used for those with more then 
ten previous convictions. 
h> From this analysis suspended sentences ere the most 
'successful' in terms of the lowest rete of recidivism for most 
groups of recidivists. However in general the cohort is made up 
of those from low risk groups. This sentence seems especially 
effective for first or second offenders who have few negative 
indices on the MDI. For first offenders only 11'1; reoffended end 
this result was significant et the 5% level on the chi-square 
test, <X" = 5.644>. 
i> Detention centre orders tended to be used early in an 
offender's career. However in the three groups for which there 
was sufficient date, 0, 1 and 2-5 previous convictions it had the 
highest rete of reoffending for any disposal. For first offenders 
57'1; reoffended, 20% higher than the average for the group. For 
those with 1 previous conviction 88'1; reoffended, nearly 40% 
higher then the average. This lest finding was significant et the 
10'1; level, X2 = 3.3351 en indication that these results ere poor. 
As one cannot explain this result in terms of detention centre 
being used on offenders with established criminal careers or have 
few stable factors in their lives, only 14'1; of first offenders 
have 2-3 negative indices, then it might be that the experience 
of detention centre is e largely negative end criminally 
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enhancing one. 
h) The rate of reoffending for prisons increases with previous 
---
convictions as one would expect. The one exception to this is for 
first offenders who have s much lower rate of reoffending, 20~ 
as compared to the average for the group of 50~. This result was 
significant at the 10~ level, X" = 3. 740. It may be that for this 
select group who have one previous court appearance on finding 
themselves in prison decide enough is enough. 
How can this section best be summarised? My findings broadly 
concur with Meudsley in that fines had the least subsequent 
convictions followed by discharges, custody and probation, see Table 
6.35. However my data on offending end first offenders does not 
agree with Maudsley as I found that first offenders had the lowest 
rate of recidivism, _!_ee Table 6.38. So I do not have the evidence to 
suggest that supervision should not be recommended for first 
offenders based soley on their high rate of reoffending. 
Phillpotts end Lancucki showed that-two factors that lead to 
increased reoffending was the youth of the offender and the number 
of previous convictions, see Table 6.30 for details. It was not 
possible for me to analyse my data in the same way, but as can be 
seen below my results are comparable. 
TABLE 6.39: REOFfENDrnG BY AGE AND PREVIOUS CONVICTIONS -rn ~ 
Pre-Cons 1uvtnllts Adult "•In 
0 4U 28,8 
I u,, 50,0 
2 7U A9.3 
13 87,6 62.7 
TOTAL 52,3 61.6 
The sad conclusion from this table is that criminally active 
juveniles are likely to remain active. 
So what works in terms of reducing reoffending? Usually not 
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detention centre and attendance centre but often not community 
service orders. For juveniles the two best disposals were fines and 
supervision. A recommendation for one or the other would depend on 
client need and this is discussed in the next chapter. Supervision 
for adults performed better than had been expected from previous 
research findings. Thie became the case once a correction to the 
data had been made by using the MDI. Suspended sentences did well 
for those with low riek. 
In general one could come up with a simple recommendation policy 
of fines for less serious offences and with low risk of reoffending; 
suspended sentences for low risk but serious offences and 
supervision for those with a high risk of reoffending and possibily 
high client need. But how does one determine what is need? That 
becomes the central issue of the next chapter when I look at the 
development of a needs/risk assessment. 
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CHAP'I'ER 7: '1liE DEVELOPMENT AND USE OF A NEEDS/RISK FRAMEWORK 
1N'fRODUCTION 
In the last chapter I discussed the recommendations officers made 
in SERa and the implications that had for targeting. The thesis then 
moved onto new ground as I was able to show that the MDI could be 
used as a pra-sentence assessment tool to assist in the preparation 
of reports. Furthermore the MDI helped me to understand the 
disparity in effectiveness of the various sentences of the court. 
The findings for the preparation of reports were mixed in that 
probation was seen to be a relatively effective disposal, especially 
for juveniles, whereas community service orders were not very 
effective. However the MDI is limited as it is only a one- --
dimensional model focussing solely on risk of reoffending. Similarly 
Heimler only looked at need, What the intake team required was a 
two dimensional tool looking both at need and risk and by so doing 
to help them make the best possible recommendation to the court, 
Thie chapter will focus on the process of developing a two 
dimensional model combining client need as well as his risk of 
reoffending. Such a model cannot be treated in isolation and thus 
this chapter will start by looking at the climate that currently 
exists towards such frameworks. Within the,debates on sentencing of 
juveniles the arguments are polarised by the juvenile justice model 
and treatment model. Harris tries to balance the views in his 'just 
welfare' concept. Fennel!, conversely, thinks in terms of just 
retribution. But the two most influential pieces of work have been 
Hardiker's development of the reverse tariff, and Clear and O'Leary 
on controlling the offender in the community. 
Having discussed these more theoretical issues the scene will be 
set to see how my needs/risk framework was formulated and to study 
the results obtained from using it with my research sample, The 
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chapter will conclude by discussing some of the problems of its 
usage and the implications that that raises, and, also how the 
framework can be used in targeting. 
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Theoretical Frameworks 
At a staff study day for Leicestershire Probation Service Coates 
discussed the implications of the 1982 Criminal Justice Act for the 
Service. He raised the problem of probation officers trying to 
operate within a legal system which holds different values. He 
argued: 
... probation officers had a rehabilitative aim whereas the 
courts have e reductionist aim. More recently the argument 
hes centred on Justice considerations versus Welfare 
considerations."' 
This entails officers being aware of the differing debates and being 
able to steer a course which neither alienates them from the courts 
nor from their clients. He continues: 
''Somehow ... the individual worker has to develop a framework 
or tariff that is neither a pale reflection of the prevailing 
judicial mood nor an exposition of radical views that would not be 
heeded. The worker has to preserve a belief in the value of the 
individual and contribute to a system of individualised justice."2 
So Coates sees the need for officers to have a framework that 
enabled them to identify specific client need and risk and to be 
able to place that offender onto a tariff that is realistic in terms 
of the court end the offender. Streker et the 1986 ACOP Conference 
'Do we need risk?' saw the officers' task in similar terms: 
''The needs of the offender, the risk he represents to 
others in the community end the professional concern of 
those whose job it is to work with the offender muet ell 
inevitably have a bearing on how we go about our job.' .. 
Both Straker end Coetes identify key tJncerns for officers but the 
problem is how they can be quantified and how they fit into current 
\ 
thinking. 
Supervision in the community is seen et the lenient end of the-
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sentencing continuum and is described es the "protection of the 
public and the rehabilitation of the offender."4 This definition sets 
up the dilemma for the probation officer working within the judicial 
system for "some stress community protection while others focus on 
providing services to the offender.'"' Thus expectations of offender, 
court and society of an officer's work can differ. This means that 
the officer needs to be clear as to his role in the court process 
and that clarity needs to be evident in the SER. Parker end others 
argue: 
" ••• a social work agency committed to the use of community 
disposals such as the supervision order would recommend 
strongly end regularly such en alternative if only as an 
anti-custody measure. However this is clearly not the case ••• 
it is well documented that strong recommendations have the 
greatest impact upon sentencers. Clearly the complete lack 
of any recommendation not only fails to offer J.Ps. an 
alternative sentencing rationale but, implicitly reinforces 
the bench's belief that probation officers have no 
objections to their course of action,'"' 
It is evident that probation officers need to have a well thought 
out rationale for their report writing based on clear frameworks, in 
social work terms. Their task in providing SERs to a court, unlikely 
to adhere to their ethos, is a complex and demanding one. Hardiker 
and Curnock sum it up as 1 
" ... they [probation officers] think of offences either in 
terms of their relative seriousness or as a 'cry for help'; 
the offender's circumstances are seen as either a source of 
support or a sign of stress; the sentencing policy of the 
court is something to be either accepted or negotiated,N7 
The authors conclude: 
" ... probation officers operate mid-way between a justice 
model which lays stress on the offence alone, and a psycho-
dynamic model in which a person's psyche ~-be analysed 
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separately from his criminality and his wider social 
context.'"' 
----,~ They argue, therefore, that probation officers seek a compromise 
between the extremes of the classical justice approach and the 
treatment model. How can these two opposite models be described? 
Fennell felt that the judicial system was failing because: 
11 
... the primary objective of the system became the 
rehabilitation rather then the punishment of miscreants, The 
preoccupation with rehabilitation mey well be a major 
obstacle in the path of controlling the plague of crime."" 
He continues: 
'7here is a growing belief that the primary purpose of the 
criminal justice system should once again be to punish 
rather then rehabilitate the criminaL"' 0 
He argues that rehabilitation has failed and that criminals have 
been sheltered by social work intervention. To him " ... swift, certain 
end reasonably servere punishment is the direction in which we 
should be moving."'' He fears that the continuing failure of the 
judicial system to punish is a grave injustice and as a consequence 
society could lose its confidence in the system end take the law 
into their own hands, To prevent this possible desire for revenge 
there has to be " ... just retribution, the righteous end just anger ... of 
civilised society. The legal process regularises and controls the 
anger by punishing the criminal."'" Fennell's approach contains the 
death penalty as the only way of preventing justice being cheated by 
murder. 
Fennell's statements may seem Draconian to some but to a large 
extent they can be seen as en over-reaction to the failure of the 
treatment model. This model took over medical terminology to 
identify, assess and control d,linquency. May suggests that such a 
model has four components to it: 
"1. that explanations of delinquency ere to be found in the 
behavioural and motivational systems of delinquents and not 
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in the law and its administration 
2, that in some indentifieble way delinquents ere different 
from non-delinquents 
3. that the delinquent is constrained and cannot ultimately 
be held responsible for his actions 
4. that delinquent behaviour per se is not the real 
problem, it possesses significance only as a pointer to the 
need for intervention. ""• 
It is that rationale that Tutt end Giller assert has lead to an 
over emphasis on intervention by social work agencies too early in 
an offender's criminal career, Not only does it lead to •tariff 
hoisting' but it can lead to workers seeing custody end care as part 
of the 'therapeutic plan' for an offender. Thorpe et. al. argue: 
" ... the extension of the therapeutic language in e way that 
justifies, not only the premature Cere Order; but also the 
subsequent recourse to penal solutions ... suggests that 
social work practice tends~ to increase rather then decrease 
institutional experience ... social work assessment is actually 
helping to generate delinquency."' .. 
So, the environment in which the report writer operates is complex 
end increasingly hostile. The traditional ways of seeing delinquency 
have been confronted end there is an increasing trend towards 
classical justice tariff sentencing. At the same time the report 
writer is being urged to use his own tariff by gradual increments 
and only seek supervision as the last stage before custody end 
hence not for any client-centred reasons. Clear end O'Leary fear that 
the classical justice school will win and thus within it community 
supervision will have no pert, as the sole consideration of the 
court will be to make the punishment fit the crime. They suggest 
that in order to prevent the tot .. 1 erosion of community supervision 
the probation service has to adopt "constrained risk control",' 5 This 
approach would be to evaluate the risk of the offender in terms of 
the seriousness of the offence end the probability of reoffending. A 
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sentence could then be recommended to the court on that basis and 
c 
could include both custody and community supervision. At one extreme . 
the SER would only recommend community supervision, through to the ---
other extreme of recommending custody with no immediate parole, to 
ell possibilities within those parameters. For the Probation Service 
to adopt that approach it would have to largely forego its social 
work ethos and see itself as part of a correctional system. 
My scheme of a needs/risk framework would see itself as pert.ly 
allying with the Tutt and Giller philosophy but partly trying to 
embrace the assessment approach of Clear and O'Leary. The problem of 
the Tutt and Giller approach is that it neither looks at client need 
nor client risk. Its rationale is one of surpressing offenders' 
progression up the tariff. On the other hand Clear and O'Leary see 
as legitimate probation offic~rs recommending custody. So fer the 
conceptulisations that I've discussed have tended to polarise issues. 
Harris in his article 'Towards Just Welfare' does not. He defines his 
approach as follows: 
"It is possible to construct a juvenile justice system in 
part on a synthesis which, while being internally coherent, 
acknowledges both the personal and social need apparent in 
soma <though not all> young offenders, and also the 
obligation of the state to provide a justice system which 
punishes illegal behaviour."'" 
He suggests that the 1969 Children and Young Persons Act has led 
to extremes of interpretation, either too much welfare or too much 
punishment. He felt that it was possible within the Act to get the 
balance right. He argues against the polarisation of justice v 
welfare but sees them as working together, since sentencers have to 
carry out many functions and it would be wrong, in his view, if they 
eliminated one at the expense of the other. He continues •.hat "just 
welfare assumes there to be no single 'cause' of crime"171 but that 
it is caused by circumstances. So when the court assesses a case it 
has, in coming t"o a balanced view, had to conclude that: 
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" ... some of those circumstances will relate to the details of 
the crime but it is unavoidable that others must relate to 
the circumstances of ti\eeriminal. "'" 
In such e system the report writer's task is to make en 
" ... assessment of the likely social consequences of possible 
sentences, particularly custodial where it is being 
considered. This function falls precisely within the social 
worker's sphere of influence. Secondly, reports should 
contain en offer of a non-custodial alternative should the 
sentencer choose to use it ... "1 9 
The role of the SER in this is crucial as if 
" ... the sentencer decided that the defendant's welfare was in 
this particular case his main consideration, ... a clear offer 
to the sentencer of a welfare 'package' which would aim to 
meet some or all of those needs would be made. '120 
Harris' model takes away from the report writer his role of 
recommendations, leaving all the aspects of sentencing to the 
sentencers. What he argues for is a SER with e clear description of 
client need and a programme that could lead to the alleviation of 
those needs. So Harris appears to be asking for accurate assessments 
linking needs to possible disposal. 
To summarise this chapter so far I have traced the problematical 
path that officers have to tread if they are to offer the courts 
SERa which assist the court in assessing risk and client need within 
the milieu of the court setting with its varying expectations. I 
would argue that a needs/risk framework enables the report writer 
to present to the court within the SER an assessment of risk of 
reoffending as well as an accurate assessment of client need, Given 
that information the officer is able to suggest a disposal that best 
takes cognisance of those two factors. For my part I would ~ae the 
SER as offering a clear recommendation for reasons that Parker made 
and as I quoted above. For me the SERB need to determine three 
factors in particuler; client need, the risk of reoffending, and the 
• 
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possibility of custody due to the seriousness of the offence. Before 
I explain this in greater detail I wish to discuss briefly other 
needs/risk schemes that have been used, in particular I wish to look 
at the reverse tariff theory as developed by Hardiker and the risk 
control system of Clear and O'Leary • 
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TQWARDS A NEEDS/RISK fRAMEWORK 
This part of the chapter will move on from the more theoretical 
considerations to review some of the work done on need/risk 
aasesment. 
Over the lest two decades there hea been a longitudinal research 
of 411 males born in 1951-54. West end his collaborators followed 
the lives of these boys beyond their 21st birthdays. They ell came 
from working class backgrounds in London. The work was published in 
three volumes. The first 'Present Conduct end Future l)elinquency'21 
set hypotheses as to those moat likely to be et risk due to their 
family background. The second volume 'Who Becomes Delinquent' found 
that there were five key areas associated with future delinquency. 
West showed thet for those with none of these factors only-y2~ 
became delinquent. One factor present doubled the chances of 
delinquency and those with three or more had 71% chance of 
delinquency. West came to the conclusion that " ... to avoid wasting 
limited resources, ... [the probation service should] concentrate on a 
smell group of extremely delinquent boys'12"', The third book in the 
series, 'The Delinquent Way of L1fe'2 " found that those boys who had 
several of these key factors, started their delinquent career et a 
young age, sustained frequent convictions as juveniles end continued 
to acquire convictions into their twenties. West rounded off this 
piece of work in his book 'Delinquency: Its Roots, Careers end 
Prospects',2 '" In it he summarised the findings of his previous books 
and researched the key areas further. In his chapter 'Who is et Risk' 
he spelt out the five key areas for juveniles being et risk as: 
1 l low income families 33.3~ delinquency 
2l ler e family, four or more siblings 32.3% delinquency 
3) receiving poor perenting 32.3% delinquency 
4) I.Q. of less than 90 31.1% delinquency 
5) Parent with criminal record 37.9% delinquency 
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None of these factors in themselves is a conclusive indicator of 
future delinquency but a multiplicity of them is, As will be seen 
later the firet four factors have siMilarities to my needs framework 
end the fifth factor is equivalent to MDI 3 on criminal 
contamination. West came to two broad conclusions. Firstly, 
" ... among all the background factors investigated, 
cr1minal1ty in the family was the most powerful predictor 
of recidivism persisting beyond the age of e1ghteen ... the 
worse the background the worse the likely outcome.'"'G 
His second conclusion was: 
"Persisting recidivism came typically from large-sized low 
income families in which several other persons also have e 
criminal record. Additional adversity such ea illegitimacy, 
welfare dependency, broken homes, frequent changes of 
--
residence, neglectful parents and exposure to harsh and 
brutal punishments were frequently noted. 1127 
Thus, need is associated with risk -of delinquency, a factor which 
I was interested in when formulating the needs/risk framework. I 
have already shown that it is possible to predict categories of 
persons more likely to reoffend then. others. It was going to be of 
even greeter interest if need was also associated with risk of 
offending. This would act as additional power to officers in report 
writing ea they could target their recommendations based on both 
need end the MOl. 
So whet were the main influences leading to the formulation of a 
needs/risk framework? V Firstly, I need to return to the work of Clear 
end O'Leery. Having reviewed both clinical end assessment techniques 
they came to tha conclusion: 
" ... the most effective way to increase decision reliability 
is to make tha criteria for dechions visible within a 
decision making structure. For that reason we advocate the 
use of statistically based devices to classify offenders 
according to relative risk."""' 
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They suggested that such a scale should be simple end be used 
alongside clinical judgement. To them the scale should be used as 
the basis of policy decisions as to intervention-Bnd the type of it. 
They used the following 'Risk Screening Instrument'. 
TABLE 7,1:CLEAR & O'LEARY'S RISK ASSESSMENT 
Factor Wllghllng Needs/Risk Equivalent 
Previous Convictions 0·' MD! 3 
Previous Armt 0·, "DI 3 
Age at lsl Arrest 0·' None 
Tl11 In E1ploy1ent 0·2 MD! 2 
Alcohol Abuse H Nteds Sctll 
Drug Abuu 0·, Nttds Sceh 
No, Previous 
Custodial Sentences 0·6 MD! 3 
Age at Ad1!sslon Custody 0·6 None 
No, Previous Probellon 
Ordm o-' None Cl collected data on 
No, Previous Probation these two factors but 
Fall urn 0·' did not Include In needs 
suit) 
When one compares this table with that of West's work one sees it 
is much more focussed on risk of reoffending and is not particularly 
orientated towards client need. It has more similarity with the MDI. 
They found that as the score increased so did the reconviction rate. 
For those with a score of 0-5, 6% reoffended; 6-10, 10%; 11-15, 29%; 
16-20, 46%; 21-25, 63%; end ~26, 77%, The progression of probable 
reconvicition is similar to the MDI. They conclude by saying: 
" ... this instrument in effect classifies offenders according 
to their relative potential for rearrest or, more accurately, 
according to the risk potential indicated by their aggregate 
characteristics. In addition to clarifying the risk criteria, 
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this approach also makes visible the amount and character 
of prediction error involved in various decisions. It 
becomes possible to say that a third of those classified as 
high risk 021> will not commit offences and that less than 
one tenth of those classified as low risk <0-10) will 
commit offences ... Thus prediction becomes more manageable 
and more reliable as an aid to purposeful policy making.'"'"' 
Their prediction findings were not quite so good for the high risk 
group as my data where I found 30% would not reoffend but it was 
better for the low risk group where I found that 30% would 
reoffend. However the work of Clear and O'Leary gives added 
encouragement to the development of a needs/risk framewor~ 
The final piece of work to discuss is the 'reverse tariff theory' 
of Hardiker. She developed Davies' work which had looked at SER 
recommendations on the basis of client need. He found that if there 
was low need then fines or discharges would be recommended, If 
problems existed then probation would be suggested but if there 
were severe problems or previous probation had failed then custodial 
measures were considered. Hardiker modified this by introducing a 
second dimension of tariff. For tariff Herdiker sometimes used the 
word risk, which was meant to imply e consideration of the 
seriousness of the current offence as well as previous criminal 
history. Table 7.2 below gives the reverse tariff model. 
TABLE 7.2:HARQIKER1S REVERSE TARIFF MODEL 
NEED TARIFF 
low Mediu1 High 
low c..L ElllE. No RICDIIInda\ion 
Dther 
High IC,D,l e!DilaUao C!a1m 
(fine, D,C,l IProba\ionl 
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The disposals underlined are those recommendations most likely to 
be made. Where there is neither underlining nor bracketing such 
recommendations could well be found and where there is bracketing 
that is an indication of a more complex case: i.e., a person with 
high social need but who is already being helped by a social worker 
end therefore probation is not recommended.~0 
Hardiker's model has been sharply criticised by Palsy end Leeves 
who argued that there was a lack of clarity when it came to 
considering tariff, 
''We want to distinguish between 'seriousness of offence•, 
'previous criminal history' end 'risk of further reoffending' 
as three separate elements, all of which enter into the 
calculation of tariff, They represent, one might say, three 
dimensions of the tariff - present, past end future 
respectively.""' 
The MDI as used in my research is a predictor of the risk of 
future offending and it contains a weighting for previous 
convictions. I have had more difficulty in accommodating the 
seriousness of the offence. As I described earlier gravity of 
offence was not a variable linked to the probability of reoffending 
when the data was analysed by regressional analysis, Thus I have 
not been able to include a gravity ranking within my needs/risk 
framework. Paley and Leaves also accused Hardiker of fudging some 
areas: • .. ,in evaluating risk, does the probation officer rely upon 
his own judgement, or does he anticipate's the court's?""2 For my 
part that is why officers need objective assessment techniques so 
that their judgement can be compared to statistically validated data. 
Apart from those two criticisms I feel Palsy and Leeves do not do 
justice to a very helpful conceptual framework, which goes a long 
way in helping officers understand the theoretical basis of their 
recommendations. For my part I prefer the concept of risk of 
reoffending rather than tariff as it avoids the pitfall of officers 
trying to guess how serious the court will see the offence. The 
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dangers of that have been discussed previously. The other advantage 
of using the risk of reoffending is that it is based on en existing 
and proven framework of the MOL I also felt that in Hardiker's work 
there was insufficient statistical data to determine high or low 
need. For my framework I wanted both the concept of need and risk 
to be understood within a mathematical modeL 
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FORMULATION OF A NEEQS/RISK FRAMEWORK 
In Chapter 6 I showed how the MDI as used in CIAT identified 
groups of people more et risk of reoffending then others. The 
results were highly statistically significant, which enabled me to 
come to the conclusion the t the MDI is en easily administered scale, 
end one that could be used with a high level of confidence to 
identify groups of people who were more et risk of reoffending then 
others. The MDI could thus be used ss the basis for the risk 
component of a needs/risk framework. An attempt to improve the 
predictive power of the MDI by adapting it, i.e., the Needhsm/Davies 
Index, was unsuccessful end thus the MDI in its simpler form was 
adopted for the framework. 
The next stage in devising a framework was to decidE!upon some 
means of assessing need. Again, ss for risk, one of the main criteria 
was simplicity. Most needs scales, for instance those of Heimler, 
Einseck, Mooney, are either very time consuming to operate or demand 
the attendance et a specialist course before one can use them, or 
they have both disadvantages. I decided to go for as simple an 
assessment schedule as possible. The one I used can be found in 
Appendix 4. This was devised by reading SERa and ascertaining whet 
needs were' actually being expressed. Seven main areas of finencis~ 
social, environmental, inter-personal, sexual, employment and medical 
needs were found. Most other needs check lists contain these items 
in various descriptions. I then returned to my case-load sample of 
nearly 600 and the SERs for each case were read and assessed to see 
if they mentioned the seven categories of need, Each need area was 
evaluated on a 0-4 scale. As I did all the assessments of SERa 
myself I worked to the sem£ parameters for assessing the degree of 
need. Later in this chapter I will discuss the importance of 
standardising its usage and the divergence in results found when 
the same SER was assessed by different officers, Once the SER had 
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been assessed the accumulated total was taken as an expression of 
client need. Clear and O'Leary in their risk assessment used 
accumulated totals rather than a more complex total incorporating 
sub-divisions. Obviously the officer using the scale would need to 
know whether the score was made up from one or two specific areas 
rather than it being comprised of several areas of need. There are 
two further caveats to the needs schedule. Firstly, it is based on 
what was found in SERa end not on actual client need. However if 
; 
the client does not tell the officer of any particular problem then 
the officer cannot always deduce it, Moreover, if the SER does not 
mention client need then the court cannot be expected to take it 
into account when sentencing. Secondly, some of the need categories 
are unlikely to apply to some offenders; i.e., sexual problems for 
young teenagers. This might mean that different scales would have 
to be used for juveniles in the needs/risk framework, but more of 
that later. 
The next problem was to group need into categories for ease of 
usage: low, medium and high need. This was determined by finding the 
statistical mean and the standard deviation for all the data on 
need. The result was ll = 6.8 ± 2.0. It wes decided to use this 
result as a basis for the need groups with any score less than one 
standard deviation of the mean would be low need, and any score 
with more than one standard deviation more than the mean would be 
high need. When the figures were converted into whole numbers then 
low need = 0-4, medium need = 5-8 and high need = )9, When the 
same formula was used for risk, low risk = 0 MDI indices, medium 
risk = 1 MDI and high risk = 2-3 MDis. This now gives the basis for 
a three by three grid for a needs/risk framework based on 
arithmetrical means to determine the divisions.This is shown below 
<Table 7.3), and outlines the basic structure o the neede/risk 
framework. I now have to look at my results to see whether the grid 
below can be used in determining a model <similar to the reverse 
tariff model> to assist in recommendations end targeting. I also 
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have to look at my results to see if there is any relationship 
between need and reoffending. 
0 
RISK 1 
2-3 
TABLE 7.3: NEEDS/RISK FRAMEWORK 
0-4 
NEED 
5-8 ~9 
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RESULTS ANQ THE NEED/RISK SCALE - DISPOSAL5 
My data were analysed by comparing the reoffending rate for the 
three need groupings. The results are shown in Table 7.4 below. 
TABLE 7.4: NEEQ ANP REOFFENQING 
Nnd No, In No, I 
I roup &roup Reoflendtd Reolhnded 
o-a 202 65 32,2 
5·8 190 87 AS,B 
19 192 101 52.6 
x• • I0,3C 2 d, I, slg, 1S hvll 
The result shows that there is an association between client need 
and reoffending, the higher the need then the more likely there is 
of further offending. The importance of this will be discussed 
towards the end of the chapter when I look at targeting as this 
result may suggest one cannot be too absolutist about strategies 
for non-intervention of first offenders if they have a high need 
score. 
In the last chapter I showed how different disposals were geared 
to different risk groups. When that data is reworked into the three 
risk categories, as described above, one can see clearly from Table 
7.5 below how some disposals favour certain risk categories; some to 
such a degree so as for the results to be statistically significant. 
The figures for each risk group are the percentages for each 
disposaL From this tabl: we can start to develop the risk part of 
the needs/risk framework as far as disposals are concerned. 
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TABLE 7.5: RISK V DISPOSAL 
--RISK Shllsllcal 
DISPOSAL Low "ed!UI High Slgnlflunte 
Supervision 6 2l 70 0,011 
Cond, Oil, 
" 
2l 28 N/S 
Fine 61 29 20 u 
AU, Ctntu 13 61 23 11 
c.s.o. 10 39 51 u 
Sus, Sent, 18 ll ll N/S 
D,C,/Bonhl ll ll 45 N/S 
Prison 20 2l 66 u 
This table shows how fines and discharges are biased towards low 
risk cases, attendance centres to medium risk cases and supervision, 
community service end prison towards high risk cases, Suspended 
sentence end detention centre/borstal were biased away from low 
risk cases but showed no specific bias. To simplify the position 
still further I found the arithmetrical mean for the risk of 
reoffending for each disposal, thus enabling me to place each 
disposal into one risk group. This is equivalent to saying that the 
average risk for each disposal would be low, medium or high. As 
Borstal only accounted for 16 cases I excluded it from the risk 
scale. By this method the risk scale became: 
TABLE 7.6: RISK V DISPOSAL- GRID 
RISK 
low !0 "Oil "td!UI (1 ml High 12-3 "Oil 
DISPOSALS Fln11 Att, Centre Supervlllon 
Cond, Oil, c.s.o, Prison 
SUI, Sent, 
Det, Centre 
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This locates mathematically disposals into risk groupings. 
The next stage is to see the distribution for each disposal by 
--need. Table 7.7 gives the distribution of tha disposals into the 
three need categories, the figures being in percentages. The last 
column gives the statistical significance of each distribution, 
TABLE 7.7t NEED V DISPQSAL 
DISPOSAL HEED 
Low "•diu• High Stat, Sig, 
Supmillon 17 35 
" 
0,11 
Cond, Dis, 38 u I' N/S 
Finn 71 21 8 O,IS 
AU, Clntrt 72 25 3 0, IS 
C,8, 0, 31 38 31 HIS 
Sus, Sent, '3 39 18 lOS 
Det, Cent. u 27 9 11 
Prilon 30 28 l2 N/S 
Points of interest to ba discussed later are that prison, 
community service and discharges were not statistically significant, 
but for different reasons. Also discharges had a higher percentage 
of cases with medium and high need than one would have expected 
given the information in previous chapters as to those who received 
discharges. For now the table shows that there is a large 
differentiation between some disposals and their need scores, Over 
70~ of those fined or given attendance centre orders fell into the 
low need group end along with detention centre had virtually no 
cases with high need, From this table it would suggest that 
supervision end possibly prison fell into the high need group, with 
fines, attendance centre and detention centre falling in the low 
need group and the remainder into the medium need group. As for the 
risk groupings I found the arithmetrical mean for the need of each 
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disposal and from that I was able to tabulate the average need for 
each disposal as follows. The figure in brackets after each disposal 
is its average need score. 
TABLE 7.8: NEED V DISPOSAL -GRID 
NEED 
Low (o-U Mtdiut (6·8) High !191 
DISPOSAL Fine (3) Cond, Oil, m Supmillon (9) 
AU, Ctntrt W c.s.o. (6) 
Dtt, Centrt W SUI, Stnt, (6) 
Prison (8) 
When the data from Table 7,6 on risk and Table 7.8 on need are 
combined we get our needs/risk framework for disposals. 
Recommendations will be considered later. 
TABLE 7.9: NEEPIRISK GRID BY DISPOSALS 
NEED 
Low MtdiUI High 
RISK o-• 5-8 19 
Low Fin• Con, Dl1, 
0 
MediUI AU, Cent, c,s,o. 
Dtt, Ctnt, Su1, Sent, 
High 
2-3 Pri1on Supmillon 
What can be deduced from this grid? The court tends to fine those 
people who have both low risk and low need whereas high risk leads 
to supervision or custody. High need is also largely reserved for 
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supervision and to a lesser exent custody. As prison cases have a 
lower need score this suggests that need was not seen as a primary 
factor in the courts' eyes when sentencing. The needs score for 
prison cases was g = 8 ± 5, thus within one standard deviation a 
prison sentence could be found in any of the nine cells of the grid. 
For supervision the need score was X = 9 ± 4 meaning that within 
one standard deviation supervision would not be found in the three 
low need cells. Conversely for fines ll = 3 ± 4. This means that 
within one standard deviation fines do not operate within the high 
need column. This suggests that supervision end fines are operating 
on virtually exclusive offender groups; fines for low need low risk, 
and supervision for high need and high risk. It is perhaps not 
surprising that fines have a lower rate of reoffending to 
supervision as I have already shown that reoffending is related to 
both risk and need, Community service and suspended sentences ere 
most used by the courts for people of medium need/risk, but within 
one standard deviation such disposals could be found within all nine 
cells. Attendance centre and detention centre were used for 
juveniles or young men with very similar needs/risk profiles. As 
shown in Table 7.7 above they would rarely have high need. This 
would suggest that the court had identified people with these 
characteristics as deserving punishment and not needing help. This 
fits in with my earlier finding that those who had committed Gravity 
3 offences, typically assault occasioning actual bodily harm, were of 
low/medium risk who appeared to come as much from stable 
backgrounds - low need - as those from less stable background and 
having higher need. The apparent anomoly to Table 7.9 is that 
conditional discharges were being used for people of low risk but of 
medium need. This is exactly what Hardiker found in her work. Its 
explanation lies in how the court deals with those who might n~!d 
some social work help. If a worker from another helping agency wee 
already involved, the court would accept the CIAT officer's proposal 
that, to avoid a proliferation of social work help, a probaUon order 
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ought not be made but that the other worker should continue in the 
case. As a consequence the SER would recommend a conditional 
discharge. 
To date I have shown that there is a strong association between 
the number of negative indices on the MDI scale and reoffending, and 
that there is a lesser association between need and reoffending. By 
finding out the arithmetrical mean (~) and the standard deviation 
<s> for the various disposals a needs/risk grid was produced. What 
now needs to be done is to draw the loose ends of the threads 
together by looking at the distribution of the disposals 1n the 
various needs/risk cells. The following table has been simplified by 
compositing low need/medium risk and medium need/low risk together. 
Similarly the cells for low need/high risk and high need/low risk 
and medium need/high risk and high need/medium risk have been 
composited. This now gives columns for low need/risk <LIL>, medium 
need/low risk and/or low need/medium risk <MIL>, medium need/risk 
CM/M), medium need/high risk and or high need/medium risk <MIH>, and 
high need/risk <HIH>. The figures in the table are in percentages 
apart from the last column which gives the number 'N' for each 
disposal. 
The table below shows clearly how supervision is progressively 
geared to the highest need/risk categories. In fact there were only 
six cases in the L/L supervision group, five of these there was no 
recommendation for supervision by the officer. The last case was a 
serious case of arson, Another interesting feature of these five 
cases where there was no recommendation was that they were all 
female. This would suggest that it is more the courts than the 
probation service which seek to intervene into a person's life just 
because of their sex, This adds further evidence to the 'chivalrous• 
model of sentencing towards women, 
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TABLE 7.101 DISTRmUTION OF DISPOSALS BY NEED/RISK 
DISPOSAL L7L M/L 
"'" 
L/H M/H H/H N 
Supervision 2.1 8,1 9,8 10,6 29,8 39,6 285 
Cond, Dil. 28,6 23,8 U,3 u 19,0 9,6 21 
Fin11 (1,7 31,0 6,0 u 9,6 7,1 84 
AU, Ctntn 12.6 l6,9 15,6 9,, 12.6 3,1 32 
c.s.o. 7,7 26,6 12,8 2,6 23,1 -28,2 39 
Sus, Stnt, 20,4 18,4 U,3 6, I 28,6 12,2 '9 
D,C,/Bonhl U,3 36,7 7,1 25,0 17,9 28 
Prison 13,2 16,1 7,6 7,6 2U 32, I 63 
All Dah 12,7 17,9 10,0 7,8 2,,4 27,2 691 
All Dah Minus 
Supervision 22.6 27,1 I 0,1 6,2 19,3 16,7 306 
Supn, Control Bp 6,3 12,7 u.a 10,6 28,6 27,0 169 
Other points to be noted from the table are that the supervision 
control group tends to deal with offenders with less need/risk than 
CIAT. This perhaps gives some credence to Davies' view that given 
the choice probation officers tend to go for the 'easier' cases. But 
even then, the cases tend to be the more 'up market' ones. Fines, in 
particular, are given to the lowest need/risk cases whereas 
conditional discharges have a surprisingly high percentage of high 
need/risk cases; this being due to social work, medical or 
psychiatric help already being available. 
If the data is further simplified to two categories of risk and 
need, the first combining LIL, MIL, L/M and M/M and the second group 
LIH, HIL, HIM, MIH and HIH one sees the distribution of the data 
more clearly. The figures are in percentages. 
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TABLE 7.11: DISTRffiUTION OF DISPOSALS JID:O TWO NEJ;;Dfi/ftiSK CATEQQRIES 
DISPOSAL Low High DISPOSAL Low High 
Suptrvltlon 20, 1 79,9 Cond, Oltthargt 66,7 33,3 
Suptrvltlon - "'n 17,3 82,7 Finn 78,6 21,( 
Supervision - Woten 13,7 86,3 Attendantt Ctnlrt 76,0 25,0 
Supervltlon - Juvenllt 30,( 69,6 COIIUn!ty Serv!tl CS, I 53,9 
All Oah CO, 1 59,9 Suspended Sentence 53, I (6,9 
All Data Lest Supn, 69,8 (0,2 Detention Ctntrt 67, I (2,9 
Supn, Control Broup 33,8 66,2 Prlton 36,9 U, I 
This data highlights how supervision is geared to high need/risk 
cases, more so for adults, this being especially so for women 
(86.3%), For juveniles 70% fall into the high need/risk category but 
this compares favourably with the 25% for attendance centre, 
especially as the lat~er disposal is often seen by the courts as 
being on a par in the tariff to supervision. The table confirms that 
few women are being brought into the system without there being 
need or risk of reoffending. Also the table shows that two thirds of 
the control group fall into the high need/risk group making the 
control group supervision cases being somewhat more 'down market' 
than the CIAT cases. Prison followed by community service ere the 
next two disposals which show a bias towards high need/risk cases. 
Suspended sentences have less then half their cases in the high 
need/risk category. Fines, as was shown previously, are very much 
geared towards low need/riB~ 
The next two tables show the percentage distribution of the data 
for the nine cells of the needs/risk grid. The first table is for all 
the data and the second one compares the distribution for 
supervision cases to non-supervision cases, these figures are in 
brackets, 
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TABLE 7.12: DISTRIBUTION All DATA TABLE 7 13: DISTRIBUTION SUPN. I NON·SUpN. 
Low MtdiUI High Low MtdiUI High 
Low 13 9 
' 
2 (231 '(!A) 6 131 
"ediul 9 10 12 • (!A) 10 (10) IS 001 
High 
' 
12 27 6(3) IS 001 AO ll61 
The tables show clearly the different emphasis for supervision 
cases as compared to the other disposals. The next point to 
establish is whether there is any correlation between the needs/risk 
groupings and reoffending. The results are shown in Table 7.14 
below. 
TABLE 7.14: NEEDS/RISK SCALE AND REOFfENDING 
Scale No, in Bp, No, Rtoff, I Rtoff, 
L/L 76 13 17,3 
K/L, L/" 106 36 31,0 
"'" 
69 22 37,3 
L/H, H/L AS 21 AS,S 
K/H, HI" 1U lA S),A 
HIH 161 88 SA, 7 
TOTALS 691 2U A3.0 
x• • 37,6l! s d, f, lig, 0,11 ltvtl 
Thus the nee<Js/risk ~dd is highly statistically si~ificant as a 
Predictor of reoffendin~. The corresponding data for the MDI on its 
own for a sample of 1098 was l(2 = 72.12 3d.f. sig. at 0.1~ level. 
As can be seen the MDI has a higher l(2 value but the sample size 
was nearly twice that of the needs/risk value. Therefore I can say, 
due to the statistical evidence, that the-needs/risk scale is a 
potent predictor of reoffending. Thus, if one takes into account the 
cautions as to how prediction tools should be used, as mentioned in 
an earlier chapter, then this scale is a useful tool to use in the 
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preparation of SERs. The scale could be adjusted, if required, by 
altering the parameters as to what determines high risk or high 
need. It will be recalled that for this thesis high risk has been 
defined as 2-3 negative indices on the MDI. However an agency could 
state that high risk must be three negative indices only. Similarly 
the figure for high need can be changed if en agency wished to 
operate a tighter boundary control and thus exclude more clients 
from it, This factor will be considered in the last chapter. 
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RESULTS & THE NEEDS/RISK SCALE - RECOMMENDATIONS 
The above discussion has been based on the needs/risk scale and 
court disposals. I now need to consider the scale from the 
perspective of what CIAT officers actually recommended. I will then 
conclude this part of the chapter by looking et needs and risk from 
the view of different age and sex and by first offenders. The next 
table shows the distribution of the recommendations when applied to 
the needs/risk framework. 
TABLE 7.15: NEEDS/RISK GRID BY RECOMMENDATION 
NEED 
Low MtdiUI High 
Rl1k 0·4 5·8 19 
Low Cond, Oil, 
0 MOl Flnt 
Mtdlua AU, Ctnlrt c,s,o. 
I MOl SUI, Stnl, 
High Supn, 
2·3 MOl Prison 
The table, derived by the same method as the previous framework 
for disposals, shows the distribution of recommendations when 
applied to the needs/risk framework. This shows clearly that CIAT 
officers were recommending fines and discharges for those with low 
need and risk. Attendance centre was recommended for juveniles with 
low need but medium risk. Community service orders and suspended 
sentc 1ces were largely recommended for the same types of people, 
medium need/risk, whereas supervision and prison were recommended 
for those with high need/risk. In fact when prison was recommended 
the average need score was 11. This would suggest that for this 
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group officers felt custody was inevitable/deserved and the cohort 
comprised of recidivists as had been described in the two previous 
chapters .. Detention centre was recommended on such few occasions 
that the data could not be included in the grid. 
Table 7.15 gives an opportunity to see whether the agency thinks 
the CIAT team was adopting an appropriate recommendation strategy. 
When one compares this table for recommendations with Table 7.9 for 
disposals one sees that the court is more willing to put people on 
a conditionel discharge with medium need than era intake officers. 
This could imply thet the court is mora willing to accept the role 
of other caring agencies in the lives of offenders than probetion 
officers. 
It is now eppropriete to sea whether the needs/risk scale differs 
for different groups of offenders. The next tebla shows the 
arithmatricel mean for the need score for ell dete, men, women and 
juveniles for the varying disposal. To compere the risk score with 
the MDI as given in Table 7.9 an arithmetrical mean for risk was I! = 
1.4 t 0.5. Thus less than 1 standerd deviation was taken to be 
equivalent to low risk <L> and approximated to 0 MDI, greater than 1 
s.d. wes taken to be high risk <H> and equivalent to 2-3 MDis and 
thus medium risk <M> was the middle ground within 1 s.d. and 
approximated to 1 MDI. The results for the supervision control group 
are compared. N is the number in each group. Where the cell size 
fell to less than five then it has been excluded from the table. 
When the data from the table below is compared the following points 
can be deduced: 
1. For supervision and custody the risk of reoffending 
remains high irrespective of age or sex. No other disposal 
hes a high risk score in any of its groups. 
2. The needs score for women is higher thar· for men in 
every cese except for suspended sentence <average need 
score for women was 9.3 as compared to 7.1 for men>. This 
adds to the argument of the previous chapter that although 
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women may be brought into the system earlier than men in 
terms of previous convictions it is not without reason. The 
SER is identifying social need. However it may be that this 
is further evidence to that which Hardiker found that for 
women the courts, and its probation officers, were more 
likely to operate from a treatment model for women 
irrespective of whether the assessed social need had any 
relevance to her offending. 
TABLE 7.16; NEEDS/RISK FOR DISPOSALS BY DATA SEPARATION 
DISPOSAL 
Supmision 
Cond, Dis, 
Fines 
AU, Centre 
c,s,o, 
Sus, Sent. 
Det, Ctntn 
Prilon 
ALL DATA 
N Rilk Nnd 
28l H 8,6 
21 L 6,6 
85 L 3,, 
32 " 3,8 
39 " 6,3 
49 " s, s 
22 " •• 3 
U H 7,7 
HEN 
N Risk Nttd 
129 H 9,5 
6 L 6, 7 
U L 3,1 
37 " 6,1 
" " 
20 " 
l9 H 
5,6 
•• 6 
7,5 
VOMEN 
N Risk Nttd 
73 H 10,4 
10 H 7,0 
12 H 7,1 
5 H A.3 
6 H 9,6 
Supn, Control 19' H 7, • 94 H 8, 9 37 H 9, 7 
JUVENILES 
N Rilk Nttd 
82 H 5,6 
S L' 2.' 
29 L 2,3 
32 " 3,8 
63 " u 
3. For conditional discharges women had a higher risk and 
needs score than men. As suggested in the previous chapter 
this could be interpreted as another manifestation of the 
'chivalry' model of sentencing in that courts were more 
prepared to 'let off' women with lower tariff sentences than 
men. 
4. ':be data from my research suggests that the women 
selected by the courts for SERa had higher needs scores 
then men, although their risk score was about the same. As 
there is a concern that women are brought. into the 
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probation system too early then one way of erring on the 
safe side would be to raise the thresh-hold for the high 
need group to 10 and over, 
5. What is obvious from the table is that the overall needs 
scale is being surpressed by the scores for juveniles which 
have a much lower average of 4.4. A solution to this would 
be to have a separate needs/risk grid for juveniles. This 
will be considered later. 
6. The control group for supervision cases shows that the 
generic team have, on supervision, cases which are of lower 
risk and lower need than the intake team. CIAT were mostly 
seeking to obtain supervision orders for high need/risk 
cases. One can deduce, therefore, that one benefit of an 
intake _t_eam is that it does tend to push recommendations 
for supervision up tariff as compared to reneric teams. 
Having discussed the need/risk scale from the perspective of 
sentences for the different date types, what difference can be found 
for the scale when the date is analysed by recommendations. 
TABLE 7.17: DISIRmtrriON OF NEEDS/RISK BY RECOMMENPATIONS 
DISPOSAL ALL DATA liEN WOKEN JUVENILES 
Risk Nnd Rhk Nted Rhk Netd Rhk Netd 
Suptrvhion H 8,9 H 9.2 H 10,7 H 5,7 
Cond, O!IC, L (,( L 5,( 
" 
6,5 L 2,5 
Finn L 3,3 L 3,6 
" 
5,0 L 2,5 
m, Centra 
" 
(,0 
" 
to 
C,B,O, 
" 
5,2 
" 
5,0 
Bus, Bent, 
" 
6,7 
" 
6,0 
Dtt, Centre 
Prhon H 11, I H 11,3 
No Recoaatndttlon 
" 
(,3 
" 
5,7 
" 
5,0 
" 
2,6 
• 
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The above table has excluded cell sizes of less than five. The 
main difference between this table_and the last one is that officers 
did not recommend detention centre to any appreciable degree. When 
prison was recommended it was for very high need/risk cases. This 
would fit into the date previously colleted about the nature of men 
caught on the prison-release-reoffend-prison roundabout. 
The date of the most interest from this table is that for no 
recommendations. It was shown in the lest chapter that only 35% 
received custodial sentences and here we see them as being medium 
risk with low need. Thus the picture of a person who gets an SER 
with no recommendation is not a high risk high need recidivist upon 
whom the probation service has given up, but a person on whom the 
officer felt unable to make a specific recommendation. If the person 
had been high need/risk then the data would suggest that some form 
of supervision is likely to be offered to the court. 
The evidence from the lest two tables suggests that there ought 
to be separate needs/risk scales for adults and juveniles; the 
difference betwen men and women was not that great to warrant such 
a distinction. The arithmetricel mean for the needs scores were 
reworked for adults and juveniles. The next table shows the 
needs/risk grids for recommendations and disposals for adults end 
juveniles. 
TABLE 7.18: NEEDS/RISK GRIDS 
1WENILES 
Rtcomndatlons Ohpmh 
Nttd Nttd 
Rhk 0·3 .-& 16 Rhk G-3 l-5 16 
0 0 C, Oil, 
I C, Oil, A,C, Fln11 A,C, 
Fln11 
2-3 Supn, 2-3 Supn, 
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TABLE 7,18 Icon, I 
ADULTS 
Recoa11ndall ons Disponh 
Need Nttd 
Risk 0·5 6·9 110 Risk 0·5 6-9 110 
0 Flna C,D, 0 Fine C,D, 
c,s,o, s,s, I S,S, c,s,o, 
D,C, 
2-3 Supn, 2-3 Prison Supn, 
Prison 
It will be noticed that the need scale for adults has increased in 
ita divisions as compared to Table 7.15 but that for juveniles it 
had contracted. The risk scale has remained unaltered. The four 
grids show that supervision is seen by both the courts and CIAT ea 
being geared for high need, high risk cases. Of interest is that 
community service was recommended for cases with lower need-to 
those actually placed on community service by the courts, This may 
be due to the probation service seeing community service as a non-
helpful disposal and to be used by the courts as an alternative to 
custody whereas the courts may feel that as the scheme is 
administered by the probation service that some case-work help 
would be available. The courts used suspended sentences for low 
need cases, this being in keeping with the profile of stability for 
those receiving such a disposaL For juveniles the court was more 
cautious as to whom it would give a conditional discharge. They 
reserved it for low need/risk cases. 
In the light of the debate about (irst offenders being placed on 
supervision inappropriately one needs to see whether my data gives 
any underst.anding as to why supervision is recommended tor them. 
The next table identifies the differences in need for men. women and 
juveniles who are on supervision and who are first offenders. All 
groups had the same risk factor of 2-3 MDis. 
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TABLE 7.19: SUPERVISION AND FIRST OFFENDERS 
6ROUP CATE60RY I A6E NEED 
Voun All N • 68 26,2 10,. 
ltt, olfendm 
N • 17 26 21,2 10,9 
"'" 
All N • 139 28,0 9,5 
ltl, offender 
N • 32 23 29,0 8,9 
Suvtnlltl All N • eo U,9 6,6 
lit, offendm 56 u,e 5,7 
From my data it can be seen that the percentage of women who are 
first offenders and who are placed on supervision is similar to men. 
The only difference is that women first offenders tend to be five 
years younger than the overall age for women supervisees. This may 
be another indication of the 'chivalry' theory in that if a young 
woman appears before the court then she must have problems and 
ought to be placed on supervision. The disquietening feature of this 
table is that 56% of juveniles on supervision were first offenders. 
As the figures do not suggest that they are any more at risk of 
reoffending or have any greater social need then there seeme 
nothing obvious to suggest why this percentage is so high. True, the 
need and risk is no lower than the rest of the supervision 
population, but this adds to the argument that there is no 
outstanding reason why they should be brought into the system. The 
implications of this will be discussed in the last chapter. 
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PROBLEMS OF USAGE OF THE FRAMEWORK __ 
It was noted earlier in this chapter that the need scale was 
devised as a result of what I actually read in SERs and the need 
score was based on what I adjudged to be the case as described 
within the report. The question to be asked was whether similar 
results would be replicated if different officers assessed the same 
case. During the ACOP Conference of June 1986 I led a seminar in 
which a case was assessed using the needs/risk framework. I had 
previously assessed the case as having three negative indices on the 
MDI and a needs score of 13. The answers given by the group varied 
from 2-3 negative indices and a needs score of between 9-18. As the 
group were working from the grid as shown in Table 7.9 above all 
their answers-made the case high need/risk. However the difference 
in interpretation does suggest there ought to be some 
standardisation as to what determined social need, For the 
Leicestershire Service I attached to the grid the criteria I used to 
assess need and this is found in Appendix 5. Within the commentary 
on it I stated: 
" ... assessment of need cannot be rigidly defined as the aim 
of the scale is to assist officers in assessing rather than 
rigidly imposing a structure upon the assessment 
process. ••.:• 
The whole purpose of the grid is to assist the overall assessment 
procedure. Preferably the discussion of need is a joint one with the 
offender. In addition to identifying risk and need at an individual 
leve_l the scale can help an agency to develop a targeting strategy. 
This will now be discussed briefly. 
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TARGETING AND THE NEEDS/RISK SCALE 
In the discussion leading up to the development of the needs/risk 
scale it was necessary for me to make some assumptions ss to what 
was high need or high risk. To make those assumptions more reliable 
I used the srithmetric mean and standard deviation as the basis of 
determining the boundaries between low, medium and high need or 
risk. The assumption I made was that 2/3 negative indices on the 
MDI was the right cut off point on my scale for high risk. <It also 
coincided with more than 50% reoffending within the two year 
period.) It maybe that agencies would seek greeter flexibility in 
using the scale. For instance it could say that for recidivists 2/3 
MOle was right for high risk but for first offenders it should be 3 
MDI only and thus reduce the rate of intervention for such 
offenders. Similarly one could adjust the need scale so that high 
need could be at a higher figure before intervention was 
recommended. From my results 2 s.d. would make the high need case 
start at 12. This may be the appropriate point in which to intervene 
with for first offenders. 
The above is an illustration of targeting. Given the data from the 
lest chapter on effectiveness and this one on needs/risk assessment 
a probation department can profile cases for intervention by need 
end risk. Depending upon the resources of the agency end its policy 
towards intervention the framework could be used by altering the 
parameters dividing need into low, medium end high. Thus if the 
agency policy was to reduce supervision cases for juveniles this 
could be done by saying that unless there was imminent risk of 
custody due to the seriousness of the offence, then supervision 
would not be recommended unless there were three negative indices 
on the MDI end e need score of, say, aver 10. 
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SUMMARY 
This chapter began by discussing the development of s needs/risk 
framework. It discussed the current debates on risk and need and 
how e probation officer needs to be aware of the judicial 
environment in which he works. If en officer did not went his 
professional competence to be negated by the court process then he 
needed to be able to argue clearly and cogently as to why he wee 
making e specific recommendation. Statistically validated information 
as to the social need of an offender and the risk of reoffending 
would essisit in this process. Thus a needs scale was developed end 
the result obtained wee that not only was the increased numbers of 
MDI related to offending but also so wee need. The need scale 
therefore not only helped to identify the type of social need but 
also its amount. From these two parameters of needs and risk a 
framework was developed which can be seen ss a way forward for 
assisting the officer in assessing the client end to make the best 
recommendation to the court. The needs/risk scale taken in its 
entirety was seen to offer a strong lead in predicting reoffending. 
The date showed that cases of high need end high risk had more then 
three times the chance of reoffending then low need low risk cases. 
The date was significant et the 0.1% level by the chi squared test. 
The implication of this is that en officer can use the need/risk 
analysis ss a powerful aide memoirs in assessing whether one 
recommendation would be more suitable then another. The chapter 
concluded by looking et some of the practical difficulties of 
standardising the needs scale ea officers tend to have differing end 
subjective perceptions of need. The usage of the needs/risk scale 
could also be used to help an agency set boundaries to its field of 
intervention. 
During this chapter I have broken new ground by introducing a 
needs/risk framework. The next piece of new ground to be explored 
is whet happens to the offenders when they have been placed on 
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supervision. Earlier I showed how on being placed on supervision 
offenders entered a career loop. To enter this loop they have to be 
transferred from the intake teem to the treatment teem. This 
transfer process forms the basis of the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 8: TRANSFER PROCESSES AND IMPLICATIONS FOR SUPERVISION 
INTROQUCTION 
The last chapter saw an end to the focus being exclusively on 
the intake team. Sufficient time has been spent analysing the court-
centred work of the team. I now need to progress onto the next 
stage of the process; the transfer of cases to treatment teams. 
This chapter looks at the transfer process and how that has a 
bearing on subsequent supervision. For this research the task of 
analysing the process of transfer h~s been made more difficult as 
the Leicestershire Probation Service is unique in this country by 
having the only viable and long running intake system. Thus it can 
only be compared by analogy; by looking at intake theory as used to 
describe Social Service Departments and intra-team systems within 
the probation service. It is important to try and understand the 
CIAT-TT system as its process raises some crucial questions. At the 
very heart of the matter, and this will be discussed in the final 
chapter, is whether the· system is fulfiling its task of offering an 
enhanced service to courts, clients and officers. 
This chapter needs to look at the whole intake/transfer process. 
The main areas to be covered are: 
a> the time taken for cases to be transferred 
bl the information available to make trensfer decisions and 
how these decisions were taken 
cl Whether practice and officer expectation were matched. 
This will link in with officer satisfaction to be discussed 
in the penultimate chapter. 
dl did the transfer proc<ss take into account the need/risk 
of the client? 
e) given the transfer process that existed what were the 
implications for the amount of supervision that was offered 
----
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to clients, the impact of the first quarter, the total 
amount of supervision end whether there was any associeion 
with reoffending end failure to report? Of related interest 
to this were the views of CIAT and TT officers. 
f) the final area to look et is whether there was any 
degree of inappropriate supervision, i.e., high need/risk 
cases being supervised spasmodically whereas some low 
need/risk cases were being supervised ~tensively. 
The discussions within this chapter will have en important bearing 
on the final chapter on policy implications. 
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INTAKE AND TRANSFER THEORY 
The aim of this section is to take a brief look at some of 
theoretical approaches to intake systems and transfer processes and 
to use the theories to help understand the CIAT-TT system. In Social 
Services Departments <SSDs>, intake teems, like generic social work 
teems are the product of the 1968 Seebohm Report. It found that 
would be clients of SSDs often found difficulty in gaining access 
to them. Seebohm hoped that " ... reorganisation would make these 
services more accessible and comprehensible to those who use them.'" 
Hence intake teams were created. Gostick and Scott saw that the 
" ... primary function of intake is to provide initial assessments on 
new referrals to the area teBIIl,'"' Lowenstsin takes a different 
slant: 
'7he major function of an intake system is that of 
filtering, assessment and decision making ... ths initial 
encounter between client and agency must provide the agency 
with sufficient information to decide how best to serve the 
client and to determine if this agency is the best place to 
provide the needed services.""' 
Again secondary functions were seen differently. Gostick and Scott 
felt that intake teams had thee other major functions, " ... to do 
short-term work, to provide duty cover for the area and to do crisis 
intervention work."• Lowenstein looked more at the process of the 
work: 
·~ot only should an intake system filter out clients who 
are not considered appropriate for the services the agency 
offers, but it should also act as a filter in passing on 
cases to other agencies. Linking and liasing are important 
aspects of intake."" 
Thus intake teams can act as agency gate-keepers by controlling 
who gets help; i.e., setting a boundary control. It can determine the 
numbers who will receive agency resources and it can assess client 
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need to see what kind and what amount of help that is required. So, 
on one hand intake teams are client centred, and this is what this 
chapter will be looking at, but on the other hand they act as gate-
keepers to those who will have access to the agency. This will be 
considered in Chapter 10 on client contamination and boundary 
control. 
When we look at the above definitions we can see that CIAT was 
not devised to make clients rnore or less accessible to agency 
resour·ces as the court largely decided who would be coming to the 
agency for SERs. As will be seen later in this chapter who prepares 
initial assessments and why is an unresolved dilemma for the CIAT-
TT system. The preparation of SERs, as described in earlier chapters 
does involve assessment and filtering out cases for supervision; the 
emphasis of the reports acknOHledging that the offender often comes 
secondary to the court as client. The hopes that CIAT would offer 
crisis work never materialised due to the need of meeting deadlines 
for their primary clients a~d it was' never envisaged that CIAT would 
offer short term work as its role with clients finished at the court 
hearing. During the preparation of SERa officers, wherever possible 
and necessary, would liaise with and refer to other agencies. Thus 
some of the definitions of intake teams find resonance with the 
work of CIAT, but not totally. 
Most writers see the advantages of intake teams as being self 
evident. Gostick and Scott sum the advantages up as follows: they 
" ... give a better 'front-door' service to potential 
customers. Better, that is, in terms of quality of 
response enjoyed by the consumer, and better in the 
job satisfaction of the social worker."" 
However in an earlier chapter I showed that the quality of reports 
as prepared by the intake team, in most respects, was of no higher 
standard than the reports prepared by generic officers. 
There are also disadvantages of intake systems, some being caused 
by the sense of deja vue. 
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"We stereotype by problems and have stereotyped responses 
to these problems which is dangerous. You'd go out thinking 
'electricity bill, I'll do this and that', before you'd even 
interviewed them ... 'routinised solution• ... you then try and 
impose your categories in the interview which can be easily 
done, directing the answers you expect. "7 
It was precisely this danger which stimulated the search for an 
objective assessment technique to be used whilst preparing SERs. The 
fear was that the recommendations were being formulated in officers' 
minds on receiving the court file es a result of them knowing the 
aetiology of the offence, the practice of the sentencing court, the 
previous criminality of the offender as well as age and environment 
of the offender. Lowenstein also highlights a real problem for the 
intake/treatment team system, that of helping the plient understand 
the nature of the system to which he has come. 
"If the caseworker conceives of intake as a study or 
exploratory process and the applicant conceives of it as a 
help getting experience, they will have a hard time 
understanding each other ... If some preliminary and partial 
agreements and expectations as to reciprocal roles are not 
clarified at intake, the applicant may still continue with 
the agency, but he is likely to have confused or even 
unrealistic expectations which may effect the ensuring 
course of relationship.,,.. 
Certainly it was the experience of officers working within the 
CIATITT system that some clients wondered why they had to have a 
different officer now that they had got used to one and why should 
a court hearing make any difference. The transfering of a client at 
the very point of a major crisis, the court hearing, po,.es real 
problems in trying to understand the process in terms of crisis 
intervention theory; i.e., of using the existing crisis to effect 
second order change. For further information on crisis intervention 
theory see the works of Caplan9 , Parad' 0 and Rapoport••. If crisis 
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intervention theory is valid then it means the speed of transfer and 
manner of transfer of the client from CIAT to the TT is of vital 
importance. Any time delay will, according to the theory, lead to a 
reduction in motivation by the client (and officer> and thus make 
change more difficult to effect. 
Once the assessment has been made then, according to Lowenstein, 
the worker can make one of four decisions as to disposal. These are: 
"a> deciding whether the problem has been satisfactorily 
dealt with and closing the case ... 
b> deciding whether the problem or enquiry was of such a 
nature that it could be satisfactorily dealt with in a three 
month period by the intake team. These cases were recorded 
as short term, 
c) deciding that the pr_oblem was of such a nature that 
support and care would be needed over a longer time period 
than three months ... these cases would be passed on for 
allocation to long term teams, 
dl deciding that the problem or enquiry was of such a 
nature that it would be beat dealt with by another agency 
and referred on .. ," 1 2 
Goldberg et al. in their review of intake work had similar 
categories to that of Lowenstein with the additional one of "agency 
review after critical service by the intake team."'"' The above list 
identifies clearly the difference between the operation of a SSD 
intake team and that of CIAT. Point 'a' above would have ita parallel 
in CIAT when officers recommended non-interventionist diapoaals in 
their SERs. Point 'b' could be when the SER asked for a 3-6 month 
deferrment of sentence to see if the offender could meet some 
previously defined objective. The problem arose as to whether such a 
case ought to be kept on by CIAT or tranaferred to the TT. This 
dilemma was solved only on an ad hoc basis. Point 'c' would have its 
parallel in recommending supervision. Again the problem arose in a 
minority of cases when probation was recommended in a SER for the 
-----
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crown court. There could be a delay of 2-3 months if a eo-defendant 
was pleading not guilty, so who was responsible for the case in the 
meantime? Here, too, solutions were ad hoc. As mentioned earlier 
CIAT officers were never afraid to involve other agencies, so this 
equates to point 'd'. The last point as made by Goldberg had no 
direct parallel within the CIAT-TT system. 
To date I have discussed intake systems with separate intake 
teams and for reasons already mentioned I have not been able to 
draw upon any examples from probation practice. The only caveat to 
that would be the work of Hardiker but she too was researching 
CIAT. There have been examples, however, of intake work intra-teams. 
In 1974 whilst working in a generic teem I wrote a paper -discussing 
intake processes.14 The gist of the argument was that SERs would be 
allocated randomly so that no one officer would be swamped, as can 
happen in patch work. If statutory supervision is expected the 
reporting officer would carry out a detailed assessment of need 
with the offender. On completion the officer would take the full 
assessment to en allocation meeting where officer strengths/ 
interests can be matched as far as possible with client need. 
Similarly, Stenley designed a structure for intake end allocation to 
be used on a team basis. In it he had a two-tier allocation system. 
The first tier was to allocate a nominated officer and to place the 
supervisee into an induction group. After a specified period there 
would be a second allocation meeting to review the findings of the 
induction period, and from the analysis make a decision as to the 
remainder of the supervision. Stanley argued in favour of this 
method as he said that in norFal allocation meetings, 
·~reater significance was attached to questions like 'is he 
on probation?', 'is it a parole case?', or 'when is he due 
out?' or 'is it near the end of the order:?'; less 
significance was attached to 'what is the nature of the 
work to be undertaken?' end 'how is the work to be 
tackled?"" s 
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The position has been reached where the theoretical considerations 
have raised enough questions and now I need to look at the data to 
see if any answers are forthcoming. 
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TAKE-UP OF CASES 
As described in the discussion above, for good case-work and 
management practice the rapid transfer of cases is of utmost 
importance. I wish to look at the transfer of cases from three 
perspectives. Firstly, the speed of actual transfer, that is the time 
lag from court hearing until the supervisee sees the TT officer. 
Secondly, the information given to the TT officer by the CIAT 
officer and how it was transferred. Thirdly, I want to look at how 
both sets of officers viewed the transfer process. 
Case Transfer and Time Delay 
There were three main ways in which new probationers met their 
TT supervising officer. Firstly via Pre-Hearing Allocation <PHA> 
where the case is allocated before the court hearing and the client 
would meet the new officer, often at a joint meeting with the 
reporting CIAT officer. This 'continuity of care' is the best method 
of transfer for the offender as he will always know who his 
probation officer is at any time during his career as client of the 
service. However this procedure was rarely carried out <7% of the 
cases> as it was felt to be too costly in officer time and that the 
offender might not end up as a client of the service due to the 
court passing a non-supervision sentence. The second method was to 
partially pre-allocate a case in that an officer would be nominated 
to take a case and if supervision ensued the TT officer would see 
his new client within 48 hours. Again this was not the main way of 
allocating cases and applied to only 11% of the cases. The main form 
of nllocation was post-sentence at the next convenient allocation 
meeting. This applied to 82% of the cases. 
Harris and Webb in their research on social workers and 
supervision orders16 found that there was neither rational nor 
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objective link between client need and contact with the social 
worker. They argued that " ..• if this were the case, we would expect 
---
some sense of urgency on the part of social workers to make contact 
after the order was made."'" I found a similar disquietening pattern 
in my results. 
The data has been put in a similar format as used by Harris and 
Webb in order to make comparisons. 
TABLE 8.1: TAKE-UP RATE FROM COURT HEARING TO FIRST CONTACT 
No, Days 
0·7 
8·U 
15-21 
22·28 
29·35 
136 
TOTALS 
SBH 
C!AT S 
l7 18 
73 -- _28 
., 19 
28 11 
30 12 
30 12 
257 
Coni, Gp s 
166 69 
30 12 
16 7 
10 • 
7 3 
12 5 
m 
Probn. 
189 
135 
120 
53 
'1 
73 
611 
Hmls/Webb 
S SSD 
31 52 
22 •s 
20 30 
9 16 
7 13 
12 u 
208 
I 
25 
23 
u 
8 
6 
2. 
x•. 102,37 5 d,f, slg, 0,11 level x•. 18,50 5 d,f, sig, 11 level 
From the table one can see that it was not the usual policy of 
the control group to reallocate the cases after the court hearing, 
thus the reporting officer and supervising officer was the same. 
This means there is a 'continuity of care' in two thirds of the 
cases. As mentioned above PHA only accounted for about a fifth of 
the CIAT cases. When the results are compared with Harris/Webb's 
findings it showed that the control group started on their cases 
quicker than CIAT or their probation sample which in turn acted more 
speedily than the SSD sample. The point that needs to be answered is 
that the control group is bound to appear to be more effective as 
147 <61%) of the cases involved no change in officer. However if one 
allows 14-days for allocation and first contact does this then 
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eliminate the bias in favour of the control group with respect to 
CIAT. The results were largely unchanged with X" = 65.198 4 d.f. 
sig. 0.1% level. Thus with the CIAT-TT system cases were not being 
processed and seen within 14 days. In fact the arithmetrical mean 
and standard deviations for the take-up rate of CIAT cases and the 
control group were ll = 21.4 ± 25.4 and ll = 6.6 ± 10.4 respectively. 
Thus if we take two standard deviations as a yard stick then for 
CIAT it will take 72 days to see 95% of the cases but only 27 days 
for the control group. For my sample there were still 13 cases that 
had not been seen inside 10 weeks. 
However to try and avoid too many differences in the data I 
eliminated all the PHA cases from both samples leaving all those 
that were subject to ellocation, either inter team as the CIAT-TT 
syste~ ~intra-team as for the control group. When this was done 
then the differences were much less marked. However even then 59% 
of the control group were seen within 14 days as compared to 42% 
of the CIAT sample. The difference, though, was barely significant 
statistically with X" = 6.993 3 d.f. sig. 10% leveL 
From this analysis one is drawn to the conclusion that just by 
having an intake system there will be delays in allocation and in 
making contact with the client. This acts contrary to the whole 
ethos of crisis intervention theory. CSince these results became 
available to the agency a practice direction has been laid down that 
new supervisees will be seen by a TT officer on the day of the 
court hearing.> 
The next stage of the analysis was to see whether the age or the 
sex of the offender had any beaing on the take-up rate. The results 
had only marginal statistical significance. The results ere shown in 
Table 8.2 below, the figures being in percentages. 
---
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TABLE 8.2: TAKE-UP RAJE BY SEX AND AGE 
DATA DAYS 
TYPE 0·7 8-U 15-21 22-28 129 Total 
Men 2(,6 27,0 U,3 11.9 22.2 126 
Woaen 9,9 21,3 29,S 11,5 27,9 61 
Suveniles 12,8 37,0 18,5 11.~ 19,9 70 
TOTALS 17,8 28.~ 19, I 11,7 22,9 257 
X2 (Ill da\a) • 15,328 8 d, f. slg, I OS level 
X2 (ten & woten) • IO,l~1 ~ d,l, slg, SI level 
x• (adults & juveniles! • l,309 ~ d,l, N/S 
Thus this table shows that women are less likely to be seen so 
early on in the case as either men or juveniles. Given the data in 
Table 7.11 of the lest chapter which showed that women accounted 
for the highest percentage of cases with high need/risk then it is 
somewhat surprising to find that the take-up rate for them is 
slower than for either juveniles or men. 
When the data for take-up rates were analysed by the six 
need/risk groupings, as described in the previous chapter, then 
nothing of note came to light. In part this was due to the cell 
sizes being too small for useful comparison. However when the 
results were composited into high and low need/risk groups, as 
before, then the results were as, the figures being in percentages 
TABLE 8.3: RATES BY HIGH AND LOW NEED/RISK GROUPINGS 
Data PHA 1·7 8-U IS-21 22-28 29-35 136 Totals 
Low 10 2 36 12 12 20 8 so 
High 8 10 26 20 u 7 IS 207 
x• • u. 737 6 d, I, slg, SI level 
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When the data is analysed this way it does show that there is 
some evidence that TT officers are more likely to start a case more 
quickly if it is a high need/risk one. As will be seen later there 
are few overt written statements as to the urgency of a case or the 
risk of reoffending. This would suggest that sufficient evidence was 
gleaned at allocation meetings and from SERa and Initial Assessments 
(JAs - these being en officer's preliminary assessment and case-work 
plan for a supervisee at the start of an order >, if present, to 
alert the TT officer as to how he should respond. However, bearing 
in mind the information in both Tables 7.11 and 8.2 showing that 
women are of higher risk than men but are seen more slowly we 
should find that this difference is shown up by comparing take-up 
rates for men and women for high and low need/risk groupings. The 
figures are in percentages. 
TABLE 8.4: TAKE-UP OF HIGH NEED/RISK CASES FOR MEN AND WOMEN 
DATA 
TYPE 
"'" Voaen 
0·7 
26 
10 
8·U 
26 
19 
DAYS 
15·21 
15 
35 
22·28 
11 
12 
r• • 11. u ' d, I, si g. SI ltvtl, 
m 
22 
25 
Totals 
lOS 
52 
As can be seen there is evidence to suggest that if a woman is of 
high need/risk, there is a greater chance that she will not be seen 
with the same urgency as a men with the same need/risk 
characteristics. There appears to be an inherent contradiction in 
which both the legal and probation service treat women; they tend to 
bring them into the system earlier than men, having identified them 
as being of higher need/ri3k, yet once having done so they are not 
' 
seen so quickly after the court hearing as men. 
To conclude the work on take-up rates I wish to make two further 
comments. It was shown that the CIAT-TT system led to a slower 
take-up rate, the difference being statistically significant after 
two weeks from the court hearing. When a comparison was made at 
the other end of the spectrum, it was found that after four weeks 
23% of the intake team had not been seen as compared to 5.3% of the 
control group. It has, therefore, to be deduced, that at no time does 
the CIAT-TT system compare favourably with a generic team in terms 
of the speedy commencement of cases. The second point to be mede is 
that although it has been clearly demonstrated that the control 
group sees offenders quicker than the CIAT-TT system, does it 
discriminate between higher need/risk cases and the lower ones as 
does the CIAT system? When analysed the data was not significant, 
l(2 = 7.163 6 d. f. N/S. 
Thus one can conclude that although the CIAT-TT is slower 'off 
the merk' than the control group it does at least show some 
discrimination in that it tends to see the more serious cases first. 
The exception to this are women, who in general, are seen less 
speedily than men or juveniles, irrespective of the magnitude of 
need and/or risk, 
Transfer - Information and Models 
Here I shall look at what information was available at the time of 
the transfer and what intake models of transfer were seen to be 
taking place. 
a) Information at Transfer 
Previously I showed that 18% of the cases passing from CIAT to TT 
had been subject to PHA or partial allocation by the time of the 
court hearirg. The remainder were allocated at a subsequent occasion 
after the court hearing. this part of the chapter looks at what 
information was available at the time of transfer. 
On checking the files I looked to see if the Initial Assessments 
- - _j 
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(!As) were available, who did them and what other information was 
available. Out of 269 cases only 86 <32.2%> had completed files 
available at the time of allocation. Four percent had no IAs at all 
and out of the remaining 96%, 136 <50.6%) had IAs prepared by CIAT 
officers. Thus in only half of the cases were IAs written by the 
officer writing the SER and seeking supervision. This meant that the 
reason the CIAT officer wanted to have the person on supervision 
was never recorded. It would appear that one of the main pillars of 
the CIAT-TT system is not supporting the rest of the structure very 
adequately as the assessment part of the intake task was not being 
done as had been expected when the system was established. 
The next point to ascertain was the adequacy of the !As. In 
analysing them I looked for a description of the person, the 
problems that existed and a suggested plan of intervention for the 
TT officer to try. These three points were assessed on a 0-4 scale 
with 0 = nothing stated and 4 = a very explicit discussion. The 
following table, which does not differentiate between CIAT or TT 
officers as authors of the lA, shows the clarity of them, 
TABLE 8.5: CLARID OF INITIAL ASSESSMENTS 
ltvtl of Person Problea Phn 
Clarity N s N s N s 
0 IS 5,6 a 5,3 40 15,0 
19 7, I 34 12,8 77 28,9 
2 86 32,2 91 34,2 91 34,2 
3 120 U,9 I 01 38,0 45 16,9 
' 
27 10, I 26 9,8 13 
'· 9 
TOTALS 267 266 266 
i!. 2,47 i • 2,3, x • 1,68 
I • I, 0 I • 1,0 1 • I, I 
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This table shows that officers feel at their most confident when 
they are describing the offender, they are relatively confident when 
they are writing down what they perceive to be the problems but 
they are much less willing to commit themselves to paper as to what 
the intervention by the service should be. In 15% of the cases they 
make no comment and in just over 20% do they give any detailed plan 
of intervention. Is this the reticence of the CIAT officer who either 
does not wish to show himself to be wrong in his assessment or he 
does not wish to restrict the thinking of his TT colleague? Or are 
officers poor at committing themselves to writing when it comes to 
their proposed intervent~on in a case? The following table compares 
the clarity of the IA of CIAT officers with those prepared by TT 
officers after the case has been transferred and after they have 
made contact with their new client. 
TABLE 8.6: CLARITY OF IA BY CIAT AND TT OFFICERS 
Lml of Ptnon Problt1 Plan 
Chrlty N s N s H s 
0 2 1, 5 3 2,2 15 11.2 
11 8,1 15 11,2 38 28,4 
Cl AT 2 53 39,3 57 42,5 56 41,8 
3 59 43,7 51 38,1 24 17,9 
4 10 7,4 8 6,0 1 0,7 
Ltvtl of Ptnon Probln Plan 
Clarity N s N I N I 
0 12 9,7 9 7,4 23 18,7 
8 6,5 18 14.8 38 30,9 
TT 2 31 25,0 32 26,2 34' 27,6 
3 57 46,0 47 38,5 17 13,8 
4 16 12,9 16 13,1 11 8. 9 
x•· 14,41 sig IS 12,69 sig 21 17,94 slg IS 
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From this table we can see that for descriptions about the person 
and the perceived problems, CIAT officers tend to hold the middle 
----ground as compared to TT officer's assessments. On the whole the 
assessments are done adequately with few offering either no or 
little information. Conversely few IAs offer very explicit 
descriptions. TT officers when they write IAs are doing so for their 
own benefit. Here we find a greater percentage cannot be bothered 
to do anything of value whereas a greater percentage will go at 
greater lengths to prepare full assessments. The differences are 
statistically significant. When looking at the results for the plan 
of intervention, here we find the CIAT officer the more reticent and 
least explicit. TT officers are also reluctant to comment upon 
intervention in almost a fifth of the cases but in almost a tenth 
they give a full tr!atment plan. So it appears from this table that 
the 'expert team' lacks confidence in its ability to communicate in 
writing its knowledge of an offender to field team colleagues. 
What needs to be established is whether officers within the CIAT-
TT system feel inhibited in writing IAs either because the case will 
be transferred from them at the time of the court hearing, as for 
CIAT officers, or that they feel at a disadvantage in coming to a 
case after it has started, as for TT officers. To examine this I 
analysed the cases in the control group to see if their IAs showed 
any greater clarity. The results were as shown in Table 8.7 below. 
When the data for the control group is compared to that in Table 
8.5 above one can see that there is a smaller percentage of cases in 
which there is no comment or not very much. In particular only 9.3% 
of the control group contained no plan as compared to 15% in the 
CIAT-TT system. So overall the !As of the control group were more 
comprehensive than those found within the CIAT-TT system. The 
difference lacked statistical significance. The data for the control 
group most resembles that of CIAT IAs with those for the TT having 
more better written ones but more poor assessments. 
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TABLE 8.7:CLARITY OF !A - GENERIC OFFICERS 
level of Person Probln Plan 
Clarity N s N s N s 
0 6 3, I 7 3,6 18 9,3 
6 3, I 17 8,8 53 27,5 
2 68 35,2 61 31,6 80 £1,5 
3 91 47,2 89 46, I 36 18,7 
4 22 11,4 19 9,8 6 3,1 
TOTALS 193 193 193 
It would appear that one deduction that can be made from this 
data is that the case is more likely to get an adequate !A if an 
office~ is dealing with a fresh case. Thus they are more likely not 
to be of a poor quality if they are written either by an intake 
-
officer or a generic officer, This would suggest that the transfer 
process can be a demotivating factor for TT officers and could be 
an indication of a lack of job satisfaction. This will be considered 
in a later chapter. 
In order to analyse the !As further I looked for statements about 
the following areas: 
a> risk of reoffending 
b) how supervision could be used reductively 
cl whether the officer and client had made a social work 
contract, i.e., they had jointly established the use of the 
period of supervision 
dl intensity of supervision 
These four points represent areas under current discussion in 
social work and further afield. Points 'c' and 'd' relate to thinking 
within probation agencies as to·;rimary and secondary contracts. The 
primary contract is the one both client and agency make to the 
court that supervision will take place and regularly in the first 
instance. This has been translated in the Leicestershire Service as 
-- ---~ 
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there being a minimum of weekly contact in the first month and 
fortnightly for the remainder of the quarter. Thus the expectation 
was that the supervisee would be seen on the minimum of eight 
occasions in the first quarter. This will be discussed further in the 
next section of this chapter. The secondary contract, point 'c', is 
the purpose of supervision as defined by the two parties of the 
primary contract. Point 'd' was to see whether any cognisance was 
being given to the intensity of supervision, and whether this issue 
was reported by the CIAT officer or the TT one. The results to 
these four points are found in Table 8.8 below. 
TABLE 8.8: DISCUSSION OF KEY AREAS IN IAS 
Data Reo fiend Reduction Contract Intensity 
Type N s N s N s N I 
All N • 2A6 69 28,0 26 t0,6 36 U,6 39 t5,9 
CIAT N • t32 At 3t, t t3 9,8 17 12,9 10 7,6 
TT N • tU 27 23,7 12 t0,5 18 tS,S 28 2U 
Coni N • 192 25 t3,0 9 A,7 26 13,5 58 30,2 
This table highlights some different attitudes between the CIAT-
TT system and the control group towards the risk of reoffending. 
The intake team mentioned it in almost a third of their reports, 
this linking in with Chapter 5 on contents of SERs which showed 
CIAT reports as being more court-centred and more aware of the need 
to look at concepts like risk of reoffending. TT officers, who worked 
with the offenders mentioned risk of reoffending in less than a 
quarter of the cases and the control group who prepared the SER and 
then supervised the offender mentioned it in only an eigth of the 
assessments. The difference in recording risk of reoffending in the 
CIAT-TT system as compared to the control group is highly 
significant, X2 = 14.439 1 d.f. sig. 0.1% level. The significant 
difference between CIAT and the control group was even more 
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pronounced with X" = 15.667, 
CIAT and TT officers mentioned the reductive effect of supervision 
in only 10% of the cases but this was more than double than in the 
control group. The difference between CIAT-TT system and the control 
group was significant at the 5% level, <X" = 5.009 I d.f,) This 
would suggest that in the transfer system both sets of officers 
think more carefully about the possible effects supervision could 
have. If this is the case then it demonstrates an advantage of the 
intake system. 
There was no difference in the commenting of making contracts 
with clients. When it comes to discussing frequency of contact CIAT 
officers only mentioned it a third as often as TT officers 
<X" = 13.536 I d.f. sig. 0.1% level> and a quarter as often as the 
control group <X" = _?3.950 I d. f. sig. 0.1% level>. There was no 
significant difference between TT and control group. This would 
suggest that CIAT officers are somewhat diffident in telling their 
colleagues how often they should supervise their riew clients. The 
lower percentage for TT officers than the generic figures may be 
because as yet the TT are not sure as to what the appropriate level 
of supervision is as they had not been party to the initial enquiry. 
The above table shows how the key areas for IAs have far from a 
full coverage but what percentage of them do not cover any of the 
areas or conversely how many IAs comment on all four areas? The 
next table gives the answer, The figures are percentages. 
TABLE 8,9: FREQUENCY KEY AREAS USED IN IAs 
Dah Accu•ulatlvt Scores of Key Areas 
Type 0 2 3 4 Total 
CIAT 60,6 22,0 U,4 2,3 0,8 132 
TT 49,1 33,3 13,2 u 0,0 1U 
TOTAL 55,3 27,2 13,8 3,2 0,4 246 
Control 6p 53,6 33,9 10,9 0,5 I, 0 192 
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None of the data, in any combination, was statistically 
significant. Thus the only comment one can make abQl.l.!_!_he 
accumulative use of key areas is that it shows few !As are 
comprehensive. For all three groups less than 20% of the 
assessments comment on more than one of these key areas. Therefore 
if assessments are going to have any relevance in probation practice 
then perhaps there needs to be some further discussion as to 
content. 
Before discussing models of transfer I will comment upon how TT 
officers reacted to statements in the records handed to them by 
CIAT officers as to the urgency of the case. Out of 132 sets of 
case papers handed to treatment teams 20 (15.1%> commented upon the 
need for specific intervention in addition to that mentioned in the 
IA. In -four of these cases the TT officer followed up the advice, 
three to defer rapid take-up of the case as supervision had not 
been recommended and was thus still~deemed unnecessary by the CIAT 
officer - a breach of his obligation to the primary contract. Only in 
one case did the CIAT officer's request for urgent action lead to a 
response; the client was seen that day and it started a fruitful 
piece of supervision with regular contact, no reoffending and the 
needs/risk reducing from H/H to M/L. In the other 16 cases, either 
the CIAT officer failed to stress the seriousness of the case or the 
TT officer failed to respond to it, In one MIL case the TT officer 
did not see supervision as necessary, despite a positive 
recommendation for it by the CIAT officer, so he did not offer any. 
In three cases, two HIH and one HIL the CIAT officer gave the 
impression that supervision could be treated as low key and thus 
these cases were not seen for 26, 29 and 55 days respectively. In 
the remaining 12 cases :he TT officers appeared to ignore the 
advice offered by the CIAT officer as to urgency. In four of these 
cases take up of supervision had been delayed so long, 33, 34, 44 
and 150 days that reoffending had occured before contact was made. 
It is not possible to say whether reoffending would have occured 
-----
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anyway but it does seem that the prob~tion service was guilty of 
dereliction of its duty to the client and the court. In the other 
cases, although the CIAT officer had commented upon the high risk of 
reoffending and the necessity for intensive supervision, the TT 
officer decided after one or two appointments not to pursue 
supervision. 
It appears, therefore, that CIAT officers do not transfer cases to 
their colleagues very adequately but even if they do the information 
offered is only likely to be heeded if the TT worker is being given 
permission not to supervise In only one case where hard work was 
indicated did it lead to a positive response by the TT officer. The 
reasons for this will be discussed later in this chapter when I look 
at TT officers perceptions of the transfer process and also in the 
penultimate chapter on boundary control and client bombardment. 
b) Models of Transfer 
As part of my interview schedule for TT officers I asked them to 
describe the transfer system that they thought to be operating 
between them and their reporting CIAT officer. I received 54 replies 
with one of them being unable to understand the process that took 
place. The others described six different processes, these being: 
i) This model which represented the views of four TT 
officers was a Senior Probation Officer <SPO> orientated 
process with some involvement with the CIAT officer and the 
rest of the team. 
t 
t 
t 
t 
t 
t 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~CIAT PO-------t 
The dash rather than an arrow indicates a minor rather 
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' than a major path. The file would go to the SPO before the 
Allocation Meeting CAM> and the SPO would introduce the 
case, with some further imput from the CIAT officer if 
required and if he was there. His attendance is not crucial 
for this model to work effectively. 
ii) Three people described this model which is direct 
allocation by the SPO after discussion with the CIAT officer 
but without any reference to his officers. The three 
respondents who described this approach felt that it was 
best for inexperienced officers and prevented the incessant 
haggling about why someone should not have a case. 
iiil Democratic Model. This was described with minor 
variations by 32 people. 
(SER + File)-H+H AM -HH TTPO 
t 
t 
t 
t 
t 
t 
H+ CIAT PO-+++ 
In this model the CIAT officer relates directly to the team 
at the AM. The team would decide who would take the case, 
there being no mention as to the role of the team senior. 
Some respondents suggested that this would only work 
effectively with an experi~nced team who had confidence in 
the CIAT officer. 
iv) SPO Advisor Model. 
CIAT P~4444 SER + File44444 AM444444 TT PO 
t 
t 
t 
444 SPO 444 
Ten people favoured this model which put the SPO in the-
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role of group advisor/arbiter. The CIAT officer's role 
finishes on presenting the AM with the work, the group then 
makes an allocation, involving the SPO if required. 
e> SPO Allocation with Pseudo-Democracy. Three people felt 
that in their team the allocation procedure was run by the 
SPO who pretended to listen to the team and CIAT officer 
but in fact allocated unilaterally. 
f) SPO as Trouble Shooter. This model was only suggested by 
one person but it has a lot to offer intake systems. 
SER + File-++H+t AM-+-+-+X-+H TTPO 
t 
t 
t 
1-1- CIAT PO -+-+ 
t 
t 
t 
t 
t 
t 
It allows main-grade officers to control their destiny to 
some extent in that the AM, with the SPO present will 
discuss new cases with the CIAT officer. If the cases are 
allocated then there is no problem. However if cases remain 
unallocated the SPO takes a more management role and 
ensures all cases are allocated, by direction if required. 
In giving their replies to me several TT officers, allllost 
wistfully, wished the CIAT officers came to more AMs and that they 
would discuss their recommendations before writing the SERa. This 
would allow more PHA to take place, a practice which a lot of TT 
officers felt needed to be developed. 
Practice and Perception 
So far this chapter has shown that by having an intake system 
there is, on average, a three week delay before TT officers see 
their new clients <Table 8.1 and discussion) and that PHA were a 
rarity. An advantage of the system was that there was some evidence 
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to suggest that high need/risk cases were seen preferentially. IAs 
were neither very descriptive nor clear in their aims, (see Table 
8.5), and that CIAT IAs were at their weakest in establishing an 
explicit plan of intervention and suggested intensity of supervision, 
but they were more likely to discuss the risk of reoffending. My 
data suggests that IAs were far from comprehensive but that there 
was little incentive for CIAT to place much emphasis on them as the 
only occasions, <apart from one>, when TTs reacted to injunctions by 
CIAT as to their intervention, was when it recommended 'light 
duties'. 
So my data shows neither CIAT nor the TTs in a very good light. 
But how do the officers invovled perceive the transfer process? The 
following paragraphs seek to answer three points: 
i) their views on the transfer process 
ii) time for take-up of cases 
iii) the role of IAs 
1> Officers Views on the Transfer Process. The views of the 
mechanics of the process were described in the six models of 
transfer above. This part seeks to ascertain the practice of CIAT 
officers, their satisfaction with the process as compared with the 
satisfaction of TT officers. 
Out of 24 replies from CIAT officers 15 stated that as a general 
rule they always wrote IAs, leaving 9 <37.5%> who said they rarely 
or never wrote them.The regular attendance at AMs was even worse 
with only 13 <54.2%> saying they went as a matter of course. Only a 
third of CIAT officers went to AMs having done an IA. Six officers 
spoke of PHAs as being part of their normal practice with another 
two stressing the use of personal introductions at the time of the 
court hearing; these replies when compared to my results would 
suggest their idealised rather than their actual practice. The Lther 
respondents who neither did IAsnor attended AMs felt their duties 
stopped at completing the SER, leaving their secretary to send the 
paper-work up to the TT. 
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When asked whether CIAT officers involved their TT in their report 
writing only one did for any disposal with three more for 
--
recommending supervision. Five more officers used the TT as an ad 
hoc consultation system, two said they did but gave up whereas 14 
never or rarely involved their TT in their work. So in only 36% was 
there any contact between CIAT and the TT about the SERs being done 
for it, The implications of this will be discussed in the last 
chapter. 
When asked how the transfer process could be improved four CIAT 
officers were quite satisfied with the present system and three 
others held the SPO accountable for not ensuring transfer ran 
smoothly and speedily. The other replies looked more at their 
practice and liaison with the TTs. In seven replies CIAT officers 
felt that t~ey_had to improve their practice by attending AMs and 
writing IAs whereas eight officers felt that there had to be greater 
cooperation between the two sets of colleagues to increase the 
percentage of PHAs. Two officers felt that the TT had to make 
greater efforts and one blamed the pressure of work for the current 
practice. One officer took ~ systems approach to the transfer 
process and argued for a standardised process which officers had to 
follow. 
On turning to the TT officers views on the transfer process, out 
of tha 50 replies, 44% were satisfied, 30% were disatisfied with the 
remainder being neutral on the subject. The sources of 
disatisfaction were seen to be the lack of CIAT officers' attendance 
at AMs. This lack of input by them was most keenly felt by TT SPOs. 
The TTs also complained about the lack of IAs and the lack of sense 
of urgency in CIAT officers to get the cases passed on more 
speedily. When asked what ought to be done a third felt there was 
no need to change. Others felt SPOs ought to allocat~ directly and 
that the system ought to prefer PHAs. Half of the respondents felt 
that the whole procedure needed to be speeded up but only 12% felt 
that the absence of CIAT officers at AM was a positive disadvantage. 
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Three officers felt totally despondent about the whole process and 
wanted the system disbanded. 
So whereas only 16% of CIAT officers were satisfied with the 
process, nearly a half of TT officers were happy with it. As my 
results show since the process is far from efficient the contentment 
of the TT officers is likely to be due to other factors. This will 
be considered in a later chapter. 
bl Time for Take-up of Cases. 26 CIAT officers were asked 
how quick the transfer should be and for what reasons. 27% felt the 
ideal should be PHA, 19% on the court day, a further 27% within one 
week and 23% by a fortnight. Only one person felt there to be no 
real urgency in transfer. These replies are in stark contrast to my 
results which showed that it took over 10 weeks before 95% of the 
cases were seen. 
The reasons they gave to justify their answers were mostly of 
three types. Nine officers used variations on the crisis intervention 
theory and stressed that both client and officer motivation 
decreases rapidly the further the case is away from the court 
hearing. Eleven officers stressed the obligation and contractual 
nature of supervision; both clients and officers have obligations to 
the court to ensure supervision was carried out properly. Five 
officers took a client-centred perspective stressing that a speedy 
take-up of the case showed their concern and interest in the client. 
Two officers felt indifferent to a speedy take-up, one seeing it as 
- -
how ~ felt about the case and the other felt it made the client 
too :lmportan tl 
When the same question of importance of take-up was given to TT 
officers 46 (92%> stressed the importance of a very rapid take-up 
of the case, 6% did not think it really mattered and one felt a 
speedy transfer to be irrelevant. A lot of officers thought this 
question was a joke on my part and they were incredulous that I 
could possibly ask it as they felt everyone saw a quick take-up as 
being vital to the smooth and helpful running of the case. It 
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appears, however, that there is a disparity between what they think 
ought to happen and what actually does happen. When asked about 
their actual practice once they received a new case 25, (50%> said 
they would get on with the case immediately by sending a letter 
that day, make a telephone call or even visit that evening. A 
further 12% would aim to see the person within a week; 20% would 
send a letter 'within a few days'. In three replies officers said 
they would only contact the person once they felt they had the 
space in their case-load to start it. To do this they employed 
delaying tactics. This point will be returned to in the penultimate 
chapter. 
Again it has been demonstrated that what officers say is of 
importance in transfer is not carried out in practice. 
c) Use of !As as Seen by TT Officers. The TT officers were asked 
to comment upon the usefulness of CIAT officers' !As. The main 
comment I received was 'what IA?' as nearly 50% of the transferred 
cases did not contain one. Of those that did exist 20% of the TT 
officers felt them to be very good, 34% were pleased with them, 20% 
made neutral comments and a further 29% felt they were of little 
value. 6% of the replies were totally negative and saw them as 
useless. When asked as to what part the IA played in their initial 
plans with the new case, 6% felt them to be very important, 40% felt 
them to be useful as a means of identifying problems to start 
working with at the beginning of a case. 12% felt it was additional 
information to be taken on board but not necessarily used. 26% felt 
them to be unhelpful and a further 14% saw them as toatally 
irrelevant. The reason behind 40% having a negative view towards the 
CIAT officers' !As was that TT officers felt that it was their case 
and so they would decide what the problems were and thus the 
nature of the involvement. This lack of confidence in colleagues' 
assessments may well be symptomatic of a general disatisfaction 
with the intake process as it would seem that not only is the 
transfer done badly but what is done is often ignored by the TT 
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officers. The officers' views on the intake system will be discussed 
in later chapters, 
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TRANSFER AND SUBSEQUENT SUPERVISION 
Next I shall investigate whether there is any link between the 
transfer process and the amount of supervision offered to a case, 
especially in the first quarter. I will discuss whether there is any 
link between need/risk and supervision offered, the implications of 
failed appointments and reoffending within the transfer process. 
·~ocial workers often say the most crucial period of time 
for a supervision order is right at the beginning, for it is 
then, so the argument goes, that the relationship is made 
or not; it is at this time too that a sense of urgency and 
purpose, or dullness and lack of interest, is communicated ... 
early contact is therefore of some social and professional 
significance ... "' " 
So runs the argument of Harris and Webb - their findings for the 
take-up of orders has already been discussed. They then went on to 
examine the frequency of contact within the first three months of 
an order. This thesis will do likewise. Table 8.10 below gives the 
data for three or fewer contacts which I will follow the lead of 
Harris and Webb and see that as low incidence of contact. Table 8.11 
gives data for eight or more contacts in the first quarter - high 
incidence. 
TABLE 8.10: FIRST QUARTER - 3 OR FEWER CONTACTS 
HEY6ATE HARRIS/WEBB 
CIAT CONTROL 'PROBATION' 'SOCIAL SERVICES' 
3 or fewer contacts 78 C30,7U 22 Cll,3Sl 159 !26, OSl 100 (52,1Sl 
nort than 3 contacts 176 (69,3Sl 173 C88,7Sl m m.ou 92 U7,9Sl 
TOTALS m x • s.• 195 x • 7,7 611 192 
12 • 23,98. I d,f, sig 0, IS level sig 0, IS level 
---
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TABLE 8.11: FIRST QUARTER - 8 OR MORE CONTACTS 
CIAT CONTROL I PROBATION' 'SOCIAL SERVICES' 
8 or aort contacts 56 <22, Oil 92 U7,2U uo (22,91) 25 <13, Oil 
Less than 8 contacts 198 (78,0%1 103 <52, au m m, 111 167 (86,911 
TOTALS 254 x • 5,4 195 x • 7,7 611 192 
X2 • 30,574 1 d,f, sig, 0,11 level llg, 11 level 
The data is all highly significant and shows that only 11.3% of 
the control cases are seen on less than three occasions in the first 
quarter as compared to 30.7% for CIAT. Also at the high incidence of 
contact 47.2% of the control group are seen on 8 or more occasions 
<and thus meeting the target for primary contract> as compared to 
22.0% of the CIAT sample. Thus the control group is seen quicker and 
more often than the CIAT sample for the first quarter. The control 
group compares favourably with Harris and Webb's sample but it has 
to be borne in mind that my data was for all ages whereas theirs 
was for juveniles only. However when I analysed my data by men, 
women and juveniles there was no statistical difference between 
them so the comparison with Herris and Webb's data can be used. As 
were women seen, on average, later than men in an order, so they 
were seen less frequently in the first quarter. The difference was 
not statistically significant. 
When looking at take-up rates it was shown that there was some 
association between high and low need/risk cases and the speed of 
take-up <Table 8.3 refers). The same procedure was carried out for 
the amount of contact within the first quarter of an order and the 
data was compared to the control group. None of the results were 
statistically significant. Therefore all that I can say is that there 
is no discernable difference in the amount of supervision oifered to 
clients based on either their age, sex or need/risk category. The 
only difference is when one compares all the data for the CIAT 
group and all the data for the control group. 
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Bearing in mind the above discussion an inevitable fact is that 
th~ take-up rate directly effects the amount of supervision being 
offered in the first quarter. Thus practice suggests that unless 
there is a rapid take-up of the cases the amount of contact that 
can be offered is reduced <cross tabulation of take-up rate against 
amount of supervision for the first quarter was very significant 
X" = 54.855 8 d.f. sig. 0.1% level>. However crisis intervention 
theory and short term contract work demands rapid action. Thus 
there is conflict between theory and practice, which is further 
heightened by officers knowing the theory and thinking they are 
operating it when they are patently not. 
The next point to go into is the amount of supervision a case 
will receive. For the purpose of collecting this data I ignored six 
month orders, cases discharged for good progress in less than a_ y~ar 
or cases closed in less than a year due to further offending. The 
results are set out in Table 8.12 which again emphasises the 
difference between the control group and the CIAT-TT system. The 
results for Harris and Webb's work is given as a comparison. 
TABLE 8.12: FREOYENCY OF CONTACT FOR CASES ~ 12 MONTHS 
HEY6ATE WEBB/HARRIS 
Frequency 
of Contacts CIAT I Control s 'Probn' s 'SSD' s 
0·5 27 10 10 
' 
69 11 51 23 
6·10 36 u 28 12 105 17 57 30 
11-15 51 20 37 15 128 21 49 22 
16·20 £7 19 u 18 117 19 27 12 
21·25 29 11 30 12 83 13 16 7 
26·30 18 7 20 8 40 7 u 6 
131 £6 18 7l 31 75 12 10 5 
TOTALS 25£ x •26 213 i! • 37 617 22£ 
x• • 17,57 6 d, I, slg, IS level x• • £1,39 6 d,l, slg, 0,11 
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The amount of supervision offered by the CIAT-TT system is very 
similar to the 'Probation' sample of Harris and Webb's findings. Once 
again the control group in my research showed significantly greater 
amounts of contact. Thus the findings on this to date is that the 
intake system leads to a delay in take-up of 21 days on average, 
this leads to a reduced amount of contact in the first quarter 
(l! = 5.4> and this leads ultimately to less supervision being 
offered (l! = 26>. The corresponding figures for the control group 
are 10.4, 7.7 end 37 respectively. There was no statistical 
difference in the amount of supervision offered when compared by 
high need/risk and low need/risk or when the data was analysed by 
age or sex. 
Before I leave this part of the chapter I wish to comment upon 
three other findings. These are: 
1> Reoffending: CIAT Sample and the Control Group, 
ii> Reoffending within the Transfer Process, 
Hi> Failed appointments and the Transfer System. 
i) Reoffending: CIAT Sample and the Control Group 
The point to discuss here is whether there is any significant 
differrence in the recidivism rate for supervision cases from CIAT 
as compared to the control group. 
TABLE 8,13: REOFFEND1NG RATES FOR supERVISION CASES 
Data N No, I Reolftnded 
Type 2 Yt, I 
CIAT 316 173 5(,7 
Control 195 75 38.5 
All 1098 550 so. 1 
The difference of rates of reoffending·for CIAT-TT cases and the 
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control group was significant at 0,1% level on the chi-square test. 
However the control group had cases of slightly less need and risk. 
When the data was corrected for this the results were still 
statistically significant at the 1~ level. This means that the CIAT 
supervision cases reoffend at a statistically higher rate than those 
for the control group. 
From this section I can now make some general conclusions: 
1. The control group has a faster take-up rate than the 
intake system; in part this is eKpected as the majority of 
cases are not transferred. 
2. The offenders are seen more often in the first quarter 
by the control group than by the TT. 
3. The overall frequency of contact is greater in the 
control group than in TT cases. 
4. The rate of reoffending for CIAT-TT cases is appreciably 
higher than in the control group. 
The above four statements are all statistically significant at the 
1 ~ level at the least. 
This does not establish a causal relationship between diminished 
reoffending and fast take-up with regular supervision, but this 
conclusion cannot be ignored and it may well be that the agency 
ought to reconsider whether it is appropriate to transfer an 
offender at the point of making a supervision order, 
ii) Reoffending within the Transfer Process. 
The percentage of cases reoffending increased with increased delay 
in take-up; 43.5~ reoffended if the take-up was PHA -7 days, 52.1~ 
8-14 days, 55.1~ 15-21 days and 60.0~ for 20-28 days. The data 
however was not statistically significant. So although reoffending 
dlJ increase with time dealy of commencement of supervision it was 
not at a degree which had statistical significance. 
There was also little association between the amount of 
supervision offered in the first quarter and reoffending. However 
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there was statistical association between the total amount of 
supervision and reoffending. 
TABLE 8.14: REOFFENDING AND TOTAL AMOUNT OF SUPERVISION - in % 
Aaount of Supervl1ion 
0·5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25 l26 Total 
Reofhndlng 75,0 77,3 5,,2 39,, 31,8 23,7 116 
Ho Reofhnding 25,0 22,7 (5,8 60,6 68,2 76,3 138 
I'. 37,88 5 d, I, slg, 0,11 levtl 
This figure is not so spectacular as it first appears as the 
counting to ascertain the amount of supervision stopped at the next 
court hearing. However the more supervision an offender received the 
better one had survived as more time had elapsed. So the 
encouragement by the officer to the offender to maintain regular 
contact would seem to be necessary as a means of fighting 
recidivism. The corollary should be, therefore, that missed 
appointments should be associated with increased risk of 
reoffending. 
iii) Failed Appointments and the Transfer System 
Social work theory stresses that a good working relationship 
between client and worker is more likely to be established by 
starting cases as soon as possible. Is there any evidence, therefore, 
that as the process of transfer ruptures the client's relationship 
with the CIAT officer, and is this subsequently related to missed 
appointments with the IT officer? If this is the case one would 
expect the rate of failed appointments to increase with delay in 
take-up as the client's motivation will drop rapidly after ~he court 
hearing and if he is not contacted by his supervising officer. The 
next table gives the details. The figures are in percentages. 
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TABLE 8.15; TAKE-UP RATES AND FAILED APPQ!NTMENJS 
Take-up Nuaber of "issed Appolnlaenls 
Ratt 0 1-3 4-6 17 Totals 
PHA-7 17,2 24, I 41,4 17,2 29 
8-14 25,0 33,3 16,7 25,0 48 
15-21 18,4 44,7 7,9 28,9 38 
22-28 14,3 U,6 28,6 28,6 21 
129 46,9 15,6 U,l 9,4 32 
TOTALS 25,0 30,4 22,6 22,0 168 
l2 • 27,535 12 d,l, slg, IS level 
This data is very complex and has to be understood in the 
following terms. Firstly the low percentage of cases with seven or 
more missed appointments for a take-up rate of l29 days is due 
either to the fact that as there has been such a time delay before 
the case starts there is insufficient time for seven appointments to 
be missed, or, if the TT officer was too apathetic to start the case 
then he is unlikely to be vigorous in chasing someone who has 
missed an appointment. Secondly only 17% of the PHA-7 days cases 
had 17'missed appointments. this would suggest that the speed of 
take-up prevented the client's moivation to drop too much and thus 
miss too many appointments. Thirdly the other three time periods for 
take-up may fall within the two extremes; the transfer of officer 
plus delay in tak~up caused some loss of motivation but the delay 
was not so long so as to prevent officers sending out repeat 
appointments for those who missed them. 
When this data is compared with the control group differences are 
to be expected as in 61% of the cases there is no transfer so 
obviating the need for the client to form a new relationship with a 
new supervising officer. The results, in percentages, are shown in 
the following table. 
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TABLE 8.16; TAKE-UP RATE AND FAILED APPOINTMENTS FOR CONTROL GROUP 
Take-up Number of Missed Appointaents 
Rate 0 1-3 4-6 17 To tall 
PHA-7 31,1 38,6 13,6 16,7 132 
8-U 38,7 35,5 22,6 3,2 31 
15-21 16,7 25,0 25,0 33,3 12 
22-28 66,7 16,7 16,7 0,0 6 
129 10,0 30,0 10,0 20,0 10 
TOTALS 31'' 36, 1 17,3 15,2 191 
x• • 19,850 12 d, f. slg, 101 level 
With the control group there is a greater percentage of cases 
with no missed appointments. There is little significant difference 
within the data due to the low cell numbers for the higher take-up 
rates, There was no statistically significant difference when the 
main data was compared to the control group. <X2 = 5.752 3 d.f, 
NIS>. 
Failed appointments were linked with two further factors; 
need/risk category, and reoffending. There was found for the former 
to be an association between high need/risk and missed appointments. 
None of the L!L cases missed more than 3 appointments. This rose to 
27~ for L/M and M/M, to 33.3~ for L/H, 54.3~ for MIH and HIH cases. 
This data was significant at the 2~ level, X"' = 8. 788 2 d. f. There 
was no similar dispersion of the data for the control group 
suggesting that those in the highest need/risk category were the 
most susceptible to change of officer. Only 33.6~ of those in the 
control group and with the highest need/risk ranking missed more 
than three appointments. Being of high need/risk suggests inherent 
instability in a person's life a~d thus they are more likely to react 
adversely to further changes, even if it is only change of probation 
officer. This is further emphasised as in the research sample there 
was a high degree of association between missed appointments and 
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reoffending, X"' = 21.077 4 d.f, sig. 0.1% level. However for the 
control group the data was not significant. 
The results of this section of the chapter suggests that having 
an intake team can have an effect on the process of supervision, 
this at times being to the possible detriment of the client. The 
implications of this will be left to the last two chapters. 
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INNAPROPRIAIE SUPERVISION 
Finally I shall explore briefly the concept of inappropriate 
supervision. The probation service is not a voluntary organisation 
nor is it a highly specialised one so it cannot decide in absolutist 
terms those they will or will not supervise. The service can make 
recommendations but the courts are the final arbiters. They make the 
decision as to whether a supervision order will be made. Earlier 
chapters showed that 90% of the supervision cases came from the 
court following the recommendation but a further 31 cases were 
where the court made a supervision order without such a 
recommendation in the SER. How does the probation service re~pond to 
this? Does it decide not to offer regular supervision or does it 
offer the same professional service to the client irrespective of 
the circumstances by which he became a client? Whilst answering 
these questions one needs to recall that the requirements for the 
primary contract for supervision was only being met in 22% of the 
cases (8 or more contacts in the first quarter), Furthermore was 
there any evidence that L/L need/risk cases were being seen 
frequently whereas HIH cases were only receiving perfunctory 
supervision? 
Earlier I showed that the average time for take-up of cases was 
21 days. The average for cases where there had been no 
recommendation for supervision rose to 36 days. The difference for 
take-up rate for those recommended for supervision as compared to 
those that had not so been was statistically significant at the 2% 
level, JC2 = 12.266 4 d. f. There was no such difference for the 
control group. It would appear, therfore, that this particular group 
of ' 1ses are more likely to be left on the shelf. One case was not 
allocated for 300 days and another one 95 days. Due to the slower 
take-up rate there was proportionally less supervision offered in 
the fkst quarter, but the difference was not significant. Also this 
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group of clients received less supervision than the other 90% but 
again the differences were not statistically significant. It may be 
wrong to suggest that these cases were handled less professionally 
out of sour grapes but rather the CIAT -TT officers put greater 
emphasis on their own cases and dealt with them preferentially. As 
this phenomenon did not exist in the control group the transfer of 
cases after the court hearing seems to give officers permission to 
leave these cases until later. This could be seen as an example of 
boundary control, but that issue will be covered in a later chapter. 
When one looks at the cases which the court place on supervision 
without a recommendation for it then 34.6% were low or medium 
need/risk cases as compared to 20.0% in the CIAT sample. it appears 
that the court is placing on supervision lower need/risk cases than 
the CIAT officers would wish a~d thus this could be an example of 
the court bringing supervision down tariff too far. 
The final point to consider is whether there is evidence of too 
little or too much supervision for the nature of the case. The 
guidelines for primary contracts state that all cases ought to be 
seen eight or more times in the first quarter. This applied to only 
24.1% of CIAT cases overall. For the high need/risk cases this rose 
to 25.6% as compared to 18% for the low need/risk cases. In fact 
none of the L/L cases were seen more than seven occasions in the 
first quarter. So it would seem that from the start there is some 
attempt not to 'over supervise' low need/risk cases. It maybe. that 
an advantage of the transfer system is that it does give the TT 
officer the opportunity to decide on the quantity of supervision to 
be offered to the new client at the start of supervision rather than 
carrying on after the SER preparation without any regard to the 
nature of input. 
Harris and Webb in their work took ten or less contacts to b~ low 
incidence of supervision for a one year order. Anything above ten 
they saw as high incidence of contact. I took their lower figure as 
a base-line for low incidence but took over twenty as being high 
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incidence. This enables one to look a little more clearly at the 
level of supervision offered for different need/risk cases. In a time 
when decisions have to be made one would expect officers to 
allocate their time so as to give preference to high need/risk 
cases rather than low need/risk ones. <Davies argues that the 
opposite is the case.) Thus one would not expect LIL, L/M or M/M to 
have a lot of contacts. Conversely one would not expect to find the 
high need/risk cases having only a low incidence of contact. 
TABLE 8.17: SUPERVISION - LOW INCIDENCE 0-10 CONIACTS 
No, of Contacts L/L K/L 
"'" 
L/H K/H H/H Total 
0·10 0 2 6 6 10 11 35 
111 
' 
11 19 17 57 77 185 
TOTALS 
' 
13 25 23 67 88 220 
When this data was analysed by low need/risk and high need/risk 
then 19.0% of the low need/risk group received low incidence 
supervision as compared to 15.3% for high need/risk cases. The 
difference was not statistically significant X2 = 0.371 1 d.f. N/5. 
This suggests that there is not a biasing away of high need/risk 
cases from low incidence supervision to any significant extent. 
However this table fails to support Davies' view that low need/risk 
cases receive more attention then high need/risk ones. The argument 
could be put that this table is evidence that insufficient 
supervision was being offered to 15% of the high need/risk cases. 
TABLE 8.18: - HIGH INCIDENCE ~21 CONIACTS 
No, of Contach L/L K/L 
"'" 
L/H 
"·A H/H Total 
121 3 9 6 38 37 
" 
0·20 3 10 16 17 29 51 126 
TOTALS 
' 
13 25 23 67 88 220 
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This data when analysed as in the previous table had 30.9% of low 
need/risk cases receiving high incidence supervision as compared to 
46.0% for the high need/risk group. The difference was slightly 
significant, X"' = 2.889 1 d. f. sig. 10% level. This would suggest 
there is an attempt to selectively offer high need/risk cases more 
_contacts. This could be due in part to this group continually 
producing more problems and crises for the officer to tackle and 
hence the need for more contacts. The lower need/risk group are 
likely to be more stable and self-sufficient and thus not be so 
demanding on officer time. The result remains that 30% of this low 
need/risk group received high incidence contact whereas 15% of the 
high need/risk group were only getting low incidence supervision. 
The use of the needs/risk scale could help to rationalise the 
~r~sfer process by helping the CIAT-TT- to order priorities in 
supervision based on need/risk rather than an almost random process 
that I found. A more charitable comment would be that there is clear 
evidence that some cases were getting inappropriate levels of 
supervision. 
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SUMMARY 
The summary to this chapter need only be brief since much of the 
discussion has policy implications and thus will be covered in the 
last chapter. All that needs to be said is that some severe draw-
backs of an intake-transfer system have been discovered. The 
transfer process led to long delays before cases were seenj the 
p~ocess was often done with little information, and when information 
was present it was not unusual for TT officers to ignore it. The 
delay in transfer had implications for the amount of supervision 
that could be offer"ed, especially in the more crucial first quarter. 
Missed appointments and reoffending had some association with the 
transfer process. The time delay seemed to effect most those who 
were of the highest need/risk category. Finally the chapter showed 
that the time before the client saw his new officer was even longer 
if supervision was not recommended and also that there was some 
evidence of excessive amounts of supervision being offered to some 
low need/risk cases and insufficient supervision being offered to 
high need/risk cases. 
Now that the transfer process has been fully considered I will 
move on to look at what happens in the supervision process, and in 
particular how labels are used to describe clients, which may then 
stick with them throughout the supervision period. I will look at 
what decisions were used to discharge orders and whether this was 
linked by an improvement in the way the client was described. Also 
was there a 'detuning of labels' with the passage of time and, if 
the person reoffended whilst on supervision and a new SER written, 
did this lead to relabelling to take the offender out of the 
supervision system? The next chapter will start by briefly looking 
at labelling theory. 
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CHAPTER 9:- LABELLING AND CLIENT CAREERS 
INTRODUCTION 
The previous chapter I discussed some of the complexities 
which are intrinsic to a transfer process that has its point 
of transfer at a time of crisis for the offender; namely the 
court appearance. The chapter explored some of the problems 
that seemed to be associated with this particular transfer 
system; namely, slow take-up rate, low incidence of contact in 
the first quarter, less supervision overall, and a higher 
incidence of failed appointments compared to the control 
group. 
This chapter seeks to move beyond the transfer process and 
to explore what happens to the offender once he has become a 
client of the TT. To do this I will look at how the 
description of the offender, as found within the records, 
changes with the passage of time. Is there any suggestion that 
labels used in SERa might be used strategically? That is to 
say do SERa tends to portray the defendant in an over positive 
light, but after the court hearing is over and the case is 
transferred to field team colleagues then he is portrayed more 
accurately by using more negative labels to describe him in 
the I.A.? With the passage of time do the labels used become 
more positive with the client being seen in a more positive 
light? If this is the case, is there any correlation between 
the more p •Sitive description of the offender and the TT 
officer's decision to discharge the case early for good 
progress? Also does the converse apply with more negative 
labels being associated with reoffending? If this is the case, 
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how does the officer approach the new court hearing? Does the 
new SER, which he has to prepare, describe the offender in 
--
such a way to convey to the court that future supervision is 
meaningless - does the SER, in fact, label the offender out of 
the system? 
Lastly, at the end of a period of supervision, do the 
labels that are used in the 'Final Summary' give any 
indication as to the officer's view of the offender and can 
this be equated with the information gained by doing a new MDI 
assessment? 
However, before one becomes involved in the discussion of 
the data and the implications of their findings one needs to 
define the parameters of this chapter. It is not my intention 
to become involved in a large discussion about labelling 
theory and how labels effect the course of a client's career. 
A more modest approach is being adopted in this chapter with 
labels being used as indicators of how probation officers view 
their clients and whether the decisions they make about them 
are reflected in how they describe the~ But even so, it is, 
at the least, necessary to relate the term 'label' to relevant 
literature, and that is what will be done next. 
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CAREERS AND LABELLING 
As already stated it is not my intention to go into any 
great detail about the merits or demerits of labelling and 
labelling theory. For this one would have to refer to primary 
texts as written by Backer' on the study of deviance and the 
interaction of deviants with societal expectations concerning 
normal behaviour. Merton2 on societal reaction to deviants and 
Gibbons3 on how people become 'criminal' are also relevant in 
a full discussion on labelling. In a more general view on 
labelling, two of the most telling books are both by E. 
Goffman who looks at the practical implications of 
labelling4 • 5 , In his books he shows how roles and labels are 
imposed upon people by those who are more powerful, doctors 
label psychiatric patients and then expect them to conform to 
those labels, able bodied people label and stigmatise 
handicapped people. Both books show how people so labelled 
react to them and for some how they fight back. However it 
falls outside the scope of this thesis to become any further 
involved in such seminal works. 
But what is labelling? Hardiker gives the following as a 
fairly simple yet comprehensive definition of it:-
"Labelling is central to the interactionist view of 
deviance. Labelling theories start off from the basic 
premises and assumptions in the social psychology of 
perception: i.e. men constantly select, reinterpret, 
modify, classify and categorize, and impose meanings on 
the world; perceptions are not an automatic reaction to 
internal or external stimuli, but are highly 
complicated, organised and selective processes. ':he 
human need to categorize and classify the world of 
objects and people in the world around him - and his own 
internal stimuli - lies behind the universal activity of 
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labelling; labels are categories used to stabilise a 
complex environment, and facilitate predictability in 
human interaction. Once an object or person has been 
labelled ('nice', 'funny', 'easygoing', 'sensitive', 
etc.), then the labeller knows how to relate to hi~ it 
sets the style of the interaction."" 
For the purpose of this chapter the last sentence of the 
above quote is significant; labels help to determine the 
relationship between two actors. Thus if the defendant has 
been labelled in a particular form by the CIAT SER then this 
might lead to the TT officer relating to him in a way 
compatible with those labels. Furthermore, Scheff7 takes the 
view that labels are both pervasive and enduring. That being 
the case, then the way that the offender is originally 
described is of no small consequence for the path of the 
subsequent supervision. 
From a research perspective is there any validity in 
labelling theory? Farrington carried out research on 
labelling and self-reported delinquency. He concluded:-
"The results obtained •.. were in agreement with 
the hypothesis that public labelling increases 
delinquent behaviour." 9 
Farrington found that being labelled negatively had a 
deleterious effect on subsequent criminal behaviour. This 
would suggest that 'giving a dog a bad name' could have long-
term negative consequences; a point of special importance in 
this chapter. A second piece of research carried out by Leger 
confirmed the hypothesis that labels are acquired from 
interactions with those who had the abilitv <or power) to 
ascribe them." 
So within this chapter labels will be used to monitor how 
probation officers view their clients and to see whether their 
perceptions about them change with time. If their perceptions 
---
----
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do change are they used to the benefit of the client in terms 
of an early discharge out of the probation system? Hardiker, 
commenting on the role labels had in SERs on offenders, 
concluded that:-
" .•• their future behaviour and identities might have 
been affected by their contact with a probation 
officer.'" 0 
I am now in the position to start to evaluate the data. The 
data will look at four main issues:-
Labels and the passage of time; 
Labelling and Early Discharge; 
Labelling, reoffending and officer response in SERs; 
Labelling:- Results and Recommendations. 
It is from this last slant that the analysis will commence. 
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Labels; Recommendations and Results 
Marker dye is used to trace the path or flow of a stream when 
it goes underground. Labels are being used in this chapter to 
trace a client's career in the probation service. His career 
starts at the SER stage when he is ascribed specific labels, 
which purport to describe his character, etc. In fact, I am 
able to trace the start of a client's career in two different 
ways. Firstly, data was collected on the style of the SER by 
using a modified form of Thorpe's check-list and Chapter 5 
commented upon that to some extent. What it did not do was to 
clarify whether the style of the report, in terms of the 
balance between positive or negative statements, changed 
according to the recommendations. Se~ondly, data was 
collected for specific labels that were used in the SERs, both 
positive and negative. I am using 'positive' to define 
statements in reports which say or imply favourable 
characteristics about the defendant and will give the court a 
good impression. 'Negative' labels create the opposite 
impression. 
In Chapter 5 concern was expressed that the data was not 
clear in its present for~ It was not possible to tell when, 
for instance, attitude to authority, was discussed, and 
whether those attitudes were positive or negative. The eight 
points that needed to be clarified from Chapter 5 were 
a) present attitude to authority, b) influence of partners, c) 
ability to form relationships, d) the risk of reoffending, e) 
past attitude to authority, f) past attitude to supervision, 
g> present attitude to supervision and h) attitude to the 
offence. This diff~rentiation of the data would be important 
when comparing the styles of SERs for different disposals. 
Whilst on this theme data had been collected for styles of 
SERs and labels for the actual disposals but not by 
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recommendations. It is not necessary to analyse all the cases 
by recommendations but just those which received a custodial 
sentence. By doing this one can see whether there was any 
evidence to show that officers aided the process by which 
offenders received custodial sentences by the nature and 
content of the labels contained within SERs. 
The first table, <Table 9. 1) looks at the style of reports 
and the labels used for those cases that received custodial 
sentences. The data are compared against recommendations made, 
these being for supervision, other non-custodial sentences 
(including suspended sentences), direct recommendations for 
custody and no recommendations. 
TABLE 9.1:- S!YLE AND LABLES BY RECOMMENDATIONS 
DISPOSAL SUPERVISION 
RECOMMENQAI!ONS 
NON·CUSTOOIAL CUSTODY NO RECOMMENDATION 
+ 
STYLE 5,8 5,3 
LABELS 2,3 3,2 
N • 6 
aOBilll.. STYLE 3, 3 7, 0 
LABELS 2,0 2,6 
N • 3 
~ STYLE U 7,8 
LABELS 2,5 5,3 
N • 12 
+ 
7,5 3,0 
2,2 2,5 
H • IS 
2,3 7, 7 
1,0 I, 0 
H • 3 
s. 9 5,6 
I, 7 2,9 
N • 27 
3 
3 
+ 
N • I 
12 
6 
A,2 8,5 
1,3 5,0 
N • 10 
+ 
8 
0 
N • I 
2 
0 
2 u 
9 
N • I 
••• 5,6 
1,2 3,6 
N • 5 
The average result for the style of the SER and the labels 
used 10r the three disposals were as:-
O,C, style:- +ve • 6,B -ve • A,2 labels:· +ve • 2,1 ·ve • 2,8 
Borstal 
Prison 
+ve • 2,7 ·ve • 8,3 
+ve • A,9 ·ve • 6,5 
+ve • I,A -vt • 2,6 
+vt • 1,8 -ve • 3,9 
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For the D. C. cases where supervision was being recommended 
the offender was seen in a less positive light than those 
recommended for other non-custodial measures. The style of the 
SER was less overtly positive and more negative and similar to 
the overall figures for all supervision cases (tve = 4.2 & -ve 
5.3>. This would suggest that in the probation officer's mind 
there was no discernable difference between the two groups 
recommended for supervision. In the one case where D. C. was 
recommended the probation officer wrote a very negatively 
styled report which contained six specific negative labels. 
That officer obviously felt convinced that D.C. was the right 
disposal. 
The Borstal sample was of only seven cases and thus not much 
can be made from the data but the picture is consistent that 
there was little positive to be said about the offenders. 
Although not one case contained a direct recommendation for 
custody the style of the report was balanced against t~e 
offender being seen in a favourable light. The one case where 
there was no recommendation was tantamount to a custodial 
recommendation with nine specific negative labels and a very 
negatively styled report. 
In the prison sample, <54 cases>, there is quite a difference 
in the reports on those where supervision was recommended as 
compared to other non-custodial recommendations. It would seem 
that the negative description in the supervision sample was to 
try and stress to the court the need for supervision whereas 
the relatively positive description of the other group 
presumably was to infer to the court that the offenders were 
not that criminal. If that is the case then neither plan 
worked. The cases recommended for supervision contained more 
negative labels set in a more negative style than found in the 
sample who were actually placed on supervision. In the ten 
-
cases where prison was recommended, as would be expected, the 
--- ---
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SER stresses the negative qualities of the offender rather 
than the positives. 
----So what can be deduced from this data? Simply, the author of 
the SER has to be careful as to how the offender is described. 
It is not possible to assert a causal link between style of 
report and outcome. It might be that the result would have 
been inevitable anyhow. But if the probation sevice wishes to 
do all it can to reduce the number of people sent into custody 
then it has to be very careful as to the language used in 
SERs. It is no use lamely recommending supervision at the end 
of the report if throughout the rest of the document the 
implicit recommendation contained in the nature of the labels 
was for custody. 
We can now look at the eight outstanding points from Chapter 
5 by looking, not at the frequency to which these points were 
commented in SERa, but whether for different disposals they 
were qualitatively different. Table 9.2 deals with the four 
topics which compare attitudes to authority and supervision in 
the past and in the present. 
TABLE 9.2:- STYLE OF SERa BY DISPOSALS (i) 
DISPOSALS PAST ATT, PRESENT ATT, PAST ATT, PRESENT ATT, 
TO AUTHORITY TO AUTHORITY TO SUPERVISION TO SUPERVISION 
+ + + + 
CUSTODY 3 
" 
3 12 8 8 10 9 
N • 8l 3,71 16,71 3,71 ll.31 18,61 18,61 11,91 10,71 
CN • l3l 
NON-CUSTODIAL l2 20 u 15 s 11 11 15 
N • 227 18,51 8,81 19,21 6,61 
"·" 
25,0 s 1,81 6,61 
CN • Ul 
SUPERVISION 
" 
29 lO 31 28 IS 69 u 
N • 283 ll,SI 10,21 1(,1111,01 33,71 18,11 2l,lS ,,91 
<N = 83) 
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From this table the following points can be deduced:-
a) For each disposal there is virtually no change in the 
overall reporting or the distribution of results as one goes 
from the past attitude to authority to the present attitude. 
bl Similarly there is little difference when comparing the 
two columns on supervision, except for one important respect. 
When supervision was the disposal then the attitude of the 
offender towards it is commented favourably in a quarter of 
the cases. This does mean that when the probation officer is 
seeking a supervision order he does try to assess the 
offenders response to it in a quarter of the cases, But in 
overall terms this table confirms the view in Chapter 5 that 
officers are not thorough enough in the way they 'market' 
supervision to the courts, either as an alternative to custody 
or even when they are seeking supervision. 
c) Out of the 15 cases where there was a negative attitude 
towards supervision for the non-custodial cases 10 received 
fines. This disproportionately high figure could be seen as 
the officer, on recognising the defendant's lack of 
enthusiasim for supervision, comments upon it and recommends a 
fine. 
d) For past attitude to authority when the results for 
custody cases are compared to non-custodial cases the 
difference is significant:-
X2 = 13.757 1 d. f. sig. at 0.1% level. 
Similarly when custody was compared with supervision the 
result was still significant:-
X2 = 9. 170 1 d. f. sig. at 1% level. 
There was no statistical significance between the non-
custodial and supervision cases when it came to the past 
attitude to authority. Similar results were obtained for 
present attitude to authority. Thus those cases receiving 
custodial sentences were described in the SERs in 
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significantly more negative terms when it came to their past 
and present attitude to authority when compared against other 
disposals. 
e) In Chapter 5 it was found that for attitudes towards 
authority (both past and present) there was the same 
percentage usage for those receiving custody and conditional 
discharge. The analysis of this data showed that when this 
topic was described for conditional discharge cases it was 
always in the positive sense <10 out of 21 cases> whereas 
Table 9.2 shows that for custody cases it is mostly in the 
negative sense. The difference is highly significant. <X2 = 
21.647 1 d. f. sig. at 1% level.) 
f) When comparing the data for past and present attitude 
towards supervision then the only significant data was for 
present attitude towards supervision, for supervision cases, 
as compared against the other two groups of disposals. The 
data was significant both times at the 1% level. 
The following table deals with the last four topics. 
TABLE 9.3:- STYLE OF SERs BY DISPOSALS (ii) 
DISPOSALS INFLUENCE ABILITY TO RISK OF ATTITUDE 
OF PARTNER FOR" RELATION, REOFFENDING TO OFFENCE 
+ + + + 
CUSTODY 21 3 33 29 11 10 u l9 
N • 8l 38,91 5,61 39,31 34,51 13,1111,91 16,71 58,31 
(N • Sll 
NON·CUSTODIAL 60 20 92 25 93 12 112 22 
N • 227 601 201 lO,SS IS,lS li,OI 5,31 l9,31 9,61 
(N • IOOl 
SUPERVISION lO 
" " 
107 20 71 87 58 
N • 283 36, 7S 37,51 U,SS 37,81 7,U 25,U 30,71 20, ss 
(N • 109l 
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From the above table the following points can be made:-
a> In the first column on influence of partners when 
-----
used in SERs for custodial or non-custodial cases it is 
generally used in the positive sense. (There is no significant 
difference between them.> However in the supervision cohort 
this topic is just as likely to be used in the negative sense 
as the positive one. When the data is compared against that 
for custodial and non-custodial data then the difference is 
significant at the 1% level on both occasions:-
<X2 = 11.175 and 11.201 respectively with 1 d. f.>. 
b) In the second column on the ability to form 
relationships, a different trend appears. Whereas in the cases 
receiving custodial and non-custodial sentences the ability to 
make relationships is stressed, especially for the non-
custodial cases, in the supervision cases the inability to 
make relationships is stressed. This would sugest that the 
officer is shaping the information in the SER to make a case 
out for supervision based on social need. The difference 
between the data for supervision and custodial and non-
custodial sentences is highly significant at the 0. 1% level 
for 1 d.f.:-
<X2 = 12.587 and 54.894 respectively>. 
The difference between custodial cases and non-custodial was 
significant at the 1% level X2 = 6.859 1 d. f. 
c> The third column on risk of reoffending shows again 
that this is only discussed in custodial cases in about a 
quarter of the cases, the figure being double for the non-
custodial cases which we know from Chapter 5 have a much lower 
rate of reoffending. Also when this is commented in non-
custodial cases it is predominately st3ted in the positive 
sense in that there is little risk of reoffending. The low 
usage of it in custodial sentences would suggest that 
negative information will be left out of the SER although it 
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was available from the MDI. Conversely in the supervision 
cohort, when the risk of reoffending was discussed it was more 
likely suggest that there was a high risk of reoffending and 
thus by implication the offender ought to be placed on 
supervision to try and reduce that risk. The comparison 
between the three groups of data is all statistically 
significant, custody v supervision at the 1% level <X2 = 
7.925) and custody v non-custody and supervision v non-custody 
at the 0.1% level <X2 = 15.648 and 88.749 respectively>, all 
these results being with 1 d. f. This data shows very clearly 
the difference between how supervision cases are described as 
compared to non-custodial cases and is further evidence of how 
supervision is targetted towards high risk of reoffending 
cases. 
d) The final column looks at the attitude towards the 
offence by the three different sets of disposals. Here there 
is a marked difference between how the custodial cases are 
described as compared against the non-custodial cases. 
Opposite trends are evident. When this topic is used to 
describe custodial cases then the offender is seen as mostly 
having a negative attitude i.e., showing no or little remorse 
about the offence whereas the complete opposite is found for 
the non-custodial cases. The difference is highly significant, 
X2 = 70.026 I d. f. sig. 0. !% level. The supervision cases show 
that the majority of offenders are describe~ es having a 
positive, i.e., penitent attitude, to the offence. The 
aknowledgement of doing wrong by the offender is always seen 
positively by the courts and if they see the contrition as 
being genuine then they are more likely to be lenient in 
sentencing. The above data would support that view as those 
who received custodial sentences were generally shown as being 
unrepentant. 
So what are the conclusions from the data on the style of 
l 
I 
I 
I 
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SERa from the perspective of labelling? 
The above evaluation shows that SERs for different disposals 
have different styles. For instance those on custody cases 
stressed the offender's negative attitude to the offence 
whereas the opposite trend was found for non-custodial cases. 
Similarly SERs on offenders placed on supervision tended to 
stress the risk of reoffending in negative terms. Again the 
converse was true for non-custodial cases. Given all the 
research evidence on the effect SERs have on sentencing (see 
Chapters 2 & 5), the conclusion has to be that the actual 
style of the report is going to have some bearing on outcome. 
The implications for a Service that is committed to keeping 
offenders out of custody is immense. Does the Service issue 
guidelines about not only what ought to go into a SER but what 
is left out in order to minimise the chances of a custodial 
sentence being passed? This moves us into the whole realm of 
ethics and is better left to the last chapter on policy 
implications. 
Before I leave this analysis of labelling, results and 
recommendations I need to look at an evaluation of all 22 
topics as one group to see whether the styles differ for 
different disposals. The same exercise can then be carried out 
on the specific labels used within the SERs. 
The importance of this is whether SERs have an overall 
coherence to them. Does the information within them and the 
way that information is portrayed <the balance of labels used 
and the orientation of the topics discussed) show internal 
consistency to the recommendation and the nature of the 
offence? In this I am aware that I am dealing with intan~ible 
and subjective concepts but a sentencer is going to reac~ to a 
SER, not just to the facts, but to how those facts come across 
to him. Does the report give a negative feeling about the 
offender or a positive one? 
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To look at this aspect I collated all the data on the style 
of reports and obtained the arithmetric mean for topics 
described positively and negatively. This was broken down by 
disposals. The same process was carried out for the labels 
used. In my analysis I further sub-divided the data into men, 
women and juveniles but little new information was learnt. It 
did add to the view that it was more difficult for men to be 
fined or be given a conditional discharge as they averaged 7.0 
and 8.0 positive topics as compared to ,,6 and 4.7 for women 
respectively. Thus it appears the court needs more convincing 
about the inherent 'goodness' of a male offender before they 
will treat him leniently as compared to a women offender. 
Similarly for a juvenile to be placed on a conditional 
discharge the_average positive statements in the SER was 10, 
more than twice as found in the female sample. The results for 
the style and labels found in SERs is found in Table 9.4 
below. 
TABLE 9.4:- STYLES AND LABELS IN SERS BY DISPOSAL 
DISPOSAL STYLE LABELS 
+ + 
SUPERVISION (,2 5,3 1, 8 3,1 
CONO, DIS, 6,5 3,6 2,8 1,3 
FINES 7,2 2,6 1, 9 1,1 
ATT. CENTRE 5,2 3,8 1. 7 2. 1 
c.s.o. 6,2 4,1 2,0 2,5 
SUS, SENT, 6,7 3,9 2.0 2.2 
DET. CENTRE 6,8 (,2 2.1 2,8 
BORSTAL 2,7 8,3 1,' 2,6 
PRISON (,9 6,5 1,8 3,9 
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These results can be viewed from two perspectives. Firstly, a 
report can be written with a positive style to it with the 
majority of the topics and labels used with little reference 
to negative factors. Such reports would either give a neutral 
or positive impression of the offender. Secondly and 
conversely the use of a negative style and negative labels 
could give a neutral to bad impression of the offender. 
Obviously most reports, as the above data shows, will combine 
both. But what will the overall impression be of the offender 
for each of the disposals? Clearly the Borstal sample not only 
had little positive to say about the offender but there was a 
large stress on the negative points. When one recalls in Table 
9. 1 there was no direct recommendation for custody in any of 
t~ese cases one can see how the recommendation does not fit in 
with the overall impression given by the SER. To this one 
would have to add the circumstances of the present offence. 
This endorses my previous argument that one must not only be 
careful what one writes but how it is written. Conversely all 
the other disposals apart from those placed on supervision or 
sent to prison had, on average, a more positive report than 
negative one. It must be stressed that I am not suggesting the 
reports do not reflect accurately the circumstances of the 
offender but if accuracy leads to custody is this the result 
that the probation service requires? I will return to this 
again in the last chapter. The data on labels is more 
difficult to interpret. The lower tariff sentences have less 
negative labels in their reports than higher tariff reports 
but there is little difference in the use of positive labels. 
In general terms this table does portray the supervision, 
Borstal and prison samples in a more negative light than the 
other disposals. But is this difference significant in a 
statistical sense? 
The first stage of determining this was to look at the 
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balance between positive <+> and negative <-> topics to give 
an overview of the style of the report. As for Table 9.2 I 
divided the disposals into custody, non-custody and 
supervision. The data was expressed in terms of the reports 
being more positive than negative <+>->, the report being 
balanced numerically between positive and negative topics, 
<+=-> and finally negative being greater than positive<->+>. 
The figures are in percentages. The same procedure was carried 
out for the distribution of labels and the results are shown 
in Table 9. 5 below. 
TABLE 9.5 BALANCE OF POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE TOPICS AND LABELS 
IN SERS 
DISPOSALS 
CUSTODY 
NON-CUSTODY 
SUPERVISION 
<CONTROL GROUP> 
CUSTODY 
NON-CUSTODY 
SUPERVISION 
<CONTROL GROUP> 
STYLES OF SERS 
+ > -
45.8 
72.7 
38. 7 
44.7 
27.7 
52.0 
23.6 
19. 5 
+ = -
3.4 
4.0 
5. 3 
5.8 
LABELS 
9.6 
14. 1 
16.9 
13.2 
->+ 
50.6 
23.3 
56.0 
49.5 
62.7 
33.9 
59.5 
67.4 
TOTALS 
83 
227 
284 
190 
83 
227 
284 
190 
The supervision cohort and its control group were not 
different statistically and thus the style of reports and the 
use of labels wer< similar for both groups. Similarly there 
was no statistical difference between supervision cases and 
custody cases for either the style of the SER or the number of 
labels used. <X2 = 1.512 and 2.78 respectively for 2 d. f.) 
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This would suggest that supervision cases and custody cases 
have similar characteristics to each other, at least in the 
way they are described in SERs, as both are top heavy with 
negative expressions and labels in them. From the table one 
would expect to find significant differences between custody 
and non-custody cases and supervision and non-custody ones. 
This is indeed what was found. For styles of SERs data 
X2 = 21.579 and 45.000 for 2 d. f,; both being significant at 
the 0. 1% level. This shows that there is a major difference in 
the way non-custodial cases are described as compared to the 
other two groups. This is further evidence that supervision is 
being aimed for, and being given, for offenders with a similar 
overall profile to those receiving custodial sentences. The 
same result was found when comparing the differing use of 
labels in SERs. X2 = 20.965 and 45.8572 d. f. sig. 0.1% level 
for custody v non-custody and supervision v non-custody 
repectively. So from this data it is seen that supervision and 
custody cases are likely to have SERs on them which are going 
to be predominately negative both in terms of the styles and 
the balance of the use in labels. 
Finally we need to see if there is any inherent difference 
in the use of positive and negative descriptions and labels 
when taken separately, i.e., it may be that the overall style 
of the report is due to an emphasis on positive labels rather 
than negative one. To assess this the arithmetric mean was 
obtained from Table 9.4 above for supervision cases and the 
distribution of data falling within± 1 s.d. was collected for 
each disposal. Thus for positive topics the division became 0-
2, 3-7 and ~8; for negative topics it became 0-3, 4-8 and ~9. 
For lhe use of labels both + and - the groupings were 0, 1-3 
and ~4. The results are shown in Table 9.6 below the figures 
quoted being in percentages. 
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TABLE 9.6: DISTRIBUTION OF CASES BY STYLE AND LABELS AGAINST 
PISPOSALS 
DISPOSALS DISIBIBUIIOM DE ~OSIII~E IO~ICS TOTALS 
0·2 3·7 18 
CUSTODY 28,9 42,2 28,9 83 
NDN·CUSTODY 11,5 49,3 39,2 227 
SUPERVISIO~ 31,8 57,6 10,6 283 
DISIBIBUIIOM DE HE68II~E IO~ICS TOTALS 
0·3 4-8 19 
CUSTODY 33,7 36, I 30, I 83 
NON·CUSTODY 55,5 39,2 5,3 227 
SUPERVISION 27,2 57,6 15,2 283 
DISIBIBUIIOH DE ~DSIII~E LSBELS TOTALS 
0 1-3 u 
CUSTODY 15,7 75,9 8,4 83 
NON·CUSTODY 15,0 69,6 15,4 227 
SUPERVISION 20,8 66,8 12,4 283 
DISIBIBUIIOM DE ME68II~E L8BELS TOTALS 
0 1·3 u 
CUSTODY 10,8 43,4 45,8 83 
NON·CUSTODY 33,5 47, I 19,4 227 
SUPERVISION 9,5 57,2 33,2 283 
From the first part of the table one can see that all but 
11.5% of the non-custody cases had three or more topics 
describing them in positive terms and nearly two-fifths had 
eight or more positive statements. The data for the custody 
cases was fairly uniformally distributed but that for 
supervision cases was almost a mirror image of the non-custody 
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results. When the results were subjected to the chi-square 
tests all were highly significant at the 0. 1% level with 2 
d.f. <Custody v Non-custody, Custody v Supervision and 
Supervision v Non-custody having chi-square values of 13.916, 
17.863 and 68.559 respectively.) This last result shows the 
hugh difference between how supervision cases are described as 
compared to non-custody ones. The differences in the usage of 
negative descriptions for the topics was equally marked and 
for the same three groupings the chi-square values were 
37.373, 14.239 and 45.892 respectively. Again all these 
figures are significant at the 0.1% level with 2 d. f. In this 
instance the custody sample is shown to have the highest 
percentage of negative comments within the SER with over 30% 
having j9 as compared to 5% for the non-custody cases. One can 
conclude, therefore, from the first two parts of this table 
that non-custody cases are likely to have a high number of 
positive statements with few negative ones, custody cases will 
be characterised by a large number of negative comments and 
supervision cases by the lack of a lot of positive statements 
with a tendency to have quite a lot of negative ones. 
When we look at the distribution of positive labels <the 
third pert of the table> there ere some minor variations but 
none which are statistically significant. Thus the use of 
positive labels does not help to identify the type of disposal 
that could be expected. However, when it came to considering 
the use of negative labels, there were statistical differences 
in each of the diads. The custody cases had nearly a half of 
its cases with j4 negative labels as compared to a third for 
supervision cases and a fifth for non-custody cases. The chi-
squere for the three diads taken in the same order are 27.506, 
8.506 and 47.169 respectively. The first and third were 
significant at the 0. 1% level and the supervision v custody at 
the 2% level, ell with 2 d. f. So cases not ending up in 
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custody or supervision are unlikely to have many negative 
labels within their SERs, whereas custody in particular will 
have a lot of negative labels. 
What has been deduced from this section on labels, results 
and recommendations? Firstly, authors of SERs have to be 
careful about not only what they write but how they write it. 
Secondly, officers were selective in how they used some of the 
material as they tended only to comment upon risk of 
reoffending in positive terms unless they were recommending 
supervision. And, thirdly, the way the report is written and 
the labels used is related statistically to the disposal. Thus 
supervision cases tended to have few positive statements, a 
lot of negative ones and several negative labels within their 
SERs. It is this information that is carried onto the field 
team at allocation.- The next part of this chapter will look at 
how the field team officers use this knowledge and how labels 
chan~e on their supervisees with the passage of time. 
-----
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Labels and the Passage of Time 
The previous section of this chapter showed how the SERs on 
supervision cases confirmed the existing findings that field team 
officers were being asked to deal with high risk high need cases. 
The large number of negative labels and the topics being framed 
negatively dispels, I feel, for once and all that supervision is a 
soft option for officers. Intake officers seemed to be giving their 
field work colleagues few favours. But how were these cases being 
received by the field teams? Chapter 8 dealt with the problems of 
transfer but what happened to the supervisees after transfer? The 
aim of this part of the chapter is to continue tracing the 
supervisees' careers by seeing whether the way ther ~ described 
by their supervising officers changes with time. To do this I 
wished to see if the Initial Assessments <IAs) on the supervisees 
describe them in any different terms than in the SER. If there is a 
difference then to what can it be attributed? Linked to this is 
whether the TT officer accepts the assessment of the offender or 
whether he starts the assessment procedure again. The section will 
continue by seeing whether labels on supervisees become 'detuned', 
i.e., less negative as the order progresses and the section will 
close by looking at how offenders are described at the end of the 
order. These descriptions will be compared with a MDI I did on each 
of the cases, not by interviewing the offenders, but by making an 
assessment from studying the case papers. This should enable me to 
see whether supervision has had any tangible impact on the life of 
the supervisee. 
The first point to ascertain is whether the way the intake 
officer described the off£nder in the SER is continued in the same 
vein in the IA. The reasoning behind this is that earlier in the 
thesis I refered to the work of Paley and Leeves who suggested 
officers gave the court 'coded messages' as to the desirability or 
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not of supervision, the offender being oblivious of such a code, My 
data on the Borstal cohort would support their views in that 
although supervision and other non-custodial disposals were 
recommended the whole emphasis of the SER was against them being 
made, However from my experience of working in the intake team I 
felt that the opposite stance would be taken by officers. If they 
were to deceive anyone it would be the bench. I felt officers in 
/ 
their SERs might select their information to give the impression of 
a balanced report with the client portrayed 'warts and all', yet this 
was not the whole story. Some information, harmful to the offender, 
was being omitted in order not to prejudice the chances of him 
being placed on supervision. If this was the case then it would be 
unlikely the intake officer would continue the deception into the IA. 
Out of the 283 cases 259 had !As written on them. In 93 of the 
cases <36%) there was no change in the labels used to describe the 
offender suggesting that the IA, as a supervision orientated 
document, and the SER as sentencing document, were in harmony. In 
47 of the cases <18%) the offender was described more positively in 
the IA than the SER. However in the remaining 119 cases (46%) the 
offender was described more negatively than in the SER. In one case 
nine extra negative labels were used and in another one seven. The 
result is that the offender, as described in the SER, is at the 
worst just a pale reflection of how the offender is described by one 
work colleague to another. These cases were re-read and it was 
found that out of the 47 cases where the offender was seen in more 
positive light 12 gave a distorted picture. Out of the 119 cases 
with an enhanced use of negative labels 54 gave a serious 
distortion between the two forms of assessment, judicial and agency. 
It could be argued that the reporting officer felt that this 
negative inform3tion was not required for the sentencing process 
whereas it was necessary for supervision. Yet the information left 
out included the officer's view of the offender being at risk of 
reoffending or that he had addiction problems. The information left 
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out acted to the advantage of the offender. The legitimacy of such 
an exercise comes back to the ethics and value judgements of 
individual officers and will be discussed in the final chapter. 
However one interprets the results this is clear evidence that 
additional negative labels are used in IAs over and above those used 
in the SERs. Out of the 54 cases all but 14 had three or more extra 
negative labels in the IAs, 12 had 5 or more extra labels. 
If we return now to how labels change with the passage of time 
then a consistent pattern is seen as shown in Table 9.7 below, 
figure in percentages. 
SER 
+ 0 
29 48 23 
TABLE 9.7: LABELS AND THE PASSAGE OF TIME 
lA 
+ 0 
18 46 36 
1st PART B 
---
+ 0 
40 31 29 
"ID-POINT 
+ 0 
30 19 SI 
FINAL SU""ARY 
+ 0 
47 23 30 
FINAL "DI 
+ 0 
40 12 48 
As can be seen at the SER stage 29~ of the cases were seen 
predominately in positive terms and 48~ in negative terms. When the 
IA was written then 46% of the cases were described in even more 
negative terms by the way offenders were labelled in them. However 
from the client's point of view that was the end of the worst news 
for him. The '1st Part B' is the first assessment that the the field 
team officer carries out on his client. Here the re-labelling takes a 
different shift with 40% of the offenders being seen more positively 
than at the time of the IA. 31% were still being seen more 
negatively but that can be in part explained that by this stage, 
often 4-6 months into the supervision order, that some had 
reoffended. At the half way stage of the order in half of the cases 
no change of labels were recorded with nearly a third describing the 
offender in more positive terms. By the end of the order, when an 
overall assessment of the efficacy of it should be given, 47% of the 
cases were seen in a more positive light. In only 23% of the cases 
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did the officer see the client in more negative terms than at the 
beginning of the order denoting that for that particular supervisee 
supervision seemed to have little apparent beneficial effect. This 
correlates well to the MDI that I carried out from the information 
of the file at the end of the order. I found that in 40% of the 
cases the risk of reoffending had been reduced and in only 12% was 
the person seen to be more at risk. 
From this usage of labels it would seem that supervision had been 
successful. However the above analysis takes no account of cases 
that might have been discharged early for either good progress or 
on commission of a further offence. These two issues will form the 
basis of the last two parts of this chapter. 
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LABElLING AND EARLY DISCHARGE 
In Chapter 4 I discussed the career of offenders who had entered 
the supervision loop. They can leave that loop at the normal expiry 
date of the order as was described immediately above. However the 
order can be discharged early for two reasons. Firstly on the 
commission of a further offence when either the court or the 
supervising officer discharges the order. This will be discussed in 
the next section of this chapter. The other way is for the order to 
be discharged on the grounds of good progress on the part of the 
offender. The application to the court to do this is invariably made 
by the probation officer on the supervisee's behalf. This part of the 
chapter will look at that process an~ ~q_see whether there is any 
rationale behind the decisions for early discharge. The monitoring of 
the use of labels should assist in this process as one would expect 
the labels on those being discharged early to have been detuned and 
their perceived risk of reoffending to have decreased. Furthermore 
one would expect such persons who are discharged early to be found 
subsequently to have had a lower rate of reoffending. But before I 
go on to look at my research findings I need to comment upon a 
theoretical approach to short term work and also findings from some 
empirical work. 
The first piece of work was that of Waters who discussed how 
the work of Reid and Shyne applied to the Probation Service. Reid 
and Shyne's work challenged the assumption that long term 
involvement by a social worker was necessarily of benefit to the 
client''· In a sense it was an attack on the psychoanalytical model 
of casework. They argued for focused and brief intervention with 
perhaps limited objectives and expectations. Waters felt that if a 
probation order had been made for two years then both officer and 
client could drift through it without any sense of urgency with the 
aim of its coming to a completion at the end of that time period. 
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Therefore he argued: 
"If a shorter time were specified the same work might be 
done but more purposefully and efficiently with greater 
satisfaction to the worker and the same or even better, 
service to the client.""" 
Furthermore he argued that some clients are unable to grasp the 
meaning of a long term order as they tend to live day by day. 
"There are a number of clients for whom a shorter time 
scale is more meaningful and who can cooperate for a 
limited period; a period of months is one which can be 
grasped and understood by most clients whereas by 
comparison a period of years may seem a life time for 
some.n 131 
His thesis would sugge~_t _!hat officers should plan their work to 
provide for the opportunity for a shorter order. As courts rarely 
make 6 month orders, if officers concur with Waters' views they 
should build into the supervision an expectation that the order will 
be discharged early for good progress. I will compare my findings 
with that view and see also which cases were discharged early. 
The second piece of work is by Holden who looked at the 
reconviction rates for those discharged early as compared with those 
not so treated. 
He suggested that: 
"Probation Officers' decisions to discharge [cases] early are 
normally based on the assumption that the person supervised 
is unlikely to offend again after discharge; the assumption 
involving judgement and an element of prediction."14 
To test his hypothesis he examined 444 supervision and probation 
cases. The 43 discharged for good progress had 19.5% reconviction 
rate as compared to 44% for those 1:ot so discharged. The result was 
significant at the 1% level. He concluded by saying: 
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"On the basis of the evidence from this sample, it would 
seem that courts can have confidence in probation officers' 
judgements regarding the early discharge of probation and 
supervision cases."' s 
So from the two pieces of work mentioned above in my analysis of 
cases discharged early I should be looking for evidence of work 
being planned for short-term work, possibly by the use of contract 
work. Furthermore, such cases should be identifiable by the use of 
more positive labels within the records and a MDI with less negative 
indices. The subsequent rate of reconviction should confirm that 
picture. 
When one looks at the quarterly summaries, known as Part B's, of 
those 64 cases selected for early discharge within my sample then 
the follo~ing__comments were typical:-
"All the progress X has made in the last three months has been 
upheld and consolidated." 
" .. general improvement in offender's functioning at home and in 
employment." 
"Once task centred contract is fulfilled probation order will be 
discharged." 
"there is probably a low risk of reoffending." 
"settled in employment, away from criminal influences." 
" .. if survive the summer holidays without reoffending will then 
discharge order" 
In no case was there an early discharge where the offender was 
described in more negative terms than before. The significance of 
that point will become clear in the next chapter. Out of the 64 
cases that were scheduled for early discharge 81% were described 
more positively and 19% there was no change. 
Out of these 64 case~ 5 were not discharged as reoffending occured 
before the discharge actually took place. Five more cases which were 
discharged subsequently reoffended within the two years of the 
commencement of the supervision order. Interestingly enough nine of 
------
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the remaining 54 cases reoffended prior to discharge but not after 
it. This meant that out of the 59 cases actually discharged 14 
<23. 7%) reoffended. 
When these figures are compared with supervision cases not 
discharged early then out of the 257, 159 (61.9%) reoffended. The 
difference is highly significant statistically; 
X"' = 28.013 1 d.f, sig. at 0.1% level. 
This would support Holden's view that officers are proficient at 
determining which cases are suitable for discharge and thus the 
courts can have reasonable confidence in their judgement. 
Waters felt that purposeful short-term work was important for 
some cases, The intake-treatment team system should encourage that 
view as at the court stage the case is transferred to the officer 
_the offender perceives as helping him 'with his problems'. That 
should enable the intervention to be focused and task-centred. It 
was found that in 23 cases <35.9%) fulfilling a contract 
successfully was-a precondition for an application for an early 
discharge of the order. In cases where there was no plan for 
discharge then contract working was rarely mooted. But does contract 
work have any effect in terms of reducing the possibility of 
reoffending? Out of the 23 cases where contract work was employed 4 
<17.4%> reoffended as compared to 15 out of 41 where no contracts 
were used (36.6%) The difference in this sample was not 
statistically significant and thus although contract work seems to 
be more effective from the above figures for rates of reoffending 
my research did not give any firm statistical backing to those 
figures. 
The final point to look at is the MDI on cases discharged early as 
compared to those not so treated. Due to lack of data it was only 
possible-to carry out MDis on 51 cases. The MDis for the beginning 
of the client's career were compared with the end of their career 
with the agency. In one case the MDI had increased by one index, in 
20 cases there W!16 no change but five of those had a starting index 
--
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of 0.0.0., those it was not possible to register any improvement. In 
20 cases there was one less negative index recorded, in 8 there 
were two less indices and in 2 cases there were three less; i.e., 
from 1.1.1. to 0.0.0., highly successful cases. Thus if we exclude the 
five 0.0.0. cases which remained unchanged then 65.2% of the cases 
improved end 32.67. were the same. This compares with the overall 
supervision sample with 40% of the cases improving, according to the 
MDI, 48% were the same and 127. worse. 
Thus it appears that the cases selected for early discharge were 
almost totally appropriate as the rate of reoffending was 23.77. as 
compared to 61.97. of those not discharged early. Furthermore if the 
decision for discharge was based on a joint client-officer approach 
by using contracts then the rate of reoffending reduced to 17.4% 
I have now looked at how labels help to identify the passage of 
all supervision cases and in particular those that are discharged 
early. To conclude this chapter I need to examine the role of labels 
in those cases where there has been reoffending. 
--
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LABEU.JNG and REOFFENDJNG 
So far in this chapter I have discussed how labels can be used as 
an aid to tracing the career of the offender whilst he is within the 
probation system. All that now needs to be done is to describe the 
offender's career with the probation service on reoffending. To put 
these cases into their context I reviewed all the supervision cases 
where reoffending took place and new SERs had been prepared by the 
supervising field team officer. This accounted for 110 cases. 
This part of the chapter is fascinating as it allows me to 
compare and contrast the SERs of CIAT officers and TT officers for 
the same offender. It allows me to answer questions as to whether 
in the new SER the offender is described in any different ter~s; __ or 
whether the new offence is used as a spring-board by the TT officer 
to offer a different type of intervention; or whether it was a time 
for the officer to suggest to the court that further supervision 
would be futile. 
The 110 SERs were analysed in the same way as the intake sample 
to find out the overall style in which the reports were written and 
whether specific labels had been used to describe the offender. So 
initially one can compare the MDI for the overall supervision sample 
with those who were discharged early and those that reoffended. The 
results are shown in Table 9.8 and in fact show the obvious. The 
distribution of MDI scores for those who were discharged early 
showed a bias towards low risk whereas those supervision cases 
where there had been reoffending was reflected by the MDI scores 
being mostly of high risk. This gives two comforting conclusions; 
high risk cases are not being discharged early and the MDI does 
correlate with subsequent reoffending. The figures used are in 
percentages. 
MOl 
0 
2/3 
TOTALS 
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TABLE 9.8: MDI end REOFFENDING 
TOTAL EARLY REOFFENDIN& 
SAMPLE DISCHARGE SAMPLE 
SAMPLE 
6, 0 40,0 I, 9 
21,8 36,0 12,3 
72,2 2,,0 ss. a 
316 50 110 
The table confirms that those who do reoffend have previously 
been assessed by the MDI as being likely to reoffend. It will be 
recalled that 173 of the 316 supervision cases reoffended. 63 cases 
were either sentenced without a SER or the document was missing 
from the file at the time of my analysis. As the new SER was 
written by the supervising TT officer end not the CIAT officer is 
the offender described any differently? The following table shows 
the comparison between the style of the original SER and the labels 
used and the SER written for the new hearing. 
TABLE 9.9: 5ERS: SITLES AND LABELS, NEW ANP OLD 
SER 
AUTHOR 
CIAT 
TT 
STYLE 
+ 
,,2 5,3 
,,2 6,6 
LABELS 
+ 
1,8 3,1 
2,, 2, 7 
As can be seen from the above table neither the supervision 
process nor reoffending has changed, to any extent, the way the 
offenders have been described. The style has just as many positive 
comments Cthese figures being averages for relevant cases> and 
slightly more negative ones. However more positive labels and less 
negative ones are used. None of these differences are statistically 
significant. If the way in which the SERs are written for CIAT and 
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the TTs ere broadly similar are also the recommendations bearing 
in mind the TT officer would have to address the point that the 
supervisee had 'failed' whilst on supervision in that he had 
reoffended. The data for recommendations and results are 
illuminating. 
Out of the 110 cases the probation officers had their 
recommendations accepted by the court on 60 occasions <54.5% 
success rate). This compared to the CIAT take-up rate of 65%. Of 
interest was that whereas in the intake officers' sample a 
conditional discharge was only made in 4.6% of the cases, in this 
sample 9.1% of the cases received a conditional discharge. So it 
appears that already being on probation when one reoffends does not 
automatically lead to a higher tariff sentence. It would seem that 
the greater knowledge that the officer had of the client enabled him 
to pursue a lenient sentence. However at the other end of the scale 
28, (25.5%), received a custodial sentence. This is not too dissimilar 
to the research sample of 1095 where 206, <19.9%), received custody. 
Within that figure lies the following facts. 11 of those receiving 
custodial sentences had SERs which recommended custody and a 
further 20 had no recommendations, 8 of which led to custody. Worse 
still for the offender 33 cases <30%> recommended that supervision 
was no longer viable. Out of these 19 received custodial sentences, 
eight where there was a direct recommendation for custody and eight 
when there was no recommendation at all. A further six received low 
tariff sentences, three the results are unknown and the other three 
received other non-custodial sentences. 
Thus 25.5% of people on supervision who reoffended received a 
custodial sentence, these disposals being assisted by the 
recommendations or lack of them in the SERs. More than three times. 
the cases were recommended fo~ custody in the TT SERs than in the 
CIAT ones, <10% as compared to 3.1%). Similarly in 28 cases <25.5%) 
there were no recommendations as compared to 4.9% in the CIAT 
sample. Thus it appears that although if the officer seeks a lenient 
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sentence, i.e., a conditional discharge, there is a greater chance or' 
obtaining it, there is a far greater chance that the supervising 
officer will take a more punitive line. 
But what are the tactics that supervising officers take in their 
SERs? From my data TT officers seem to adopt three courses of 
action. The first strategy, which applied to 51 of the cases (46.4%>, 
was where the officer wrote a report to cover the new court hearing 
without seeing the hearing as a crisis as little emphasis was placed 
on it. As only three of this sample received a custodial sentence it 
is perhaps fairest to suggest that the officers concerned had come 
to the conclusion that custody was unlikely rather than the 
possibility of custody was not considered. 
The second category was where the officers saw the court hearing 
as a spring-board for _m~~ing a new contract with the client end to 
seek the court's endorsement of it. Twenty six cases fell into this 
category and 6 (23%) received custodial sentences. The last category 
was where the officer informed the court that supervision was of no 
further value. This applied to 33 cases end 19 of them (57.6%) 
received custodial sentences. This group comprised of all the 
recommendations for custody or those with no recommendations. The 
differences between the rate of incarceration for the second group 
end the third was significant at the 1% level on the X2 test. X2 = 
8.256 1 d. f. Is this difference due, however, to different types of 
offenders? From the analysis of risk end need the 'new way of 
working' category comprised of 88% high risk end 68% high need Con 
using the same ranking as in Chapter 7) whereas the group being 
'dumped' from the probation system 85% were high risk end 53% high 
need, Thus the populations have similar need/risk categories. 
The dumping of cases by the mechanism of writing the offender out 
of the system in the SER is e good way of controlling a case-load. 
This will be discussed in the next chapter. Within this process, is 
there any evidence that the offenders are labelled out of the 
probation system in that not only do they receive unfavourable 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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recommendations but also the content of the report militates against 
a lenient disposal? To assess this I needed to compare the style and 
labels of the old SER with the new SER. However, as mentioned above, 
not recommending supervision did not have to be seen in a negative 
light as in six cases the supervising officer sought and obtained a 
lenient sentence as well as a discharge of the order. In such cases 
the officer saw the offending as unrelated to the supervision 
process. For instance in such cases the officer might say: 
"despite this offence I would ask the court to discharge the 
order on grounds of good progress." <The offence was minor and 
unrelated to the one which attracted a probation order.) Or: 
"rather than more than one agency being involved I would seek a 
disposal other than the continuation of supervision." <Social 
Services Department had become involved with the whole family.) 
--
Conversely in 19 cases the officers made explicit or implicit 
referen~e for the need of punishment. 
"previous orders and indeed this one have proved ineffective." 
"I can make no alternative constructive recommendation to the 
inevitability of a custodial sentence." 
"X must be punished by the way of a O.C. sentence ... " 
In the next table for both the 'low tariff' and 'high tariff' 
dumping cases I will compare the style and labels used in the 
original SER and the new one. As an additional comparator I will 
show the style and labels of those cases where a 'new way of 
working' was offered to the court in the SER. 
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TABU:: 9.10:LABELS AND SffiES for 'DUMPED' CASES 
CIAT SER TT SER 
6roup Topics Lab eh Topics Labels 
+ + + + 
Low Tarllf 
Du•p N • 6 5,5 5,7 1,8 3,8 2, 5 3,5 3,7 I, 2 
High Tariff 
Du1p N • 19 3,8 6,7 1,8 3,5 3,7 8,9 1. 9 •• 2 
Nn Ways of 
Working N • 26 N/K N/K NIK NIK 3,6 7,0 3,0 2,8 
All TT 
SERs N • 110 NIA NIA NIA NIA •• 2 6,6 2.A 2, 7 
All CIAT 
---SERs ( Supn, ) •• 2 5,3 1' 8 3,1 NIA NIA N/A NIA 
N • 2U 
The above table shows there is little difference in the data for 
CIAT SERs and TT SERs, except in the latter, offenders have been 
described in terms of more positive labels and less negative ones, 
The differences are seen, however, when one compares the data 
before and after reoffending. For the low tariff dump group there is 
an overall decrease in the use of the topics <suggesting less 
comprehensive SERa?> but a marked increase in the use of positive 
labels and a decrease in the use of negative ones. Such SERs would 
leave the reader with a positive view of the offender and thus the 
request for the discharge of the probation order along with a 
lenient disposal becomes consistent to the picture painted of the 
offender. The data for the high tariff dump group paints the 
opposite picture. The original SERa gave a worse overall impression 
than for all the supervision cases and the new SER stressed Jven 
more the negative characteristics of the offender. As a comparison 
the 'new ways of working' sample, although with similar 
characteristics of need and risk, are portrayed in a more positive 
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light than the high tariff dump sample. It would seem that for the 
and latter group the officer felt supervision was worth another try 
thus portrayed the offender's potential in the SER whereas the 
opposite conclusion was reached for the former group and thus they 
were given a negative report with a negative or no recommendation. 
In the next chapter I will discuss whether the 'sheep and the goats' 
approach described here can be explained by extra-sentencing 
requirements of case-load management. But this section certainly has 
showed that some cases are not recommended for further supervision 
for positive reasons <low tariff dump group). Furthermore for some 
high need, high risk cases the supervising officers seem to steel 
themselves for another attempt <new ways of working> but 
unfortunately in 19 cases out of 33 where no recommendation for 
supervision was given the officers, sometimes unconsciously but 
- -
sometimes deliberately sought a custodial sentence with the 
consequence of terminating supervision. The implications of this will 
be discussed in the last chapter. 
--------------------------------------
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SUMMARY 
The purpose of this chapter was to explore what happened to the 
offender when he entered the supervision stage of his career in the 
probation service. To do this, I decided to see how the offender was 
described and labels changed with the passage of time. The first 
deduction that I came to, from the data on SERs written by the CIAT 
officers, was that it was not only what was said in the report but 
the way it was said that was important. Negative labels were more 
likely to be found on those receiving custodial sentences. 
With the passage of time, i.e., as the supervision process 
continued, it was found that the majority of labels became 'detuned' 
in that the offenders were not so much described in more positive 
terms but in less negative terms. So knowledge of the offender did 
not lead to the perpetuation of the offender's negative qualities. It 
also showed that the supervision process was having a beneficial 
effect on the offender's life as shown by the decrease in the number 
of MDis used to describe him at the end of the order. 
The study on those cases discharged early for good progress showed 
that on every occasion the application for discharge was made 
appropriately. The offender was seen to be less at risk in terms of 
reoffending and this was backed by a better picture of him being 
painted by the labels used. 
A less satisfactory picture was painted by the 110 cases which 
reoffended and had new SERs written on them. In about a half of the 
cases the reports were descriptive with no undue mention about the 
relationship between supervision and the new offence. But with the 
other half of the cases three attitudes were adopted. These were, 
firstly, despite the new offenc~, let's have another go at 
supervision. Secondly, despite the new offence, he has made very 
good progress thus could you not only treat him leniently for this 
new offence but also discharge the probation order as he no longer 
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needs supervision. In other words the offence was seen as an 
aberration in an otherwise successful period of supervision. The 
third group was more disturbing in that it appeared the officers had 
given up on their clients and either recommended custody or did 
nothing to avert custody by saying the offender had not benefitted 
from supervision and was unlikely to do so. This raises the issue of 
whether there was any ulterior motive for 'dumping' some of the high 
need high risk cases, a topic I shall cover shortly. 
In the next chapter I will be shifting my focus away from the 
client, to some degree, by looking at the interaction between CIAT 
and IT officers. The twin frameworks I will be using to do this are 
client bombardment and boundary control. 
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CHAPTER 10:- lNTERACTION BETWEEN CIAT and T.Ts. 
JNTRQDUCTION 
In this chapter I move away from looking at client careers and 
instead focus on the probation officers involved in the CIAT- TT 
system. The two previous chapters on transfer processes and 
labelling showed how such factors affected the careers of 
offenders. This chapter, whilst looking explicitly at interactions 
between probation officers, will implicitly show the affect this has 
on their supervisees. 
The concern of this chapter is to look at the perceptions of 
officers from both parts of the system. Not only will I be 
commenting upon how they see their work and how they see their 
colleagues' work in the other part of the system, but I will also be 
discussing the interaction between the two. A concern for both 
groups of officers is the pressure of work on them <client 
bombardment) and how they try to alleviate this pressure <boundary 
control>. Linked to officer stress is job satisfaction and this 
chapter will touch upon whether officers, in general, are satisfied 
with working in an intake-treatment team system. Before I move onto 
the data in detail it is worth locating the results within the 
theoretical framework of how officers cope with stress end it is 
this which I will now consider. 
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BOUNDARY CONTROl.. and CI..JENT BOMBARDMENT 
All social workers are subject to stress, not only from the needs 
of their clients and their wish to help them but also from the 
limitations and restrictions placed upon them by their agency. For 
probation officers another potential source of stress is the courts. 
In this chapter we need to look at stress, its origin and attempts 
to avoid or reduce it. An officer's reaction to stress will affect 
his interactions with his colleagues in the other part of the 
system, and ultimately it will have a bearing upon his job 
satisfaction and how effective his help to his clients is. The 
problem that is feared by all social workers is one of 'client 
bombardment•, when the number of clients and their demands 
overwhelm the worker and the agency. Client bombardment is 
combatted by both formal and informal means and this chapter will 
highlight how both are applicable to the CIAT-TT system. 
Informal ways of overcoming stress or boredom from the job are 
akin to "easing behaviour'" and "working the system"2 , adaptive 
modes employed respectively by police officers and psychiatric 
patients to make their lives less stressful. The equivalents for 
CIAT officers are harder to find as their job description is quite 
tightly prescribed. As I shall show later this is not the case for 
TT officers. Addison sees the problem as one of developing an 
effective defence mechanism. In her study on social workers in a 
burns unit she found that the overwhelming nature and horror of the 
setting meant that the workers had to make an adaption to it or to 
risk a possible mental breakdown. Negative adjustments were self-
deception or flight. However a social worker could cope with the 
stress if • ... she uses constructive defences - reliance on support, 
realistic understanding of what is possibie •• '03 
Addison4 in a later article and Prodgers5 in his study on stress 
in intake work both identified the need for managerial backup for 
intake workers. As will be seen later this seems to have been 
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recognised for CIAT officers as they were able to avoid a lot of 
pressure due to the agency prescribing a 'high boundary control' for 
them. This concept is defined as an: "organizations' differential 
ability to control exchanges with their environment or parts of 
it ... '"" An agency with a high boundary control is one which is able 
to closely determine the applicants that it will handle. For instance 
within the hospital system a neuro-surgery unit would have a very 
specialised intake of work - a high boundary control, whereas a 
casualty department which deals with all-corners has a very low 
boundary control. Thus: "Applicants accepted at high boundary control 
agencies will tend to be more homogeneous ... than those accepted at 
low boundary control agencies.'" When this is applied to the CIAT-TT 
system then the intake part of it has a high boundary control as 
it's main function is to prepare SERa on offenders not currently 
known to the Service. Furthermore if the number of referrals for 
reports became too high, the excess reports used to be re-allocated 
to field team officers to do. Conversely the field team had a lower 
boundary control as it had to receive new cases from their intake 
officers, from transfers from within and outside their agency as 
well as mopping up surplus reports from the intake team. Such a 
differential approach within a system is likely to produce stress 
with the need to develop defence mechanisms. These will be discussed 
shortly. 
Within most literature on intake systems the intake team, in part, 
operates a gate-keeping role for the field teams.9 • 9 • 10 • 1 1 In 
other words CIAT ought to act as a boundary control for its TTs. 
From the above discussion the opposite appears to be the case and 
this will be confirmed by the data. Hardiker and Barker on 
commenting on this system said: "Unlike social service department 
intake teams, the primary aim was to achieve improved assessment 
and treatment rather than to control bombardment.'" 2 
As the intake's function was not to control client bombardment and 
was protected from it, it is perhaps not surprising, as will be 
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shown, that the field teams felt pressure from bombardment. Also 
with its high boundary control the intake team started to change its 
focus from the offender to the court as the primary client of its 
services. 
·~ey began to see the purpose of the social inquiry 
reports in a more tightly defined way, as 'providing the 
court with information it needs to know to make a decision'. 
The more treatment-orientated aims were either lost sight 
of or figured rarely."' 3 
Thus a problem for the CIAT officers was who should they view as 
their clients? They also had a marketing problem as they not only 
had to persuade the court to accept their recommendations but they 
also had to sell them to their field team colleagues. This became a 
real issue for some intake officers. 
The final point to consider before looking at my data is that of 
job satisfaction. If one uses an industrial analogy then the CIAT-TT 
system is more akin to a continuous flow model than a batch model 
which generic officers use. The problem for both sets of officers 
within the system is that they are never able to see the job 
through to its completion. Intake officers finish their contact with 
the offender at the court stage and lose the satisfaction of seeing 
the client through his order and period of planned work. Conversely 
the field officer lacks the assessment and motivation of the client 
at the court crisis stage as they only get the case luke-warm. 
Menzies highlights this dilemma as to whether the operational 
requirments of the system, the needs of the client or officer were 
being met by a 'continuous flow' model. She looked at the lack of 
satisfaction felt by nurses. 
"Although the nursing service ha:~ considerable success in 
nursing patients, the individual nurse has little direct 
experience of success. Success and satisfaction is 
dissipated ... the nurse misses the reassurance of seeing a 
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patient get better in a way she can easily connect with her 
own efforts."1 4 
Thus Menzies felt nurses were being alienated from their job of 
nursing by a nursing process. Lowenstein found that intake team 
workers felt distanced from the rest of their colleagues. 
" ... the intake team felt that once the new system was in 
operation, most of the other social workers were no longer 
really interested in its operations and team members often 
complained about staff apathy."' 5 
From having briefly considered the theory of client bombardment, 
boundary control, end officer stress and satisfaction I can now see 
if my data adds to the existing knowledge. I will look at my data 
from four perspectives, a) sources of stress, b) informal ways of 
alleviating stress, c) formal ways of alleviating stress and d) job 
--
satisfaction and its implications for the CIAT-TT system. 
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a) Sources of Stress 
Each intake officer completed a questionnaire <see Questionnaire 6 
in the appendix, TI officers filled in Questionnaire 7). As high 
commitment to a job and some aspects of work can be stressful I 
asked them to rank on a 1-4 scale their commitment to the court, 
the offender, CIAT and the TI <1 = the most important and 4 = the 
least important> When the scores were added, a low score would 
suggest high importance. For the four groups the scores were the 
court = 49, the offender = 37, CIAT = 80, end TI = 92. From this one 
can see that the intake teem officers have nearly just as much 
commitment to the court as to the offender. So to them the answer 
as to who is their client would be either the court &/or the client. 
Their commitment to the agency is notably lower. When asked what 
their answer would be if they worked in a TI then the numbers were 
61, 32, 104 and 70 respectively. Here officers had become much more 
client-centred and their commitment to the court was little more 
than that to their team. Their attitude to the intake team 
replicates the findings of Lowenstein <see reference 15 above). Thus 
intake officers are servants of two masters, the courts end their 
. ' 
clients; that in itself being a source of stress. 
They were then asked from where they saw the pressure of the job 
coming. Using the same accounting process as above the replies were 
the court = 50, the offender = 75, the number of SERa to prepare = 
31 and the Tis = 86. So by far the most telling source of presure 
for intake officers was the continuing and unending number of SERs 
to write, mostly for a fixed and short dead-line. The failure to 
meet such dead-lines would bring them into conflict with the court, 
a real source ·lf pressure. Clients, although important, were no real 
source of anxiety to the officers. 
The final source of pressure that intake officers talked to me 
about was from their field-team colleagues, such pressure being 
informal and in the form of urging the intake officer not to 
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recommend further supervision. Out of 26 replies six felt they had 
not been subjected to pressure, nine had experienced some pressure 
and eleven significant pressure at times, even to the point in one 
case of refusing new referrals. 
The implications of the above paragraph is that for TT officers 
the intake of new work was their major source of stress. As stated 
previously their work came not only from intake but also from 
transfers from elsewhere within the agency or from transfers from 
other counties. The latter two forms were by paper transaction only 
and thus TT officers could do nothing about receiving them. Thus the 
only group of people they could attack who were a source of their 
pressure was their reporting intake officers. But how much was this 
perception of being bombarded by new cases from intake a reality? I 
asked them to estimate what pe!Sentage of their team's work came 
from intake. Seven senior probation officers interviewed by me could 
give me accurate figures. Two said 60%, two said 50% and three less 
than 50%. So if we take 50% -as about the proportion of work 
received via intake what was the perceived level of work? Nine 
respondents thought the level was <50%, nine thought it was about 
50% and sixteen thought it was ~60%. One of these respondents 
thought the figure waS' 100%, one >90% and four l80%. Six people 
could not hazard a guess. Out of the 34 main grade officers who 
replied 47% over-estimated the influence of CIAT, some seriously so, 
whereas 27% were about right and the others under-estimated. There 
was no correlation between officer's case-load and pressure from 
new referrals. 
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b) Informal Ways of Alleviating Stress 
How can CIAT officers 'ease' their stress informally? They ha~;-­
four main means of making life easier. One is when they are on 
court duty they rely upon court ancillaries to actually be in court 
whilst they remain in their office and keep in touch by telephone. 
When one recalls one of the basic objectives of setting up the 
intake team was to enhanc~ the profile of officers in the court <see 
Chapter 3) then this form of 'easing' acts directly contrary to that 
premise. Secondly by offering a delayed service to duty officer 
clients by 'inviting' them to come back later or to keep them 
waiting in the hope that they would go away and not return. An 
appointment system for duty clients has helped to overcome this 
'easing' mechani~m _!l.nd to prevent client bombardment - a formal 
response to stress. The third response to reducing stress was by 
offering a reduced service to those on whom SERs are being 
prepared. This was seen in Chapter 5-by how CIAT officers operated 
a differential approach to both the number of appointments given 
and whether a home visit would be made depending on the probable 
recommendation to be given to the court. Lastly CIAT officers could 
reduce their work commitments by not attending allocation or group 
meetings of the TT teams to whom they reported. 
· For TT officers the opportunities to 'ease' their pressure of work 
are many and as several have already been mentioned in this thesis 
I will only go through them briefly. 
1> Refuse or delay allocation of cases - this was 
described in Chapter 8 on transfer. 
2> Slow take-up rate of cases. Once a case had been 
allocated TT officers took a significantly longer period before 
seeing their new cases than generic officers. <See Chapter ~ for 
details> 
3) Amount of supervision offered. Again in Chapter 8 it 
was seen that TT officers offered significantly less supervision 
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than generic officers, 
-~Inappropriate use of early discharge. Chapter 9 showed 
this was not so as all the cases selected for early discharge were 
seen as being unlikely to reoffend. 
5) Labelling out of the system on reoffending. The 
~omplaint of TT officers was that CIAT officers were only 
recommending high need/risk cases for supervision and that in 
consequence their case-loads were being skewed with too many 
difficult cases. 38% felt that CIAT had skewed their cases in this 
fashion. Thus reoffending gave TT officers the opportunity to prune 
their cases. The previous chapter showed that this did in fact 
happen as in 19 out of 110 cases where reoffending occured and new 
SERs were written. Only three out of 50 respondents thought that 
they would actually consciously do this. This would suggest that the 
'dumping' of cases by labelling the client out of the system is not 
an overt mechanism to reduce stress, but is an unconscious one. 
<This assumes that the officers answered this question of mine 
honestly.) 
6> The final means of alleviating stress was to put 
pressure on CIAT officers to reduce both the number and type of 
referrals. In the previous section 77% of intake officers claimed to 
feel pressure on them from their field team colleagues to reduce 
the rate of referrals. In response 54% of TT officers stated that 
they never applied any pressure on their CIAT colleagues, The 
difference in perception of the two sets of officers as to whether 
pressure was offered or not was statistically significant at the 1% 
level; JC2 = 6.684 1 d,f, 66% of TT officers, however, felt their 
reporting officer was open to advice and influence as to the cases 
they ought not to have on supervision. 
The above six points on easing the pressctre for TT officers, five 
of which were used, begs the question why informal mechanisms were 
necessary. It will be shown in the next section that the TT lacked 
formal means of alleviating stress through not having a high 
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boundary control, hence their need for elaborate informal methods of 
alleviating stress. 
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c) Formal Ways of Aleviating Stress 
How effective are the intake and treatment teams in operating a 
boundary control? The answer for the intake team is that it is very 
successful. The agency has so prescribed its role that it not only 
has a homogeneous clientele, new offenders or those not known 
requiring SERs, but also a cut off point so that if the number of 
referrals reaches too high a limit the excess cases are passed onto 
the field teams. The field teams lack a high boundary control and 
formally they have few means of resisting new cases. All they can 
do is to make representations to higher management via their senior 
probation officer that they are over worked and need more staff. 
Such procedures are cumbersome and cannot react to surges of work 
which create the anxieties. Thus field teams often feel impotent and __ 
not in control of their work-load. As a consequence, they are forced 
to look for informal means of 'easing' their stress levels. <A 
further means which I did not explore would have been to look at 
the amount of time off for sickness that field team officers had as 
compar·ed to the intake team and generic workers.> A semi-official 
means of alleviating stress was by the senior of the field team 
trying to sell his team's needs to the intake officers. Six out of 
seven seniors felt that they had some success in this. The lack of a 
high boundary control for field teams seems to be an issue that 
deserves greater discussion within the agency and will be touched 
upon both in the last section of this chapter and in the final 
chapter on policy considerations. 
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d) Job Satisfaction and the CIAT-TT System 
In an ideal world a system would operate so that all involved 
within that system would benefit. Previously I have shown that the 
clients of the CIAT-TT system do not always get as a good a service 
as those who are clients of generic officers. Earlier in this chapter 
I have shown that the lack of control of their work-load causes 
stress and lack of job satisfaction for TT officers. This raises the 
question, therefore, as to whether the system is effective in 
meeting needs. This question was put to intake officers and their 
replies <N = 26) are shown in Table 10.1 below. In the table xx or x 
indicted degrees of dissatisfaction with the effectiveness of the 
system, 0 indicated that officers were neutral in their feelings 
towards it and 1 or '' indicated that they thought the system was 
effective. 
TABLE 10.1: DOES THE CIAT-TT SYSTEM WORK? 
6ROUP XX X 0 I u 
Clients 2 s 9 11 0 
CIAT 7 2 
" 
2 
TT 7 
' 
13 
Agency 3 3 16 3 
Courts 6 
" ' The table suggests that intake officers see the system as favouring 
the agency and the courts more than intake officers, who in turn are 
seen to be more favoured than either TT officers or clients. The 
system was generally seen as impersonal and designed to meet the 
needs of two bureaucratic organisations with little regard to the 
affect e<ther on the workers or the clients of those organisations. 
The next point to consider is for such a two-tier system to 
operate effectively there has to be a h~h degree of trust, 
cooperation and the sharing of the same goals. Earlier in this 
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chapter I showed how intake officers saw their clients to be the 
court as well as offenders, a view not shared by field workers. 
---
Trust and cooperation depends on a good working relationship. How 
evident was this from my research? 
One would expect that at the barest minimum CIAT officers would 
attend allocation meetings as a basis for a working relationship 
with their TT. However 4 out of the 23 main grade officers 
interviewed stated that they had virtually no professional contact 
with their field team and did not even go to the allocation meetings 
or discuss cases with the field senior. A further five officers did 
not go to their field team's group meetings and thus deprived 
themselves of knowing how the team thought, what its skills were, 
and what the team's members felt they were able to offer clients. 
From this patchy contact with their working colleagues it is not 
surprising that ten intake officers were not enthusiastic about the 
quality of their relationship with the field team. Finally, I asked 
the intake officers whether they felt part of their ~ Only six out 
of the 23 main-grade officers felt themselves to be an integral 
part of their T~ Three of these people had previously worked in 
that field team. A further six, although not feeling an integral part 
of the TT, felt they had a good working relationship. Two of these 
had previously worked in that TT. The remaining eleven felt that 
they were no real part of the TT to whom they reported and they 
were merely a postman bringing in more work. One of these officers 
had previously worked in that team. At the time of these interviews 
the unwritten policy was that CIAT officers should not report to 
their old TTs for fear of collusion or being pressurised. From 
interviewing 75 probation officers who had been involved in the 
system I would disagree with that policy, as this meant there would 
be no means of knowing the needs of that team and the various 
skills of its members and the resources that that team could 
command. By having previously worked for that TT, good team 
relationships would likely to be taken into CIAT which would benefit 
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the subsequent liaison between the two teams. I will return to this 
more fully in the final chapter on policy implications. 
How did the TT officers view their relationship with their 
reporting officer in CIAT? 22 out of the 50 respondents felt there 
was a barrier to effective communication. The main reason given was 
the lack of involvement of the CIAT officer in the ethos and work of 
the team. More than one person reflected 'how can he make 
recommendations for supervision when he does not even come to any 
of our meetings and does not even know us?' Generally TT officers 
felt that CIAT officers should come to all allocation meetings and 
group meetings and preferably to team training sessions. Some 
commented that it would be best if their reporting officer had 
previously worked in their team. Certainly the view that came across 
was that there was too much distance between the two parts of the 
system. Just less than half of those interviewed were entirely happy 
with their relationship with their reporting officer and eight felt 
it to be totally unconstructive. When asked whether CIAT officers 
ought to be dependent or independent of their TT 10 felt that they 
should have total autonomy, 27 felt there should be effective 
liaison, a further 7 felt that CIAT ought to be made up from 
officers sent by their TT to work for them but in the environment 
of a specialist court team. Five, however, felt CIAT ought to be 
disbanded and enlarged field teams cover their own SER work, maybe 
with one or two officers specialising in court work. 
The final two questions I asked the two sets of officers were: 
i> were they satisfied with their work and 
ii) what changes would they like to see within their 
working environment? 
For the first question their replies were graded on a 1-7 scale 
with 1 being very dissatisfied, 4 being neutral and 7 teing very 
satisfied. The results are shown in Table 10.2 below. 
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Table 10.2: SATISFACTION WITH JOB WITHIN CIAT-TT SYSTEM 
6ROUP 2 3 s 6 7 
CIAT s 2 2 8 10 0 N • 26 
TT 2 10 3 4 u 13 4 N • SO 
In both cases about a third of the officers were dissatisfied with 
working within the CIAT-TT system. However these figures are no 
different to research I carried out in 1978 on satisfaction of 
probation officers in the Midlands when 67% of officers in a sample 
of 839 felt satisfied with their jobs.'" Thus although officers 
complained about the nature of their work and identified how 
colleagues in the other part of the system were making life 
difficult for them ihe levels of dissatisfaction were very much 
those that one would expect. 
When it came to what officers felt were the main things that 
should be changed within their working environment 9, (36%) of the 
intake officers felt the system ought to be changed or abandoned as 
the most important change that was required. Within the TTs 24 
(48%) wished to see the system changed; 8 wanted the system 
disbanded, 6 wanted management to lay down minimum levels of 
liaison by CIAT officers and 10 felt that they ought to have more 
control over their work-loads. In other words (20%) of the field 
team officers interviewed were asking for a higher boundary control. 
They thought this was more likely to occur if there was better 
liaison and understanding between the two groups of officers in the 
system. 
It would appear that those within the field teams were more able 
to identify, from their perspective, the need for change in the 
system. The various levels of dissatisfa=tion and concern over the 
quality of relationships with CIAT colleagues would seem to be 
linked with their frustration at not being able to set their own 
boundary control, a luxury afforded to the intake team. 
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SUMMARY 
----
I have endeavoured to look at the interaction between the intake 
team and the field teams to which its officers report. In order to 
look at the system I used the concepts of client bombardment, 
boundary control, officer stress and job satisfaction. From these 
concepts I showed that for intake officers the main source of stress 
was the unending supply of SERs they had to write and that as 
social workers they now saw their client to be the court as much as 
the offender, a possible conflict for those who perceived this as 
acting against their training and ethos. The intake team enjoyed 
some respite from work pressures as they worked within a system 
having a high boundary control. For the field teams the main source 
of ~t~ss was that they had no control over their work input due to 
having a low boundary control. <Inevitably, like their generically 
based colleagues, they complained about the size of their caseloads 
but some who complained had low caseloads and some who did not had 
high caseloads. Thus attitudes to caseload size is difficult to 
assess as it depends on team and individual officer's morale and 
capacity to cope with their work>. 
I then looked at formal and informal ways of •easing' work loads 
and that due to their low boundary control the field teams had few 
formal opportunities to prevent work input, again this being 
contrary to the intake team. Thus the field teams had developed a 
series of informal strategies, delaying allocation, slow take-up of 
cases, infrequent supervision of cases, labelling clients out of the 
system on reoffending and putting pressure on reporting officers 
not to reconrmend supervision, to make life easier for themselves. As 
the intake team had a higher boundary control they did not need so 
many informal mechanisms b alleviate their work-load. They eased it 
by not attending meetings or court, by delaying to see duty officer 
clients and by being office-based rather than by home visiting. 
I concluded the chapter by looking at the quality of liaison 
----
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between the two parts of the system and how this is seen as an 
area to which management needs to give further consideration. 
Although officers within the CIAT-TT system seemed no more 
dissatisfied in their work than those I interviewed in a separate 
piece of research, it was noticeable that a large percentage of 
field officers would see change in the CIAT-TT system as being 
important. 
I have now come to the end of my discussion of my research 
findings but have left the implications of the major findings to the 
end. This will now be considered in the final chapter on policy 
implications. 
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CHAPTER 11: POLICY IMPl.ICATIONS 
INTRODUCTION 
It is now appropriate to review briefly the main findings of my 
research in order to see whether they lead to any implications for 
policy makers, either within the Leicestershire Probation Service or 
further afield. To pursue this end I shall address myself to the 
following questions: 
1) Within the thesis I have discussed the quality of the 
SERs as prepared in CIAT and as compared to my control 
group and other research. Do my results enable any comments 
to be-mad:e about report writing in general end report 
writing by a specialist team in particular? 
2> A reoccuring theme has been that of targeting 
supervision towards particular client groups. From my 
chapters on client profiles, end recommendations end 
reoffending can any policy statements be made as to a 
targeting strategy? 
3> A major part of this thesis was to evaluate the use of 
en objective assessment schedule in the preparation of SERs 
by the intake team. From the results and the subsequent 
development of a needs/risk scale does this lead to 
suggestions as to its further usage? 
4> In Chapter 4 on the development of a theoretical 
framework for this thesis I talked about the career of 
offenders as they passed through the CIAT-TT system. I 
discussed their careers in terms of a process, By reviewing 
my date from a processual perspective what implications do 
the results have for those who work within that system? 
5> What are the implications of my results for the staff 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------, 
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who work within this system in terms of role strain end job 
satisfaction and what changes could be suggested to assist 
them, their clients and possibly even the courts? 
6) Finally, in Chapter 3, I recorded the 'job description' of 
the CIAT-TT system. From this research how far have the 
hopes of the management group been met by the system and 
is there any justification for the system to continue? 
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SERS AND fUTURE POLICY 
One of the first things that I wished to determine in my thesis 
was the quality of SERs written in CIAT as compared with a control 
group and other research findings. This would enable the statement 
that expert teams prepare expert reports to be verified or 
confounded. I am conscious that in my analysis of the SERs I largely 
used Thorpe's categories to assess them. She was trying to ascertain 
how comprehensive SERs were. Conversely, Tutt and Giller suggested 
that SERs, on juveniles in particular, should confine themselves 
mostly to offence behaviour and be Offence Enquiry Reports rather 
than Social Enquiry Reports. Like Thorpe, I too wished to see how 
comprehensive reports were, since from my point of view Tutt and 
Giller's approach prevented an officer from looking at social need. 
From my analysis I found that, in general, Leicestershire probation 
officers wrote more comprehensive reports than other of!icers who 
were the subject of res~arch studies by Thorpe, Osb9rne, and Perry. 
However, even then, those reports would contain less than 60~ of the 
relevant items. The reports were also backward looking in that their 
emphasis was on how the past affected the present, not how the 
present would be likely to affect the future. <Reports focusing on 
offence behaviour tend to predict likely future offending.) 
When looking in greater detail at the reports prepared within the 
agency there was no evidence that the CIAT's reports were any more 
comprehensive than the control group's. There were some differences 
in style but nothing to suggest that CIAT officers produced higher 
calibre reports than generic officers. 
The differences in favour of the CIAT reports were that there was 
a greater tendency for SERa to comment upon the risk of reoffending 
and attitude to the offence, important factors for the court. 
However this was offset by the paucity of reliable information on 
the offender's home and family relationships. CIAT reports lacked 
authority on these issues for the simple fact that in only just over 
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a half of the reports was there a home visit. If officers are going 
to be office-based then their information on the home can only come 
from the offender and cannot-be verified by first hand knowledge. 
This is a real weakness of the CIAT system and I would recommend 
that the Leicestershire Probation Service reviews what it expects 
from SERs both in terms of their content, and the knowledge base 
from which SERs are prepared. Within this review, guidelines could 
be given as to how many interviews would be needed to prepare a 
SER. Mathieson suggested that three interviews was the minimum. 
Only 14% of my CIAT sample fell within that parameter. The use of 
more than one interview and including a home visit becomes even 
more important if officers use my needs/risk scale since its 
reliability is greatly enhanced by a home visit. 
When the SERs were studied in more detail by looking at how the 
style and content of them changed for different disposals, some 
important points relating to professional practice emerged. For an 
organisation that still sees its main purpose as supervising 
offenders in the community one would expect that its officers would 
place a high emphasis on en offender's potential response to 
supervision. Additionally, an organisation that endeavours to keep 
offenders out of custody ought to try and do so by pushing strongly 
supervision as an alternative. Such a recommendation would have 
greater weight if it was supported by an evaluation of the 
offender's previous response to supervision and his current 
motivation to it. However, my research shows that CIAT officers 
largely ignored 'attitude to supervision' as a factor to put before 
the court. For those who received supervision and those who received 
custody the commenting of this topic was less than 30%. The 
implications of this are quite serious. The intake team, by writing 
the majority of the SERs in Greater L, !icester are in a potentially 
very influential position with the courts. But they have to maximise 
this opportunity and in key areas, such as providing alternatives to 
custody, they are falling to do so. Given also the finding that 
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supervision always had a higher take-up rate than the average there 
is a strong argument for carefully thought out recommendations 
thatspell out to the court the immediate advantage of supervision 
and its potential longer term benefits. 
Whilst on the subject of writing reports, Chapter 9 demonstrated 
the great care that reporting officers have to take, for their 
descriptions of an offender can live with him through his criminal 
career. Officers need to seek an internal consistency within their 
reports. It is of little value to write a report recommending 
supervision at the very end if the rest of the report is damning 
the offender in all aspects of his functioning and is in effect 
implicitly recommending custody. If an officer wishes to use a label 
to describe an offender then he has to think through as to how that 
label will be perceived end later used by the judiciary. It would 
seem that in some cases CIAT officers were pre-sentenctng the 
offenders as the reports were so full of negative labels that they 
were inviting the court to look no further than custody. The court 
could cite the SER as corrobative evidence as to why custody was 
appropriate. 
However, Chapter 9 did touch upon a difficult ethical dilemma for 
reporting officers. During the enquiry stage the officer accumulates 
more information than is needed in the report. Selection is thus 
required. If an officer is keenly against the imposition of custody 
and as a consequence would never shape his reports towards custody, 
is it morally justifiable to omit information from the report which 
is negative but possibly relevant to the sentencing process? This 
dilemma is partially solved if officers saw the courts as their 
primary client since then they would be more likely to maintain 
their objectivity and cover all relevant aspects. However some 
officers saw their prbary client as ule offender and not the cour-t. 
In such cases they were more likely to 'gild the lily'. Certainly 
within my samples I found CIAT and TT officers withholding 
important information from the court in order to help prevent the 
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imposition of a custodial sentence. It is perhaps for the Service to 
decide whether the means justifies the ends. Personally I feel 
officer integrity is of prime importance for if the court becomes 
aware that officers are 'massaging' the information they will loose 
all credibility and the chance to help other offenders in the future. 
One way in which labels were used was in the adjusting of TT 
officers' case-loads. I found evidence to suggest that when a 
supervisee of a TT reoffended then the new court appearance was 
used as an opportunity to 'dump' the case. Although this happened 
in only 19 cases, this 'labelling out• is frequent enough to ask why 
officers needed such a mechanism to reduce their case-load. Morale 
and stress seem related to this phenomenon and I will return to it 
later in this chapter. 
Before closing this section I wish to return to the last part of 
Chapter 5 which studied client profiles for each disp~sal. I showed 
that there were specific characteristics relating to most of the 
major disposals. I would recommend that the agency study those 
profiles to see whether they are satisfied with them or, whether, 
CIAT officers should target different groups for different disposals. 
In particular, the use of attendance centre for those so early on in 
their career seems to be something that the probation service needs 
to review as a matter of urgency. It is being used down tariff and 
often for first offenders. It also had a high rate of recidivism. 
Both the Statement of National Objectives and Priorities CSNOP> and 
Aims, Principles and Priorities for Leicestershire (APPLE> targeted 
out groups of offenders for supervision who were most often found 
in the prison cohort. The profile for this group was one of 
recidivists committing high gravity offences. They also were of the 
highest risk in terms of reoffending and who had the least stable 
features in their lives. Such offenders are notoriously difficult to 
work with. My data in Chapter 7 put such people in the high need 
high risk category. Such a group was more likely to miss 
appointments and to reoffend. If the probation service is to have 
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any impect upon the criminal careers of this group of offenders 
then it has to be geared up to see them immediately after the court 
hearing and to maintain regular contact with them, and by following 
up missed appointments rapidly. Such an approach would seem to be 
better served by generic teems where there is no change of officer 
at the court stege. 
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CIAT AND TARGETING 
As mentioned above, CIAT officers are in a unique position to 
influence the court by using the knowledge available to them. 
Furthermore, they have to respond to agency and national 
intervention strategies, such as SNOP and APPLE, by shaping their 
recommendations at a team level. They cannot do this effectively 
without some clear knowledge about the effectiveness of their 
recommendations, the sentencing strategies of the courts, and the 
effectiveness of the various disposals. The client profiles, as 
mentioned in the previous section, enable officers to see what kinds 
of offenders are attracting what kinds of disposals. My results 
showed a class bias of suspended sentences and fines being used 
preferentailly for 'home owner' offenders whereas_attendance centre, 
community service and detention centre were more likely tolbe used 
for those from council estates. Supervision, in its various forms, 
was being used for those from less stable backgrounds who commit 
less serious offences. The prison cohort tended to be from unstable 
backgrounds, with poor accommodation and few family ties and were 
committing a series of serious offences, So from my results, as 
found in Chapter 6, what information can be used to the advantage 
of CIAT in their task of writing reports? 
It needs to be stressed again that in general terms the courts 
were prepared to use supervision, even for those with a high risk of 
reoffending. The take-up rate for supervision was always higher than 
the average for all disposals. So it appears that a well argued case 
for supervision, which stresses how supervision would be used, is 
more effective than other disposals in preventing a custodial 
sentence being passed. For men the 'most commonly used alternative' 
to the recommendation given is custody. Thus report writerr. need to 
be extremely careful about the recommendations they intend to make 
as the consequences for the offender if the recommendation is not 
followed can be very serious. When it comes to recommendations 
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neither CIAT nor the courts place much emphasis on the use of 
conditional discharges; this being especially so for men. My results 
showed that the highest rate of recidivism was among the 17-25 age 
group with the 17-20 receiving the most punitive sentences from the 
courts. I therefore recommend that the Leicestershire Probation 
Service monitors very closely the sentencing by the courts of these 
young adults in order to see if it can target out this group for 
supervision and divert some away from custody. 
A sure way of ensuring that offenders receive a custodial 
sentence is to recommend it, and I found within my sample of nearly 
1100, 34 recommendations for custody. The service needs to decide 
whether a no custody recommendation policy would be realistic to 
implement. Although such a policy might prevent the service from 
having any part in the making of custodial sentences, assuming the 
rest of the SER is coherent in an anti-custody stance, it might lead 
to the alienation of the service by the courts and a negative 
reaction by some officers at a loss of autonomy. Similarly, no 
recommendations lead to an enhanced rate of imprisonment. I think 
that for the probation service to adopt a blanket no custody policy 
would be unworkable and counter-productive as there will be times 
when an officer will believe that custody is the right and proper 
measure. Also some officers are likely to react strongly against any 
further erosion of autonomy. Furthermore, the courts would feel that 
the service had lost all grip on reality if custody was never 
mentioned, with the consequent loss of faith in the reports and the 
service's competence to work in the criminal justice system. However, 
such a recommendation by an officer is likely to be as the last 
resort. If that position has not been reached, the anti-custody 
recommendation, for reasons already mentioned, would have to be 
carefully argued. Such a reommendation would have to be in keeping 
with and consistent with the body of the report. 
The results showed that women and girls were brought into the 
probation system earlier then men·or boys. This was due to the 
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courts, and to a lesser extent CIAT officers, taking the view that 
women in trouble with the law needed casework help. However the 
rate of recidivism for women was lower than for men. Thus officers 
need to be careful that they do not fall into the 'chivalry theory' 
of sentencing women. In the light of the concern of bringing 
juveniles into the system too early one needs a yardstick to help 
decidP when intervention ought to be pursued. The criteria that 
first offenders should not be recommended for supervision, 
especially if they are juveniles is a start at targeting, but it is, 
I would suggest, somewhat crude. A more sophisticated means of 
targeting by using my needs/risk scale is discussed in the next 
section. Also, if supervision is not recommended what should officers 
be recommending? 
From my data three disposals came out as having significantly 
higher rates of recidivism than one would have expected. These were 
community service orders, detention centres and attendance centres. 
Community service seemed an ineffective disposal, in terms of 
reoffending, irrespective of the age of the offender. It also did not 
have many people within its cohort who had three negative indices 
on the MDI as the selection process for community service excluded 
such high risk of reoffending cases. This cohort, which was younger 
than those receiving a suspended sentence, also came from a less 
settled background. I would recommend that the community service 
section reviews who it wants on community service. My findings help 
to clarify their strategy for targeting. If community service was 
being recommended as a straight alternative to custody for low 
need/risk cases then that would seem to be a legitimate and helpful 
strategy, but the data suggests that to place someone on community 
service who is high need/risk is likely to be unhelpful in terms of 
reoffending. A solution to this problem, which is an unpopular one 
for the courts and the service, is for the court to pass a multiple 
sentence if there is more than one charge. For the serious chargeCs> 
a community service order would be made as an alternative to 
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custody. A probation order would be made for the less serious 
charge(s) to offer social work help to try and reduce the social 
need and risk of reoffending. Detention centre had the highest rate 
of recidivism and my results should give added weight to the 
service to argue against the ineffectiveness of such sentences. Of 
surprise and concern is the result on attendance centres. Two points 
stand out. Firstly, they are used much earlier in a juvenile's career 
than had been expected and secondly, the rate of recidivism, despite 
many of them being first offenders, was much higher than one would 
have predicted. Thus, for juveniles the recommendation strategy 
seems to be conditional discharges for first or minor offenders, 
fines for those who do not need social work help and supervision 
for those who do. Similarly, for adults the same thinking would 
apply but for serious offenders who do not need help one could 
recommend a suspended sentence. In the next section I will look at 
the implications for the Service of my needs/risk scale and how it 
can be used in targeting. 
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HEEDS/RISK AND TARGETING 
In Chapter 6 I discussed the efficacy of the MDI as used by CIAT 
and in Chapter 7 how it was used in a needs/risk scale. The 
implications of that will be discussed briefly. The first major point 
that needs to be stressed is that the MDI was validated in the CIAT 
setting. The statistical significance of that data was so strong as 
to show that it can be safely used as an aide memoire in report 
writing. For my analysis I took 50% as the dividing line for high 
risk of reoffending and that was equivalent to 2 or 3 negative 
indices. In my thinking anyone who was in this high risk group ought 
to be considered for intervention. However an agency could easily 
target out some groups to avoid discrimination by saying that for 
first offenders no recommendation for supervision would-be made 
unless they had three negative indices or stood a real chance of 
receiving a custodial sentence due to the enormity of the offence. 
However such a targeting policy is only one -dimensional and looks 
only at risk. My needs/risk scale enabled officers to look at social 
need as well as risk. I found that reoffending was directly related 
to social need. Thus by using a needs/risk grid, as I described in 
Chapter 7, an officer, with the offender, could ascertain the amount 
of need. Intervention could then depend not only on the risk of 
custody or the risk of reoffending but also the degree of social 
need being expressed. Teams or agency policy could decide at what 
point need became so high as to demand intervention by the 
probation service. In my data high need was j9, that figure being 
derived mathematically from all the data. But there is no reason why 
an agency could not say that for juveniles or women who are first 
offenders that the social need should be so many points higher 
before tntervention is recommended. Also bearing in mind that 17-20 
year olds are more punitively sentenced than other age ranges one 
could use that piece of knowledge in conjunction with the needs/risk 
scale to decide at what point one would decide to offer a social 
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work recommendation to the court. Thus, I would strongly recommend 
that a needs/risk scale be used in the preparation of SERs. Cit is 
----pleasing to know that the Leicestershire Probation Service is using 
a development of my needs/risk scale with offenders to ascertain the 
level of need and whether help and what kind of help ought to be 
offered.) 
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CIAT-TT PRQCES5ES 
So far in this chapter I have discussed three major issues, two of 
them, the needs/risk scale and targeting do not directly comment 
upon the quality of the probation officers' work. The first part on 
the quality of SERs could be construed as implied criticism of CIAT 
officers' work. In this part my criticisms of the work within the 
CIAT-TT system will be more explicit and ere based on my findings 
in Chapter 8 and 9. My main concerns are: 
!. Timing of the transfer process. Casework theory and 
theories of intake systems all find the CIAT-TT to be lacking in 
respect of the timing of the transfer of cases. The basis of 
transfer is the court hearing. This bears no resemblance to the 
needs of the client. Whilst the intake team is geared around the 
court hearing, one can foresee no change in the arrangements. The 
only possible change that could be made, if the CIAT was to maintain 
its court orientated function, would be for it to assess new cases 
in order to see if there was a long term need or whether brief 
casework would achieve the desired results. However this would 
entail CIAT in more assessment than it does at the present and for 
it to take on a casework function. This would mean CIAT would need 
additional staffing. 
2. Speed of transfer. Individual officers have no say in the 
timing of transfer at a theoretical level but they are very much 
involved with it at a practical level. The practice of transfer from 
the CIAT officer to the TT officer was, in general, very poor. The 
average time for the transfer to be effected was three weeks with 
5% of the cases not seen within 10 weeks. Five cases had reoffended 
and returned to court before they were seen. With the drop in client 
and officer motivation with the passage of time it would seem that 
the system, as it functioned during the time of my research, allowed 
sloppy work of low professional standard. The Service ought to look 
at how it can increase the percentage of cases allocated before the 
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court hearing, or at the worst within a day of the court's decision. 
I also found that for those who were most at risk of reoffending 
and with the high-est need were likely to fare worst and miss more 
appointments if the transfer was not effected quickly. Officers 
ought, therefore, to be more mindful of their responsibilities to the 
clients who most need their help. Another inconsistency found within 
the transfer system was that women brought into the system too 
early were then not seen as quickly as men. Perhaps the TT officers 
were trying to rectify the discrimination of CIAT and the courts. 
The professionalism of officers could be questioned by the fact that 
they took much longer to see a new supervisee who had not been 
recommended for supervision than one who had been. 
3. Use of records. A disquietening finding of my research 
was the 'I am autonomous and I know best' syndrome which TT 
officers seemed to display in nearly half of the cases. In nearly a 
half of the cases where there were Initial Assessments <IA>, the TT 
officers either ignored them or pulled them to pieces. In part, the 
problem was compounded by CIAT officers who only produced IAs 50% 
of the time. But it is surprising that officers who work in the same 
building and perhaps had worked in the same team could pay so 
little regard to the professionalism of the other. It would seem to 
me that the agency ought to decide not only what is good practice 
in the terms of speed of transfer but also what the responsibility 
of CIAT officers is in furnishing IAs to the TTs. lf more 
assessments of a higher quality were forthcoming and CIAT officers 
were present at allocation meetings to introduce the case then their 
work would be more acceptable. In general, I found the quality of 
IAs as written by CIAT, TT or generic officers to be very patchy and 
not very comprehensive. The service needs better assessment 
documents, for at present they are far from comprehensive. 
4. Lack of supervision, Casework theory again informs us of 
the importance of the first few months of supervision as it is 
during that period that change is most likely to be effected. The 
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slow rate of transfer leads to the logical conclusion that the 
amount of supervision that can take place within the first three 
months will be reduced. Only 22% of the CIAT cases met the agency's 
requirement for supervision under the terms of its primary contract 
to the client and the court. Forty seven percent of the control 
group met this requirement, i.e., 8 or more contacts in the first 
quarter. At the other end of the scale over 30% of the cases had 3 
or fewer contacts as compared to 11% of the control group. The 
agency needs to rectify this inadequate level of supervision 
especially with the increased demand for accountability as expressed 
by the Home Office and the courts. When the orders were reviewed on 
their completion it was found that CIAT cases averaged 26 contacts, 
whereas the control cases averaged 37 contacts. Also the rate of 
reoffending for the CIAT cases was 54.7% and the control group was 
38.5%. These figures do tend to bring into question the efficacy of 
the whole CIAT-TT system. 
5. Needs/risk scale and supervision. Inevitably officers 
cannot supervise everyone the whole time. Decisions as to priorities 
have to made. Some cases were allocated time on a demand basis and 
this is inevitable if a case 'blows up', but the Wigston team found 
that the use of the MDI and Heimler needs scale did help them to 
prioritise their work to good effect. By the same stendard, the 
needs/risk scale could enable a TT officer to decide the intensity 
of supervision to be offered. It might be that this could put him in 
conflict with the demands of the primary contract. But if he had to 
supervise a low need low risk case which has only a 17% of 
reoffending, then that should demand less officer time then a high 
need/risk case which has more then a three fold chance of 
reoffending <55%>. 
6, As a side issue, I ~und when analysing this data that 
the courts tended to bring the probation order down tariff end use 
it for low risk low need cases. This is a point that the agency 
needs to take up in the Probation Liaison Committees. 
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The above six points have major implications for the probation 
service in Leicestershire as four of the points seem to be the 
direct result of having an intake system. The advantages of the 
system are few for the client or the supervision process and seem 
to be limited to a second look at the case by a new officer which 
can add useful fresh insights to it. Also there was evidence that 
the transfer of the case led the new officer to think more carefully 
about how supervision would act reductively. 
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C!AI-TT INTERACTIONS 
I have described some of the problems of the CIAT-TT system and 
the implications it has for its clients. But what are the 
implications for the officers within the system? In terms of 
boundary control CIAT officers were well protected and perhaps 
should have felt relatively happy with their lot, However, the 
majority of CIAT officers felt under continual siege from the 
unremitting flow of court reports. They were expected to prepare 
more reports than suggested when CIAT was set up and the work 
lacks the variety or job satisfaction of a field team officer as one 
never see a job to its completion. Poor liaison with the TT also 
caused problems for CIAT officers and several felt under pressure 
from the ITs they reported to. A lack of previous knowledge of the 
TT by the CIAT officer can add frustration as one is unaware of the 
resources the team has to offer. If the Leicestershire Service were 
to review the CIAT system by looking at what should go into SERs 
and how transfers should be effected, it could also review the work 
levels of CIAT officers, which would include regular liaison with 
their field teams. 
As for ITs, the problems expressed to me were different. There 
was a sense of impotence in that they had no formal ways of 
controlling their work intake. I found that the way they coped with 
what they perceived to be excess amounts of work was to put 
pressure on their reporting CIAT officer, delay allocating the case, 
not seeing the case very often and 'dumping' it if the client 
reoffended. Part of the problem is to do with morale; someone who is 
on top of their job can absorb more work than someone who is 
struggling. Workloads did not appear any higher than generic 
office.s and during the years of my research, if anything, caseloads 
were dropping. It may be that having a transfer system which 
prevents one from 'choosing' whom to supervise creates the vehicle 
for disquiet among TT officers. Certainly, the results of their work 
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suggest they are less effective than their generic colleagues both 
in terms to the amount of supervision they offer and their 
effectiveness in reducing recidivism. 
This brings me to the last part of this thesis and that is whether 
the CIAT-TT system has met the criteria given to it when it was 
established and whether it should continue, and if it does, in what 
form. 
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HAS THE CIAT-TT SYSTEM WORKED? 
In the management group's consultative document on the potential 
establishment of a Court Intake and Assessment Team it suggested 
that by separating the court work from treatment there might be the 
following benefits: 
!. Probation officers would acquire special expertise in 
writing SERa. 
2. Officers would become more familiar with court work. 
3. They would form better relationships with the courts. 
4. They would enhance and refine their diagnostic and 
assessment skills. 
5, Treatment team officers would be freed to give 
treatment. 
When one looks at those five objectives and compares them with my 
findings then a somewhat depressing picture emerges. CIAT officers 
did not write better reports than-generic officers. In some respects 
they were worse. The second objective does seem to have been 
reached in that the reports tended to reflect the fact that the 
primary consumer of the reports was the court. The courts had 
become the clients of CIAT. While, arguably, CIAT officers' 
relationships with the courts improved, this could not be said to be 
the case for TT officers, the majority of which had less contact 
with magistrates and judges. So the courts' contact with the service 
was through fewer officers and with those who did not undertake the 
main work of the agency. Furthermore, CIAT officers tended not to go 
to court unless they had to, which left the direct contact to 
ancillary officers. The CIAT officers would coordinate the work of 
the ancillaries and attend if required but mostly they would remain 
in their offices at the end of a telephone whilst wr_ :ing reports. In 
the final analysis, CIAT has never been more than a report writing 
machine and the assessment side of the work has not taken place. It 
is to be hoped that diagnostic toole such as a needs/risk framework 
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would go some way to helping assessments to take place. The hope 
that CIAT would free TT to do treatment has never been borne out. 
TT officers offer less supervision than generic officers who have 
the additional burden of writing SERs and attending their local 
courts. 
So it appears that only one of the management's criteria for the 
CIAT-TT system, namely some officers became more familiar with 
court work, has been met. It is a system that allows sloppy and at 
times less than professional work to be carried out as compared 
with generic officers' work. However, CIAT has been in existence 
since 1976 and as yet shows no sign of flagging. In part, it is like 
a boulder that has gained momentum rolling down hill and it is a 
brave (or foolish> person who gets in its way to try and stop it. In 
part, also, an increasing number of officers coming to work in the 
TTs have never known a generic system and thus they have nothing 
with which to compare it. Most officers dislike working in courts 
anyway and ere pleased to be relieved of court duty. 
From my thesis what can be said about the future of CIAT? 
Certainly, I found a strong lobby from both CIAT and TT officers who 
would like CIAT to be disbanded. They felt it gives a poor service 
to clients and that officers do not like working in a system where 
from one end they can never see a completion of a case and at the 
other they are not involved in the report writing and court drama. 
Such officers, who formed the biggest single group in my research, 
felt also that the court was not getting a better service. What the 
system is good at is getting the job of SERs done in time for the 
court hearing. With all the different courts in Leicester that in 
itself is not an insignificant feat. But if CIAT were to continue and 
not be disbanded then the reason for its continuance would be 
bureaucratic and not professional. 
The call for the system to be disbanded, as given by the officers 
working within it, could be seen as officers grousing for no other 
reason than-that which has been established by management must de 
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facto be suspect and thus should be criticised. However the evidence 
of my thesis is much stronger than that. I have demonstrated the 
inadequacies of the CIAT-TT system to the extent that~mpared 
less favourably than the control group taken from a generic team. 
But if the system were to be disbanded what would occur? One 
solution would be for a central court team to be established. Its 
job would be to service the court, by interviewing offenders in the 
cells post sentence, present SERs to the court on behalf of the 
authors and take referrals for new cases as directed by the court. 
Such new cases, be they supervision or referrals for SERa, would be 
sent to the team covering the area where the defendant lived. The 
officers who would be released by disbanding CIAT would be 
redistributed into the area teams. This system is similar to many 
city probation services and similar to the provision offered by the 
-Leicestershire Service before CIAT was formed, 
A mid position between disbandment and the continuation of the 
status quo for CIAT is for it to become a loose federation. By this 
I mean it would not be a separate team but that each TT would 
nominate say two officers to do nothing but write reports. There 
would be a core group of officers, independent from the TTs, who 
would cover the court and be responsible for liaison with it but 
their job would not be primarily writing SERs. The danger of this is 
that the two nominated officers might get absorbed into other 
activities within the team and face a conflict of interests and 
pressing deadlines. 
The main advantage of disbanding CIAT is that the transfer 
process, which seems to be the source of so many problems, would no 
longer exist and the majority of cases would receive a 'continuation 
of care' from the probation service. Slow take-up rates, the lack of 
supervision offered during the first few months, the lack of trust 
in another professional's work would all disappear. 
However as the system seems to work for bureaucratic reasons and 
-not for professional ones it is unlikely to be disbanded. So if I 
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work on the assumption that it will continue, how could the system 
be improved? The service needs to look at my results and see how it 
can overcome the built-in disadvantages of transfer that are 
intrinsic to CIAT. The targeting out of high need/risk cases for 
pre-sentence allocation would be an obvious solution. Management 
need to lay down practice guide-lines as to what needs to be done 
in terms of speed of transfer, the type of information that is 
needed and whether in the light of a needs/risk assessment the 
conditions for the primary contract need always be adhered to. The 
content of SERs has been discussed above but unless CIAT officers 
leave the office end see offenders in their home circumstances I do 
not see how the reports can ever be comprehensive or reliable. A 
major source of concern is the inter-action between the two sets of 
__ officers. The lack of trust and cooperation between them must be 
potentially damaging to the offender. The confidence of the TT 
officers in their CIAT colleagues would be enhanced and the transfer 
of cases would be quicker if the CIAT officer(s) reporting to the 
team had previously worked for it. The advantages would be that the 
CIAT officer would know the resources and capabilities of the team 
and he would also be known and hopefully be respected by his former 
colleagues. The fear is expressed that such an officer would be 
subject to more pressure from the TT officers but the opposite 
might also be the case in that the CIAT officer would know the 
capability and capacity of the team and know whether they could 
take on the work. This would give greater weight to a shared 
working ethos and if at the same time assessments were written and 
discussed with TTs, they would feel less like the end of an ever 
disgorging conveyor belt. The seconded officer would still be part 
of CIAT which would remain as a separate team who would try and 
develop ways ot assessment and linking with the court. 
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CONCLUSION 
My thesis has explored the worKings of Leicestershire Probation 
Service's Court Intake and Assessment Team. It has done this by 
following through the career of an offender from when he becomes an 
applicant to the agency to when he looses his client status. I have 
shown that the CIAT-TT system is not geared to offenders and does 
not offer them a very satisfactory service as compared with generic 
teams. I have also demonstrated that a needs/risk scale can be of 
assistance to officers, teams and agencies in the preparation of 
reports, the prioritising of work, end the targeting of clients. 
However, when it comes to looking at the CIAT-TT system itself I 
can find little justification for its continuation in the form that I 
have described in this thesis. 
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METHQPOLOOY 
Chapter I gave the reasons why this research came about and 
Chapter 4 discussed the theoretical frameworks and hypotheses that 
underpinned it. Here I will discuss how the empirical research was 
carried out. Although the actual methodological techniques were 
straight forward and can be explained relatively briefly, the 
collation and analysis were very time consuming. As can be seen from 
the appendix a content analysis schedule for each case totalled 
fourteen pages and could take in excess of an hour to complete. 
Furthermore there was considerable time delay, especially for 
custody casee, before the data could be assessed. I acquired my 
sample size of 1200 cases by the CIAT officers filling in MDis on 
the cases they were preparing SERa on and on completion returning-
them to me. Permission for this exercise was given by the menagemnt 
group end the CIAT at a group meeting agreed to cooperate with me 
in preparing MDis on cases, However there was a large difference 
between group policy and individual officer cooperation as some 
officers refused to cooperate at all; others gave me just a handful 
of cases, whereas some prepared about a hundred MDI schedules. 
One of my initial concerns was to obtain a sufficiently large 
sample of SERa and supervision case papers to give cell sizes big 
enough to carry out statistical analysis once the data had been 
sub-divided by age, sex, previous convictions, gravity of offence, 
etc. In edition to these variables noted above I also collected data 
on the recommendation, the sentence, whether there was reoffending 
within two years, the type of court, the Martin Davies Index <MDI> 
and the officer. This last piece of data enabled me to compere the 
range and distribution of recommendations made by officers. nee the 
data had been collected and the court sentence passed there had to 
be a two year wait. This was to ascertain whether the offender 
offended within two years of sentence. For those sentenced to 
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custody the two year period did not commence until the day of their 
release. Those serving a prison sentence of over two years were 
excluded from my sample as there would have been insufficient time 
in which to do the follow up. 
The sample size was initially just over 1200 cases, 600 of which 
were subject to the MOI and the other 600 to the Needham/Oavies 
derivitive. The Needham/Oavies derivitive was a scale devised by 
Needham, an officer within CIAT. He re-worked Cavies' figures which 
hadled to the production of the MOI. Needham hoped to increase the 
predictive power of the MOI by giving certain elements within the 
scale greater weighting than others. The Needham/Oavies scale was so 
designed that it could be collapsed back into the MOI thus giving me 
either 600 MOI and 600 Needham/Oavies cases or 1200 MOis. The 
figure 600 was the number in my sample of MOI cases that I had 
received by the time Needham had produced his scale. I therefore 
sought an equivalent sized sample. However, when I tried to find 
the cases after the required lapsed time for reoffending, only about 
1100 could be traced as some had moved,out of the area end many 
files could not be traced within central records despite extensive 
searches. There was about an 8% failure of retieval of files. The 
main analysis of the data was carried out on the main frame 
computer at the Computer Studies Department, Loughborough 
University by using Pascal as the computer language. The data were 
mostly presented by the use of cross tabulations where one variable, 
usually the rete of reoffending, was compared against one of the 
other variables. The data were further refined and subjected to step 
down regressional analysis where the probability of reoffending was 
compared against the other variables. These results were subjected 
to the F-test and only data significant at the 1% level were used. 
CFor further details of these techniques see 'Stat:ll tics and 
Operations Research' by I. Schagen. > 
From the data I found that 312 cases were placed on supervision. 
The careers of offenders whilst on supervision became a focus of 
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the rese~rch. I decided to use two control groups for this 
supervision sample. The first was an intra-control group. I decided 
to use 312 cases from the other disposals in such a way so that 
they were matched in two respects. I matched them for the different 
reporting CIAT officers so that if officer 'A' wrote 100 of the 
initial sample of 1200 cases and officer '8' wrote 50 reports then I 
would have twice ss many cases in my control group from officer 'A' 
than officer '8'. In a similar way I would have a matched sample for 
each of the disposals in the proportion that they occured in the 
main sample. Thus, as in the main sample there were 312 supervision 
cases there would be 312 other cases made up of 54 prison cases, 30 
detention centre and borstal, 50 suspended sentences, 39 community 
service orders, 32 attendance centre, 86 fines and 21 conditional 
discharges. That was the theory but in practice due to the loss of 
some files as mentioned above I could only follow through 282 
supervision cases end the numbers of the control group for some 
disposals varied slightly. For a greater discussion on collecting and 
collating matched samples see Bennett and Bowley's book 'An 
Introduction to Multi-Veriate Techniques for Social and Behavioural 
Scientists. 
From my sample of supervision cases and other disposals, now 
reduced to 594, the files were subject to e 14 page content analysis 
schedule covering the contents of reports, the labels used, and 
where applicable the amount and type of supervision offered. I also 
recorded officers' responses to recidivism by doing a second content 
analysis of the new SER as prepared by individual TT officers. 
The second control group wee derived from sources independent of 
CIAT. I collected 300 supervision cases from two generic teems where 
they prepared their own SERa and mostly supervised the cases 
themselves, thus obviating the need f.- r a case transfer. These 300 
supervision cases were subjected to the same 14 page analysis. 
Copies of the research schedules are found in the appendix. 
The last strand to the research was to interview, where possible, 
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all the officers who worked in CIAT during the time I collected my 
data. Similarly, I interviewed the officers who worked in the TTs 
during the same period. Copies of the interview schedules are found 
in the appendix. In all but six cases I interviewed the officers and 
wrote down their replies myself but these six cases were conducted 
by post as the officers had left the area. 
To conclude this methodology let us return to three areas 
and to elaborate upon them in a little more detail. These 
areas are the ways in which the data were collected, the 
need to validate the needs/risk scale and the differing 
roles I found myself in whilst carrying out this research. 
~Collection. Details of how the data were used once 
collected were given on pages 365-367, but the actual 
collection of data was a major frustration. As was mentioned 
earlier it was both agency and CIAT team policy to present 
cases to me with completed SERs and MDis. The objective of 
collecting 1200 cases for research should have taken a year, 
this being about the number of SERs being produced in a year 
by CIAT. However, due to the reluctance of some CIAT team 
members to cooperate fully with the policy, it took nearly 
three years to collect the sample size. Thus, the response 
rate to the request for SERs and MDI was about a third: 
approximately one third of all cases were submitted in each 
of the years in question. Their response rate inevitably 
gave cause for concern because of the problems of non-
representation. Indeed, it was apparent that those who were 
most committed to using diagnostic tools produced the 
largest number of cases to follow through. There was no 
evidence, however, that those who were more reluctant to 
participate gave false evidence on the cases they submitted. 
Moreover, almost full and total cooperation was forthcoming 
from the two teams used to obtain the control group of 
supervision cases from generic officers. 
All of the 1200 cases were analysed to give the main 
results as described in Chapter 6 on recommendations, risk 
assessment and reconviction. However, the rest of the 
analysis <Chapters 5, 7, 8 and 9) depends on the smaller 
sample of 312 supervision cases extracted from the main data 
base. These supervision cases were matched with an 
equivalent number of cases (from the remaining 900 cases) to 
represent non-supervision disposals. Details have already 
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been given <p. 367> about how these cases represented the 
different disposals in proportion to their distribution in 
the original data base. A control group of supervision cases 
was selected from the main control group data base. 
' ~ ~Validation In Chapter 7 attention was focused 
on the development of a needs/risk scale and how it could.be 
used; and the difficulties involved in using such a scale 
were touched upon on p. 238. It is evident that before one 
could unreservedly recommend its usage in general 'clinical' 
practice there would have to be further validation of its 
effectiveness in the practice setting rather than just in 
the research setting. Whereas this research took the 
prescriptive research tool of the MDI and validated it ~n 
the practice setting, and thereby allowed it to be used in 
the preparation of SERs, a similar exercise needs to be 
carried out with the needs scale. 
A small scale piloting of the needs/risk grid, at an ACOP 
conference, was discussed on p. 238 and practice 
implications of standardisation of usage were highlighted. 
Since that conference and since the majority of this thesis 
was written the needs/risk scale has been used on three 
further occasions with probation and social work students. 
Again, whilst in general they came to similar results, there 
was still no uniform understanding of what constitutes high 
need and what would trigger off the recommendation for 
supervision. High need, as deduced from the scale, could be 
due to the summation of several non-acute needs or just one 
socially crippling one. Thus, when the needs scale is 
further validated consideration will have to be given to how 
the actual total is to be deduced. The Leicestershire 
Probation Service has now modified the scale to some extent 
so that it can be used interactively with the offender. The 
needs scale used in this fashion could be used not only in 
assessment for the purpose of preparing SERs, but also as a 
means of establishing the main issues for supervision once 
an order had been made. It is to be hoped that the 
L 
I 
Leicestershire Probation Service will evaluate and endeavour 
to validate the scale pre-sentence and post-sentence. 
Certainly using the needs part of the needs/risk scale 
jointly with the offender is a positive development of the 
scale as it will enable both officer and offender to 
highlight issues of greatest priority. 
Piffering Research Roles The final point to clarify is the 
different roles that I played whilst carrying out this 
research. An awareness of the different roles will give 
greater understanding of why different terms were used to 
refer to the same item. The roles were researcher, 
practitioner, and researcher with practitioner knowledge. 
These different roles can be highlighted from the text.' 
Researcher. For the bulk of this thesis I was 
endeavouring to evaluate and understand the career 
of an offender as he passed from the SER stage 
onto supervision and finally out of the hands of 
the probation service. To enable me to do this I 
re-worked Martin Davies' Index of the Social 
Environment so that it could be used pre-sentence. 
At the same time I devised a simple needs scale to 
be used in conjunction with the MDI. In this 
context the needs/risk scale was referred to as a 
research tool to aid me in my investigation. 
However my use of nomenclature was not always 
consistent due to the other hats I wore. 
Practitioner. As mentioned in Chapter 1, being a 
researcher who was also a practitioner <as at the 
time I commenced this research I was a probation 
officer working in the CIAT> created problems in 
the way that I was perceived by my colleagues. 
Being mindful of that and wishing to ensure that 
my research would not be seen solely as an 
academic exercise, I was conscious that I had to 
try and 'market' my results in a way that did not 
'threaten' the agency or its workers. Thus, when I 
wrote about the needs/risk scale in terms of 
officer usage I no longer used the language of a 
researcher and described it as an 'aide-memoire' 
to colleagues in their evaluation. The use of this 
language was to show officers that they were in 
control of the scale and not the scale in control 
of them. Such a clarification was important; if 
officers had seen such a tool as a restriction of 
their autonomy they would have been more likely to 
discredit it than use it. This was why I did not 
pursue the development of reg~essional analysis of 
the data any further as it would not have been 
seen in any way helpful. I.can speak about that 
quite categorically because of finding myself in 
my third role. 
Researcher with Practitioner Knowledse. The 
danger of this role is that I took for granted my 
knowledge acquired over 15 years of probation 
practice and thus might have made decisions in my 
research that appear to have been baseless 
assumptions. For instance, as mentioned 
immediately above, I did not pursue the use of 
regressional analysis as I knew from working with 
colleagues for many years, and attending 
conferences where client assessment was discussed, 
that the vast majority of officers feel very 
uncomfortable when using statistical data as a 
means of understanding criminality. They are 
happier when using their own judgements and will 
only use assessment techniques if they are 
introduced in a non-threatening manner. Similarly, 
in my chapter on labelling, it may appear that I 
made assumptions as to what courts would see as a 
positive or as a negative label without having 
first carried out a pilot study with the bench. 
However, having worked in the court setting for so 
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many years, I had built up a knowledge of what the 
court considered as negative characteristics in an 
offender and whether reports were biased in favour 
of the offender or not. 
Conclusion The above notes clarify three problems of 
methodology. The section on data collection showed how 
difficult it can be to obtain the required sample size even 
when one supposedly has the backing of the agency and the 
cooperation of the team. This has implications for how long 
one should allow for data collection. If time is limited 
then the sample size may have to be reduced. Yet a large 
sample can be essential if much data, over a follow up of 
two or more years, is likely to be 'lost' due either to 
files no longer being available or probation officers not 
showing a sustained interest in the research. 
The section on the needs scale emphasised the further work 
which will have to be carried out to validate this scale. 
One would hope that its current usage by the Leicestershire 
Probation Service will lead to its eventual validation. 
If this thesis had been carried out solely from a research 
perspective, the text at times might have shown greater 
consistency as the discussion of my various roles 
underlines; it would have been easier to write the thesis 
without such role complexities, However, the benefit to this 
thesis was that as a practitioner I was able to interpret 
the impact of my research work within the practice setting 
and thus anticipate how the work would be received and used. 
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GUIDELINES FOR THE PR~ARATION OF PROBATION OFFICER'S REPORTS, 
A probation officer's report is a document nrepared to assist the court in 
the sentencin~ process, 
The above is the purpose of the report and officers are reminded that although 
the report may he used for other purposes, e,g, parole, these purposes should 
not be taken into consideration by the report writer, 
TITLE 
It is proposed that the title be changed from Social Inquiry Report to 'Probation 
Officer's Report, 
CONTENT 
1, Court, Date of hearing, Full name of defendant, Age, Date of Birth• 
• Present Address, P.s.n. 
2. A summary of the offences in respect of which report is being written, plus 
any offences being taken into consideration, 
N.B. If t.i.c,s are not known,state not known. 
),' Information on which report is based. Knowledge of defendant. Significant 
persons contacted, ·e.g. employer; school teacher, social worker, ps7chiatrist 
4. A description of t~e defenda.~t•s present situation, his personality, and 
relevant family relationships and social history. Where appropriate include 
school/work pattern, current employment, wages, financial position, health 
and'religion, State whether information has been verified. 
5. A summary o~ the defendant's previous convictions and the apparent effectiveness 
of previous disposals by the courts. 
6, The defendant's description of the circumstances surrounding his current 
offending and his attitude towards the offence, Note ay variation between 
the defendant's description and that of other sources e.g. prosecution 
evidence and description by any codefendant. 
' 
' 
' 
7. The defendant's motivation and capacity to change his personal situation, 
/ 
and assessment of the risk of reoffend1ng. 
a. The conclusion should incrude observations regarding the benefit 'r 
otherwise of individualised sentencing; 
~0* 
A recommendation for a non-custodial 
eo. 
alternative where this is relevant, realistic and possible. 
9. Amplification of the proposed method of intervention e.g. supervision 
with requirement for intermediate treatment. 
10. Report writer's name and-signature, office address and date report written. 
NOTES 
1. Paragraphs should be numbered for ease of reference. 
2. There are points for and against using headings. The paragraphs under a 
particular heading need to be relevant to that heading. In practice it is 
difficult to maintain this and headings can be misleading to the reader. 
). If the offender is an adult, do not refer to him by his first nace or his 
surname only. Use full name or Mr./~!rs./Miss/Ms. 
4. Clearly differentiate between what is fact, what is unsubstantiated and what 
is prob~tion officer's opinion. Do not state that you have contacted a 
• 
person from another agency, e.g. doctor, employer, social worker, on the 
assumption that you will pave time to do so before the court hearing. 
Before quoting information gained from a person in another agency, remember 
tp obtain the permission of that person. Whenever possible quote the source 
of the information. 
Data Collmtion. 
It is recommended that the modified Part 'A' be used as a data collection sheet. 
ASSRSSME~"T OF RISK/NEED. 
It is recommended that Martin Davis/Heimler etc. be used to assist this process. 
RESPO~:SE TO PREVIOTTS SENTENCES 
This should be examined carefully e.g. timeeLapsed between offences and previous 
disposals. 
RECOMl·!ENDA~lQ!i. 
Careful consideration should be giyen to all the disposals available to the 
court and the offender's likely response to each one of them before a recommendation 
is made. Where app~v~:i~;e the proposed mdthod for intervention should follow 
the recommendation • 
• . . 
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THE INDEX 
In this chapter the !~strument i• set do..-~t in its l~t~st form. The scores allocated 
for each ans"er are md1cated m t~e rigbt-ha:1a margin; at tl:e end cf e~ch 
section the cutting po:nt for d•chotorni7aticn is shown in a box. The code 
letters used for the three factors in the instrum~nt are: 
I = high support at home 
II = low support at home 
A = good work s:tuation or good school relationship 
B =bad \\ork ~~t~a!lon or bad school relationship 
a (alphc) = low level of crime con:amin~tion 
ll (beta) = high le\el of crime contammation 
AN INDEX OF SOCIAL E~NIRONMENT 
Subjecl's name: 
address: 
date of birth: 
Martir, Da\ies 
. Home Office Research Unit · 
- -· 
rnaritol st:J.:t:s: 
Further det~i!•: 
INDEX c 
Note: I 
The author \\isbes to ackno\\ledge t!lat the form of question used in the I 
Support at J/ome section is l:ased largely on the work of the G!ueck<.• 
3 
- ·--.- -~ .... - ~--·· .. : ...... · .. -- ...... _,_ ·- _ .. - ..... -......... -- .... ": --- _ ......... --- ... - --·-. 
SUPPORT AT HOME 
.. I SUPPORT AT HOME (mntd) ' ' 
TillS PAGE TO BE COMPLETED lE TilE ( TfliS PAGE TO llB COMI'LETED If TilE 
SUBJI:CT IS SINGJ.I:/WIDOWED, AND • SUBJECT IS SINGLE/WIDOWED, Arm 
LIVING AT HOME l LIVING AT HOMI:. . 
. Jn dcserih•ns th~ emotional tics ot the subject to his father, Till! 1'[ RMS 'MOTIIER' AND 'FATIIER' RI:I"ER TO PARENTS OR 5. score 
PAili:NT-SUDSTITUTES WITII WIIOM Till! !oUUJI:CT WAS LIVING AT would you soy that be is: • r--TIIB TIME or A~SBSSMJ;NT . attached 1 ... ... ... 
ind1fJ'cn:nt ... ... ' -I 
I. Are relat&onshi('IS between the subJcct•s mother and father: score 1·--- comllMible, with no undue quarrelhng •.. I ho,tilc ... ... . .. -I ... ... 
- inco,npatablc, but not leaf.~ in; to an open breach, except --- ' don't know/not arplicable 0 
-I for sr,,radrc scrarat10ns ... ... ... . .. 
---
-the parents :uc hving permanently :apart, and there is no 
-I ' J').Jrcnl·'iUb'itJtutc 111 the home ... ... ... .. . 
---
• 6 • In describing the emotional ties of the subject to his mother, 
-not nrphcable -widowed ... ... ... ... 0 would you say that be 11: 
I 
... 
. !--. attached I I -don't know ..• 0 ... ... ... I ... ... ... ..  .. . ... 
I 
indiUcrrt! ... ... I -1 
I 2. Wh.1t io: the degree oC famdy cohesiveness? (i.e. what is the . t I cx1ent to \\hach the f.tmtly calls forth strong cmouono.t t1cs hostile ... ... ... -1 I among att members, JOIUt interests, pndc •n the home?) .. I ... don't know/not applicable o, I marked I ... . .. ... .. 
some 0 - ' 
1;: 
... ... .. . 7. Is there any other member or the family who has a clo;e 
---C) I 
-I relationship wath the subjc:ct 7 
--.1 I none ... ... . .. B I yes ... ... ... I don't know ... ... 0 " no ••• ... ... .. . 0 
3. Would you describe the afl'ec:tion or the rather for the If yes, who1 
subject as; 
over-protective ... . .. l 
---
If ycs, would you descr~be the emotional tics of the subject 
warm ... ... . .. I to the person liS bemg I 
--- ! attached 1 indaffcrcnt -I ... ... 
... 
... ... 
-
---
Indifferent . -I 
hostile/rejective -I 
... ... 
... ... . 1--I don't know/not appl:coble 0 hostile ... ... ... -I ----
J 
noneeommittal ... ... 0 
4. Would you dcscr~be the aiTection or the mother Cor the 
L---
subjcc:t ns: • 
' 
' I over-protective I . Noli: if ambi,·al~"' is vmt1e ... ... . • --- . into the answer for :m 
warm ... ... ... I I qucstaon, scor.: -1 
' I -. ind1ffercnt ... ... -I 
..,:-.... • 
--- ' A S<.or.:of: 
'• . 
hosll1c/rejoctive ... ... -I 
' I 3 or more r~ I --- un\lt•r 3 ~. 11 
don't know/not applicable ' 0 I
' " ' 
-
TillS I' AGE TO llll CO MPI T:.TED IF TIIB 
SUUJI:CT IS SINGL£:/Wil)OWJ:D, AND 
LIVING AWAY £·ROM HOME AT THB 
TIME OF ASSESSMENT 
• 
Not1: 1( ambivalent is written 
into the answer tor any 
question, score -1 •• 
..-------. 
A score or: 
3ormoro- I 
under 3 - 11 
I 
I· ,. 
l 
l 
' 
' 
' \ 
. I 
I 
I 
' I 
I 
I 
! 
' 
' ~ . 
11115 I'AGil TO Ill: C0\11'1.1.1 £:1) 11· Tl Ill 
SUUJt:l' f IS MARF.Il.l>il"OII o\111 liNG/ 
SLPARATED Oil DIVORC.I!l> 
r. 11. Would you say that there is any deplh of fc:elins between - ICOr~ 
the aubJCCI and his wife? ,-----, 
. 
very much ... ... 
not very much ... ... 
none at all ... ... 
don"t know ... ... 
' 
12. Azo relations between the subject nnJ 1ui~i w.rc: 
comp,at•hh:·. \\ 1th no 
Ulhluc C.Jllolrrcllmg 
im.~HHI'•'IIblc, but not 
h.·.uhnt• h' .111 ''I'Cn brcnch, 
CX.Cl'l'l I or "-llOradic 
"t!Jl,tr,IIIC.lll" ••• 
they arc hving 
permanently apart 
don't know • 
13. To what extent ia the sub)cct'a wafo a source or support to 
him7 
a great deal ... ~ .. 
slightly ... ... . .. 
not at all ... . .. ... 
don't know ... . .. 
. 
' 
. 
. 
' 
. 
---
---
---
---
---
---
I 
0 
-1 
0 
-1 
-I 
0 
2 
I 
-I 
0 
' 
. 
. 
NDI#: if omblvolt!lll is written' 
mco the answer tor any~~ 
qucsuon, lllcorc -1 
..-----... 
A <eorc of: 
3ormorc- t 
under J - 11 
• 
~ 
., 
_., 
. 
~ . 
THIS PAGB TO ·BB 
. COMPLETED IN ALL CASES 
Compl<te th/1 .-et/on If the 1ubject ti 1111/at 1chool 
14. Is the subjcot happy at school? 
. 
yes ... ... ... 
no ..• ... ... .. . 
JS. Is continual absence from school a problem in this case7 (Spcctfy whether truantlng, lll·health, or at mother's 
mst1gat1on, etc.) ... 
very mu-cb so ... ... 
slightly ... ... .. . 
not at all ... ... ... 
16. la thc'$UbJco.'l's behaviour at achool said to be: 
good ... ... . .. 
moderate ... ... ... 
bnd ... ... ... 
Compltte thlr section If tltt 1ub}ect Aa1 lt{l 1chool 
11. On th• day of assessmcot, wns the subject: 
employed ... ... ... 
unemployed ... ... 
l S. Hns nn unsteady employment I'J'COrd recently bcco a 
problem lo: the subJect? 
very much so ... .... 
I 
• ! slightly ... ... .. . 
not nt all ... ... ... 
• 
. . 
• score I 
B 2 I 0 
0 (-I if § lruantana:) 1 2 
. 
§ 2 0 0 
llT: 
B 3 0 
§ 0 2 3 
A score of: 
4ormoro -A 
un..Ier4 - B 
. 
. 
I 
' I 
I 
• 
• 
CRIMB CONTAMINATION 
THIS PAOB TO Ull 
COMPLETED IN ALLCASI:.S 
lr Number of previous con:.ictlons recorded duri~fc the last 
two years .at risk• (not Including convictions or minor 
traffic offences): 
. 
none ... . .. .. . 
one ... .. . ... 
two-plus .. . ... ... 
•exclude periods 
hosp1tal, etc.) 
apcnt In an Institution (c.a. prison, 
' 
20. Arc any or the people that tho aubject is living with known 
to have crimtnal tendencies: 
very much 10 ... ... 
sltghtly ... ... . .. 
not at all ... ... .. . 
• don't know ... . .. 
21. In thinking of the subject'• relationships with his contcm-
porancs, would you say that he: 
is a lone wotr ... ... 
mixes mainly with 
. 
dclanqucnls ... ... 
. MIXCS mainly with 
non-dchr.Qth.'!':Us ••• ... 
don•t know ... .. . 
' 
. 
. 
. 
. 
&t'or• 
§ 0 I 2 
' 
I 
2 
1 
0 
·--
0 
2 
- 0 
A score or: 
Oorl -a 
2ormoro - P 
! 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
. . ~ . 
------------ --- -----·------- --------------
• • 0 ••••••• 0 ••••• 0 • 0 •••••• 0 ••• 0 • 0 •••• 0 ••• 0 • OAT£ Of" HEARING •• 0 •• 0 • 0 •••• 0 ••••• 
'.~:·,· OA:FDRE:CSSE ( S• ). • • • • • •••••• • •••. • ••••.•••• • • •••••• • • • •••••••• • • ••. • • • OOB • • • •• • • • •• • • • • 
~ r n •••••••••••••••• , •••••• , ••••• , •••••••••••• • • • • • ••••••••••••••• • ...... , , • 
. ~ 
;~ PEOPLLINTE~YI EWED 0 • 0 • • • • • ••••• 0 •••• 0 •• 0 •••••• 0 0 0 ••••••••••••• 0 • 0 •••• 0 •• 0 ••• 0 • 0 • 
... 
... 
'·, -- ------------------- ------------------
1. Defendant's att1tude to offence .. ,• ............ . 
' •••• 0 •••• 0 • • • • •••••••••••••••• 0 ••••••• 0 • 0 •••• 0 •• 0 0 ••••••••••• 0 ••••••• 0 •••••••••• 0 
2. Frun1ly 's at tl tu de towards proceed 1ngs .. .. . .. . .. .. ....................... .. 
• • • 0 0 • 0 0 •• 0 0 ••• 0 0 •••• 0 0 ••••• 0 ••••••••••••••••• 0 •• 0 •• 0 ••• 0 •••• 0 ••••••••••••••••• 0 •• 
3. Relevant 1nformat1on concern1ng school/work ............................... . 
• • • • 0 •••• 0 ••••••••••••••••• 0 .............................................................. . 
. . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............................. . 
4. llome s1tuat1on ................................................... •· •· · · · • · 
~ . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......................................................... . 
. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...................................................... . 
!>. Involvement w1 th any agency on a statutory/voluntary ba,as ................ . 
• • • • • • • ...... • .: • • .......................... • • ••••••••• r •••••••••••••• • .............. • 
I 
.................. ~ ................................................................. . 
G. ~ny 
I 
I 
l 
spec1a11 comM.ents 
I . ............................................................ . 
........................................................................................ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
·------------- ------
1\. Adequate tnformatLon for scntcnc1ng. 
U. AdJOurnment for full report J.nd school report rccommt!ndcd 
Slf.n"d ...... . Pcnh.tllon Of: !Ct•r·I·.,H.I.tl •*orkt·r Lt:lt:t·:~lt>r'!-.htn 
u .... , . . 0 •••••• 0 • 4-10 
c~,..,t,:;'!'I:t;T At;A!,YS.lS OF' s. E.R, A!l/l R!:{;r":·n!J-- CON1il{i 1 ~ c,nc·v!p 
- ·---- -........ ------~--
3i:CT10,t 1:- E;*i\LUA.iiON OF S,L.n. t s. 
1. Officer Number ............... 
2. File Index Number ............... 
3. Sex ............... 
4. Age •.............. 
fatllily school 5. l'luober of Respondents used client 
pQlice 
doctors 
employer socinl &cr\•iccs 
oUtera please specify 
6. Number of Intervie~s 
if ot!ters please srecify. 
7. Style of Recommendation 
• 
at ottice 
in custody 
specific 
8. ~u:nber_o! Previous Convictions 
9. Gravity of O!!cnce 
• recorda 
at hot~e 
others 
non-specific none. 
10. Nature of Offence(s) (in data most serious one tal<cn to determine gravity) 
.. 
11. Number of Offences taken into consideration. 
12. llartin Davis Index (assumed) 
"13. Court 
..... 
14. Reco~cndation 
15. Date Court Hearing 
16. Previous Supervision 
17. Offences on Previous Supervision 
18. Breach Procecdinr,s 
19. Previous Custodial txperience !'lone n.c. Borstal 
Y.P. Priron N.K. 
4-lt / 
J.l.l I 
~ 
- , 
r, 
section 1 preparation and knowledge base continued. 
17. Efficacy of Previous Sentences 
• 
No Previous Convictions 
Not Known 
Nothin~ t~ied worked 
Following disposals worked 
~---
Nb "worked" means no reconviction within 2 years 
18. Was SER Pre-trial Post-trial 
il{· /)a{~ . - . 
3. EVALUATIO!. OF OU!!.lillEn I!i...§:.!i 
1. Extent to which topics in SER presented in a positive light as compared to a 
negative light;-
TOPIC positive nesa,tive no mention ;,e..,t"flll· N.: 
.1_, ?a~eP-_~~! ~'aml.ly 5tablli ty _ _ · , 
~ela~~3~ship_withP~re~~s/~~~y~-~---------~~-------------------t··-· __ -_-_--_-_·_·------~----------------+-~' 
3· Condition of Rome 1 
4-'stiiiiiHty-of niarriaie'/cohiilitatlon :---·----· .. --------.--------- --·-·--~ 
~.\!se __ oT-:-I;eisure .~~ . - · ~- :: --~----~- ___ .:::-:-:-.- ---~---- ·------- ·----·--,f--6. Influence of Partner ·-- ···---·---- ------------ ·--·-·- --- --
-- ... :. ...... -------------- ---··-----~~-nfeli!gence · -· .. · ------· 
8,Ability ~o Form Relationships . -·----- -----------1-
-·------- -·-------- ----- I ~Empl-oynent History -- ·-- · · 
• 10. , : Prospect · · · r---- · --
11. Pas.tatti tude to work ·· · -- ,___ ··--- ---
I 
----- ----- -·-
! 
--------1-------+------- ·-
12. l!~s~nt .. __ ·-~~-- ... /school ___ ~~-=-~~-~~=·~.:~~: _· __ -_--__ -_-_._--_1_-_-_--_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-t---.---=-·--- __ : 1~. Past .. .. . · Rchool • 1 
14. • • .. --·;;·-supervision· ------l-------·-l-------t--·---t-..:1 
15_, Presem- :·. ---.. • • r------ --------t----------t-----t-
1 16, Attitude to offence ---- ---·-----1-------;--------if------+-, 
i 7 ~-Past' ·a it.iiud.eto-Xilt:!ior.::1ln. t7.:y:----+-----'l-·~·----+------+----r--
ra.- Fresent . • • • • • 
ia.Past attitude to custo-dy::_-_-:.------· ---·----- _-------_--___ -: 1_·-:_:_:_-:-_-:_:_:_:_:_:_:_1:::_:_:_-:-_:_:_-~~.ri--_::-
'-O• Delinquency of .f.r.~~p.~s ________ -------··--l--------+------t------t--
21. Sibling delinquency. _ -··-·-- -----·· ·---------·· 
22. Ria~ of reoffending 
, errv1.ronrnenta 
.r. inter-personal 
;;:·sexual - -------
6~ employment---
7. meafcal 
a:-·risk of reoffendin" 
none little some a lot·~~e~n~o~rm~·~o~u~s~+-=n=o~t~~n=o=w~n=-~N~·f~A~ 
41:1. 
.---------------------------------------------------~·~,~-------------------­------
- -- 3·- Is the risk of rcoffenJ.in~ qualified discriptively?---::.:_ "Y_rlS/NO--:~-----:-::---::-,:-·• ~-
• If Y~S give details • • 
4. Assessment of Disposals- is there a statement·as to the use /purpose of 
the various disposals? YES/NO 
If YES give details 
5. Is there a discussion as to the co~~unity resources available? YES/i:O 
If YES give details . . 
6~ Custody Inevitable - Is this concept discussed? . -YES/NO 
• 
If \ES give details 
1. Use of previous records, are previous reports being quoted? YES/NO 
If YiS give details 
a. List labels used in SER which have been abstractea from previous reports/records 
POSITIVE NEGATIVE .NEUTRAL 
/ 
--
- --------------------------------------------------------------------r----
.. 
<I 
- ~-
4. EVALUATION OF S'rYT.E OF St<:R 
1. Which role did PO take:- classical justice 
ad vi sop 
treatment 
anti custody 
@ not known 
@ style is not consistent to one approach 
2. If Supervision is recommended 
a) Is the use of a contract implied? YES/NO 
b) Is there a discussion of the purpose of supervision? 
-
none a little some a lot v. explicit 
details: 
... 
~· 
an acknowledgement of court's likely attitude? YES/NO }. In ~~ is there 
If YES give 
I • 
det~ils 
I 
• 
· . 
• 
· 4. Are there any overt indications of negotiation between client and PO in SER? 
YES/NO 
If YZS give details 
5. What labels are used to describe offender? 
POSITr/3 h"EGATIVE NEUTRAL 
/ 
-_-_-_-__ - -:: 
·. 
6. Check list with 3.8 above and unde~line labels which have been used previously. 
---- - -- -----_-__ -_ -_-_-- ---------- ----- __ _::-__ -_-_----=:-__ -_-_-__ -_-_-__ - _______ _ 
7. Is 'the assessment of offenaer based on labels used-above-&/or-fro"t section ).d? 
YES/NO 
If YES give details. 
a. rr there is a recollllr.endation- for supervision was it: anti custody 
cla-s~ic supn 
5. CO:ICLUSIO!I 
1. Result 
2· Amount 
~--
economic 
"dust bin'' 
}; If supervision did it fall into tariff system as per classical justice system? 
. - -
6. nor-.,:s o:: sscrrm: 
i 
I 
YES 
NO -Higher 
- Lower 
• 
: 
--
-1 
' 
I 
- ---_-- ----::---- -_- ----=~---- -_ =----:- -----
I • 
USE OF L~ITIAL ASSESSMF~T 
1. What factors did it cover none a little some a lot v. explicitly 
assessment of person 
the problems ------
treatment plan 
others (specify) 
2. Does I.A. discuss 
a) risk of reoffcnding YES/NO 
b) Supn as reductive measure YES/NO 
c) Contract formation YES/NO 
d) Intensity of Supn YES/NO 
e) Others (specify) 
Give further details if necessary 
• 
USE OF LABELS IN INITIAL ASSESSMENT 
1. Is the offender labelled any differently in IA than in SER? YES/NO 
If YES l1st the labels 
POSITIVE NEGATIVE NEUTRAL 
Do the two sets of labels describe the offender differently to any dP.gree? YES/ 
If YES give details and explanation 
Other notes on section 
Length of time between court hearing and next client contact 
. 
trl"' / 
------
'-· -- 5 
• 
• 
I. AssessMent•Sunnarieo 
1. Are the Part :Ss present? Y3S/HO 
2. How many? - 3. J!aximum No, - 4.% PT B completed 
5. In eeneral are the assessments descriptive 
ProJective 
descriptive & projective 
Do they co~~ent on offenders pro~ress as compared with SSR & IA? Yt:.S/NO 
7. Do they comment on 
in S!!:R & IA? 
the risrl: of reoffenci.ing as compared with that described 
YES/NO 
8, If so do they discuss reductive measures? Yr.S/NO · 
if YtS give details 
1. How does the PO perceive his client at the coJr.mencement of the order? 
POSITIV..:!: lBGA~IV~ 
An,~ specific coir .. ""l::nte? 
2. Is there any cnance in the labels with t~T.e? 
3· If YSS what labels are changed give details 
Give list labels 
NCUffiA1 
4. Can the change in labels be related to any specific incidents? 
5. If Y:£S give details 
• 
6. If NO 
/ 
are the changes gradual? 'lihat reasons can be attributed to tne chances? 
Det~ils 
417 
• 
---------~------- - . 
3. ~.\.RLY ~!~CrL\!tG:-~ 
1 Was this discussed in the Pt 3s? Y '''/'"0 ~~ H 
2. If yt~ how lon; luLo t1i.e orJer 
3• -·.-/hen-was it raised with the client 
\~as the offer of early discluro;-e conditional? 
5, If Y~S wlnt were the conditions, Give details 
6. Was this used as a means of forming a contract? rr.s/:!o 
7. If Y~S give details 
8, Is the plan for early discharge backed up by a. ,,iore positive description of the 
offen<ier. 
9· If YiS give examples of change in labels 
10. Is there an application to discharge an order early witnout~correspJndin; 
positive re~efinition of the offender?· 
11. If YES what reasons ara g1ven. 
: 
' 
12. Is the person to be discharged still seen to. be at ris::C of reoffending? YZS/NO 
13. From the records wha.t would the offenders M.D.I. be at the end of the order? 
14. Co~~ents based on 12 & 13 
: 
15. ~t date. was the order discha.r~ed? 
16. What lengtr. had the order run? 
4. !Wl'!!.S o;; SECT! Oil 
/ 
418 
,. 
i; ---- ------ ---- -- --- ---·--
1. What kinds of casework supn w~re offered to the client? 
2. Did the types of casework change during the order? --YES/NO 
3 •. If YES list the reasons 
4. Is there evidence that casework was overtly directed towards reducing recidivism? 
5, If YES give details 
I 
I 
YES/KO 
6, If NO wnat are seen to be the ma~n purposes of Supn • 
• 
1· Was reoffendi~ discussed and/or predicted in 
SER 
I.A. 
Pt Bs 
Pt Cs 
Discussed with client 
Yes 
a. Did client re offend during the order? YE3/i'0 
9· Did client reoffend during 2yrs out after order finished? 
10. F..ad order been discharged early? YES/NO 
11. Offence(s) Gravity Mths since lt off 
. No N/A 
y.,.s;:w 
12. In what ways is it TPCOrded that the PO reacted to the client's reoffending? 
/ 
-- ---- - -~- ---------- ---------- -
13. After the offence is there any cnan(;es in tne labels used? 
14. If YiS list 
POSITIVE .!EGATIVE 
YES/NO 
15. vias a new SR prepared? If yes doa content at.alysis as per Section 1 
16. !re there any changes in the way the offender is described in the new SER? 
YES/NO 
If Y1S highlight the areas. 
7. In the preparation of the new ~R is there evidence to suggest the PO intends to 
approach the case differently? YiS/NO 
I( YES give examples 
. . 
18. In the new SR is there any sign of 
a) contract formation YEsj;;o If YES give examples 
b~ negotiati~n of labels YES/lm If YSS give examples 
a) 
b) 
19. Does the PQ.disqualify the offender from further supervision? YES/NO 
If YES give examples 
/ 
20. Notes on section 
U.l.O 
.... : -1\- -1-
• 
SECTION 5 END OF SUi'l!.'RVISIO:\ 
1. List the l~bels used to describe the offender at the end of supervision. 
POSHIVB 
. . 
2. Compare tne labels with those as used at the begininz of the order. 
~. Co~ent upon the differences. 
4. w'rite new i{!)!/IF--3DHAM DAVIS based on client's present position, 
5. Compare and comment on the Tnitial .l'lDI and new one •• 
· . 
• 
6. Notes on Section 
' 
/ 
--
' 421 
• 
·. 
. - • • ,., 
1. ~~at is the frequency of contact durir.s the order 
0-~ . 4-6 7-9 10-12 13-15 16-18 19-21 22-24 25-27 28-30 30-36 
at off1-ce 
home visits 
hostel visits 
others ie 
reoffended 
discharsed 
f.tJ ctt ..... 'ie 
2. Wnen did tile offenci.er reoffend, mark in the above chart 
~. Do ti:e same for date of discharge 4< d~ 0 <; • ...,~...;..,,.;.,j ;;,'JW-.. 
4. List specific interventions offered the clie(Jnt. (Plus date of intervention) 
5. Notes on section. 
• 
\ ' ,. .,~ I 0 
/ 
-. 
.I 
.. , 
RISK SCALE 
The risk scale is based on the Martin Davis Index of Social 
Environment but has been adapted to meet the requirement of being 
used pre-sentence and for all people rather than boys already on - --
supervision. The basic format has been followed with three sections 
looking at support at home, work or school history and level of crime 
contamination. 
Scoring: On completing the appropriate section from Parts 1 and 2 and 
all of Part 3 then on adding up the scores as indicated you will get 
three indices 1 or 11 A or B alpha or Beta. 1, A and alpha indicate 
low risk. 111 B and Beta indicate high risk and are deemed to be 
negative indices with respect to reoffending. Research shows that the 
more negative indices that are scored then the higher is the probability 
of reoffending. Intervention by the Probation Service may well be 
indicated if a person has 2 or 3 negative indices. 
PART 1. HOME ENVIRONMENT 
Answer either A. B. or C. 
A 
To be completed if the subject is single/widowed, and living at home. 
The terms •mother' and 'father' refer to parents or parent-substitutes 
--------
with whom the subject was living at the time of assessment. 
1. Are relationships between the subJect's mother and father 
compatible ••• . .. 
incompatible, but not leading to an open breach, except 
for sporadic separations 
the parents are living permanently apart, and there is no 
parent-substitute 1n the home 
not applicable or not known . . . ... 
2. What is the degree of family cohesivness? (i.e. what is 
the strength of family ties etc) 
Marked 
Some 
None 
Don't know 
3. Would you describe the affection of the father for the 
subJect as: 
over-protective ••• 
warm ... 
indifferent 
hostile/rejective 
don't know/not applicable 
4. Would you describe the affection of the mother for the 
subject as: 
over-protective ... 
warm 
indifferent 
hostile/rejective 
don't know/not applicable 
I 
I 
J 
I 
H 
H 
H 
I I 
I I 
H 
H 
H 
H 
I I 
I I 
H 
H 
I I 
I I 
D 
Score 
1 
-1 
-1 
0 
1 
0 
-1 
0 
1 
1 
-1 
-1 
0 
1 
1 
-1 
-1 
0 
(2) 
5. In describing the emotional ties of the subject 
indifferent 
Score 
I I 1 H 
-1 H 
-1 H 0 I I 
to his father, would you sa~ that he is 
attached ••• 
hostile 
don't know/not applicable 
6. In describing the emotional ties of the subject to his 
mother, would you say that he is: 
indifferent ... 
I I 1 
H -1 
-1 H 0 I I 
attached 
hostile ••• 
don •.t know/not applicable 
7. Is there any other member of the family who has a close 
relationship with the subject? 
Yes ... 
I I 
H 
I I 
1 
No 0 
if yes, who? 
If yes, would you describe the emotional ties of the subJect 
to the person as being 
I I 1 attached H 
-1 indifferent •• H 
-1 hostile H 0 non-committal I I 
A score o£: 
3 or more = I 
under 3 = II 
-------------------------------------~-~-~ ___________________________________ j 
(3) 
B 
To be completed if the subJect is single/widowed, and living away 
from home at the time of assessment. 
a. Is there any person in the place where the subject lives 
9. 
10. 
who has a parxicularly close relationship with him? 
I I 
Yes H 
No ... I I 
Would you describe the affect of this person for the 
subject as: 
Would you describe the 
to that person as being 
I I 
over-protective H 
warm H 
indifferent ... 
-H 
hostile/rejective H 
don't know/not I I 
applicable ••• . .. I I 
emotional ties of the subject 
I I 
attached H 
indifferent ••• H 
hostile ... H 
non-committal I I 
A score of: 
3 or more = 1 
under 3 = II 
Score 
1 
0 
1 
1 
-1 
-1 
0 
1 
-1 
-1 
0 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
c (4) 
To be completed if the subject is married/cohabiting/ separated or divorced 
11. Would you say that there is any depth of feeling 
between the subject and_his_wife? 
very much 
not very much 
none at all ... 
don't know ... 
12. Are relations between the subject and his wife: 
compatible, with no 
undue quarrelling ••• 
incompatible, but not 
leading to an open 
breach, except for 
sporadic separations 
they are living 
permanently apart 
don't know 
... 
... 
13. To what extent is the subject's wife a source of 
support to him? 
a great deal ... 
slightly ... 
not at all ... . .. 
don't know ... 
A score of 
3 or more = 1 
under 3 = II 
I I 
1-1 
t--1 
H I _ _.L 
I I 
H 
I I 
I I 
I I 
H 
I I 
H 
I I 
I 
H 
H 
H 
1_1 
Score 
1 
0 
-1 
0 
1 
-1 
-1 
0 
2 
1 
-1 
0 
( 5) 
PART 2. SCHOOL WORK HISTORY 
Complete this section if the subject is still at school. 
14. Is the subject happy at school? 
yes ... 
no . . . ... 
15. Is continual absence from school a problem in this 
case? (Specify whether truanting, ill health, or 
at mother's instigation, etc.) 
very much so 
slightly •• 
not at all ... 
16. Is the subject's behaviour at school said to be: 
good 
moderate 
bad • • •• 
Complete this section if the subject has left school. 
17. On the day of assessment, was the subject unemployed: (If subject 
is at home in charge of a house, is content to be so and 
is thus not looking for work count as if employed) 
employed 
unemployed 
18. Has an unsteady employment record recently been a problem 
for the l~bject? (If most of time looking after home then 
employment record not a problem) 
A score of: 
4ormore=A 
under 4 = B 
very much so 
slightly .. 
not at all • 
. . . . . . . . 
Score 
2 
0 
0 
(-1 if 
truanting) 
1 
2 
2 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
2 
3 
(6) 
PART 3. CRIME CONTAMINATION 
19. Number of previous convictions recorded during the last 
two years at risk* (not including convictions for minor 
traffic offences): 
none • . • • •• 
one . . . . . . . .. 
two-plus ... 
* Exclude periods spent in an institution (e.g. prison, 
hospital, etc.) 
20. Are any of the people that the subject is living with 
known to have criminal tendencies: 
very much so 
slightly .. 
not at all 
don't know 
21. In thinking of the subject's relationships with his 
contempraries, would you say that he: 
is a lone wolf ••• 
mixes mainly with 
delinquents 
mixes mainly with 
non-delinquents 
don't know . . . . .. 
A score of: 
0 or 1 =alpha 
2 or more = beta 
Score 
0 
1 
2 
2 
1 
0 
0 
2 
0 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
NEEDS SCALE 
The essence of this scale is its simplicity. it requires the 
Probation Officer to assess the need of an offender by looking at 
seven different areas and assessing that need on a 0 - 4 scale; 
0 being no need and 4 being an overwhelming need. Examples for 
interpretation are given beneath the scale. It is accepted that this 
scale will be interpreted differently by each officer; that is not a 
draw-back as this scale is designed to help officers determine the area 
of need, the amount of need and whether the Probation Officer can help 
through his/her intervention or whether such need can be met via the 
voluntary sector of other organisations. 
Area of 
Need 
Economic 
Social 
Environmental 
Inter-personal 
Sexual 
Employment 
Medical 
NEED SCALE 
Assessment of need 
0 1 2 3 4 
If the level of need is not known or it is not appl~=able then do 
not score that area of need. 
Assessment of Need 
This cannot be rigidly defined as the aim of the scale is to assist 
officers in assessing need rather than rigidly imposing a structure upon 
the assessment procedure. What has to be borne in mind is that ttsre is 
41D 
1. 
(2) 
an interrelat1onship between need and reoffending; the higher the need, 
the greater the probability of reoffending hence the importance of 
trying to quantify the amount of need. 
Examples of useage 
Economic Need. A score of 0 would be where--tfiere is no strain upon the 
family budget; these are savings and no financial problems. A score of 
4 is where there is large scale debt, pressing creditors, rent arrears 
outstanding fines with imminent committal for non-payment, County Court 
judgements etc. One might decide therefore that somebody on State Benefit 
is likely to have a need score of 2 if they are coping. 
2. Social Need Factors which would lead to social need is the offenders 
dependence on drugs, glue, alcohol, gambling etc. Officers would have to 
assess the degree of problem and score accordingly. (also school problems?). 
3. Environmental Need If a person was N.F.A. and living in doss houses in 
Highfields then he would probably be scored 3 - if he was on the park 
bench or in a dereli et building it would be 4. A modern well equipped 
house would score o. There is scope for interpretation based on how 
the offender sees his environment and how the officer interprets it 
i.e. would Highfields lead to a score of 1 automatically because it is 
designated an inner city area? Does the offender see it as a problem/need 
Does the officer? 
4. Interpersonal Need. This can vary from the gregarious confident socialite 
who is well able to out talk a Probation Officer to the inarticulate, 
acutely shy single person who is totally unable to relate to anyone. 
5. Sexual Need. The same parameters can be apr"ied as above but what is of 
more importance does the offender see his/her sexuality/sexual functioning 
as a problem? 
6. Employment Need. Similar to Part II of the Martin Davis Index but if 
4-JI 
(3) 
a person is unemployed and does not see this as a problem then he/she 
would not have a high needs score in this section - chronic unemployment 
resulting to depression, low self image etc would probably score 4. 
A person who has never been out of work and is happy at work would 
probably score 0 whereas someone with a good work record but who hates 
his job may score 2 or more. 
7. Medical Need. This will include physical as well as psychiatric need 
as reoffending is linked with ill health. 
Interpretation of Scale 
A need score of 0 - 4 is seen as low need and should not concern a 
Probation Officer too much unless it was all in one category. 
A score of 5 - 8 is medium need and may require a closer examination by 
the Probation Officer to see~f any informal help can be offered or the 
person directed towards another agency. However if a person has a need 
in this grouping and a high risk score on the Martin Davis Index then 
that is further indication that intervention by the Probation Service 
is required. 
A score of 9 or more indicates that from a need perspective intervention 
by the Probation Service is required • 
• 
.· 
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1. Officer Code Number 
2. Sex 
;. Age 
6. 
a. 
How long have you been in the Probation Service? 
How long have you been/ were you in CIAT? 
Which group do / did you mostly report to ? 
Have you ever worked in that T.T. group? 
Place in rank order the following list in terms 
and give reasons for your ranking:-
a) The Court 
b) The Offender 
c) CIAT 
d) TT 
e) Others, please specify 
• 
·--
._. '·i" ... 
.. .' , :. 
~ • .._ ..-l'f " 
9.· ~~ a TT officer how would you rank the above? 
of your commitment to them 
10. When under pressure from the job where do / did you think the most pressure 
came from? List in order giving details, illustrations and reasons why, 
a) The Court ( duties and attendance) 
b) The Offender 
c) The number of SERs to prepare I 
d) The TT 
e) Others , please s~ecify 
-----
11. To what extent, if any, do you use previous reports and records in 
preparing SERs? 
12. What do you feel are the advantages and disadvantages of using previous 
information in this fashion? 
13. In what ways and to w1:at degree do you involve the offender in the 
preparation of the reports ie discussing recommendation options, contract 
formation etc? 
14. Which objective assessment techniques are you familiar~ith? 
15.What value do you place on obJective assessment techniques in preparing 
SERs? Give ex~~ples of those you might use. 
16. To wnat extent, if at all, is tne possible risk of reoffending a factor 
which affects your recommendations? 
.. 
17. Do you think there are types of clients who are not suitable for supervision? 
Give details. 
18. What types of clients do you think do best on supervision? 
19. Do you •hink that your answers to the two previous questions is compatible 
with 
a) your view as to the pr1mary purpose of the Probation Service; give 
details 
b)the way tne agency sees its primary function; give details 
20. Can I ask you to describe in general terms your relationship you have / had 
with the Treatment TeaM? 
21. How is that relationship determined ie allocation meetings group meetings etc? 
• 
22. To what extent do you feel that you are an inte;ral part of the Treatment 
ream you report to? What do you base these feelings on? 
To what extent, J.f at a:J,l, d~ feel that in CIAr you nave a different 
philosophy to preparing SERB than in the Treatment Teams? If so how? 
24. Can you assess the liaison between CIAT and your Treatment Team? 
25. How coulci the liaison be improved'? 
26, Do you feel under any pressure from the Treatment Team in that if you 
recommended supervision their case-load would increase? 
27. How do /did you usually transfer cases to the Treatment Team? 
416 
.. 
---- ----
28. Could this transfer process be improved? If so how? 
29. In general, do you discuss cases-with Treatment Teams before writing SERa? 
30. In general terms what do.you think should be the length of time between 
the court appearence and the Treatment Team officer actually seeing hie client? 
31. What reasoning governs your previous answer? 
32. How well do you feel the CIAT - TT system works for 
a) clients 
b) CIAT officers 
c) TT officers 
d) the agency 
e) the court system 
Give reasons for your answers. 
32. (con) 
----~ 
33. Just before we end, can I ask a few general questions to round off the 
questionnaire, 
On the whole, would you say you were generally sa~isfied,dissatisfied or 
fairly neutral about your work? Please give reasons why. 
34, Where would you most urgently seek to change some aspect of your work, and 
why? 
Thank you for your cooperation, especially those of you who have replied by 
post. For those of you not currently members of CIAT please turn the clocks 
back and try to answer the questions as to how you felt then, Let me remind 
you that your replies will be treated in strictest confidence and will only 
be used for the purpose of the research. 
1.1-1 s 
-· 
,_ 
Q.UESTIO!lliAIRE B - TBEA·rMENr TEAM OFFICERS 
1, Officer Code Number 
2, Sex 
3. Age 
4. Treatment Team group (past or present) 
-----5· How long have you been in the Probation Service? 
fiPPtiVOI X 7 
6, How long have you been in this TT or how long were you in a TT? 
7. What has been your average case-load over the last twelve months? 
8, What proportion of your cases come from CIAT? 
9. Let us move onto the actual mechanics of your job, What is the usual 
transfer process process of cases from CIAT to TT? Please give details, 
10, Are you satisfied or dissatisfied with that process? Please give details, 
11. How, if at all, would you alter the process, ana why? 
12, What is your view on roceivingyour case-load as transfers which means 
that you yourself do not carry out your own SER on new clients? 
13. Do you think that there are any advantages if you r~d known tne client 
from the start of •he prob~tion process? 
--- ---
14. Are these advantages, 1f any, primarily beneficial to you, the client, or 
the client - casewor%er relationship? Please give details with examples if 
appropriate. 
15. Can you thin% of any disa~vantages fron ~nowing tne client frO.n the start 
of the probation proce&s? 
16.Row important is it to.make contact with the new client? 
17. \~t is your usual procedure? 
18. Nr~t are your opinions of the Initial Assessments prepared by the aiAT officer? 
,, 
19.Are you influenced in any way to follow tne case-work plan containeu. within 
the Initial Assessment? Please give details. 
--
20. If you do not follow the plans at the co~nencernent of an order what factors 
influence such a decision? 
21. If you were responsible for the preparation of those ~~s as currently 
done by CIAT do you thi~ your case- load would cr~ge? If so how and why? 
22. Do you feel that your case - load is skewed in any way? 
23. Do you feel that either you or your team is able to influence your reporting 
CIAT officer in the way he works? If so how? 
24. Are there any ·oarriers to influencing the reporting CIAT officer? 
Lt-4-1 • 
25. Do you think that the CIAT officer should act independantly or otherwise 
from the TT? 
26. Can I ask you to assess the extent of influence-that a CIAT officer 
exercises over your case - load. Does he nave a lot of influence, some influence, 
or no ~nfluence at all? Please give uetaila to illustrate your view. 
27. Let's turn to the quality of the relationship between yourself &/or your 
team and-the CIAT officer, and his team. Is it an easy relationship where 
each is able to enable the other to fulfil their role; is it one of a creative 
tension wher~· dispite the tensions the job is done, or ~a it an unconstructive 
relationship? 
28. How does the relationship between yourself and the CIAT officer ultL~tely 
influence your relationship with the client? 
29. In your view, to what extent is client reoffendin~ an opportunity to 
reduce caseloads by failing to recommend further supervision? 
~0. To the extent that this process occurs are there any special categories _____ _ 
or types of clients disproportionately involved? 
~1. Are there types of clients you feel CIIT should not be recommending to be 
placed on supervision? Please give details. 
~2. If yes, have you ever, or has your team ever tried to influence CIAT 
officers concerning these types of clients, and with wlat result? 
~~. Which types of clients do you feel do best on supervisio~, and why? 
~4. Has your team ever asked specifically or put your CIAT officer under 
pressure not to recommend so rany cases for supervision? 
35. Just before we en~, can I ask a few general quest~ons to rounQ off the 
questionnaire. 
On the whole, would you say you were··generally satisf~ed, dissatisfied 
or fa~rly neutral about your work? Please give reasons why? 
36. Where would you most urgently see~ to cnange some aspect of your work, and why? 
ThanK you for your cooperation, especially those of you who have replied~y 
post. For those of you not currently members of CIAT please turn the clocKs 
back and try to answer the questions as to how you tnen felt. Let me remind 
you that your replies will oe treated in str~ctest confidence and will only 
be used for the purpose of research. 

